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jf. FOREWORD

This document is the final technical report on a study titled "Design
Criteria for High-Authority Closed-Loop Primary Flight Control Systems".
The work was performed from June 1970 to June 1971 by the Government
and Aeronautical Products Division of Honeywell Inc. , Minneapolis,
Minnesota, under Air Force Co,'.ract F33615-70-C-1293. The contract wasIinitiated under Project 8226, "Experimental Synthesis and Demonstration of
Flight Control System Techniques for Military Aircraft," Task 822601,
"Advanced Flight Augmentation System Techniques for Tactical and Strategic
Aircraft." The sponsoring agency was the Air Force Flight Dynamics Labo-
ratory (AFFDL/FGL), Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433, with
Duane P. Rubertus as Project Engineer.

[Honeywell engineering personnel who performed the study and contributed
to the report include R. C. Hendrick, A. J. Bailey, L. D. Edinger, C. L.
Kuivanen, R. F. Rasmussen, and C. R. Zimmer. A portion of the study in-
cluded a survey of operational problems, involving many Air Force personnel,
both military and civilian. The majority of these people are listed in Appen-
dix I along with their areas of specialty. They contributed much valuable data
and advice and were most receptive and cooperative. This support is grate-
fully acknowledged. Also to be recognized are technical contributions from
the airframe and actuator manufacturers in the area of flight control actuator
design data. Detail information on their products adds materially to the value
of this report as a reference for advanced flight control design.

The report was submitted by the authors in May 1971. The associated
Honeywell report number is 21572-FR.

This technical report has been reviewed and is appV'oved.

I
A/,

~GEORGE H. PURCELL

Acting Chief
Control Systems Development Branch
Flight Control Division
AF Flight Dynamics Laboratory
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/ABSTRACT

A study to develop improved design criteria for primary flight controls
which feature feedback techniques is reported. The study consisted of eight
parts, including a survey of operational problems, a review of system-gain
changing (requirements and techniques), stabilization criteria for high-
frequency control modes, an analysis of stall/spin maneuvers, a catalog of
dominant performance characteristics which affect flying qualities, an
analysis of system/airframe compatibility testing, definition of criteria for
built-in test equipment, and a catalog of flight control actuator designs.
Operational problems include high angle-of-attack stability and putenbial
control loss. A math model of a spinning F-4 was used to study basic effects
and associated control criteria. Nominal control laws in pitch and yaw
tended to be beneficial for departure inhibition; roll control degraded control-
lability. Spin recovery demands full surface deployment without detraction
by feedback. The controllability limit for spin recovery was defined. The
compatibility test analysis featured closed-loop simulation of structural
response. Compensation for surface aerodynamics and special airframe
support to avoid bending mode distortion were justified. Criteria for built-
in test equipment in redundant flight controls to produce adequate flight
safety and mission reliability were expressed in terms of test thoroughness,
latent failure probabilities, and false indication rate. Test quality was
shown to have a highly significant effect on system reliabiliJy that bcomes
more critical with the number of redundant channels and system life.
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[II1SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

High-authority feedback contrel techniques offer new dimensions of per-
formance capability for advanced military aircraft. In addition to the
historical benefits of airframe dynamic augmentation, contributions in areas
of structural efficiency, mission-optimum control modes, combat surviva-
bility, control retention, flight safety, and mission reliability are evident.
The potential of these benefits has generated wide industry interest and
related development efforts, in particular the USAF fly-by-wire and control-{configured-vehicle programs.

Also recognized is the need for associated studies in a number of key
technologies which influence the design criteria applicable to the high-
authority closed-loop Primary Flight Control System (PFCS). The Air Force
Flight Dynamics Laboratory responded to this need by defining appropriate
areas of investigation, conducting a competitive procurement of the necessary
technical service-, and administering the program reported by this docu-
mer, .

The program is made up of the following areas of investigation:

(1) Survey of Operational Problems

(2) Review of System Gain-Changing Requirements and Techniques

(3) Stabilization Criteria for Structural Flexure and Other High-
Frequency Dynamics

(4) Analysis of Stall/Spin Maneuvers

(5) Control System Characteristics Affecting Flying Qualities

(6) System/Aircraft Compatibility Testing

(7) Criteria for Built-In Test Equipment

(8) Flight Control Actuator Designs

Each of the above topics constitutes a section of this report. Section II,
Summary, describes each study and presents significant results.

After concluding the overall investigation, MIL-F-9490C (USAF) was
reviewed to assess potential revisions in light of the study. The resulting
comments are documented in Appendix II.

I "(
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SECTION II
SUMMARY J

The contents of the eight areas of investigation are briefly summarized
in the following paragraphs. .

SURVEY OF OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS

The objective of this activity was to obtain data on existing flight control

operational performance and problem areas. Such information would pro-

vide design guidance for future systems and be of value to the other study
efforts. Eleven USAF organizations were visited during the program, in-

cluding flight test groups, operational squadrons, and air material areas.

Personal interviews and the USAF 66-1 Failure Reporting System were
major sources of information.

The acquired results may be classified into two broad areas, pilot
recommendations and reliability/maintainability. A body of factual data on

the "survey" aircraft (the F-4, F-101, F-1ll, and A-7) and systems was
also acquired and documented. j

Pilot Opinions

The following opinions and conclusions are considered especially perti-
nent.

0 Pilot assessment oi out-of-control conditions and applications I
of recovery procedures has been unsatisfactory.

* Aircraft should either be spin-resistant or incorporate a spin
recovery system.

* Automatic trim functions must not have excessive-settling times. 5
* Turn coordination systems must accommodate high angle-of-

attack and weapon delivery requirements. j
* Passive angle-of-attack warning devices are generally deficient

under stress; an overrideable command limiter should be
considered. I

* Aircraft status information masked by the control system
(e. g., available control authority) must be suitably displayed.

0 Pilots will select aiternate control modes which offer superior
performance and adapt to associated response changes. j

2
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Reliability/Maintainability Data

ii These consist predominately of figures for the survey aircraft flight con-
trol systems (primary, secondary, and automatic) expressing:

, Mean time between failure (MTBF);

* Mean time between maintenance (MTBM);

0 Maintenance manhours per flight hour (MM/FH);

* Mean time between abort (MTBA).

Also recorded (Appendix II) are the individual device figures for the above
systems, Of particular interest are the MTBA figures for the PFCS, these
having value as a measure of adequacy of future fly-by-wire systems. The
data with greatest statistical value is from the F-4, which demonstrated a
MTBA of 1447 flight hours for the PFCS over a period of about 300, 000 flight
hours. Of comparable interest are safety data giving the aircraft loss rate
from various sources, the F-4 PFCS producing 3. 8 x 10-6 catastrophic
failures per hour based on 3,000,000 hours.

REVIEW OF SYSTEM GAIN-CHANGING REQUIREMENTS
AND TECHNIQUES

This review analyzes gain-changing requirements for rigid-body augmen-

tation systems, categorizes and abstracts available gain-control techniques,
and relates requirements and techniques in a set of application criteria. The

requirements are addressed primarily for the case of the high-bandwidth
system which constitutes the expected basis for the closed-loop PFCS. The

need for gain changing is related to the surface effectiveness range, the

attainable bandwidth, the desired augmentation frequencies, and the required

response bandwidth. This criteria is applied to the pitch axis of the F-4 to

illustrate its application. The marginal performance of a fixed-gain C'- con-

trol loop is demonstrated.

The difficulty in achieving closed-loop turn coordination with conventional

feedback sensors is also demonstrated by computing required magnitudes and

ranges of accelerometer gains.

The available gain-control techniques are categorized as employing either

steady-state or dynamic sensing, the former including classical air data

scheduling and the latter including the various closed-loop adaptive and

modeling concepts. The functions and constraints of each concept are de-

scribed briefly.

Finally, the application criteria derived from the requirements and

techniques studies are related to the dominant influences of the controller

properties, the, aircraft properties, and the performance specifications.

3'*



SIBI7TONCIEI FOR STRUCTURAL RESPONSE AND

This study addressed the problem of providing adequate closed-loop
stability in the presence of aeroelastic modes, actuator and sensor dynamics,
and surface inertial effects. A set of design tools was developed for use in
defining high-frequency compensation and analyzing stability. These con-
sisted of (1) a general analytical model of the first three symmetric bending
modes, (2) sets of gain and phase uncertainties established as a function of
frequency, and (3) a procedure for establishing potential phase ,nd gain mar- -
gins as a function of the available aeroelastic model and the dynamic uncer- 5
tainties.

The aeroelastic model provided is intended for use when no other bending j
data is available. It was based on YP-12 flexible data and evaluated using
F-4 flexible data. Although satisfactory correlation was demonstrated, lack
of suitable data for other comparable aircraft precluded a thorough evalua-
tion. Further refinement of this model is recommended.

The gain and phase uncertainties computed were those associated with
current analog hardware in a system of typical complexity. The variations Iproduced by bending mode data tolerances were also determined. It was

shown that major phase uncertainties occur due to surface inertia effects
around the so-called "tail-wags-dug" frequency, precluding phase stabiliza-
tion in this region.

The procedures for establishing stability margins were identified in ]

terms of three cases:

0 Those using only rigid aircraft dat- J
* Those using rigid data plus the general aeroelastic model;

• Those having both rigid and flexible data available for the |
particular application.

Establishment of a quantitative general specification on phase and gain
margins is nct recommended because of major differences in component I
tolerances, aircraft data tolerances, controller type (e. g., conventional or
adaptive), and point of application to the control loop. J
ANALYSIS OF STALL/SPIN MANEUVERS

This study was directed toward obtaining a better understanding of air- I
craft behavior in the stall/spin flight regime both with and without the influence
of feedback controls. Such knowledge will contribute to improved criteria for
feedback ront.-ol in abnormal flight.

4
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The key analysis tool used was a complete six-degree-of-freedom, all-
attitude computer simulation of an F-4 aircraft. The simulation included allIt the nonlinear equations and rotary balance derivatives necessary to simulate
stall/spin maneuvers at subsonic conditions. Aircraft inertial properties
were held constant throughout the study, and symmetry was assumed.

Four aircraft operating regions were defined as follows:

@ Normal flight

0 Stalled flight - recovery possible with conventional surfaces

• Stalled flight - recovery possible with auxiliary devices

* Stalled flight - nonrecoverable

Of these regions, the first two are of primary interest in the analysis of
U feedback controls (since they use the conventional surfaces as force producers).

Also of interest is the establishmej t of the regional boundaries for at least the
first two regions. The ' oundary between the first two regions is character-
ized by aircraft aerodynamic stall or loss of normal static stability. The
boundary between the second and third regions is defined by the controllability
limit of the conventional control surfaces (i. e., the limiting condition for
recovery with conventional controls).

The analyses were divided into two major categories -- basic ail'craft
analysis and development of control criteria. The basic aircraft analysis was
further divided into studies of departure, spin evolution, controllability limits,
and recovery processes. Control criteria development was divided into study
of control strategies for normal flight (primarily in terms of stall inhibition),
f - flight in the recoverable stall region, and for transition among the flight
r.,gions.

Departure from normal flight on the F-4 is characterized by a loss of
lateral-directional stability at an angle of attack (AOA) around 23 degrees.
At approximately 37 degrees AOA, lateral-directional stability is regained
due to the stabilizing effects of aircraft dihedral. Continued application of
departure-producing controls will result in a developed spin. Conventional
feedback controls in the pitch and yaw axes were found to be beneficial for
inhibiting departure. Roll rate to aileron tends to aggravate departure; how-
ever, this effect appears minor on the F-4. Recovery from an incipient spin
can be accomplished by application of full down elevator and neutralized
ailerons and rudder. Recovery from more developed spins requires full
pro-spir aileron, full anti-spin rudder, and full down elevator. Use of con-
vertonal controls for recovery becomes ineffective as the vehicle becomes

- { more spin stabilized. Ailerons were found to be the most effective means for
recovery at higher spin rates because of their direct irfluence (yawing moment)
on spin rate. Feedback controls were found to be detrimental tor recovery
from spins because they consumed surface deflection better used for full
deflection moments.
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A set of requirements for a stall inhibitor were specified in the study. a
These requirements featured the assumption that intentional stalling of the
aircraft by pilot override would be permitted. A preliminary stall inhibitor
was defined and tested usi-ig the simulation. Consideration of control recovery I
from the stalled flight mode led to the conclusion that both a manual and an
automatic recovery mode should be provided. The manual modes would most
likely retain conventional feedbacks in pitch and yaw, with direct surface con- j
trol in roll. The automatic mode would be manually engaged at pilot option
or automatically engaged on approach of the controllability boundary. It
would utilize full surface deflection sets based on rate and acceleration logic
statements. "

Complete concepts were not established for transition between flight
regions. Questions regarding preferred trim states and stalled-to-normal il
mode change remain.

CONTROL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS AFFECTING FLYING
QUALITIES

This sect. ntroduces the question of performance requirements for
closed-loop prL ry flight controls with two contributions:

i0 A categorization of the dominant perfo.mance characteristics -
affecting flying qualities relative to particular mission tasks;

* An assessment of the effects of current augmentation systems 1
on each of these characteristics.

The information used in these areas was gained primarily through pilot
interviews conducted as part of the Survey of Operational Problems.

The categorization of characteristics produced the following 14 properties:

(1) Stick breakout and deadspot;

(2) Response rate for small-amplitude inputs;

(3) lesponse rate for large-amplitude inputs;

(4) Overshoot and damping;

(5) Stick force gradients; I
(6) Stick force level

(7) Turn coordination; a
(8) Performance limits;

(9) Control effect at maneuver extremes;

6



(10) Response to turbulence;

(11) Small-amplitude oscillations;ii (12) Trim properties;

(13) Speed stability;

(14) Response to rudder pedals.

Ii These properties were related to the following mission tasks:
. Formaticn flight;

* Air combat maneuvering;

* Flight tracking -- ground-controlled intercept or manual;
terrain following

0 Target tracking, air-to-air;

* In-flight refueling;

* Target tracking, air-to-ground;
. Flight path tracking - ILS, VOR, TACAN;

* Landing;

0 Takeoff.

f The above 14 control characteristics were then evaluated for each of the
survey aircraft, the F-4, F-Ill, A-7, and F-101. The recommendations
and significant opinions which resulted from this evaluation are included in
the operational survey discussed previously.

SYSTEM/AIRCRAFT COMPATIBILITY TESTING

This study is concerned with testing to assure functional adequacy of the
closed-loop PFCS prior to actual flight. To this end, it concentrates on
closed-loop simulation procedures involving to a maximum extent the actual
flight hardware. This form of testing is viewed as the last step prior to
actual flight. As such it is considered as supplementary to rather than a
replacement for the usual formal testing that is routinely performed on air-
craft equipment, such as qualification and reliability demonstration.

The closed-loop testing was dlivided into rigid-body and flexible cate-
gories. The former type is well established and required little investigation.
The latter tests for structural stability are rarely performed, however, and
pose several questionable influences such as the lack of aerodynamics during

S ( ground tests and the effect of the airframe support. These were analyz9d
by computing and comparing the airframe transfer functions in flight with
those on thf ground. Parametric variations were made in the airframe'1 support to assess relative test fidelity.
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The following conclusions have been drawn from the investigation: I
* Closed-loop testing using simulated airframe properties at

various flight conditions with the actual actuation system and
flight computer should be performed to verify stability margins,
response to commands and disturbances, and limit-cycle accep-
tability. The latter should be evaluated in terms of MIL-F-
9490C (USAF) criteria by computing related airframe variables.

0 Given proper means of airframe support and suitable correction
for lack of surface aerodynamics, closed-loop system operation i
using actuators, sen!3crs, and electronics in their flight con-
figurations is an effective and accurate procedure for verifying
system stability in the presence of structural flexure.

* In general, the support provided by conventional landing gear
contributes considerable damping to the lower-frequency bending
modes, making structural stability tests under this condition of
questionable value.

* Support means with low damping and located near the nodes of
significant bending modes are desirable.

Compen-ation for lack of surface aerodynamics must be provided 4
ir. closed-loop structural testing.

* Total closed-loop testing for simultaneous evaluation of flexure
and rigid performance is subject to considerable error around
intermediate (between short-period and bending) frequencies
unless particular support qualities and correction factors are
employed.

CRITERIA FOR BUILT-IN T'"ST EQUIPMENT j
This study views the high-authority closed-loop PFCS as equipment

which is both flight- and mission-essential. These qualities will demand
some degree of redundancy for at least the next decade, hence means of I
fault detection and removal. Built-in test equipment (BITE) is considered
to include the fault detection function for both in-flight and preflight (on-
ground) testing. It is evident, therefore, that the primary purpose of I
BITE is to contribute to the necessary system reliability, both from a flight
safety and mission completion standpoint. This study assesses BITE quali-
ties and criteria in terms of these attributes. 5

It is recognized that BITE criteria are to a considerable degree dependent
on system design. Consequently, the study analyzed two prominent system
configurations conceivable for the PFCS application, the triple-channel sys-
tem and the quad-channel system. The factors contributing to total failure

8
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and to partial failure (the abort condition) for each system type were iden-
tified along with the influence of BITE qualities. The latter include test
thoroughness, probability of latent test failure, and false failure indication

-rate. Comparisons between redundant system types and a conventional PFCS
i1( are made.

The study has produced a number of quantitative conclusions applicable
to current configurations of redundant systems. Possible variations to the
studied configurations are many, and the design criteria must be critically
reviewed for each application. There are, however, certain qualitative
generalities which have been deduced which are believed to be universally
useful. These are listed below:

0 All major failure sources must be considered when determining
total and partial failure probabilities, including multiple-
channel failures, single-point failures, latent failures in both
prime equipment and the BITE, and nuisance disengagements.

- Requirements for test q'iality should reflect the objective of
the tests (e. g., flight safety, maintenance, etc. ) arid should be
imposed only on that equipment in the system which affects
the objective.

0 Test quality (i. e., thoroughness and elimination of latent
failures) has a highly significant effect on total failure pro-
bability which becomes more critical as the number of channels
of redundancy and the system life increase.

0 Nuisance trips reduce flight safety and (except for the triple
system) mission reliability. Their effect is more pronounced
for the quad system than the triple.

0 The reliability degradation due to latent failures can be avoided
by testing at regular intervals (or, ground or in flight). It is
advantageous, however, (particularly for the quad system) to
test as thoroughly as possible in flight.

* BITE must be designed either with very low probability of
having a iatent failure (i. e., "fail-safe" qualities) or be tested
at regular intervals by auxiliary equipment. This requirement
becomes more vital with more channels of redundancy.

FLIGHT CONTROL ACTUATOR DESIGNS

A survey of primary flight control hydraulic actuators was made to pro-
duce a catalog of related design data. Airframe and actuator manufacturers
were contacted to acquire physical characteristics (e. g., strokes, forces,
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dynamics, etc. )and determining criteria (e. g., aerodynamic loads, key
maneuvers, etc. ) for actuators of stabilizers, elevons, rudders, and spoilers.
Data is tabulated (Appendix V) in whole or part on actuators for the A-7, B-58,
C-5A, C-141, F-4, F-14, F-15, F-106, and F-111. Calculations were made J
based on these data to determine input and output powers and associated
efficiencies.

The following trends were noted from the tabulations:

• Dual-redundant, fully powered actuators are nearly universal

choices for the subject aircraft.

. The general practice of achieving stiffness via force capability
(usually oversized) is becoming less prevalent with optimization
of actuator/structure parameters and use of hydrodynamic stabi-
lization techniques.

$ Surface velocities are generally based on maneuver requirements
of the aircraft and are increasing in accordance with vehicle
performance demands.

J
$ Although superior design compromises are evident in newer

aircraft, the use of a constant-pressure central hydraulic
source continues to propagate low operating efficiencies due to
the low average power requirements of most aerodynamic sur-
faces.

10
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SECTION III
SURVEY OF OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS

!

SURVEY CONTACTS

The data contained in this survey was obtained by visiting USAF opera-
tional bases, Air Material Area Headquarters, Air Command Headquarters
and USAF flight test centers. The individual interviews were with pilots,
USAF maintenance and safety officers, squadron commanders, and mainte-
nance and logistic technicians at the various command, operational and Air
Material Area (AMA) locations. A brief summary of the bases visited and
the particular aircraft on which, data was obtained is given below:

Organization Base Aircraft Special

AFFDL Wright-Patterson AFB Flight Dynamics Laboratory -
all aircraft

AFLC HQ Wright-Patterson AFB USAF 66-1 Failure Reporting
System

OOAMA Hill AFB F-101, F-4 AMA

OCAMA Tinker AFB A-7D AMA

SMAMA McClellan AFB F-111 AMA

ADC HQ Ent AFB F-01B/F

. TAC HQ LangleyAFB F-4, A-7, F-111

TAC Nellis AFB F-111, F-4

TAC Luke AFB A-7D

I ADC-ANG Hector Field F-IOIB/F

ADC Tyndall AFB F-101B/F

MAC Norton AFB All Aircraft - Safety

4 The pilots interviewed were generally veterans of the Vietnam action,
thereby having the opportunity to evaluate aircraft handling under combat
conditions. Several of the pilots irterviewed were assigned to special test
squadrons to evaluate new techniques for air-to-air and air-to-ground weapons
d, tllr,,i "The commanding officers of squadrons at several of the locations

JIM" also volunteered information regarding desirable handling characteristics
and their views on improving aircraft maintainability and reliability.

i
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The reliability, maintainability, and safety personnel interviewed were I
actively performing duties at the depot, field squadron and flight line levels of
maintenance. The majority of the statistical data obtained was taken from
USAF maintenance reports which are compiled periodically and issued to the
various operational and support organizations. This data is collected and dis-
tributed under the Air Force Maintenance Data Collection System defined by
Air Force Manual 66-1. A brief description of the AFM 66-1 system and the
particular reports utilized in this survey are included in a later subsection.

The majority of the squadron and flight line maintenance personnel inter-
viewed had experience with flight control system maintainability on several
aircraft and at several locations. This experience was a definite asset in
determining whether the particular maintenance actions they were experiencing
were peculiar to their environment or whether they were of a general nature.
It was also noted that maintenance procedures varied considerably between
test squadrons and operational squadrons, with the maintenance workload and
type of maintenance action reflecting the difference in environment. I

A tabulation of the personnel interviewed at each base and the general
information discussed is given in Appendix I.

AIRCRAFT DATA

This subsection summarizes much of the pertinent factual data related
to the survey of aircraft mission requirements and their flight control systemmechanizations. This inlformation was used as background in preparing the

pilot and maintenance personnel interview questionnaires and in developing the
proper perspective for the handling and reliability-maintainabilicy data obtained.

The simplified block diagrams and data tables are intended to give an I
overview of the complexity and functional requirements of the flight control
systems included in this survey. The primary and automatic flight control sys-
tem block diagrams are included because their functions encompass those of I
the high-authority closed-loop PFCS of the future. The secondary flight con-
trol system (flaps, slats, speed brakes, wing fold/sweep system, etc.) has
not been included in the block diagrams as its functions are not within the
scope of the current study. Details of the surface trim components, mechani- I
cal and hydraulic dampers and other feel system components and the hydraulic
actuators are not presented here. However, these details are available in the
pertinent aircraft technical orders if additional detaii is desired.

Aircraft data in tabular form is provided in Tables 3-1 through 3-6, and
symbols used in the block diagrams are defined in Table 3-7. The block dia-
grams are shown in Figures 3-1 through 3-8. 1
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Table 3-4. Automatic Flight Control System Hardware
Characteristics

Item F-lOIB/F F-4C/ D/E F- II /

Computer Mechanization
Shock mounted Yes jYes No Yes

Cooling Air- conottioned corn- Cooling air in compart- Cooling air in compart- Separate cooling fan
partment M fentS ments

Vacuum lubes Yes No Nc jNo

Magnetic amplifiers Yes - 95% Yes Magnetic modulator& only No

Relay logic Yes Yes - 60% Feel and trim compiter only Nco
Solid-state -logic No Yes - 43% Yes Yes

-amplifiers Yes - 5% Yes Yes Yes

Moisture resistance Hermetically sealed Ihermetically sealed Potted, encapsulated cubes Semi-sealed boxes,
metal modules on chassis metal modules on chassis moisture resistant

coaling on modules
Sensors Utilized Triple -redundant packages D)ual- redundant packages

Rate gyros I - 3-ais package 3 - single-axis packages 3-packages. P, R, Y 3-packages. P. R, Y

Accelerometers 3 - normal, . lateral I - normal, I - lateral 1 - normal. 1 - lateral 1 - normal, I - la~eral

Attitude gyros I - pitch and roll I - pitch and roll Navigation system Inertial measurement
-~ I systemSrface position Servo position potentiom- Potentiometers and LVDTs in 9ervos PotentiometersSueters IVDTe

Sikforce Pitch force potentiometer Pitch force t.VDT Pitch and roll JVITs Pitch and roil LVIDTs
Sc..-o Ac,uators yruis 3 0-s idahc

Power souirce 300C-pai hydraulics 3
000-pst hydraulics 3000-psi hdalc 00pihdalc

Redundancy 2 - actuators Jr. pitch, Single - all axes ITriple - 2 active valves lDua! - all axes identical
single - roll and yaw and I model valve actuators

Aerodynamic I ranaducers
Mach Central air data cor-
Altitude lputer and s eparate ICeitral air data lCentral air data Central air data
tDynaml c pressure J M ach transducer for Jcomputer Jcomputer computerRLS f
Angle -of-attack Immobile probes and Pencil-type probes with Pencil-type probes with Vane positioned by aiit-

aerodynamic force trans- aerodynamic force re- aerodynamic rebalan~ce flow
ducers balance

Signal Scheduling Required4
Mach Self-adaptive gain

IAll required by A/I' Alt required b'y All' Scheduling-aerodynamic All required l'v A/11
Alitude 'and yaw SAS only Scheduling not required

t ) oicresaure whcen system is disengaged________

I,
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Table 3-7. Definilion of Symbols

Symbol .. Definition

-Indicates a mechanical linkage
..- (push-pull rods, cable assemblies, etc.)

Indicates an electrical signal pathI (servo actuator control/feedback signals etc.)

The H indicates a hydraulic system power supply, while
H1  the number designate, which hydraulic system is

providing the power

The arrow indicates gain or feel system scheduling is
tq used; the letter indicates whether pitot pressure (q),

taltitude (alt) or Mach number (Mn) is used to pro ide
the scheduling.

The box in solid lines indicates one major device or
- - - - component is used to provide the particular function;
. - - - the dashed lines indicate separate functions provided

within a major system device.

I1

I
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Figure 3-1. F-101B/F Flight Control System Block Diagram
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PILOT INTERVIEW SURVEY

This portion of the study includes first-hand information related to the
performance of flight control systems which has largely been obtained from a
select group of USAF pilots. A list of these pilots, their experience, and
affiliation is given in Appendix I.

The average experience level of the pilots participating in the survey was
about 2000 hours of jet fighter time, one combat tour in Southeast Asia and
five to ten years of military flying. This breadth and depth of experience
along with the fact that most of these pilots are currently holding squadron
or test billets makes them an excellent source of information.

The pilots interviewed know their aircraft and how to make it perform
under the most demanding mission requirements.

The following list of facilities visited illustrates the extent of this
irvestigation:

* 4950th Test Wing, WPAFB (F-4)

* Project Test Group, OOAMA, Hill AFB (F-4)

0 422nd Fighter Weapons Squadron, Nellis AFB (F-1l)

* 414th Fighter Interceptor Squadron, Nellis AFB (F-4)

• 58th TAC Fighter Training Wing, Test Detachment,
Luke AFB (A-7)

O TAC Headquarters, Langley AFB (F-l1l)

* Defense Weapons Center, Tyndall AFB (F-101B)

* USAF Safety Center, Norton AFB (F- 4, F -111)

• ADC Headquarters, EntAFB (F-101B)

0 119th Fighter Group ANG, Fargo North Dakota (F-101B)

The pilot interviews were centered about a questionnaire which provided
a discipline to direct discussions into meaningful, pertinent areas. These
areas concerned characteristics of current primary flight controls and aug-
mentation systems, their contributions and detractions to mission accomplish-
ment, and needed improvements for future aircraft. Eacn interview usually
lasted for an hour and was conducted un an individual basis.
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Pilot Recommendation Summary

The following conclusions were extracted from the interviews and discus-
sions conducted during the investigation. Expansion of these points is presented
in the following subsections.

* If superior performance is available by selection of
alternate control characteristics, the pilots will exercise
the option and adapt to associated response changes.

* Aircraft response to pilot commands must be smooth, fast,
and well-damped in all axes.

-, I

* Pilot assessment of out-of-control conditions and application
of prescribed recovery procedures has been unsatisfactory.

* Aircraft should be designed to be spin resistant, or an
automatic spin recovery system should be considered.

• Automatic trim function must not produce excessive
settling times to avoid significant increase in pilot workload.

0 Turn coordination systems must accommodate high AOA

(angle-of-attack) maneuvers and weapon delivery require-
ments.

* Passive AOA warning devices (aural, tactile, and visual) are
generally deficient under stress conditions. Command limiters,
overridable by the pilot, should be considered.

0 Fly-by-wire is acceptable to the majority of pilots.

* Intensive air combat maneuver training is favored by pilot-

* Aircraft status information (e.g., available control authoi ,cy)
masked by the flight control system must be restored via a
suitable display.

Primary Flight Control Comments

Pilot interview comments on the primary flight control .ystems (PFCS)
and the unaugmented aircraft handling behavior are presented in the following
discussion.

F-4 PFCS -- In this report it is not practical to develop detailed discussion
on the flight handling or primary control systems of each model of the F-4.
Therefore, this discussion will be confined to major properties g;Inerally
applicable to most production versions of the aircraft.
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The F-4 is a two-place (tandem), supersonic, long-range, all-weather 1

fighter bomber and interceptor. It is now the primary air superiority fighter
for both the U.S. Navy and the USAF. The aircraft is distinctive in appear-
ance having a low swept wing with pronounced anhedral for the approximate
outer one third of the wing span and a one-piece stabilizer with pronounced
cathedral. Dual, irreversible hydraulic power control cylinders position the
stabilizer, ailerons and spoilers, A single, irreversible hydraulic power
control cylinder positions the rudder. The control feel systems have trim I
actuators which, through the power cylinders, move the entire control surface.
Secondary controls are leading edge flaps, trailing edge flaps and wing-mounted
speed brakes.

The large flight envelope and variety of possible external loads results in
a wide range of aircraft flight handling behavior for the pilot to cope with. j

The general feeling among pilots is that the F-4 has acceptable control
and handling qualities at all flight conditions provided the pilot is informed of
his augmentation status. A tendency toward PIO (pilot-induced oscillation) at I
low altitude in pitch does exist. A former McDonnell pilot who has flown a

number of the F-4 tests at high Mach number says, "It is a good handling air-
craft from 130 knots indicated airspeed up to 2.5 Mach number". These com-
ments are all fine, but trouble with control systems and handling qualities
begin to show up when the aircraft is placed in an operational environment.
Tactical situations often require maneuvering at maximum performance, and

- often heavy external loads proauce cg and stability margins that tax the skill
of the pilot. The F-4, like many of its contemporaries, is being used in ways
that were not expected when the aircraft was designed.

The interviews with pilots at the Air Combat Training Center, Nellis AFB, 3
and at the Flight Safety Center at Norton AFB tend to point up the following
problem areas which are relevant to this program of relating pilot comments
to control system design criteria.

The problems are: pilot loss of control; pilot failure to recognize depar-
tures and incipient spin characteristics; buffet recognition and pilot technique
at maximum performance, high angle of attack; and longitudinal stability.

The loss of control or out-of-control situation surprisingly extends across
all pilot experience levels. The history for out-of-control situations is dis-
cussed in the following paragraph.

There have been 51 aircraft lost because of pilot loss of control. Nine of
the 51 aircraft were lost in air combat training maneuvers, and the rest were
scattered through all types of maneuvers, mostly at high aircraft gross weights
with near-aft cg limits and high load factors. Contributing to pilot loss of con- 71
trol is the difficulty in recognizing departures due to the buffet being severe -

enough to mask the normal stall. Rapid rolling moments often accompanying
loss of control causes the pilot to assume he is in a spin -- the use of the anti-
spin technique at this point usually results in pro-spin action on the aircraft.
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I
A very important fact brought out is that in 51 cases of lost control, not in
one single case did the crew execute the correct recovery technique in total
sequence. In seven cases the pilots evidenced retrograde amnesia and could
not remember anything following the takeoff. The rest of the pilots just said
the aircraft went wild and could not be controlled.

The USAF, recognizing these problems, conducted during 1970 a test

program at Air Force Fighter Test Center, Edwards AFB, utilizing an instru-
mented IF-4E. The results of these tests are pertinent to this program, and it
is recommended that the report be obtained if the reader wishes to thoroughly
cover the F-4 flight characteristics. To make this program discussion more
meaningful, portions of the Air Force test program are discussed and repeated4herein.

The information presented in these reports (Ref. 3-1, 3-2) is good infor-
mation on the stall and near stall characteristics of the F-4 aircraft. The
information in the reports shows good correlation with the F-4 six-degree-
of -freedom computer study being done at Honeywell as part of this study
program.

Pertinent comments from the AFFTC report are repeated here for the
reader: An investigation of the stall and out-of-control characteristics of an

[ "F-4E test aircraft indicated that major revisions of the F-4 flight manual are
required. The resul':s of 233 departures from controlled flight demonstrated
that forward stick (full forward when necessary) was the primary recovery
control for all out-of-control events (rolling departures and spins). The drag
chute was an effective recovery aid !or rolling departures and the steeper spins.
Full aileron applied in the spin direction was an effective recovery aid for the
steep spins. Natural stall/loss-of-control warning was unsatisfactory. De-
partures were the result of lateral-directional stability breakdown, and sus-
ceptibility to departure was significantly affected by aileron or rudder inputs.
The wide variety of stall entry conditions, center-of-gravity locations, and
store loadings resulted in five distinct, upright spin modes. Only the flat
mode was not aerodynamically recoverable. Maneuvers and control tech-
niques were developed for possible incorporation in the F-4 combat crew
training program.

Unfortunately the test aircraft in this program was lost in a flat spin,
leaving the following tests incomplete: evaluation of incorrectly applied
controls after departure; additional high supersonic stall entries at aft cg with
asymmetric loadings; evaluation of aft stick spin recovery from steep spin

encountered with clean loading. fri

A training film (Air Force TF6553) is being prepared for distribution
to F-4 aircrews.
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It is interesting that a stick pusher was discussed in the report as being .a useful aid to reduce out-of-control situations. It was acknowledapd that a

pusher is not popular with pilots because they just do not like any device that
is capable of taking the controls away from them.

Pilot interviews at the Air Combat Maneuvering Training Center, Nellis
AFB, emphasized techniques for getting maximum turning performance.
Buffet recognition and a good understanding of adverse yaw and dihedral
effect are necessary for effective control of the aircraft. ]

Mild buffet appears at about 12 units AOA (angle of attack)1 , the air
ovei' the wing tips starts becoming turbulent. From 12 to 18 units AOA, the
shudder level continues to increase, but it is difficult to feel a specific angle I
of attack within this range.

Moderate buffet and mild wing rock occur at 18 to 20 units AOA. The
turbulent air over the wving tips starts to spread inboard along the trailing
edge of the wing, causing a definite shake throughout the aircraft. Also, the
air over the wing tips becomes extremely turbulent which causes a mild wing
rock which is accentuated by the operation of the lateral dampers. The lateral
dampers can command 25 percent of available roll control. Any aircraft roll-
ing motion will cause the dampers to counteract the roll. The roll SAS is
generally disengaged for maximum performance maneuvering.

Buffet at this flight condition can be felt through the whole airframe. The
wing rock is random and usually returns to neutral. Any attempt to fight the
wing rock with ailerons aggravates the situation by inducing adverse yaw.
The pedal shaker starts at 22.3 units AOA but may not be detected because
of the aircraft buffe . Difficulty in detecting pedal shaker action has been a
comment made by all pilots in all aircraft that use a pedal shaker. Heavy
buffet and moderate wing rock occurs at 23 to 26 units AOA.

The aircraft nose rise will occur at 26 to 28 units AOA. The wing tip
and trailing edge are in stall, and the aerodynamic center moves forward
causing the nose to rise. After the nose rises, it will slice in either direction
resulting in an out-of-control condition unless AOA is reduced. Nose slice
always precedes post-stall gyration. If the nose starts to rise and then slice.
the AOA must be reduced and the slice corrected with rudder. This should
prevent a departi-e. This is considered to be beyond the safe-flight region
and requires good pilot technique and judgment.

The above mentioned characteristics are altered to varying degrees
depending on the rate the stick is moved aft or if the ailerons are used I
abruptly. Even at 15 units AOA, a large aileron deflection can induce suf-
ficient adverse yaw to cause a snap roll and from there on into an out-or-
control situation.

One "unit" AOA change corresponds to 1. 05 degrees of noseboom AOA change
in the F-4E; 15 units corresponds to 11.4 degrees. Data based on Air Force
Flight Test Center measurements.
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The optimum unit AOA for maximum performance is between 19 and 20.
If this value is exceeded, lift peaks out and drag i-icreases.

In maneuvering the F-4 through maximum performance turns, the tech-
niques employed are basically the same as those employed with other swept
wing fighters. Low angle-of-attack maneuvering requires aileron/s-oiler
as primary control surfaces for initiation of the change of direction and rud-
der as required to keep the maneuver coordinated. A.s the intensity of the
maneuver increases more rudder is required and less aileron/spoiler. in
the high-angle-of-attack regime, the rudder becomes primary for initiation
of a change of direction, and the aileron/spoiler combination must be used
very judiciously. This variation in control techniques is necessary due to
the adverse yaw induced at high angles of attack. Adverse yaw comes from
the downward-deflected aileron and the aircraft rolling. By pulling the rud-
der trim circuit breaker, rudder pedal forces decrease from 77 pounds per
inch to 33 pounds per inch of pedal travel. The reduced force makes it
easier for the pilot to control the aircraft. This practice of pulling the cir-
cuit breaker has recently been forbidden, since at 13 units AOA, a large
rudder deflection can cause siructural failure if the q is high.

If the above discussed techniques are not used and aileron/spoilers are
deflected at high AOA, adverse yaw will produce a rolling moment opposite
the turn direction due to dihedral effect. Countering this with more aileron/
spoilers will increase the tendency to roll out and may result in a snap which
can, if the aircraft is being maneuvered tactically, result in a disaster.

During maximum-performance maneuvering, proper trim technique is
extremely important. Although some positive pressure on the stick is de-
sirable, excessive pressures should be minimized by use of trim. This
procedure will decrease the possibility of inducing ailerons while at high
angles of attack, thus avoiding moderate to heavy whig rock and adverse yaw.
Tracking during a gun attack becomes exceedingly difficult if stick forces are

not reduced to a comfortable level.

The use of an aural warning to inform the pilot of his AOA, primarily
for high-AOA maneuvering, is being installed in one block of USAF F-4 air-
craft. Not much experience has been obtained at this time, but initial pilot
acceptance seems to be good. Starting at 15 units AOA, the tone, frequency
of interruption, and volume are changed as the AOA is increased. This is
still a passive system, and it remains to be seen how effective it will be under
a stress situaion. It is interesting that one of the major U.S. airlines is using
a tone for altitude information from the radar altimeter during flareout and
landing.

The Category II stability and control evaluation of the F-4E was completed
in May 1969. The evaluation in brief concluded that the longitudinal handling
qualities were poor with an aft cg, high AOA, or high "SIN" (T.O. IF-4C-1-1
Stability Index Number relating to the total destabilizing effect of wing-mounted
stores). The usual external load for air-to-ground attack consists of two wing
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tanks outboard and a bomb dispenser and rocket pad mounted inboard. This
configuration was found to be one of the least stable configurations for I
maneuvering.

The Category II tests further concluded that stick force cues are inade-
quate for control of AOA with a high SIN and/or with an aft cg. The 3-pound
bobweight system has been installed in the aircraft to correct the tendency
toward instability at the low-altitude and high-speed regime. This modifica-
tion has improved the handling qualities; however, with an aft cg the force
gradients were not improved, and the undesirable characteristic of decreasing
stick force per g exists.

Interviewed pilots indicated that pilot-induced oscillations at low-altitude
high speed on the primary pitch control system (augmentation off) are a con-
cern. Also, when decelerating through 0. 96 Mach, a transonic dig is exper-
ienced, causing a steady applied stick force to suddenly command an increase
in normal acceleration. It is estimated the stabilator effectiveness increases
by a factor of 1. 4. This is particularly disconcerting during a tactical maneu-
ver in which a high turn rate is being attempted, as it will usually result in a j
normal acceleration overshoot which will cause a speed reduction.

F-111 PFCS -- The F-111 is a two-place (side-by-side) long-range fighter
bomber. The aircraft is designed for all-weather supersonic operation at
both low and high altitude. Mission capabilities include: long-range high-
altitude intercepts, long-range attack missions and close-support missions.
An automatic low-altitude terrain-folic wing system enhances penetration capa-
bility. The wings, equipped with leading edge slats and trailing edge flaps,
may be varied in sweep, area, and aspect ratio by the selection of any wing-
sweep angle between 16 and 72.5 degrees. This feature provides the aircraft
with a highly versatile operating envelope. The empennage consists of a fixed
vertical stabilizer with rudder for directional control and a horizontal stabi-
lizer that is moved symmetrically for pitch control and asymmetrically for
roll control. Stability augmentation incorporates triple-redundant features.

There is actually very little information available on the aircraft behavior
while flying on the basic mecLanical aircraft flight control system. The pri-
mary mode to fly the aircraft is on the control augmentation system (CAS).
The probability of flight being required without the CAS in either pitch, roll
or yaw is extremely remote. Basic redundancy, failure monitoring, and
self-test of the system enhance the full-time operation of the system. Pilot
instructions are that in the event of a flight control system malfunction neces-
sitating turning any of the three-axis CAS off in flight, the aircraft speed should
be reduced to 40( KIAS or Mach 0.75 whichever is less. Continued flight should
be accomplished with a wing sweep of 26 degrees and a landing made as soon as
practical. With an instruction such as this in the Pilots Handbook, T.O. 1F-
111-1, there are not many pilots who will explore the flight envelope in the CAS-
off control mode.
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The flight envelope of this aircraft has not been fully investigated, and
General Dynamics is just getting started with the stability and control flight
test program. The F-111 aircraft that are now operating in the USAF are
restricted to 15 degrees AOA, and the rudder shaker starts at 18 degrees
AOA. This is a very limited and restricted envelope.11 In August 1970 at ASD, representatives from NASA, AFFTC, AFFDL,
USN, TAC and AFIG met and formed an ad hoc team to objectively evaluate
the total F-ill spin test program. This report as presented represents the
opinion of individuals whose credentials are outstanding in the area of stall/
post-stall/spin prevention. The information is pertinent to this program study,
and there is correlation and mutual confirmation in conclusions reached. The
F-4 and A-7 are both discussed in the ad hoc report.

The summarized recommendations from the ad hoc report that are perti-
nent to the F-ill are presented as follows:

The F-111 spin program as presently defined complies with MIL-S-25015
which requires tests to show the fully developed spin characteristics of an
airplane. The program is not recommended. Testing to define stalls and
post-stall gyrations, entered out of tactical maneuvers, is recommended.
Entry into these out-of-control maneuvers including incipient spins should
be made from flignt conditions which simulate actual use of the aircraft.
The test results will then be directly applicable to the needs of the operational
pilots.

A-7 PFCS -- The A-7 .. a single-engine, single-place, transonic light attack
aircraft with an all-weather capability. Principal recognition fc-atures include
a shoulder-mounted wing with a marked degree of negative dihedral, an all-

(moving horizontal stabilizer, a low-profile fuselage and a rounded nose ra-
dome mounted above the engine duct. It is a short coupled aircraft with the
ailerons on the outer section of the wings.

The pilot interviews were conducted at the 58th Tactical Training Wing
Test, Detachment I, Luke AFB. This squadron is charged with the responsi-
bility cf evaluating the aircraft and developing techniques and procedures to

!make the aircraft an effective weapons system. Several of the pilots including
the commanding officer (Lt. Col. Chuck McLarren) have served a tour in the
Navy in A-7' s. Practically all the A-7 experience in the USAF is within this
pilot group.

The unaugmented aircraft can be flown at all points of the flight envelope,
but precise control and mission accomplishment would not be possible. Pitch
and yaw are so underdamped that the pilot must use smooth deliberatc inputs
to control the vehicle.

Regarding the pitct axis, the pilots commented frequently that the arti-
ficial feel system tended to produce a varying pilot stick feel almost from
flight to flight. Records show that 5 to '3 percent of the writeups were about
the changing feel in the pitch axis. Also, the pitch feel spring has been a
frequent replacement item.
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The yaw and roll damping oil the basic aircraft are unacceptable for
anything except emergency flying. With aft cg and external stores, the air- I
craft is barely controllable -- it wallows and feels like it wants to swap ends.
It is interesting +o note that directional stability (CNg) goes to about 0 and
becomes negative at around 23 units AOA. However, the aircraft does not I
stall until 24 or 25 units AOA. Therefore flight occurs often in a region of
negative directional stability at high angles of attack. Also CLP or dihedral
effect reaches its lowest value at 23 units AOA. This adds up to a potential
departure situation which will be manifested by an abrupt nose slice with
little roll until a high value of beta is reached.

Optimum maneuvering is around 20 units AOA, and, in a panic, 22 units
AOA can be used, for example in a dive recovery where airspeed loss is not
a consideration.

Since the aircraft does not stall until 24 to 25 units AOA and directional
stability is as previously mentioned, it is to be expected that the aircraft is
going to be maneuvered on occasion at 23 or 24 units AOA with sometimes
startling results. The cue to the pilot on what his airframe is doing other
than the AOA indicator comes to him in the buffet characteristics. Buffet
characteristics do not, however, provide a very clear indication of the spe-
cific AOA. Buffet starts early at 17 units AOA and increases to a fairly high I
level. Just before departure from controlled flight, the buffet is severe.
The rudder shaker starts at 20 units AOA, but aircraft buffet almost com-
pletely masks the artificial stall warning.

The U.S. Navy is at this time conducting a comprehensive spin investi-
gation of the A-7. The project pilot is Lt. Commander D. D. Smith, USN.
The Navy program is particularly detailed in the high AOA flight region with I
a wide variety of external ordnance. The attack mission requires vigorous
maneuvering at low-altitude high speed with heavy external loads. The Navy
will use the information from the spin investigation to develop a pilot training I
program (including a film) to familiarize squadron pilots with the A-71 s high-
angle-of-attack and departure flight characteristics. Results of the tests so
far indicate that the A -7 can be departed from controlled flight safely without
significant danger of going into a spin.

F-101B PFCS -- The F-101B is the oldest aircraft in the survey, becoming
operational in the 1957 period at the time the F-4 was making its first flight.

The unaugmented aircraft can be flown safely throughout the established
flight envelope. The roll axis is very sensitive, and at high-q low altitude
there is a tendency toward pilot-induced oscillations. Several studies were
performed during early development of the aircraft, and it appears the ailerons
are large for high-q subsonic flight but just right for supersonic flight. The
problem is easily accommodated in pilot training. The basic yaw axis is under-

* damped at all flight conditions, with a 10 to 12 cycle to damp being required in
smooth air. If the air is rough, the unaugmented aircraft has a continuous -,

wallow which although it is not serious, precise control for tracking is im-
possible and flight in weather mnay be difficult.
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The aircraft has a thin swept, low-aspect-ratio wing and high-mounted
stabilizer. The stabilizer is, by position, free of airflow disturbances
throughout the normal operating flight envelope. This high stabilizer position

provides good pitch stability in the normal envelope. However, at high AOA
an undesirable characteristic occurs called pitch-up. The aircraft destabil-
izes at low speed and/or high "g" loading and cannot be full-stalled short of
longitudinal pitch-up. This defines the extreme boundary of the aircraft
capability.

Pitch-up, briefly described, is caused by wing-tip stall and down-wash
airflow over the horizontal stabilizer. As the tip stall progresses inward and
forward along the wing, that area still producing lift is centered forward.
Tip stall in effect also decreases wing span and concentrates lift distribution
in the inboard wing and fuselage area. This results in a sharp upward air-
flow deflection at the wing which then washei downward across the tail. Nega-
tive stabilizer angle of attack, in relation to downwash flow direction, will
produce negative (downward) lift at the tail and, combined with the forward-
shifted center of lift, will cause a nose-up tendency. If nose-up movement
is allowed to continue, forward stick will become progressively less effective,
and pitch-up will occur. In the subsonic flight region, approach to pitch-up
is well advertised by buffet, but, in supersonic flight, there is little or no
buffet prior to pitch-up; and if the q is high, structural faiiure is a very
likely possibility.

£ Pitc-h-up is a serious flight problem, and considerable training and
I engineering effort has been expended over the years to minimize the problem.

At the time this report was written 26 aircraft had been lost due to pitch-up.

It is appropriate to discuss these various pitch protective devices in some
I detail, since at least two of them utilize techniques that could be considered to

be applicable to new aircraft. These two, the manual command signal limiter
, [and the pitch boundary indicator have received good pilot acceptance. The horn

and pusher systems preceded these devices.

The horn and pusher systems were the first protective systems developed
and came into being shortly after the serious nature of the pitch-up charac-
teristic was fully appreciated. The recognition of pitch-up came after the
airframe was finalized and very close to the time the first aircrilt were
to be delivered to the USAF.

The horn and pusher systems are separate channels taking angle-of-attack
information each from vanes mounted on opposite sides of the aircraft nose.
Each channel takes stick rate and angle of attack and matches it to carefully
flight-investigated maximum angle -of-attack boundaries. These boundaries
parallel each other with the horn at a slightly lower angle of atftck. The

: /boundary is scheduled with Mach number. As the aircraft reaches the horn
boundary, the horn blows providing an aural warning to the pilot. If t&' angle
of attack increases beyond the horn, the pusher drives the stick forwai d at a
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fixed rate. This system has never been well accepted by pilots, mainly
because pilots dislike the stick being taken away from them. Inadvertent
pusher actuations can occur frequently, mainly because of the stick rate
signal which becomes large when the stick moves quickly, even though the
aircraft is not near the critical angle of attack.

The horn and pusher systems were installed in all F-101 aircraft, but
the command signal limiter and pitch boundary indi-ator were installed only I
in the F-101B interceptor version. The reason was that the interceptor mis-
sion places severe maneuver requirements on the aircraft at high ,.Ititudes
where the aircraft may be supersonic and up against the maxi 'num angle-of-
attack capability.

The pitch boundary indicator (PBI) is a cockpit instrument which shows
on one needle the existing angle of attack and on another needle the maximum j
angle of attack scheduled with Mach number that is attainable at that partic-
ular flight condition. Therefore, at a glance the instrument tells the present
angle of attack and what is available for maneuvering. This helps the pilot
judge quickly at any flight condition how much aircraft maneuver capability
he has available.

The command signal limiter (CSL) evolved from a pitch limiter mode of
the AFCS to its present configuration as a full-time dual-channel limiter on
the basic aircraft. This evolution followed the path of fir-st being noted as an
effective AFCS mode for maneuvering the aircraft on control stick steering I
(CSS). The USAF was pleased with this pitch protection concept, and a pro-
gram was instituted to provide this same concept of protection for the basic
aircraft. Later it was decided to remove the pusher and horn and replace
it with a dual-channel command signal limiter which is now the primary
operational pitch protection system in all F-101B aircraft.

The following is a brief simplified description of the dual-channel corn-
mand signal limiter concept as it is now mechanized in the F-101B aircraft.

The redundant pitch limiter system in F-101B aircraft is composed of
two channels of sensors, power supplies, electronic computation, separate !
hydraulics and servos. Self test provides the pilot with a simple end-to-end
test to assure himself, with no ground assistance, that his system is working
correctly. The information being sensed and used in the computation very
completely describes the aircraft behavior -- forward and aft accelerometers,
stabilizer position, pitch rate and angle of attack with appropriate q .. and Mach
scheduling.

The limiter system is on at all times during flight and is considered a
basic part of the primary control system. It is always ready; and, as the criti-
cal angle of attack is reached or rapidly approached, one channel will engage
and hold the aircraft smoothly on the boundary which defines the maximum
angle of attack for the existing flight condition. A 60-pound stick force is
required to r Jnetrate the boundary, thereby providing a smooth, firm resis- I
tance to hold against. The second channel will only engage if a failure occurs
in the first hannel.
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Experienced F-101B pilots consider that the limiter gives them not only
protection from pitch-up but it gives them the capauility of holding this air-
craft, even during rapidly changing flight conditions against a firm boundary
limit. This permits the aircraft to be smoothly maneuvered head-out-of-the-
cockpit at the maximum safe angle of attack for any flight condition. It is part
of the Air Defense Command tactical maneuver procedure following a snap-up
attack to ride the boundary during the recovery.

Pilot acceptance of this concept of limiting has been excellent and extends
over an operational period beginning in 1958, which certainly provides a time
base sufficient to draw firm conclusions as to pilot acceptability.

This limiter concept was discussed extensively with all pilots interviewed,
and, after a good explanation, even the pilots not experienced in the F-101
commented that the concept seemed good, and that in a new aircraft they would
welcome some kind of a limiter Nhich would permit complete head-out-of-the-cockpit maximum stick commands to the safe limit of the aircraft performanceI capability.

Pilot Opinion on Contribution of Augmentation Systems

In reviewing the four aircraft in Lhis survey, pilot consensus is that all
four aircraft can be controlled safely with one SAS axis off at all points of their
respective flight envelopes by military pilots of average skill, provided they
exercise smooth deliberate control inputs and they know which axis of augmen-
tation is not operating. This in no way means that the assigned mission can be
accomplished, since precision control would probably not be possible, and
pilot workload would be very high since the pilot will have to carefully super-
viq P nch o-nntrnl, inniil- PaT rv--,r eorn li -vr-.- cor to 1F.I1 U1 -~ lIL -CL

error technique of small commands to assess the vehicle response.

In the case of the F-111, the flight handDook presents a very limited
portion of the flight envelope that may be flown without control system aug-
mentation. However, after a discussion with the General Dynamics F-111
project pilot, it was found that actually the aircraft could be flown at any of
the established flight conditions if the precautions set forth in the preceding
paragraph are observed.

It is significant to this study that, in every one of the survey aircraft,
one or more axes of augmentation was considered by pilot opinion to be es-

+enti! ', nision c,,nn1iShm,nt. summary of this opinion is discussed
in the following paragraphs by aircraft.

F-IB01B SAS -- The F-101B has augmentation only in the yaw axis. Pilot com-
ment is that the yaw damper is essential for mission accomplishment. At
mo.,t flight ,'mditions in smooth air, 10 to 12 cycles are required for the free
i ircraft to damp the yaw oscillations coupled with roll. If the air is turbuleni,
, r - causes a continuous roll and yawing which is of sufficient amplitude and
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frequency to be disconcerting to the pilot, particularly when flying on
instruments. For the F-101B there is no aiming task, so the requirement
for the damper is primarily to improve aircraft handling and was not designed
for tracking tasks.,

The redundant limiter system (RLS) in the pitch axis is considered to be
part of the basic aircraft and is mandatory for flight. The RLS is used during
recovery from "snap-up" attacks permitting the pilot to pull on the stick against1- - _m n sal ar_,

fi'ill 1ebtiaiim at te m11 aximum a gle of attack.

F-4 SAS -- The F-4 pilots consider the pitch damper to be essential to mission

accomplishment, primarily at high airspeed and low altitude. The basic air-
craft exhibits a tendency toward pilot-induced oscillations, and the damper
reduces this threat. I

When in a tactical situation, either air combat maneuvering or precise
air-to-ground ordnance delivery, the recommended procedure is to turn off
the roll damper. The damper seems to offer some resistance to small com- I
mands as used in precise tracking, thereby raising the pilot workload and
reducing his ability for precision control.

At high angles of jttack, the roll dampe may also aggravate departure I
tendencies.

The yaw damper apparently works in an acceptable manner, and the only I
pilot comment concerning rudder action is that, at high AOA when a lot of
rudder is used by the pilot,, the pedal forces are considered to be heavy. f
A _7 f- A c, ''l-.c A '7 pilot commcnts were that- n,,-rr nn+al-inn 12 g~c~c~ t1? in

all three axes for mission accomplishment. The yaw axis is particularly
underdamped, and several unsatisfactory performance reports have been I
submitted by the 68th Test Detachment at Luke AFB regarding this problem.
In addition to being underdamped, there is a hold-off of several seconds in
yaw which seems to be caused by the lateral accelerometer taking 5 to 6
seconds to trim.. This is particularly difficult to live with in a tracking air- I
to-ground situation when there are often only a few seconds available for gun
firing. It is essential to have an aircraft that can be maneuvered precisely
and quickly, with all axes being well damped for a good gun platform. The I
optimum coordination could be realized if the aircraft could be made to roll
about the gun barrel axis instead of about the velocity vector with minimumsideslip.
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In turbulence in the lateral axes with augmentation at certain airspeeds

and external loadings, the oscillations are of an amplitude of ±10 deglees in
heading which is very loose. The damper definitely needs to be tightened up.

The roll damper is automatically disconnected at 22 degrees AOA. This
is to eliminate the pro-spin characteristics of the damper which, a- cording
to pilot comments, can be all that is needed to lock into a spin.

F-l1l CAS - The F-111 w s designed to ,.Se contre! a,".g tentatiohroe
axes as the primary mode of flight.

§1
The pitch and roll channels are adjusted by a self-adaptive gain changer.

This gain-changing technique attempts to maintain the system gain as high as
possible within the constraints of system stability. This tends to hold the
short-period characteristics near optimum throughout the flight envelope.
During periods of extended flight in smooth air, the gain can drift to a criti-
cal level which can, on occasion, manifest itself with a momentary instability
of several cycles of the control surface and even into the control stick at a
frequency of 2 Hz at a small aruplitude. On the other hand, if the aircraft is
being flown in turbulence or in formation where many control inputs are re-
quired, the gain will be lower than optimum, and the aircraft will be less
responsive to stick commands and the damping will be degraded.

The system gain is also affected by acceleration and deceleration of the

aircraft which is rapid enough so that the gain changing characteristics cannot

keep up. Pilots have commented that the only place this gain-changing char-
acteristic is objectionable iE the situati n where, as they pull up to start an
air-to-ground ordnance delivery, the gain goes up as the aircraft slows down.
Then, as the aircraft noses down, it accelerates very rapidly, and the gain
ges critical -nd th4 clcsl-'ation are Ahintinnnh1_ Tn (Tt n this prnh-

lem, the pilots have developed a practice of momentarily turning the pitch11 CAS off before starting with acceleration. This drives the gain down to a
lower level and prevents the oscillations from occurring.

The mechanical flight control system in pitch has a fixed-feel spring and
provisions fir trimming the aircraft. Primary flight control is e' the auto-
matic mode, and automatic series trim is provided. At one time a low-speed

trim-compensation system was used whenever the slats were extended to pro-
vide speed stability during takeoff and approach. An interesting fact regard-
ing this low-speed compensation device is that it ha5 been disconnected for

some time, and very few of the pilots have noticed that it was inoperative.
During normal flight operation, the stick is maintained at a near central
location by the auto 'rim.

-i Pitch stick command per inch is held uniform by the CAS which varies
the elevator deflection per inch of stick throughout the flight envelope. The
combination of auto trim and uniform aircraft response to stick commands
has met with some mixed pilot comment. One aircraft has been lost due to

a failure in tho fuel transfer system which caused an aft cg (52 percent)
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condition to develop. The series autotrim and lack of stick position change
completely masked the fact that the stabilizer was almost fully trimmed in
one direction, and the degraded stability of the basic airframe (masked by
the CAS) was not apparent to the pilot. As he slowed down, the aircraft
went out-of-control and was lost. The system had taken away the basic pitch-
feel cue which most pilots depend on. The autotrim does take away the speed-
change cue, and pilot comments seem {o be divided on whether speed-stability
characteristics are really necessary. If the pilot is occupied with a particular

poblem which ib absorbing most of his attention, then the loss ot the speed--
stability cue can be detrimental to vehi,le control, In the roll axis, the corn-
mand augmentation system tends to minimize the variation in roll rate per
pound of stick force with flight condition.

Pilot Recommendations and Discussion I
Pertinent pilct recommendations are summarized in this section. Briefly,

pilots want a vehicle that is reliable, has the performance sufficient for a mis-
sion success, and has a high degree of survivability included in the design.
To achieve these objectives, the interviews revealed that most pilots at this
time expect and look forward to large changes in the configuration of new air-
craft. The operational survey attempts to answer some of the questions per-
tinent to the development of advanced control technology.

Abnormal Maneuvers -- The pilot wants to be able to command the aircraft I
rapidly and safely to the maximum performance limits. Control limiters,
shakers, force detents, horns, pushers. varying tones in the earphones and
panel indicators are all part of the array of devices attempting to keep the I
pilot within the prescribed flight limits.

The ultimate control system would permit the pilot to command the air-
craft to maximum performance limits and then smoothly and safely hold him
within the prescribed flight limits.

Pilot comments are strong for future aircraft to be designed to have spin- j
resistant characteristics.

The out-of-control situation is the main concern of the pilot, and it is
4 difficult to determine how much of the aircraft performance is actually I

compromised by the pilot as he attempts to play it safe. This is a dangerous
practice, because his success on some missions will be determined by how
effectively he can use the aircraft performance right up to the limit. If he
is not familiar with the aircraft behavior, he is a candidate fo:- an out-of-
control situation.

"Out-of-Control" Situation -- Spirals, stalls, post-stall gyrations, I
departures, incipient spins, upright and inverted spins, and flat spins are
all "out-of-control" maneuvers, and each must be recognized and correct
control recovery action taken. Fifty-one F-4 aircraft have been lost due to
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out-of-control condition. This becomes very significant wben it is believed
that, in all 51 situations, the pilot did not exercise all aspects of the "correct"
recovery technique (which in itself was subject to considerable confusion). The
difficulty in identifying an out-of-control state indicates a need for an automatic
recovery system or an aircraft with inherent recovery properties. Provision
of the latter may entail unacceptable performance compromises.

Reports and pilot comments indicate that the pilot has inadequate timely
information that a critical flight condition is approaching. Also, the situation
can deteriorate rapidly at a moment when the pilot may be applying his full

i concentration on another task.

Information obtained in pilot interviews indicates that major factorsI causing aircraft losses through out-of-control conditions are:

- Design deficiencies

. Insufficient flight testing of aircraft performance

* Incomplete pilot flight manual information

* Inadequate aircrew training

A major contributing factor to the problem in the case of the F-4 and
F-111 are the six or seven years between aircraft service acceptance and
the completion of full stability and control flight investigations.

Flight Limiters and Monitors -- All the aircraft in the survey are
equipped with AOA warning or limiting devices. The F-4 is equipped with
a rudder shaker and an auial tone.. The A-7 and the F-111 are equipped with
rudder shakers. The F-10i has had or has a horn, pusher, pitch boundary
indicator and onrnmnnd sQinal limit-r.

The rudder shakers in the F-1ll, A-7 and F-4 are considered to be of
tw little use due to the fact that they are masked by heavy aircraft buffet.

The stick pusher system was used in the F-l101 until a few years ago
when it was replaced by a dual-channel command signal limiter. Stick
pushers are not very popular with pilots since they resent having the stick
taken away from them. Then there is always the concern that the pusher
will inadvertently actuate at an inconvenient moment.

The pitch boundary indicator which tells the pilot his present angle of
attack as well as the maximum AOA attainable has received good pilot ac-
ceptance. However, the effectiveness of this device is limited since it must
be looked at for information.

In the F-4 an aural tone which sounds at 15 units AOA and increases in
ffrequency and volume as the AOA increases appears to be well accepted by

pilots. This system is new and has not had sufficient operational use to
prove the concept.
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A stall-inhibiting device is being considered for the F-111 in addition
to the rudder shaker. In the F- 11 there is little degradation in handling
qualities as it approaches stall, and during the post-stall gyrations the en- Igines may not provide enough power to the flight control system to effect a1

recovery,

Pilot comments were favorable on the closed-loop command signal im- A
iter as installed in the F-10113. This system has been in operational use for
12 years. It is now dual-channel on the F-101B and is the primary pitch
protection system since the pusher has been removed. It is used tactically
during recovery from snap-up attack maneuvers in order to get the maxi-
mum safe change in the aircraft flight path. It can be used in any tactical
situation to aid the pilot in attaining and holding a maximum safe AOA. An
advantage of a physical limiter is that it will act to reduce or hold a safe I
angle of attack with no input from the pilot. During the stress of a departure
or post-stall gyration, the pilot may have difficulty identifying the situation.
In the confusion, passive monitors such as shakers or horns can be I
overlooked.

The pilot wants to be able to command the aircraft in aaiy axis to the
maximum aircraft capability without looking in the cockpit, during severe
buffet, and with his entire senses concentrated outside the cockpit on perhaps
another aircraft that could be closing with him at 3000 mph. )
Augmentation Systems --

Aircraft Response Characteristics -- Pilot opinion on desired aircraft
response characteristics is greatly influenced by the aircraft he is fiving or-

......... ..This .. u,,, uiiaLe since, with older augmentation systems, the
pilot has learned that increased damping is usually accompanied by a slow
response which he finds impossible to accept. Therefore, in order to have
a rapid responding aircraft, the pilot will develop his techniques and judg.-
ment so he can live with an underdamped aircraft. It can be rioted that, in
all of the four survey aircraft, response rate and damping were le.s than
the pilot really would like and that, at some flight condition, pertormancewas degraded enough to affect mission accomplishment.

The interview discussion emphasized that, with new control technology,
vehicle response could be very rapid and that the pilot's physical makeup
would probably define the maximum response rates. The desired response
is rapid, smooth and w '1 damped -- specifically, response times of less I
than one second and damping ratios of over 0.6.

As background for the previous paragraph, consider how a pilot flies his )
aircraft. The pilot works a good part of the time on a digital-sample-type
technique. Particularly during instrument flight, he operates on an
instrument-scan technique where he observes a certain number of bits of
information and makes control inputs to achieve a desired result, repeating
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this cycle until the desired vehicle situation is accomplished. Then he goes
into a monitoring mode to keep the vehicle at the desired condition. The best
aircraft response behavior for this type of flying is smooth, well-damped,
fast, and without drift. Thereby fewer corrections are required and the
worKload is lower.Li _If the airplane/system combination has a tendency to drift during this
"sampled-data" control process, many scan cycles are necessary before the
pr..rc are red uccda to withiri some personal "tolerance" band. Such a pro-
peity may be manifested by "automatic trim" systems which have long (e. g.,
4 to 6 seconds) settling times. These prove to be very objectionable unless
the pilot can devote his entire attention to the related control axis, obviously
not possible in most situations. The available "time on target" in most
weapons delivery situations dictates that response times be fast -- less than
a second for superior aiming.

If the pilot is maneuvering with respect to another aircraft or ground
object, he will lock his eyes on the object and attempt to command or adjust
the aircraft flight path to reach the desired point. The desired response from
the aircraft is the same as before -- rapid, smooth and well-damped.

Turn Coordination -- The most stringent performance requirement for
turn coordination occurs during air-to-grounci or air-to-air tracking.

Maximizing the time the weapons are on the target is the objective.
This time can be as low as 2 to 4 seconds per mission.

Performance that is particularly objectionable to the pilot is adverse
yaw, low yaw damping, and slow-drool-type sideslip trim, Anticipating and
using a control technique to neutralize thee prt-emnhlsma .. rnt L -Ul

pilot workload in a compressed time period. Somewhat less objectionable
is the requirement for pilot skill and judgment in the use of the rudder at
high AOA.

I iAn important aspect of the question of turn coordination is the objective
of the maneuver. In the case of gunnery, good control of the projectile
stream is desired. The concern is ccordination of the aircraft about the
gun barrels to increase the time on target. For example, if the gun barrels
are pointed below or above the aircraft velocity vector, the gun aiming point
will be either adverse or proverse respectively to a roll input. Therefore,
to have the gun response optimum, the turn coordination would need to be
designed with the boresight a's the rotation axis rather than about the velocity
vector (even at the expense of sideslip). A study and flight test is now in
progress for such an aiming mode by SAAR and Honeywell in a Viggen 37 in~Sweden,.

Because provision of a good lateral aiming response will in general
compromise coordination in the conventional sense (i. e. , zero sideslip), it
is evident that the flight control could provide selectable response modes
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which better satisfy variable mission lasks. Pertinent to the subject survey
is the question of whether the variable response qualities resulting from such
an implementation would meet with pilot acceptance. There is considerable
evidence that it would, judging frcan the practice of pilot disablement of roll
SAS and yaw trim prior to air combat maneuvering in the F-4. Comparable
activities have been reported by A-6 pilots in their use of a spin-recovery
switch and by "Mohawk' pilots in their use of slight flap extensions, both of 1
whi.h off ..r r.fa.e authority for improve-d nmaneuvering capability.

The lesson here is that if a pilot can obtain improved performance by any
means, approved or otherwise, he will exercise this ability at appropriate
times and adapt to the associated response changes. The desire for "better
performance" in a military airplane is never satisfied.

Control Margins -- Reflection orn the properties of conventional flight
controls shows that they provide more than just a means for adjusting airplane
attitude and flight path. They also provide indications to the pilot of available
control margins in terms of how much surface deflection yet remains. Un- I
forturately, information does not come without penalty in terms of inconven-
ient stick positlons in some cases. As flight controls become more advanced,
the relationship between stick position and surface deflection becomes less
firm (much as the relationship between stick force and hinge moment was I
destroyed by the fully powered surface). This loss in implicit surface infor-
mation must be replaced by a display function, for available control authority
is as an important a resource as fuel and oxygen.

The consequences of not knowing control margin can be severe, as
exemplified by a lost F-1ll. An aft cg developed (52 percent) as a result of
incorrect fuel sequencing -- the autotrim maintained the stick position as the
aft cg developed, and the high-gain adaptive pitch CAS masked the deterior-
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lost.

Reliability -- Pilots agree that equipment should always work. If it mustthey want to be advised beforehand; and once advised, they want alter--.

nate or backup equipment.

Fly-by-Wire -- Most pilots interviewed agreed that FBW sounds like a logical
and reasonable development. This favorable attitude could be a significant
factor in acceptance of FBW in forthcoming development programs.

Pilot Training -- The discussion of air combat training or maneuvering (ACM)
has come up in almost all interviews. There appears to have been a reluctance
to put emphasis on ACM for the reason that it is somewhat hazardous and must
be tightly controlled by supervision and rules. However, there is no quPstion
that both the Navy and Air Force must develop ACM programs if we are to
maintain air superiority. Recent experience of a one-for-one kill ratio in
SEA has brought the problem into focus. It is the old story of how a good,
tough, realistic training program produces pilots who can survive an enemy
(.ngagerment, destroy -.;i opponent, destroy a target, and return safely.
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R ELIABILITY- MAINTAINABILITY -SAFETY

Data Sources andDefinitions

USAF Data Reporting System -- The primary source of statistical reliability-
maintainability data for this program was the USAF Maintenance Data Re-

j porting system commonly referred to as the AFM 66-1 system.

The AFM 66-1 mainlenance reporting systemn gnenally operates in the
following manner:

The individual who performs a maintenance action records the

action taken by a Work Unit Code number, the amount of time
expended, the type of action taken, equipment type, etc.

I The above information is transferred t, data processing cards
along with additional information such as weapon system desig-
nation, base location, etc.

* The data cards are transmitted to Wright-Patterson AFB and are
read onto a magnetic tape. An estimated 5, 000, 000 maintenance
actions are recorded on this magnetic tape each month.

* The data processing center at Wright-Patterson uses a program
to "edit" the raw data to eliminate duplicate reports, reports
from the incorrect time periods, etc. The deleted data is docu-
mented under a set of reports designated RSC-XX-Log K 260 to
allow retrieval of this data if desired.

, The edited magnetic tape is now used to generate two basic types

of reports:

(1) RCS-XX-K261 "ON" Equipment Maintenance Action Reports -i iThese reports contain the failures, maintenance actions,
aborts, etc. for equipment which required maintenance at
the aircraft level. Approximately 25 standard reports
giving various analyses of the raw data are distributed.
Specific reports used for survey data were the following:

RCS-06-K261 Failure, Maintenance, Abort Analysis

RCS-07-K261 Abort Analysis

RCS-15-K261 Accident/Incident Analysis

RCS-25-K261 Maintenance Manhour/Flight Hour Analysis
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(2) RC(S-XX--K262 "OFF" Equipment Maintenance Action
Reports - These reports contain the failures, mainte-
nance actions, repair actions taken, time expenditure
and other data associated with devices which are not
being utilized on the aircraft. The depot-level repair
actions and failures are the prime data basis for the I
"OFF" equipment reports. This data was not utilized
in the operational survey as its goals are more oriented
toward repair time, etc. i

The AFM 66-1 data system provides a large amount of statistical mainte-nance data which is updated monthly. The majority of reports cover a 6- to",
12-month period; hence, the impact of Technical Change Order modifications

and other maintenance practice changes can be assessed. The environmental
conditions, reporting methods, base workload, training schedules, T. 0. ade-
quacy and various other items can affect the statistics reported to the 66-1 j
system; consequently, the environmental situation surrounding any given an-
alysis report should be examined to properly evaluate the maintenance data.
Since all AFM-66-1 maintenance data is recorded against a Work Unit Code,
a brief description of Work Unit Codes is given below.

The Work Unit Code (WUC) is a five-character alphanumeric designator
used to define a given piece of equipment within a major weapon system (i. e. ,

. aircraft, missile, etc. ). The first two numbers in the WUC represent a
major subsystem. WUCs are assigned to each weapons system which uses
the AFM 66-.1 maintenance reporting system. For the aircraft involved in
this survey, the WUCs are defined in the 06 Aircraft T. 0. (i. e. , the WUC

Technical Order for the F-4C is T.O. 1F-4C-06).

The majority of the statistical data presented in the following paragraphs

,:as obtainl f.rnm tho AFM 66-1 data pool described in Table 3-8.

Table 3-8. AFM 66-1 Data Pool

Report Failure Reporting No. of Average No.Aircraft Source Time Frame Flight Hours of Aircraft

F-101B/F OOAMA 3-1-70 to 8-31-70 15,006 155

F-4C OOAMA 3-1-70 to 3-31-70 42,748 344

RF-4C OOAMA 3-1-70 to 8-31-70 57, 962 348

V F-4D OOAMA 3-1-70 to 8-31-70 97,230 576

F-4E OOAMA 3-1-70 to 8-31-70 92, 990 485 j
A-7D OCAMA 6-1-70 to 12-31-70 7,358 30

F-! I 1A SMAMA 6-1-69 to 12-31-70 14, 149 60
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The actual data obtained from the 66-1 reports are the following items:

0 Maintenance Action - Each time effort is expended on a compo-

nent or system, a maintenance action is recorded. Items suchii as lubrication, visual inspections, removal for access to other
ccmponents, etc. are all recorded as maintenance actions.

• Mean Time Between Maintenance Action (MTBMA) - This num-
ber is computed by dividing the total number of flight hours by
the number of maintenance actions. This gives a feel for the
number of times a component is handled, tested, removed,
repaired, etc.

I * Maintenance Manhours - The number of maintenance manhours

expended on each task is recorded and reported. The manhours
are divided into scheduled, unscheduled or troubleshooting, and
shop maintenance time.

* Maintenance Manhours per Flight Hour (MM/FH) - This number
is computed by dividing maintenance manhours by the number of
flight hours; hence system to system and aircraft to aircraft
maintenance effort comparisons are available.

a Failure - A failure is recorded whenever a system or component
does not perform to its Technical Order specifications or when
physical damage has been incurred by a given component. These
failures can be divided into various hazard classifications which
relate the failure to its vehicle safety implications. These
classes and typical types of failures in each class are defined in

L a 0u'L/ .0 sub- tic L-1.

Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) - This number is computed
by dividing the number of flight hours by the number of failures.

* Abort - Whenever a scheduled flight is canceled or terminated
because of equipment failures during preflight or in flight,
an abort is recorded in the AFM 66-1 data. The aborts are
categorized by time of occurrence, i. e., preflight or in flight.

* Mean Time Between Abort (MTBA) - This number is computed
by dividing the flight hours by the number of aborts.

* Accidents/Incidents -- Accidents and incidents are recorded
SI whenever aircraft damage or personnel injury is incurred or

threatened. The accident/incident reports are also used in
preparation of safety reports by the various USAF Command
Headquarters.
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Accident/incident data was also obtained from Norton AFB for a 5-year
period for flight control system failures. The 5-year period provides an
acceptable confidence level in the statistical flight control accident data. The
safety source data consisted of the final analysis report on each of the 1
accidents/incidents reported to Norton AFB during the 5-year period.

Flight Control System Classification -- The data collated was oriented toward
definition of criteria for high-authority, closed-loop primary flight corltrcls.
This type of systei includes"fly-by-wire" system mechanizations.
Figure 3-9 indicates which existing aircraft systems were of primary interest
for this study. Data on the complete aircraft flight control systems, the hy-
draulic and electrical power supplies and on the aircraft instrument system
were obtained to provide a broader perspective in evaluating the existing
operational flight control system problems.

The aircraft flIght control systems consist of three major subsystems
referred to as the primary flight control system, the secondary flight control I
system and the automatic flight control system.

The following definitions will be used for the remainder of this section:

_ Manual Flight Control System - This system consists of all
items which comprise the primary and secondary flight control
systems.

* Primary Flight Control System (PFCS) - The PFCS is defined
as the total set of hardware used o provide vehicle maneuver-
ability and trim. The PFCS therefore includes the control stick,
rudder pedals, linkages, actuators, feel and trim components
and the actual flight control surfaces. The surfaces and associ-
ated control and trim systems defined as primary for each of the

I
survey aircraft are:

- F-1011B/F - rudder, ailerons, stabilator

- F-4 - rudder, ailerons and spoilers, stabilator

- F-illA, E - rudder, spoilers, stabilizers J
- A-7D - rudder, ailerons, stabilizers

0 Secondary Flight Control System (SFCS) The SFXS .-, defined
as the hardware which is used to alter the long-term aircraft I
aerodynamic configuration. The SFCS typically consists of wing
leading and trailing edge lift devices (flaps, slats, speed brakes,
wing sweep/fold mechanisms and landing/takeoff flaps). |
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0 Automatic Fl.ight Control System (AFCS) - The AFCS is defined
as the set of hardware which provides aircraft control through
the use of closed-loop feedback information. The AFCS normally
consists of a stability augmentation system and an autopilot. The
stability augmentation system (SAS) is also commonly referred to
as a damper. If the SAS is mechanized such that manual pilot com-
mands are electrically summed with the stability augmentation
signals, the system is referred to as a command augmentation sys-
tem (CAS). The autopilot (A/P) provides the }ong-term vehicle
control (attitude, altitude, Mach hold, etc. ) and the mission control
modes such as automatic attack, terrain following, ground track
following, etc. The hardware included in the AFCS consists of
control panels, pilot force/position transducers, computers, actu-
ators, and sensors which provide vehicle motion or aerodynamic I
information. The sensors included as part of the AFCS in this
study are all those which are unique to the AFQS or those which

eprimarily in the vehicle to provideAFCS information. Sensors
and computers associated with the radar altimeters, heading infor-
mation systems, air data computers, and bomb delivery systems
are not included as part of the AFCS.

0 Hydraulic Power Supply - This system includes the hardware associ-
ated with the various 3000-psi hydraulic supplies on the aircraft.
The hydraulic pumps, accumulators, valves, plumbing lines,
filters, etc., are all included as part of the supply system.

0 Electrical Power Supply - This system includes the hardware
associated with supply of the 115-vac 400-Hz and the +28-vdc
electrical power. The hardware includes the generators, switch-
ing gear, rectifiers, etc.

- Aircraft Instrument System - The instrument system is composed
of all instruments and displays used by the flight crew. The
instrument system varies considerably as a function of the air-
craft mission; however, representative reliability-maintenance
values were obtained.

The above systems were subdivided further in many cases, and detailed
data for further divisions is included in Appendix II.

Failure Classifications -- The relationship of system failures to aircraft
mission completion and flight safety is a prime concern in PFCS reliability
specification. The AFM 66-1 data system reports a failure whenever a de-
vice does not perform to its Tfechnical Order specifications; consequently,
the reported failures can have a wide range of effects on system performance
and on vehicle safety. The System Safety Engineering Requirement Specifica-
tion (MIL-STD-882) provides a method of relating failures to the safety hazard
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which they create. The classifications defined do not precisely fit the re-
quirements of this report, so slightly modified MIL-STD-882 definitions as
.given below will be utilized:

a Class I - Negligible -
- Failures which do not result in personnel injury or

system damage.

- Failures such as slight hydraulic seal leaks, high rate
gyro nulls, etc.

- These failu.es do, however, impact the logistics and
maintenance workload; hence, they are a major ccncern
of the USAF maintenance officer.

0 Class 11 - Marginal -

- Failures which can be - unteracted or controlled without
injury to personnel or major system damage.

- Failures such as loss of ono channel of a triple-redundant
systerm, low hydraulic pressure level, etc.

- These failures may or may not be reported as aborts
depending on when they are detected. For training mis-
sions, these failures may result in a mission abort.

- These failures directly affect the operational personnel
because additional missions, vehicles or both must be
programmed to provicle the desired training levels.

* Class IIT - Critical -

Failures which will cause person.nel injury or major sys-
tem damage or will require immediate corrective action
for personnel or system survival.

Failures such as loss of one channel of a dual-redundant
system, loss of navigation gear, loss of flight control
system feel and/or trim functions, etc.

- These failures affect operational performance to the extent
that mission success is improbable. This class of failure
will result in a mission abort unless discovered on the
return leg of the mission.
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Class IV- Catastrophic I
- Failures which cause death or severe injury to personnel

or major aircraft damage.

I- Failures such as loss of all hydraulics or pitch axis con-trol, etc.

These failures are recorded as major accidents by the
various command headquarters. -

Operational Base Interviews -- The interviews at the operational bases were
oriented toward obtaining data that:

0 Would supplement the statistical data obtained from AFM 66-1 ,
system;

0 Would indicate which particular environmental conditions have
a major effect on system operation and maintainability,

* Would give a subjective feel for the various types of BITE/
self-test hardware;

* Would give a subjective view of the ASE and Technical Order
(T. 0. ) adequacy for a given system; I

0 Would allow suggestions for system maintenance improvements
to be submitted; I

0 Would relate system deficiencies to aircraft incidents and
accidents.

Many of the comments and the general concepts expressed during these
interviews are included in the following subsections.

R eliability / M ainta inability Data

This subsection summarizes the reliability/maintainability data as it per-
tains to maintenance and logistics. The effects of failures on mission success
and flight safety are described in the next subsection. "

Svstem Data -- Comparative data for each of the major flight control systems
are givenin Figures 3-10 through 3-13. Details relating to individual com-
ponent failures, high-failure-rate items and maintenance problems assoc~ated
with the various components are discussed later.
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Some general observations on the data shown in Figures 3-10 through
3-13 are:

* The data bases are large enough to provide a h.,,n confidence
level in the values stated for the systems.

* Device wearout and fatigue are not as much of a factor in the
F-111A and A-7D data as they are for the F-1O1B,'F and F-4
data.

* The MTBF values in Figure 3-10 are computed by including
all AFM 66-1 reported failures. The failure and safety hazard
classifications are discussed in later subsections.

The effects of wearout and technological improvement on virtually iden-
tical systems in the F-4 series of aircraft are shown in Table 3-9.

qvstem Complexity and Design Vintage -- Each of the control systems exam-
ined was designed for a specific aircraft; consequently the aircraft flight en-
velope and mission requirements are reflected in the flight control system
mechanization. The design vintage also covers a period of, pproximately 10
'o 12 years (1954 to 1966), and the technological advances which have occurred
.ead to considerable differences in actual hardware. The effects of the above

conditions must be kept in mind when comparing reliability, sfety and main-
tainability of the various flight control systems. The following paragraphs
detail the major factors affecting control system complexity and then provide
a complexivy ranking for the aircraft associated with the survey.

The major factors which affect the various control systems complexityEsare:
9 Primary Flight Control System

(1) The number of control surfaces and associated linkage
and actuators;

(2) The mechanical control input assembly construction
(i. e., control cables versus push-pull rods);

(3) The number of trim surfaces, trim modes and the hard-
ware associated with the trim system;

(4) The amount of aerodynamic, mechanical and hydraulic
components used to provide proper aircraft handling
(pilot feel) c(haracteristics. This factor is somewhat
proportional to the size of the aircraft flight envelope.
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Table 3-9. Effects of Service Life, Wearout and Technological
Improvement on System Reliabilit i/Maintainability

Aircraft Type and Production Vintage

System F-4C F-4C F -4D F-4E
1959-1963 1961.-1969 1963-1965 1965-1969

Mean Time Between Failure (flight hours)

Manual flight controls 28.6 37.6 40.0 63.2

Automatic flight controls 73.8 77.0 88.8 114.0 1
Electrical power system 55.0 76.0 79.0 157.0

Hydraulic power supply 108.0 147.0 150.0 218.0

Aircraft instruments 26.0 34.0 31.0 53.0

Total of above systems 8.73 11.26 11.39 18.39

Mean Time Between Maintenance Action (flight hours)

Manual flight controls 3.5 6.8 4.0 8.0

Automatic flight controls 11.0 13.0 15.0 21.0

Electrical power system 13.3 19.9 19.3 34.9

Hydraulic power supply 10.8 22. 1 17.0 30.1 1

Aircraft instruments 9.0 15.0 12.0 19.0

Total of above systems 1.52 2.59 1.95 3.48
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* Secondary Flight Control Systems

(1) The number of surfaces and associated actuators used
(related to size of the flight envelope);

(2) Changes in aircraft design environment; i. e., carrier
or short-field landing capabilities, etc.;

(3) The amount of system usage time; i. e., F-4 spoilers
exhibit wearout earlier Lhan the wing-fold system.

I Automatic Flight Control Systems

(1) The stability of the basic airframe; i. e., whether sta-
bility augmentation is essential for aircraft control,
mission success or aircrew comfort only; the degree
of redundancy is directly related to this criteria;

(2) The number and type of aircraft "hold" modes, i. e.,
attitude, altitude, Mach, heading, etc.;

(3) The number and type of mission-essential modes, i e.
automatic intercept, terrain following, etc.;

(4) The amount of gain scheduling required which is related
to the system design approach. The F-111 uses an adap-
tive gain system to eliminate complex aerodynamic sched-
uling and its associated hardware.

Table 3-10 provides a feel for relative system complexity based on the
amount of functions to be performed and the amount of hardware required.
The design vintage of the aircraft is also included to aid in seeing the effects
of technological progress.

Safety Data

Data Sources -- The primary source of aircraft safety data was the Inspector
General Aerospace Safety Group (IGDSFR) at Norton AFB. Norton AFB serves
as the major safety center for all USAF operations and consequently maintains
a large data bank of accident/incident information.

Other data sources utilized were the safety reports issued semi-annually by
the Tactical Air Command (TAC). These reports presented overall accident/
incident rates for all TAC aircraft for individual years, 5-year periods and
various aircraft types. The specific TAC reports used are listed in Refer-
ence 3-3.
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Table 3-10. Relative System Complexity I
Complexity Ratinga

Aircraft Design Pr-,ry Secondary Automatic

Type Vintage Flight Flight Flight
Type 1intage Controls Controls Controls

F-11B/F 1954 4 3 2

F-4 1958 2 2

F-1lIA 1965 1 1 1

A-7D 1966 3 4 3

a 1 = Most complex

4 Least complex

The A-7 1D aircraft has not had sufficient flight time to provide meaningful
safety data; consequently the A-7D statistics have been omitted from all safety
data and calculations. I
Definitions -- The safety data is normally submitted to the data center via an
accident or incident report. The distinction between major and minor acci-
dents and incidents requires a subjective decision in many cases; however,
the following general guidelines apply:

" Major Accident - An accident in which substantial property
damage, aircraft loss, or major personnel injury is incurred.

* Minor Accident - An accident in which the damage or personnel
injury is not as severe as in the major accident. Minor acci-
dents are usually reported in an attempt to prevent these acci-
dents in the future.

- Incident - Incidents are reported whenever an inflight safety
hazard occurs even though no property or personnel injury
may have occurred.

The failure safety hazard classifications related to the above reports are
the Class III and Class IV failures. Class III (critical) failures are related to
incident reports caused by material failure/malfunctions while Class IV
(catastrophic) failures would normally be associated with material failures/

* malfunctions which cause major accidents.

Tactical Air Command Data -- The following data was taken from the TAC
Safety Reports (Ref. 3-3). The TAC reports provided a 5-year base covering
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approximately 4,000, 000 flight hours, a 1968 data base of 935, 000 flight
hours and a 1969 data base of 865, 000 flight hours. The major accident rates2

for all causes for the 5-year period for various types of aircraft are:

4 (Fighter-type aircraft - 12% per 1000 hours

Cargo-type aircraft - 2% per 1000 hours

The above rates indicate that a major accident occurs every 8, 300 flight
hours for fighter aircraft and every 50, 000 flight hours for cargo aircraft.
Analysis of 1967, 1968 and 1969 data indicates that the primary accident cause
factors were:

Pilot - 40%

Material failure - 30%

Maintenance - 5%

Supervisory and miscellaneous - 10%

Undetermined - 15%

The 1969 TAC data gives further detail enabling some identification of
flight control accident causes. Of the 45 major accidents of fighter-type air-

craft which occurred in 1969, 10 were caused by loss of aircraft control and
2 of the 10 were malfunctions of the flight controls (422, 000-flight-hour-base).

Utilizing the above data, the following values can be calculated for fighter
type aircraft:

A dnt Cause Accident Rate Mean Time Between Accident
cciden (%/1000 hours) (flight hours)

All causes 10.7 9,400

Loss of control 2.4 42,200

Malfunction of flight 0.48 211,000
controls

USAF Safety Center Data -- The accident/incident data from Norton AFB
includes the 1966 to 1970 time period with the following flight-control-related
accident, incident and flight hour data:

2 Accident; x 105
Rate - Flight Hours

This provides percent per 1,000 hours or number of accidents per
100, 000 flight hours.
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Aircraft Type Major Accidents Reported Incidents Flight Hours

F-101B/F 3 58 216,643

F-4C/D/E 25 476 2,621,089 .1
F-111A/E 6 125 70,706

The individual reports of the above accidents/incidents were reviewed
and the causes and/or most probable causes were divided into three cate-
gories; primary, secondary or automatic flight control system malfunctions.
The accident/incident rates were computed for the individual systems using
the standard failure rate formula: i

Rate (percent per 1, 000 hours) -Ai

Flight Hours I
Table 3-11 provides detailed accident/incident rates by aircraft and

system.

Table 3-11. 1966-1970 Accident/Inc- lent Rates

A S Accident ReportedAircraft System Rate Incident Rate

F-111 Primary flight controls 2.8 12.7

Secondary flight controls 2. 84 149

Automatic flight controls 1.42 7. 1

F-10!B/F Primary flight controls 0.92 10.1

Secondary flight controls 0 1. 84 I

Automatic flight controls 0.46 10. 1

F-4C/D/E Primary flight controls 0.38 8. 1
Secondary flight controls 0.08 3.12

Automatic flight controls 0.12 6.4
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Accident/Incident Data Trends -- Review and analysis of the safety data
points out the following items:

'1* In selecting an allowable catastrophic failure rate for an
advanced PFCS (which could be a FBW system), some im-
provement over the experienced rates for the current PFCS
would be anticipated. The experienced catastrophic failure
rate of 0. 38 percent per 1, 000 hours for the F- 4 PFCS
appears to be a reasonable rate for a mature primary flight
control system.

9 The ratio of flight control system catastrophic failures caused
by component failures versus maintenance malpractices appears
to be approximately 4 to 1.

0 The F-ill accident rate substantiates intuition that higher than
normal failure rates will be experienced during the initial years
of aircraft operation. This also agrees with the initial portion
of the bathtub-shaped failure rate curve used for failure pre-
dictions.

a The number of loss-of-control accidents (primarily due to pilot
error) is high compared to the number of accidents due to con-
trol system failures. Methods of increasing flight control sys-
tem capability to reduce the pilot workload and the number of
loss-of-control accidents should continue to be investigated.

Failure/Maintenance Data Analysis and Survey Comments

The failure/maintenance data presented in the preceding paragraphs was
discussed with the personnel at each of the various maintenance levels to ob-
tain additional details and suggestions. Their comments and pertinent infor-
mation are noted for each of the major aircraft subsystems categorized in
the preceding data. The detailed statistical data on which many of the ob-
servations are based is given in Appendix iH.

Manual Flight Control System -- The highest failure rate items on the manual
flight control system are the various surface actuators. Consequently, an
individual section has been devoted to actuator data. The remainder of the
system has a relatively low failure rate; however, the MTBMA is still low
because the various mechanical portions of the linkage, pivot points, etc.
require periodic inspection and lubrication. The inspection and lubrication
requirements associated with the control surface pivot points cannot be com-
pletely eliminated; howevcr, the use of sealed bearings and Lecioilugical
advances in the field of lubrication and friction reduction should be explored
and utilized in future designs.
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Primary Flight Controls -- The major maintenance items in the PFCS,
next to the actuators, are the feel and trim system components. The feel sys- A
tem components fall into four broad areas.

(1) Mechanical springs and lever arrangements - The major
problem associated with these items are high breakout
friction and bearing and seal wearout.

(2) Aerodynamic bellows - The major problems are bellows
leakage, heater burn-out or plugging of the aerodynamic
inlets. The loss of the aerodynamic feel has very severe
handling effects and can easily result in the loss of air-
craft and aircrew.

(3) Aerodynamic and hydraulic switching - This has the same
problems associated with (1) and (2) above. In addition, a
discrete difference in feel and/or surface authority is made
at a given aerodynamic condition. Consequently, the pilot
must condition his reflexes to the new handling qualities.,

(4) Bobweight to provide stick force/g feel - This mechanization
is very simple and requires virtually no maintenance; however,
several incidents were caused by maintenance malpractices
which resulted from personnel working in that area.

The surface trim mechanizations varied considerably between the survey
aircraft; however, a relatively large amount of relay logic was used in each
aircraft to support the trim function. The relay logic consequently contribu-
ted many of the failures associated with the trim system, It would appear
that the use of solid-state electronic logic in place of the relay logic would
eliminate many of those,failures. The trim system actuators normally posi-
tion the PFCS linkage rather than positioning the surfaces directly. The
actuators do not exhibit wearout failures as rapidly as the primary surface
actuators, probably because they are normally electromechanical actuator's
and are not exercised as continuously as the primary surface actuators.

The concept of providing trim through the AFCS actuator (A-7D) yaw
axis) eliminated many of the trim system components, hence improving
reliability and maintainability; however, malfunction of the yaw AFCS can I
prevent all yaw trim capabilities.

Several of the survey aircraft used push-pull control rod linkage con-
struction rather than cables for the pitch and roll axes. The maintenance
personnel feel that this change has simplified the rigging and maintenance of
the primary flight controls. They also suggested that push-pull rod linkage

, construction be investigated for yaw-axis control on future aircraft.
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Another point mentioned frequently was that much of the PFCS linkage
is nonredundant; consequently one system failure can be catastrophic. The
nonredundancy makes the aircraft vulnerable to battle damage. Reference 3-1
discusses the failure probabilities of the F-4 pitch axis PFCS and indicates
,hat, while a dual-redundant, dispersed linkage system would be desirable

I from a safefy standpoint, the additional weight, space, cost, and maintenance
effort penalties exceed the value of the safety improvement.

Secondary Flight Controls -- The secondary flight controls are not direct-
1v" related to the study goals; however they do cause a substantial portion of
the flight control maintenance effort. The following maintenance comments
were obtained.

* The SFCS is normally easy to troubleshoot and/or repair.
The systems are relatively simple and are not integrated
with other systems.

0 The SFCS failures do not normally cause loss of aircraft
cont.rcl., butii 44ffn-nt aircraft handling techniques maust be
utilized by the pilot to maintain aircraft control.

* The SFCS actuators show a larger flight hour lifetime than
the PFCS actuators which can be attributed to the much lower
usage rate.

0 The failures and maintenance effort expended on the SFCS arejdirectly related to the SFCS complexity. The F-111 SFCS
maintenance difficulties required the assembly of a mainte-
nance group which was specifically trained to provide proper
SFCS maintenance.

Automatic Fight Control Systems - Initial discussions with the field person-
nel indicate that the automatic flight control system (AFCS) should be sub-
divided into three major categories for failure analysis. The AFCS was

Scdi\'Ided into the following areas which were common to each system:

0 Rage Gyros and Accelerometers - Rate gyros and accelerometers
were further examined individually as they are used to supply
stability augmentation information for each of the survey aircraft.

* Electronics - Control panels, computers, surface or servo
potition,and stickforce sensors and schedulers "ere included
in this group. A considerable variation in the amount of
hardware and functional complexity was apparent between
he AVCSs of the survey aircraft.
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* :Actuators and/or Servo Actuator Valves- These devices were
-rouped with the PFCS actuators for analysis because many

similar maintenance and failure analysis concepts apply.

The effects of the technological advances can be shown by a brief corn-
parison of the F-i01B/F and the F-111A AFCS reliability/mnaintainability
data. The F-10IB/F has a single-channel nonredundant AFCS with a large
number of pilot-selectable outer-loop modes and comilex gain scheduling,
This system is mechanized using 1954 to 1956 vintage electronic and electro-
mechanical hardware, thus utilizing vacuum-tube amplifiers, magnetic-core
amplifiers, relay logic and motor velocity generators to perform the various
cornputations. The F-111A has a triple-redundant command augmentation
s-svstem (CAS), a larger number of pilot-selectable outer-loop modes and uses
a self-adaptive gain-scheduling concept. This system is mechanized using
1964 to 1966 vintage solid-state electronics to perform the logic and func-
tional computation and provide the various self-test capabilities.

The F-101B/F and F-111A AFCS reliability/maintainability values are
!! compared in Table 3-12.

Table 3-12. Comparison of F-101B/F and F-111A AFCS Electronics~Reliability

Aircraft TFlight Hours
Aircrat MTBF MTBMA I, MM/FH f MTBA

F-101B/ F 23.2 6.8 1.07 565

F-Il1A 46. 1 20.7 0.33 488

The F-111A AFCS MTBF is approximately double that of the F-101B/F
XFC'S. This is a definite indication of the improved reliability of the newer
hardwar,. The F-111A AFCS MTBMA improvement is related to several
factors, one being fewer device "remove and re-install" maintenance actions
because the mean time to repair requirements imposed on the entire F-111
improve device accessibility. In addition, here are very few calibrations
,,nd adjustments or electronic air.dlifier "drift" problems with the newer
..... , -,lecti-,ro ics, eiiii1iiating additional maintenance actions.

The addition of built-in-test equipment in addition to some of the factors
hsted a.bovw accounts for the F-111 AFCS' s lower maintenance manhour/
:11]lt2. notur value.

";,ereasons for the F-111 AFCS' s lower mean time between abort are

,, 7 two particular items:
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* The use of BITE during preflight by the flight crew detects
failures which would not otherwise be detected until inflight
or possibly not even then, depending which AFCS modes
were engaged. The detected failures result in a higher

ground abort ratio.

* Even though the F-111 AFCS is a triple-redundant fail-safe
system, present USAF regulations require an abort upon
loss of any one channel. If this requirement were relaxed,
the number of aborts would certainly decrease.

The field maintenance personnel made the majority of their comments
and suggestions on the following items:

* Ladders and Work Stands - The elimination of ladders and work
stands to reach system components is one of the largest labor
savers that can be designed into the aircraft. This allows more
individuals to work on an aircraft at the same time and also
eliminates the need for storage space for ell of the work stands.
The F-ill aircraft received many favorable comments in this
area.

Device Connectors and Mounting Hardware - The many variations
in device c ,nnectors and mounting hardware requires different
types of tools and also creates logistic problems. The MS3112,
3116 type connectors which rotate 30 degrees to 45 degrees and
then snap into place are preferred over threaded connectors.
The snaplock feature emits a sound and feel which gives assur-
ance of full connector engagement. Threaded-type connectors
are subject to over and under torquing, cross-threading and,
in addition, must be safety wired in many cases. The safety
wire occasionally turns out to be an elect rical hazard.

* Ground Electrical, Hydraulic, Air Conditioning Power - The very
need for the above units causes fault isolation and repair delays.
In addition, it was pointed out that a variety of hydraulic, elec-
trical and air conditioning connections are standard; consequently,
individual maintenance units must manufacture interface adapters

to allow usage on different types of aircraft. The possibility of
using a single ground-power card with a single-point hookup to
supply all the required ground Dower would eliminate many of the
time delays which currently exist. It should also redu: e the total
number of ground-power units required and their associated
maintenance.

Aircraft Wiring - There is presently no USAF tester which cao be
used to check aircraft wiring at the flight line level. fhe PSM-6
multimeter would be perfectly adequate if proper-size test probes
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were supplied to interface with the aircraft connectors. The
possibility of providing very simple electrical breakout boxes I
or cables to aid fault isolation might also be considered.

A second common comment was that the aircraft wiring T. O.'s
seldom adequately describe the aircraft wiring. Splice loca-
tions and wire bundle routing appear to be the items most
commonly neglected in T. 0. preparation. j

0 External Cooling Air - The very need for external cooling air
causes some system/component tailures or overstresses be-
cause of the times when it is advertently not connected. In

P addition, in-flight AFCS system failures can occur should the
air conditioning system fail.

* Environmentally Related Failures - High humidity and moisture
related failures cause a large percentage of the maintenance
workload. Connector corrosion, short-circu.t and low imped-
ance paths and component degradation due to moisture accumu-
lation were evident in some areas of each AFCS in the survey.
Humidity created enough problems on the F-111A AFCS that
the computers are stored in the AFCS shop during some high-
humidity environments. Temperature changes and the use o.
potted modules cause solder breaks due to a difference in the
coefficient of expansion of the modules and the printed circuit
boards on which they are mounted.

The humidity/temperature problems are often difficult to
isolate and repair unless the environmental conditions can be
duplicated. The application of gaskets and hermetic seals on
devices to eliminate moisture problems were strongly advo-
cated by the field maintenance personnel interviewed.

Rate Gyros -- The major portion of gyro failures are due to the bearings
within the gyro which simply wear out from usage or suffer damage from
shock, vibration and temperature effects. It should be noted that wearout is
not yet a factor in the F-lll and A-71) gyro failure rates, hence those rates
reflect more of a random gyro failure rate. A summary of the rate gyro
data is given in Table 3-13.

The environmental effects on gyro reliability are very pronounced as
evidenced by the difference in MTBFs of the F-4 roll, pitch and yaw gyros.
The roll gyro is mounted in the cockpit; consequently is operates in a rela-
tively mild environment. The pitch and yaw gyros are mounted in the right
and left main gear wheel wells and consequ2ntly are subject to greater shock
and vihrqtion, wider temperature ranges and moisture. The effects of these 1
environmental changes on MTBF are:
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Table 3-13. Rate Gyro Summary

l Total Gyro Average
I Number Gro Avera Percent of Percent of

Aicat nGroup Individual1
A t MTBF Gyro MTBF AFCS AFCS

System (hrs) (hrs) Failures Manhours

F-101B/F 4 431 1726 4.9 3.1

F-4 3 369 1110 24.3 9.3

A-7D 6 1226 7456 7.1 1.5

F-1lIA 9 1768 15912 2.6 2.4

I
F-4 roll rate gyro - MTBF = 1724 flight hours

F-4 pitch rate gyro - MTBF = 1238 flight hours

* F-4 yaw rate gyro - MTBF = 755 flight hours

The reason for the difference between the pitch and yaw MTBFs cannot
be totally explained without a further analysis; however the environmental
effects on the gyro MTBF do become obvious.

Use of the recently developed vibrating rate sensor with an estimated
MTBF of 40, 000 hours and no wearout factor will virtually eliminate the gyro
wearout failures experienced today. This type of gyro could therefore increase
the system MTBF by 5 to 25 percent.

The use of self -torquing gyros has substantially aided in reducing the
amount of time required to troubleshoot the rate gyro failures; however the
major percentage of the maintenance manhours expended on the rate gyro
maintenance are on removal and remounting of the gyro package. The possi-
bility of providing a simplified mounting system, rather thdn the three or
four screws or bolts presently used, could reduce the overall maintenance
manhour effort.

Accelerometers -- Acceerometers are a second sensor common to each
of the survey aircraft stabilization systems. Tt was interesting to note that
there were iany adverse field comments concerning rate gyro reliability,
while very few concerning accelev-ometer reliability were made. The data
obtained, however, indicates that the accelerometer MTBF is nearly equal to
that of the rate gy,'os -- hence, the complaints must be based on the other
factors. The fact that there are more gyros and that they may be difficult
to install probably accounts for the additional comments. Accelerometer
data is summarized in Table 3-14.
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Table 3-14. Accelerometer Summary

Number Total Accel' Average Percent of Percent of
Aircraft in Group Individual AFCS AFCS

S e MTBF Accel. MTBF aes AFCs
System (hrs) (hrs) Failures Manhours

F-101B/F 3 1047 3131 1.9 2.04

F-4 a 2 803 1608 11. 1 2.90

A-7Da 4 668 2672 13 3.0

F-111A 6 3537 21,222 1.3 1.2

aThe F-4 and A-7D accelerometers were experiencing abnormally

j1 heavy failure rates because of design and production problems
which are being corrected.

It should be noted that the percent of effort expended on accelernineter
maintenance is very small. Recent accelerometer aevelopments using peizo-
resistive and other solid-state elements which are acceleration sensitive to
replace the mechanical sensing portion oi present accelerometers should lead
to an even greater MTBF as wearout will also be eliminated. The piezo-
resistive transducer and accelerometer assemblies presently in production
have a predicted MTBF of 40, 000 hours.

Pilot Control Panels -- The pilot control panels were separated because
they provide the human/mechanical/electrical interface between the pilot and
the automatic flight control system. The control panels exist in a relatively
mild environment; however they are subject to damage from personnel using I
the control panel console as a cockpit exit/entry step, The complexity of the
control panel or panels and their associated reliability/maintainability values
are shown in Table 3-15.

The major field comments obtained wc'e:

" Do not include lamps on the control panels unless the panel
can be located in a favorable viewing position.

" Most of the control panels in the survey were well designed
from a human factors standpoint; however when the self-test I
functions are added to the control panel, caution must be
exercised such that the pilot can perform the required switch
movements with one hand in a relatively short time period.
If the above requirements are not met, the pilot has a tendency
to skip or delete portions of the self-test procedure.
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Table 3-15. Control Panel Summary

_Flight Hours

Aircraft Panel Complexity MTBFIMTtMA MTBA MM/FH

F-101B/F Most complexa 253 114 4890 0.034

F-111A 14,149 1572 14,149 0.0028

A-7D 7358 2453 7358 0. 0003

F-4 Least complex 8087 1146 54,989 0.0047

a
Includes the redundant limiter system panel which contains
three lamps as well as the switching functions

CoputcrS, . ., rc c and -oiion Sensors, Signal Schedulers . .Te com-
puters, sensors and schedulers account for the majority of the AFCS failures,
aborts and maintenance actions. The computers consist of the electronic
"black boxes" which are used to perform the stability augmentation and auto-
pilot computational functions and also the various logic computations which
are required. The sensors included in this section consist of surface position
transducers, stick force transducers, and aerodynamic transducers whose out-
put is used to provide signal scheduling. The schedulers themselves consist of
motor-generator-potentiometer or synchro follower devices which are driven
by the aerodynamic transducers or by the aircraft air data computer (ADC)
outputs. It should be noted that the ADC is normally considered part of the
aircraft instrument system for failure reporting purposes; however failures
can affect aircraft handling and impose a restricted flight envelope. The exact
effects of ADC failures on the flight control system performance on the survey
aircraft is beyond the scope of this study; however, it should be noted that the
F-111 avoids this problem completely through use of the self-adaptive gain
scheduling.

The following observations and field comments were obtained:

. Computers -

(1) Solid-state logic and amplifiers are a great improve-
ment over magnetic amplifiers and relay logic.!I

(2) Elimination of electromechanical devices simplifies
system maintenance and improves reliability (above
observations are borne out by reliability data).
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(3) Moisture in electronic assemblies causes a large percentage
of the system malfunctions and some component failures. The
field suggestions were:

(a) Ensure that all black boxes have a moisture-proof

seal when installed in the aircraft;

(b) Ensure that all connectors are mated in a horizontal
rather than vertical plane to prevent moisture from I
running into the connectors and causing corrosion;

(c) The use of potted modules to eliminate moisture causes
temperature problems and does not completely elimi- I
nate the moisture problems. The potted module and
the printed circuit board and component leads all may
have different coefficients of expansion; hense solder
breaks and component failures can occur with temper-
ature variations. These failures also are often diffi-
cult to troubleshoot because they are often intermittent
depending upon temperature, etc.

vi) Isolate aircraft functions to particular black boxes or portions of
the black box. This procedure was used by computer designers
on each o! the survey aircraft.

(5) Provide a greaer number of easily accessible test points on the
front panel of each computer. This aids positive fault isolation
in contrast to the "guess, remove and replace" type of mainte-
nance action. The test point requirements were not expressed
by the F-111A maintenance personnel, indicating that the addi-
tion of a good self-test system reduces the need for a large num-
ber of test points. The F-111A personnel did indicate, however,
that test points to verify proper operation of the various power
supplies are desirable.

(6) The concept of throw-away modules was not accepted very well
at the field shop level. The basic reasons given by the shop per- i
sonnel were that:

(a) The cost of throwing away a module "appeared" to be
excessive compared to replacing an individual com-
ponent. It should be noted that none of the individuals
contacted actually had repair cost data available.

(b) The effort in replacing a module consists of unsoldering
six to ten leads while replacing a component only requires
soldering and unsoldering two to eight leads.

(c) Failure isolition to a given component requires only slightly I
more effort and time than isolating the fai]ed module.
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(d) A large number of different modules had to be stocked
at the base level to prevent long repair delays. It was
suggested that the number of diffei-ent modules required
be compared to the total number of different components
required if a throw-away module concept is to be used.
The normal electronic piece parts which fail can usually
be ordered LI.,-ough the Federal Stock Inventory with de-
livery in several days while module delivery may take
weeks.

(e) The throwaway module concept was not integrated among
all the avionics systems; hence individual electronic com-
ponents had to be procured for repair of many of the
instruments, communications, and radar/bombing navi-
gation computers which were being repaired in the same
field shop.

Sensors -

(1) The location of many of the surface position transducers is
such that they are susceptible to hydraulic fluid contamina-
tion. The comments indicate that better sealing procedures
to elirninste the abcv prohlem wPre iered.

(2) The angle-of-attack and/or sideslip sensors used to provide
switching, gain scheduling and various instrument readouts
are a major source of maintenance effort. The sensors are
very susceptible to ground handling damage. They are also
difficult to ground test because aerodynamic conditions can-
not be simulated easily. The sensor friction affects its dy-
namic response and static accuracy, and constant exposure
to the elements aggravat-s that effect over a period of time;
however the friction failuro may be difficult to detect.

(3) Thc control stick forcc transduccrs opcratcd satisfactori'.y
in all of the survey aircraft and no improvement comments
were obtained at any of the survey locations.

Signal Schedulers -

(1) The schedulers used on the F-101, F-4 and A-7D aircraft
were all of the electromechanical variety. The major
problem is their dependency on the air data computer for
positional data and the wearout which the electromechanical
devices inherently face. Signal scheduling in the F-101 is
considerably more complex than that in either the F-4 or
the A-7D. The schedulers consequently account for a hi.h

k opercentage of the total F-101 AFCS failures and also make
aircraft handlina qualities dependent on operation of the
central air data computer.
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(2) The F-111A uses self-adaptive gain scheduling. This
mechanization was ideal from the AFCS maintenance
standpoint as troubleshooting and fault isolation are
considerably easier. The self-adaptive system also
eliminates the AFCS dependence on the air data com-
puter.

PFCS/AFCS Actuators -- Field interviews and comments indicated that the
actuators consumed a considerable portion of the PFCS maintenance workload,
hence separate data was obtained on the actuators. The PFCS/AFCS actuators
included in this summary are the control surface or linkage actuators used by
the PFCS and the AFCS only. Trim activators and secondary flight control
system (SFCS) actuators have not been included in the above category. The
individual actuators are all 3, 000-psi hydraulic actuators controlled by valves
which are mechanically moved by the control stick linkage (PFCS actuators),
by electrical control signals from the AFCS computers (AFCS actuators) or
by mechanical and electrical inputs (integrated actuators). J

Detailed actuator failure modes are beyond the scope of this study; how-
ever, the majority of actuator failures fall into two categories:

0 Seal and gasket wear allowing slow hydraulic leakage -- This
failure nas no effect on aircraft control or performance, but
if allowed to continue, could lead to a catastrophic actuatori" failure.

* Failure of the control valves due to wear about their center
position -- The controlvalves which are used to provide air-
craft stability exhibit this tendency since they are continually
cycling about their center position. This condition is aggra-

vated by the fact that extremely cL.,e mechanical tolerances
must be held on these valves to provide an adequate servo
frequency response.

* The data gathered in this survey did not show any definite
correlation between actuator complexity and the failure rate I
encountered. Reference 3-4 provides considerable additional
information on the characteristics of various F-4 longitudinal
actuators and also on the overall reliability-maintainability-
safety of the F-4 longitudinal control system.

A brief summary of the actuator data is given in Table 3-16.
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I
The field interviews pointed out that: 1
* The aircraft hydraulic system desig.i can have a significant

effect on actuator life. The A-7D hydraulic system initially
became so hot that the paint on the actuators actually darkened.
The heat caused seals to begin leaking within 50 to 100 flight
hours. Modifications have been made to the A-7D to add coolers
to the hydraulic system and thus keep the hydraulic fluid tempera-
ture to an acceptable level.

* While many hydraulic technicians and many electrical technicians
exist in the USAF, very few persons are trained technicians in
the electro/hydraulic area for work on the integrated actuators.
This could lead to actuator removals and failure where some
other device may actually have failed. 1

Electrical Power System -- The electrical power system essentially consists
of a-c generators, a power control panel and automatic 3witching gear, an
a-c distribution system, an ac-to-dc power rectifier and a d-c distribution
system. Only the generators, a-c control and distribution, and the d-c recti-
fier and distribution systems have been subdivided to give a relative feel for
the reliability/maintainability of the electrical system. An example of elec-
trical system failure modes and effects on F-4 flight controls is given in
Reference 3-4.

Hydraulic Power Supply -- The hydraulic power supply data was included
since nearly all surface actuators are hydraulically powered. It should be
noted that the reliability/maintainability values given are of interest only from
a maintenance standpoint since system loss of function and system failure, as
given in the data, are not directly related. Reference 3-4 provides a brief

description of functional failure rates and a failure mode and effects analysis
for the F-4 longitudinal-axis hydraulic systems. i
Aircraft Instrument System -- The aircraft instrument system data was in-
cluded because sensors which provide some of the instrument display data also
provide AFCS information for outer-loop modes. Examples of the above areI
Mach number, altitude, attitude and heading hold modes, terrain following
modes, various bombing and automatic attack modes and automatic instrument
landing modes.

The corresponding sensors are the air data computers, attitude and head-
ing gyros or inertial measurement systems, radar altimeters, or airborne
radar systems.

The data gathered indicates that the reliability/rmaintainability values of
the aircraft instrument system are approximately of the same magnitude as
those of the automatic flight control systcm.
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Built-In Test Equipment!Self-Test Experience

Three of the four survey aircraft (F-101, F-111, A-7D) automatic flight

control systems had some built-in test equipment. There is a considerable

difference in BITE capability, yet maintenance personnel regarded BITE as
one of their best maintenance tools on each system. The BITE in each of
the aircraft is a ground maintenance tool which is manually initiated by the~pilot or maintenance tecanician with stick movement, surface position indi-

cators and warning lamps providing the test results. Table 3-5 provided a
summary of the BITE operation in each of the survey aircraft.

The following field comments and suggestions were obtained:

. F-101B/F Aircraft - A recent modification program has installed
a redundant limiter system (RLS) in the F-10B/F aircraft fleet.
This system limits pilot command inputs to predetermined angle
of attack or normal acceleration limits. Since the RLS is a safety-
of-flight system, BITE was incorporated to test the system during
preflight. The BITE tests approximately 85 percent of the RLS;
and because portions of the AFCS are used by the RLS, approxi-
mately 20 percent of the AFCS is tested during the RLS test pro-
cedure.

The BITE is used to aid in device-level fault isolation at the
flight line and also by the pilots in their preflight system tests.
Both the maintenance personnel and the pilots' primary sug-
gestion was that the rate gyros and accelerometers should have
a self-test torquer capability, thus increasing the system test
capability. It should be noted that the A-7D and F-111 systems
have this capability, but a sensor retrofit program would be
required to add that capability on the F-101B at this time.

9 F-111A Aircraft - The self-test system on the F-111A AFCS is
virtually ideal from the maintniance technician's standpoint.
This comment was based on several factors:

(a) The self test procedure is manually controlled, hence
the technician knows which test is in progress and its
relation to the system squawk.

(b) The manual procedure allows a test to be re-run if the
results are marginal.

(c) The meter readout provided is simple, and with use of
a fault isolation chart, the failed LRU can oe located
within 15 to 20 minutes with a 90 to 95 percent confi-
dence level.

(d) The self-test of the self-test circuitry gives assurance
that the self-test is operating properly.
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(e) Thc self-test hardware consists of several manual
switches, solid-state logic circuitry and a meter I
readout. None of these items are difficult to trouble-
shoot or repair in case of a self-test hardware failure. I

(f) The rate gyros, accelerometers and air data computer
have self test features, thereby testing the devices which
formerly were most difficult to troubleshoot. I

0 A-7D Aircraft -- The A-7D self-test hardware provides a quick,
simple test of functional operation of the various AFCS compo-
nents. The self-test does not isolate failures to a line-replace-
able unit; consequently some additional test gear must be used
to troubleshoot and fault-isolate failures.

The self-test system does simplify operational testing and fault I
isolation, the largest benefits being the capability to torque the
rate gyros and accelerometers and indicate failures in these
components if the proper outputs are not obtained.

The maintenance personnel indicated that the suitcase tester
designed for A-7D flightline use is seldom utilized because a
PSM-6 rmultimeter in conjunction with the self-test capability
can normally be used to isolate the failure and replace the
failed device. 1

Support Equipment Experience

The comments made by maintenance personnel can be divided into two
categories:

0 Equipment problems common to all aircraft;

• Problems peculiar to test equipment for a given aircraft.

The common equipment problems are briefly summarized below:

a The need for individual ground hydraulic, electrical and air
conditioning power units and the associated time delays re-
quired to obta.in that hardware.

• The need for work stands and ladders to achieve access to
various devices (F-111 was designed to eliminate this problem,
and replacement of only one or two components requires work
stands)
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* Manually selectable or manually initiated test sequences
are preferred to completely automatic testing sequences.
The manually selectable test procedures allow fault isola-
tion and repair actions to be completed while changing en-
vironmental conditions in case where the failures occur only
under a peculiar environment.

* Flight-line and field shop personnel should be located in the
same facility. This improves communication for field de-
vice repair, aids in assuring correlation of flight line/field
shop failure isolation and eliminates or reduces device trans-
portation time lags and the associated possibilities of damage
in transit.

With the above in mind, a complete aircraft mockup tester
should be available in the shop to simulate actual device
usage in the system. System testing also aids in obtaining
assurance of proper fault isolation and repair action proce-
dures.

* The use of semi-automatic/autconated testing in the fieid or
intermediate shop has greatly reduced the maintenance man-
hour effort and has also removed much of the drudgery asso-
ciated with manually testing hardware. Better T. 0. descrip-
tions of the automated test objectives, stimuli applied and
results desired would aid fault isolation procedures.

* No testers of any type are provided to tes, or fault isolate the
aircraft wiring. The PSM-6 multimeter is adequate for con-
tinuity checks; however, no foolproof method of preventing
connector damage exists. Female connectors are very sus-
ceptible to damage if improper size probes are used while
checking continuity. The possibility of providing a set of
connector pins or breakout boxes to the maintenance organi-
zations should be considered.

* Virtually all of the maintenance personnel prefer several
limited-capability, small, one-man- portable testers to a
single, large, trailer-type, multiple-capability tester for
flight-line usage.

0 The majority of the flight-line personnel prefer checklist type
pocket size T. O. 's rather than the detailed full size 8-1/2 x
11-inch T. O. s.

0 One of the major fault detection and isolation aids is a dctailcd
problem description (flight squawk) by the pilot. The mainte-
nance personnel indicated that the validity and accuracy of
pilot flight squawks were almost directly related to pilot
experience.
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* The electrical testpoints provided on individual devices aid
the overall system fault isolation procedures. The mainte-
nance personnel expressed a desire to have more testpoints
made available on the systems on each of the survey aircrafR.

The following comments were obtained on the individual aircraft testers:

0 F-101B/F AFCS Testers - The four-wheel trailer, .ape pro-
grammed, UG897 Automatic Test Set is too large and hookup
time is too great to use the tester for flight-line maintenance.
The tester is used extensively in the field shop and provides
a considerable reduction in overall system test time.

The UG677 Flyaway Test Bench which simulates the .,omplete
AFCS is regarded as a valuable fault isolation-repair assurance
tool.

The major complaint on the F-10IB/F tester hookups are that
the connectors are th,- threaded type rather than snap-lock;
consequently much maintpnance time is expended connecting
and disconnecting testers to the aircraft.

* F-4 AFCS Testers - The suitcase tester used for flight-line
maintenance performs its functions adequiately. The tester
however does not have an internal voltmeter; consequently
a separate voltmeter must be used in conjunction with the
tester. The tester also has an internal high-temperature
problem which exhibits itself very rapidly in a high-tempera-
ture environment, causing tester component failures. The
above problem has been brought to the attention of the per-
tinent AMA.

* A-7D AFCS Testers - The suitcase tester provided was
designed to be used for both fligbt line and fieid shop main-
tenance. The maintenance personnel felt that the tester had
several unnecessary functions for flight line testing and did
not have enough functions for proper fault isolation and repair
assurance in the field shop. The tester obviously was com-
promised to perform both duties; consequently neither of the
maintenance personnel are satisfied.

* F-1lIA AFCS Testers - The F-1lIA personnel did not use any
testers on the flight line; however, they had buill a testpoint
breakout cable to aid in troubleshooting the feel and trim
assembly computer. The only other equipment normally used
on th- flight line was the PSM-6 multimeter. The maintenance
personnel were well satisfied with the above flight-line main-
tenance concept.
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The F-111A field shop provides a substantial avionics repair
capability. The shop uses a USAF version of automated test

-I equipment which was originally designed for the SKYBOLT
missile system. The various electronic computers are tested
on individual test station consoles which are tieu into a Bur-

*roughs time-share computer system. The device T.0. s
normally consist of the computer programs and a brief de-
scription of the individual tests. Considerable training and
experience are required to obtain a competent technician.

A large number of test stations and auxiliary test gear is re-
quired, and it is felt that major support and logistics problems
could result if the maintenance shop had to be moved. The shop
maintenance personnel comments obtained were:

(a) The automated testing greatly decreases the total
testing time expenditures and eliminates much of
the dog-work.

(b) Troubleshooting of environmental or intermittent
problems is difficult. More manual test capability
and a greater selection of test points would aid in
troubleshooting and fault isolation of problems.

(c) Devices are never tested in a system environment.
Consequently there are occasions where the devices
pass the device-level tests but fail system tests and
vice versa. These discrepancies are being corrected
by T. 0. and tester revisions, but this has been a very
time-consuming procedure.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Failure-Safety Relationships -- The design and analysis of any high-authority
closed-loop flight control system will at some p.int require a failure mode and
safety effects analysis. The document which defines failure hazard classifica-
tions and a method of accomplishing a system safety analysis is MIL-STD-882,
"System Safety Program for Systems and Associated Subsystems and Equip-
ment: Requirements For". MIL-STD-882 provides the following four failure
safety classifications (previously defined in more detail). The failure classes
are defined by "conditions such that personnel error, environment, design
characteristics, procedural deficiencies, or subsystem or component failure
or malfunction:

0 * Category I - Negligible ... will not result in personnel injury
or system damage;

- Category II - Marginal ... can be counteracted or controlled
without injury to personnel or major system damage;
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0 Category III- Critical ... will cause personnel injury ormajor system damage or will require immediate corrective
action for personnel or system survival;

* Category IV - Catastrophic ... will cause ueath or severe
injury to personnel or system loss.

The failure data gathered on the existing flight control systems has been
placed into the above categories to provide a fie -experienced failure rate
baseline which can be used to aid in defining a realistic design and failure
rate for a high-authority closed-loop flight control which might replace the
existing aircraft primary flight control system. The secondary and automatic
flight control system data are included for comparative purposes.

A summary of the failure rates and the corresponding mean time between
failure for the survey aircraft flight control systems is given in Table 3-17.

The ground rules, data bases and assumptions used in developing the
failure rates for each failure classification are given in the followng para-
graphs. These figures represent averages weighted by flight hours.

Catastrophic Failures (Class IV) -- The aircraft major accident data
provides the data for computation of the catastrophic failure rate. The F-4
aircraft data base of approximately 3, 000, 000 flight hours gives a catastro-
phic failure rate (percent per 1000 hours) of 0.38 for the PFCS, 0.08 for the
SFCS and 0. 12 for the AFCS. The above rates appear to be reasonable cata-
strophic failure rates for a mature flight control system. The F-111 data
indicates rates of five to ten times the mature rate can be anticipated during
the first several years of system usage. The F-111 SFCS is also much more
comflex than that on any of the other survey aircraft; consequently a higher
catastrophic failure rate might be anticipated, and has occurred to date.
Analysis of the accident ,-eports indicated that approximately 90 percent of
the accidents were caused by materiel failures while the remaining 10 per-
cent were caused by maintenance errors. The above factor arid a factor
relating flight hours to operating hours must be taken into account in defining
a high-authority closed-loop PFCS catastrophic materiel failure rate.

Critical Failures (Class III) -- The flight control incident report data
provides an estimate of the number of Class III failures which have been ex-
perienced. The data obtained from Norton AFI3 provides the following inci-
dent rates:

Incident Rate (%/ 1000 hrs)
Aircraft Type PEGS AECS SFCS

F-111 12.7 7.1 149
F-i01 10. 1 10.1 1.8
F-4 8.1 6.4 3.1
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Based on the above figures, a PFCS rate of 10 percent, an AFCS rate of
8 percent and an SFCS rate of 5 percent are estimated values which can be
expected from a mature flight control system. The F-ill SFCS rate of 149%/
1000 hrs is due to a very high number of problems during the initial stages ofaircraft deployment. Maintenance and hardware changes have reduced the rate ]
considerably in the last year.

Marginal Failures (Class II) -- The data which best defines the Class II
failure rate is the system abort data. The abort data obtained in the survey
included bcTh ground and inflight aborts and both are included in the mean time
between abort values presented in Appendix I. The Class II failure rate is
obtained by modifying the abort rate for two factors:I Failures which occur on the return leg of a mission which

normally would require an abort are not recorded as aborts I
because the aircraft is already homeward bound. Since the
return leg of the mission is normally about one-third of the
total mission time, the inflight abort rate must be multiplied
by a factor of 1. 5 to obtain the Class II inflight failure rate.

* The aborts which occur during ground operation were not in-
cluded in the Class II flight hour failure rate, as the failures
causing ground aborts occurred during system ground opera-
ting time, and those operating hours are not included in the
flight hour failure rate calculation.

Average Class II experienced failure rates were calculated using the
above ground rules. The weighted average Class II failure rates and MTBFs
for the survey aircraft are:

PFCS - 35%/ 1000 flight hours (MTBF = 2860 flight hours)

SFCS - 60%/1000 flight hours (MTBF = 1675 flight hours) f
AFCS - 75%/1000 flight hours (MTBF = 1330 flight hours)

The abort data which is related to weapon system effectiveness is the
sum of the ground and in-flight abort rate. The ground abort rate is an impor-
tant factor in determining operational readiness, and the in-flight abort rate
can be related to the probability of having the vehicle complete the mission |
assignment. A summary of the F-Ill, F-101, and F-4 flight control system
abort rates is given in Table 3- 18. The average survey aircraft flight con-.
trol system abort rates and mean time between aborts in terms of flight I~hours are..

PCS - 72%/1000 flight hours (MTBA =1390 flight hours)

SFCS - 82%/!000 flight hours (MTBA = 1220 flight hours)

AFCS - 95%/1000 flight hours (MTBA = 1050 flight hours)

Total - 249%/1000 flight hours (MTBA = 400 flight hours)
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Table 3- 18. Flight Control System Abort Rates

x A - Abort Rates (%/1000 Flight Hours)

Aircraft Ground Inflight Total Total
and

System A A xA MTBA

F-111 PFCS 64 21 85 1179

SFC6 84 49 133 749

AFCS 142 64 206 488

F-101 PFCS 82 41 123 815

I SFCS 136 95 231 431

I AFCS 136 75 211 473

F-4 PFCS 41 28 69 1447

SFCS 37 37 74 1341

AFCS 33 49 82 1206

xA (%/1000 flight hours) = Abort Rate = Aborts x 105
Flight Hours

* MTBA (flight hours) Mean Time Between Abort Fligh Hours
Aborts

8
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The F-4 flight control abort data indicates that approximately one of every

200 missions is aborted because of a flight control system failure, while one
of every 19 missions is aborted because of all vehicle system failures.

Negligible Failures (Class I) -- The Class I failures are those which re-
quire some maintenance effort but do not affect flight safety or mission accom-
plishment. The class I failures are then all failures reported through the
AFM 66-1 system except Class II, I1 and IV failures. The Class I flight
control system failure rates and MTBFs were summarized in Table 3-16.

Two areas which should be taken into account in the reliability/ failure
analysis are:

" Incidents reported as failures through the AFM 66-1 system
but which cannot be confirmed as true failures;

* Failures due to maintenance malpractices, transit damage,
improper power application, etc.

Analysis of the 66-1 data indicates that approximately 5 percent of all
PFCS and SFCS failures and 7 percent of the AFCS failures fell into the two
areas described above. The reliability analysis and predictions must in some
manner account for the above to provide correlation between predicted and
AFM 66-1 reported failure data. The Class I failure rate variations and the
best estimate of the average field-experienced values are:

Average

System X- Range )a MTBFb

PFCS 1300 to 2520 1675 60

SFCS 990 to 1850 1350 74

AFCS 1110 to 4980 2000 50

a%/1000 flight hours

bFlight hours j
Aircraft Wiring Failures -- The aircraft wiring failures affect electronic

system performance and safety; consequently, an effort was made to obtain
statistical wiring failure data. The AFM 66-1 system did not provide wiring
failure data; hence no overall failure rate was determined.

I
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The safety data from Norton AFB contained 19 incident reports which

listed wiring failures as the most probable incident cause. Nc major acci-
dents were attributed to aircraft wiring failures. Utilizing the ground rules
established earlier, a Class III (marginal) aircraft wiring failu. e rate of
0.65 percent per 1000 hours is obtained. This is approximately a factor of
10 smaller than the Class III failure rates for the flight control systems and
could be used as a baseline for a fly-by-wire system safety analysis.

It should be noted that other AFFDL studies are being conducted to prc'-
vide wiring techniques and reliability values specifically for fly-oy-wire sys-
tem mechanizations. The results of those studies should be utilized in any
final fly-by-wire system reliability-safety analysis.

Failure Detection. Cause. Prediction Data -- The failure data collected was
analyzed to determine when failures occurred in the aircraft duty cycle. The
"when discovered" failure code was used for the following data:

Faih re F-4 _-__1_

When Discovered PFCS AFCS PFCS A.'CS

j In flight 8% 58% 15% 49%

Between flights 33% 26% 34% 48%

Scheduled 59% 16% 51% 3%rinspections
J Some of tie conclusions which can be drawn fr'om the data are:

* The ground maintenance procedures (visual inspections between
flights and the visual inspections and data conducted during peri-
odic scheduled inspections) detect 92 percent of the F-4 and 85
percent of the F-111 PFCS failures. The high percentage of
failures detected during the ground checks is related to the
mechanical nature of the existing PFCS. The point which this
makes is that visual inspection of the surfaces, surface actu-
ators and linkage of any new high-authority closed-loop flight
control system will be a necessary part of the overall system
maintenance plan.

* The use of built-in test equipment and its failure detection
capability is illustrated by the fact that only 26 percent of
the F-4 AFCS (no BITE) failures are detected between flights
while 48 percent of the F-111 AFCS failures are detected
between flights, with JSAF technicians estimating that 95
percent of the ground-F-111 detected failures are detected
by BITE. The difference in the number of failures detected
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during scheduled inspections is largely due to the fact that,
because the F-Ill AFC'S has BITE, the only scheduled inspec-
tions are visual inspections of the AFCS actuators, whereas
the F-4 AFCS is subjectc to a complPte functional test during
the scheduled inspections. The use of BITE drastically
reduces the periodic inspection effort.

0 The failure causes are not reported in sufficient detail to allow
a thorough categorization of failures by cause. A study to
determine the effects of the following items on the system/
component failure rates may assist in providing additional
accuracy in reliability prediction techniques and also aid in
developing more realistic life and reliability demonstration
test programs. Item causes which deserve further analysis
are the effects on reliability of:

(a) Application and removal of hydraulic and electrical
power and the transient effects I

(b) Environmental effects ground, airborne, geographic
location j

(c) Maintenance malpractices

(d) Design deficiencies

The investigation of design deficiency reports against the system
and components may lead to specifications which could prevent
those deficiencies in future systems.

Maintainabilit' -- The maintainability information obtained consisted of
statistical data such as the mean time between maintenance action and main-
tenance manhot'rs per flight hour and of field comments and suggestions
regarding maintainability. The trends and conclusions from the factual data
are:

* Technological Imprcvements - The F-111 and the F-101 flight

control system maintainability values are:

System MTBMA MM/FH
(flt hrs)

F-111 - PFCS 13.8 0.48

F-101 - PFCS 11.6 0.44

F-111 - AICS 20.7 0.33

.*'-101 - AFCS 6. 1 1.16
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The PFCS data indicates that very little maintenance improve-
ment has occurred between the F-ill and the F-101 at the
system level because no major mechanical-hydraulic tech-:1 nological advances which affect maintainability have occurred.
The AFCS maintainability values show a distinct improvement
which is largely related to the advances in the electronic tech-
nology, particularly use of solid-state electronic components.i! 1The use of built-in test equipment in the F-111 AFCS is another

factor which aids in reducing the maintenance manhour expen-
ditures.

System Integrity - The MTBMA values indicate that some type
of maintenance action is performed on the PFCS and on the
AFCS between every fourth or fifth mission. The number of
maintenance actions influences system ground operating time
and the associated failures. The number of maintenance errors
and malpractices is somewhat related to the total number of
maintenance actions. Statistical data on the relationship was

U not obtained.

A summary of the USAF maintenance personnel comments and suggestions
pertaining to aircraft and flight control system maintainability follows:

0 A single ground-power unit to supply electrical, hydraulic and
air conditioning power to the aircraft should be developed. The
development of a standard single-point connection to interface
all ground power with the aircraft should also be investigates.

Equipment accessibility on the F-111 is much better than on
preceding fighter-type aircraft. The minimization of the
necessity for work stands and the ease of achieving access to
electrical connectors were regarded as majer improvements.

- The manually controlled F-111 AFCS BITE is preferred to a
fully automated testing scheme for flightline maintenance.
The capability to select individual tests and the fear of not
being able to detect BITE hardware failures seem to be the
major deterrent to a completely automated test system.
This viewpoint may well change as new and more compre-
hensive BITE systems are designed and built.

• Eliminate all scheduled maintenance on electronic systems
except periodic visual inspections for cleanliness, moisture,
and corrosion. This maintenance concept along with a post-
flight and preflight self test has been adupted on the F-ill.
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" Specify completely sealed bearings for utilization in the flight
control linkages, thereby eliminating lubrication tasks. The
use of sealed bearings will also reduce moisture accumulations
in bearings which might freeze at high altitude and result in the
loss of vehicle control.

" Design the control surface actuator linkage such that re-rigging
of control linkages in the aircraft is not required. This concept
was used in several of the survey aircraft. Consider failure
effects in linkages, e. g. , potention of hardover surfaces.

* Perform periodic inspections on an engine-hour or flight-hour
basis. This eliminates the use of a variety of counters and
elapsed time indicators to schedule maintenance and thus

eliminates a considerable amount of paperwork and record
keeping.

General Information --

Angle-of-Attack Systems -- The AFCS maintenance shops normally pro-
vided maintenance of these systems apparently consumes a disproportionate
amount of maintenance effort. The field comments often included the problems
associated with the various angle-of-attack warning systems used. This as-
pect of the angle-of-attack systems was discussed in a previous subsection.

The particular maintenance problems experienced are:

* The angle-of-attack sensors are normally rather delicate
devices having movable parts on the outer surface of the
aircraft. A considerable number of sensors are damaged
when work stands, ladders, etc. , are used around the
aircraft.

* The sensor ground tests are normally only gross checks of proper

operation; consequently in-flight tests and system adjustments must
be performed pe:iodically. The angle-of-attack warning system on
the F-111 is the only electronic item related to flight controls which
requires periodic ground maintenance tests.

* The F-101B has sturdy immobile angle-of-attack probes which are
not as subject to ground handling damage. These probes however
require an aerodynamic pressure test station hookup to verify
proper angle-of-attack transducer operation.

AFM 66-1 Data Base Utilizalion -- The AFM 66-1 maintenance data re-
porting system provides a large data base which should certainly be consulted
for failure/maintenance experience data when revising or developing hardware
design specifications. The various raaintenance engineers and ,echnicians
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who monitor aircraft system performance at the various Air Material Areas
often have an extensive background in their maintenance specialties; hence
their inputs should be solicited and utilized during the hardware specification
and procurement phases.
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SECTION IV

REVIEW OF SYSTEM GAIN-CHANGING J
REQUIREMENTS AND TECHNIQUES

This portion of the study analyzes the origins of gain-changing require- -
ments for flight control systems and the techniques developed to satisfy
these requirements. The result is a set of design criteria which provide u
guidelines for the application of available concepts. 

GAIN-CHANGING REQUIREMENTS j
Three major influences determine the gain adjustment needs of flight

control systems:

* The nature of the controller

* The aircraft properties and flight envelope

* The performance specifications

Each of these is discussed individually to illustrate the basic require-
ments to be considered in augmentation system design.

Controller Properties

A general block diagram which encompasses all FCS is shown in
Figure 4-1.

MECHANICAL -_1
LINK

I.I
SPILOT ELECTRICAL
-- -INPUT -- SIGNAL _0 " AIRCRAFT

PROCESSING

, I FEEDBACK VARIABLES

Figure 4-1. General Flight Control Diagram
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Signal paths not present in all systems are shown by dashed lines; e. g.,
a fly-by-wire system has no mechanical link, and the electrical portion of
the system might not have an input from the pilot. Use of the latter has
evolved along with the trend for higher feedback control gains and higher
feedback authorities; its use is most obviously required to avoid excessive
counteraction of the mechanical input by the feedback signals. Such systems

I have hpcome known as "command augmentation systems (CAS), and their
capacity for control gains which tend to minimize the effect of the mechanical
link have also given rise to adjectives such as "high gain" and "high band-
width". The term "high" generally alludes to LOop bandwidths that are larger
than, and thus insensitive tu, the dominant aircraft frequencies. Of perhaps
more significance to a study of gain changing are the design objectives appli-
cable to various controller types, and here significant differences occur
which directly impact the gain changing requirements.

Two alternate design objectives may be defined for an FCS:

. Provision of minimal levels of corrective feedback signals
which, in conjunction with known airplane characteristics,
achieve a specified standard of performance.

. P. ovision of dominating levels of feedback signals which, in
conjunction with preset dynamic properties of the controller,
achieve a specified standard of performance in spite of vari-
able or unknown airplane characteristics.

These two objectives are exemplified by the original "stability augmenta-
tion system (SAS)' and the current "high-bandwidth model reference systems
respectively, the latter being also a CAS.

Considering a simple SAS to illustrate the potential gain-changing needs,
a pitch damper with a pitch rate feedback gain Kq has the characteristic
equation

S2 Z+ M + M . S M M K M 6 e
U o  q (T q U qM6eUo

+ K M F 7 6eM 0

Ze~ -
6e

e[U- -M 6 eU °

If values of K arc computed to provide a short-period damping within
the MIL-F- 8785B (ASG) range of 0. 35 to 1. 30 (level 1, categories A and C),
the situation for the F-4 flight envelope (data per Ref. 4-1) is as illustrated
in Figure 4-2. This figure shows that a single gain value exists that
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Figure 4-2. Required Pitch-Rate Gains to Provide 0. 35 to 1. 30
Short-Period Damping (F-4 Aircraft)
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Ii
marginally satisfies all conditions (e.g., 0. 40 deg/deg/sec); hence a schedu-
ling function would not be required to meet current specifications. Should a
tighter damping requirement be applied, however, a scheduling function with
significant tolerance consioerations would be required if this simple controller
configuration is to be used. One solution is to utilize some air data function
to vary the rate gain, an approach dependent on a reasonable correlation be-
tween these data and the stability derivative function which determines rate
gain. Such correlations between required gain anJ the air data quantities of

i Mach, altitude, and pitot difft rential pressure are illustrated in Figure 4-3.
It is evident from this figure that only altitude (static pressur,) bears a sig-
nificant parallel to the gain required for maintenance of constant damping,
and even here a two to one variation in damping over the speed range at sea
level is likely. It is evident that the tolerance of the system (short-period
damping uniformity) to variations in either the controller or the airplane is
severely limited, since the design objective is to simply augment the existing
airplane properties. By the same token, a discrete gain change will result in
a discrete performance variation.

The alternate design objective, typified by the "model reference" system,
is dependent on "sufficient" control gain to meet performance; i. e., any gain
is satisfactory (within stability constraints) above some lower limit. The
block diagram of Figure 4-4 demonstrates this application of elementary servo-
mechanism theory. Here the attainment of adequate loop gain levels to achieve
I"model" response is limited by stability constraints on the higher-frequency
system modes, such as those associated with actuators, sensors, and struc-

* tural flexure. These influences have limited FCS bandwidths (frequencies
below which the open-loop gain is unity or greater) to 3 or 4 Hz. This range
is about an octave above basic aerodynamic frequencies and desired response
frequencies, a separation which is somewhat marginal if a controller is to be
designed with no parameter variation over the flight envelope.

I *1

Detailed design studies have produced fixed-gain model reference con-
trollers which satisfy MIL-F-8785B requirements (and C* requirements)
over the operational flight envelope of high-performance airplanes, but the
compliance tends to be marginal at conditions of low dynamic pressure. A
loop gain variation directed towards a constant bandwidth at the 3- or 4-HzIlevel provides a significant performance improvement. Since the airplane
transfer function around these frequencies for most FCS designs approaches
a pure rotational inertia (e. g., M6e/S), the theoretical gain variation is in-f verse with surface effectiveness. Nearly all of the adaptive systems ad-
vanced over the past decade have been directed toward this end. Because
the situation is borderline relative to gain-changing need, considerable vari-

I ation is evident in the applied techniques, ranging from no gain variation
(e.g., the A-7 CAS) to a continuous adaptive variation (e.g., the F-1i1 CAS).

1 Fixed gain except for a discrete increase often applied in the
gear-down condition
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The relationship between bandwidth/gain constraint and attainable toler- I
ance to airframe variations can be illustrated by hypothesizing a orndel refer-
ence controller and computing the response properties at various loop gain
values. Such a hypothetical control system is shown in Figure 4-5. A first-
order feedback model has been selected to fall within the C" Category I allow-
ance of teference 4-2. Considering ,he feasible maximum loop band..idths to
fall between 2 and 8 liz (the range between the highest short-period frequency
and the lowest bending frequency for fighter aircraft), the following cases areof interest:

Case Gain Loop Crossover (unity gain) Frequency
~2(2TT)

1 Fixed, K = Variable, 2 Hz max.
q 6e max

,! 4(2rr )
2 Fixed, K = 60 MZ, Variable, 4 Hz max.

Se max

3 Fixed, K =8 (2rr) Variable, 8 Hz max.i q 60 Me 6

q e max |i 4(2 )

4 Variable, K - 60 ) Fixed at 4 Hzq 60M 6 t

= + K q e AIRCRA FT  n C

C+

(COMMANDED
C*)

300 15
np

+ NORMAL ACCELERATION AT

FIRS-ORDER PILOT'S STATION (15 FT FWD CG)
FEEUc3ACK MODEL

Figure 4-5. Model Reference C* Contrnl
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h The gain K is computed based on the aircraft transfer function C*/e
approximating 3 0 0 M6e/S at the specified crossover frequencies. The
closed-loop rigid-body frequency response at each of the flight conditionsF shown in Figure 4-.2 was calculated for each of the cases specified above
and compared to the Category I frequency response envelope specified in
Reference 4-2. The results are pio~ttd in Figures 4-6 through 4-9. The
Case 1 situation is well beyond the specification region for the lower q con-
ditions (Figure 4-6). The Case 2 situation is marginally acceptable except
for the landing flight condition, reflecting the current design practice to-
wards use of gain varied with landing gear position. The Case 3 sit-atio i
marginally acceptable with a fixed gain; unfortunately, the 8-liz bandwidth at
the 5000 foot, Mach 1. 2 condition would encroach excessively on most struc-
tural mode regions. The constant bandwidth of Case 4 shows exr'ellent con-
formance, as might b , expected.

The preceding example illustrates the relationships to be maintained
between the control system bandwidth (woc) and the desired response band-

. width (wd), namely that wc >- wd. Selecting the "slower" side of an acceptable
response as a means ,. determining tod establishes a lower bound on wc.
Further recognizing that the system bandwidth (with fixed cont.-ol gain) varies
directly as surface effectiveness (M6e, L6a, or N5r) , suggests the criteria

for selectio of gain format shown in Figure 4-10. It is assumel in Figure
4-10 that a group of flight conditions is to be evaluated for controllability
provided by a fixed-gain control system. The system is to be constrained
to a particular bandwidth limit wo (perhaps by a known bending frequency
range). Knowledge of the surface effectiveness ratio for each condition and
the minimum acceptable response frequency at that condition (Wd), permits
placement of a point for each flight condition. Location of these points indi-

ates potential gain changing needs of the system.

For illustration, these criteria are applied to the situation correspond-
ing to Figure 4-7 and plotted in Figure 4-11. Here the minimum desired
response frequency is selected (with some artistic license) from the slower
bound of the C* envelope as 0. 5 Hz and specified as applicable to all flight
conditions. The resulting points shown in Figure 4-11 indicate that a gain
change is definitely required for condition 1 (see Figure 4-6 for identifica-
tion), that some of the lower q conditions are marginal, and that the remain-
der are satisfactory. This agrees with the results of the prior example
based on the hypothetical system of Figure 4-5 and also corresponds to
other synthesis studies based on the F-4 which involve complete .ystem
representations.

Of additional concern to the FCS design is the degree of augmentation.
j if any, that must be supplied to the inherent dynamic properties of the air-

plane (e. g., short-period or dutch-roll damping, roll subsidence, ctc. ).
Current specifications relative to existing airframe frequencies are suchf that conformance to prescribed command response envelopes ensures a
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degree of conventional stability augmentation. However, this is not true in
general in that adequate control system bandwidth Lo provide suitable com-
mand response may not provide sufficient augmentation of higher-frequency
modes (such ;is bending, for example). Examination of this property by the
criteria of Figure 4-10 is performed in terms of wa, defined as the maximum
frequency at which some dynamic property of the airplane requires augme.-t-
ation. The criteria are based on the simple premise that a significant degree
of augamentation requires significant loop gain, "shciicnt is~IIL~1 taken0 11 - - 6 " "- -. "L* , ,v., rna L, #, I 1l tz I. Ll, II t , ', ,

to be a feedback contribution equal to the inherent airframe property, or es-
sentially unity open-loop gain. Consistent with prior assumptions, there-
fore, the system bandwidth must equal or exceed the highest airframe fre-
quency to be augmented, and the latter becomes an additional factor to be
evaluated via the criteria of Figure 4-10.

An example of such an evaluation is shown in F'igure 4-12. Here the 10
flight conditions of Figure 4-6 are plotted using the short-period frequencies
as wai. All fall within the fixed-gain region except the high-speed high-alti-
tude condition, rumber 9. Consequently, this condition is identified as a po-
tential problem area if a fixed-gain control system is being contemplated. If
the basic airframe damping is not greatly deficient (unfortunately it is), the
suspect condition may not be a problem. Conversely, a condition may fall
within the "fixed-gain" region and, because of greatly deficient inherent
dynamics, be a problem to a fixed-gain control. The criteria tends, there-
fore, to be a necessary but not sufficient condition for effective augmenta-
tion.

In addition to the more dramatic differences in control s"stems as de-
scribed above, it should be recognized that there are also options available
within a given class of controller which can significantly afff-ct the gain
changing requirements. For example, a specified response cnaracteristic
can be achieved with a variety of feedback -ensor arrangements, given suf-
ficient freedom in the controller design, .ucn as replacement ot the con-
ventional normal acceleration-rate gyro combination in the pitch axis with
only a rate gyro. Here, however, the equivalent in ,ommand response
could only be maintained in an imperfect fashion and by very involved
scheduling. It is evident that the use of more feedback quantiti,1s generally
reduces the requirement for variations in control law parameters; indeed,
such a reduction is a prime reason for increasing the feedback complement.

Aircraft Properties

Variable airframe characteristics relative to the specification are the
primary origins of gain changing in flight control systems. These varia-
tions are due to flight conditions (speed and altitude) and aircraft loading
(magnitude and distribution). The former arE dominant, although the latter
can be quite significant if the aircraft is intentionally designed with low aero-
dynamic stahititv,
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The relevance of surface effectiveness to the gain-changing needs oi
high-bandwidth system was discussed in the preceding subsection, and ex-
amples were given of the performance variation associated with the F-4 pitch
axis over the flight range. The variation in M~e of about 16 to 1 is consid-
ered a normal range for a high-performance airplane, although even greater
ranges have been considered in other studies. The effects of aeroelasticity
generally act to reduce the range to at least that used here and sometimes
much more, even to causing control reversal. Furthermore, the limitations
of threshold or resolution in the control surface itself are such that provi-
sion of proper resolution at conditions of high effectiveness and significant
authority at conditions of low effectiveness limit the useful flight range of the
surface regardless of the control gain provided to drive it. A simple exam-
ple will illustrate.

Position resolution (threshold) on typical electrical feedback servoactu-
ators is in the order of 0. 10 percent of full range. Somewhat tighter values
(e. g., 0. 04 percent) have been specified for one fly-by-wire system.

A control system resolution at the high-effectiveness condition of 0.01 g
Ca reasonable v,..ue in light of the MIL-F-9490C(USAF) limitation of 0.02 g
residual oscillation] requires a corresponding elevator resolution of about
0. 01 degree. With the 0.01 percent actuator threshold, a ± 10-degree au-
thority results, near the range of most surface controls. Now, if a 1-g
authority is to be retained at the low-effectiveness condition, a maximum
practical surface effectiveness range of about 10 to 1 is indicated. 2 The
point is that control gain increases in regions where the control surface has
inadequate authority have little value, a fact easily overlooked in small-per-
turbation synthesis studies.

A significant deviation to the normal gain-changing relationship to sur-
face effectiveness sometimes occurs in the lateral-directional axes with the
problem of achieving turn coordination. This problem is complex, not only
because of the involved inter-axis coupling wrhich usually prevails, but also
because of the basic sensing limitations which exist.

The preferred sensor complement for the yaw axis consists of lateral
acceleration plus yaw rate, the former providing turn coordination and the
latter yaw damping. This set is preferred not only for its relationship to
the controlled quantities but also because of the compatibility of the sensors
with reliability and redundancy objectives, not the least of which is the avoid-
ance of external (airstream) vulnerability. Unfortunately, the use of accel-
eration plus rate feedback entails limitations for the turn coordination task.
These limitations can be exposed by considering some of the basic influences
involved in the coordinated turn.

SThis analysis considers surface effectiv,-ness in terms of short-pariod g's

per degree rather than h,~; howpvpr- , th, flr quanr.'tips correspond suf-
ficiently to validate the argument.
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If the basic airplane were assumed to have roil control surfaces wlich
contributed no yawing moment (N6a) or side forces NO and if the yawing
moment and side force due to roll rate (N and YD) were also zero, the rela-
tionship between sideslip and bank angle (for 6 r = 0) would reduce to:

2 _ S (N +Yv) + (N 0 +N r Y v

Here the inevitable occurrence of adverse sideslip in the absence of yaw
control forces is evident, initiating as the airplane is banked and developing
to a sufficient magnitude to counteract the yawing moment due to yaw rate in
the tarn. The benefit of directional stability (Np) in minimizing the sideslip
is also evident. Development of yaw rate in proportion to bank angle

U0)

is, of course',essential to turn coordination, and herein lies the first problem
in feedback sensor design for the yaw axis.

In using the rate gyro and accelerometer combination, the former gener-
ally dominates for the higher frequencies (around the dutch-roll frequency)
and the latter is dominant for the lower frequencies. This arrangement offers
dutch-roll damping and is preferable from the standpoint of local vibration

-* 1" pickup.

Unfortunately, it usually results in contrary reactions to the initiation of
a banked turn, the net feedback opposing the yaw rate essential for the coor-
dinated turn. Placement of the lateral accelerometer can further aggravate
the tendency to initially miscoordinate if the location is forward of the center
of rotation for sideslip inputs (point where the initial acceleration of the cg is
equal and opposite to the local linear acceleration due to yaw angular acceLera-
tion). This location equals - Yp3/No3, which, for the F-4 airp'ane, varies from
about 6 feet forward of the cg at the landing condition to about 35 feet forward
at the high-speed, high-altitude condition. Since lateral accelerometer posi-tions often exceed the former, its initial output during a bank at the low-speedconditions often aggravates an adverse yaw situation.

.fOf perhaps dominant influence in attainment of turn coordination via a
lateral accelerometer is the wide variation in its effectiveness as a contribu-
tor of lateral "stiffness" over the flight range. A measure of "artificial"
directional stability is given by the product Kn. Nbr Y0, where Kny equals
the acceleration gain (rudder deflection per unyt acceleration).

The dimensional derivative product Nbr Y3 varies widely over the flight
range, by a factor of 100 for the F-4. Since the minimum value occurs at the
landing condition, very high acceleromater gains are required to make signi-
ficant improvements in coordination. For example, doubling the yaw static
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stability of the F-4 at the landing condition (about a 40 percent increase in
dutch-roll frequency) requires an accelerometer gain of 437 degrees of rudder
per g of lateral accelerat'on. This magnitude is generally well beyond prac-
tical loop gain values for frequencies around the dutch roll.

The inadequacies of a linear accelerometer as a coordination sensor for
the low-speed conditions are recognized in the industry. The unavailability
of an alternate sensor and the aversion to use of a sideslip sensor have re-
3ulted in employment of various crossfeed or feedforward signals, the most
popular of which is the aileron-to-rudder signal. Although these techniques
(in conjunction with acceleration) have been uised with reasonable success,
they do not enjoy the tolerance advantages of the high-bandwidth feedback
system which must, of course, be capable of sensing somewhat directly the
controlled variable. Lack of this tolerance has contributed to gain-scheduling I
complexities which are highly dependent on individual airframe peculiarities.
Aileron yawing moments can be dominant influences on the coordination prob-
lem, varying with flight condition, angle of attack, and placement of the roll
surfaces relative to the remainder of the airframe.

Performance Specifications

Current performance specifications for flight controls are centered in
MIL-F-8785B(ASG). They are based pritnarily on pilot assessments of de-
sirable flying qualities for a particular class of airplane and for a particular
flight category. There is some reference to particular mission tasks, but
knowledge is scarce in this area, and little quantitative data is available to
relate performance precisely to a particular task. Current specifications are
also largely dependent on the use of conventional control surfaces and conven-
tional approach s 'to basic airframe stability. That these limitations prevail
is indicative of the complex and evolutionary nature of aircraft stability and
control. Of interest to this study are the potential influences of current and
future specifications on the gain-changing question.

Perhaps the initial reaction to a proposal for more complete specifications

on ijiore complex airframes (the anticipated growth trend) is that the gain
changing problems will grow accordingly. Such is not believed to be the case,
however.

In the first place, examination of the trends in augmentation system design
over the past two decades reveals no correlation between gain-changing com-
plexities and system capabilities. The stability augmentation systems for the
F-100 and F-101 involved air-data scheduling of reasonable complication. The
development of adaptive systems over the last decade has produced substantial
clectronic complexity in some cases. The need for this complexity may be
questoned, however, in light of more experience in applying feedback control
techniques and the expanding base of available feedback sensors. Certainly the
fixed-gain augiientation systerns of the 7-4 and A-7 do not sup,)rt any trend
t,)War d aggi avtioa, of th gain-cnangirg pruolem.
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A second influence is the basic limitation in control surface operating
range discussed previously. Vehicles with expanded flight envelopes (e. g.,
VTOLs) counteract this limitation by employing alternate forcing functions
(e. g., reaction jets). Selection of alternate control elements can be accom-
panied by adjustment of gain format. By a similar token, selection of alter-
nate control properties (perhaps for use in a particular mission task) can
likewise accomplish gain adjustment. It is argued, therefore, that neither
vehicles with expanded flight envelopes nor flight controls offering selectable
performance properties will afford significant gain-changing complications.

Of most significance to the gain-changing question appears to be the need
for higher reliability in flight controls and the associated use of redundancy.
Of vital importance to a valid redundancy approach is channel isolation and
avoidance of failure modes common to two or more redundant channels. Com-
monly used for failure detection is comparison of the outputs of rt. ',undant
elements. Both the isolation and comparison monitoring facets offer parti-
cular problems to the use of air-data sensors, since attainment of one makes
achievement of the other difficult. For example, output tracking of suffi--
cient accuracy makes location of probes close together desirable, an obvious
invitation to common destruction by foreign objects. This problem might be
circumvented by a number of methods:

0 Using basically fixed gains, with gain adjustment a

non-essential performance improvement function;

* Using monitoring not dependent on comparison of outputs;

0 Not using air data but rather some adaptive technique
based on "internal" measurements.

The latter approach illustrates an added benefit for the "pure" adaptive-
type system which utilizes only the feedback signals organic to the FCS.
Special attention must be given redundant mechanizations of adaptive gain
changers, however, to effect channel tracking with attendant isolation.

GAIN-CHANGING TECHNIQUES

This subsection presents an overview of the principal gain-changing
methods developed within the flight control industry and an appraisal of their
major features. The treatment here is not intended to be a chronicle of
adaptive works, there being several rather complete survey papers pub-
lished on this subject (e. g., Ref. 4-3, 4-4). The intent is, however, to
cover the basics of the major techniques available and give prominent ex-
amples of their application. The available techniques are categorized inFigure 4-13.
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Figure 4-13. Gain-Changing Technique Categorization
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The first distinction made relates to the information upon which the gain
adjustment is based, categorized as being "steady-state" or "dynamic". The
former measures the long-term environment in which the airframe is opera-
ting -- speed, pressure, altitude, or functions thereof. Predicted relation-
ships between this environment and key stability derivatives are relied upon
to determine gain schedules. Obvious inaccuracies arise because of this
prediction, which generally assumes a particular airframe weight and con-
figuration and is insensitive to degradations in numerous elements of the
system. It is important to observe, however, that proper feedback system
design can often accommodate these inaccuracies, particularly if they are
reflected as errors in forward-loop gain elements. Because of the relatively
low-frequency nature of the gain-changing data, the potential for adverse
coupling with dominant system dynamics is minimized, a major advantage
of this type of system.

The techniques which use dynamic sensing base their gain adjustments
on measurements which include the dominant system frequencies, at least
those around the highest crossover (anity open-loop gain) frequency and some-
times including frequencies below the short period. All of the known "adap-
tive"-type systems fall into this category, as well as other types which are
simply identifiers of key stability derivatives. Techniques in this category
are sometimes classified further as being "open-loop" or "closed-loop" gain
adjusters, the distinction being the relative ability to assess the results of
a particular gain setting and make readjustment if the performance of the
control system devia~od from some standard. The "closed-loop" adjusters

-- I. are considered to be advantageous in this respect, although they are gener-
1ay quifte l:nited in thc; ,,atby to compensate for many of the parameters

that could potentially change. A key characteristic of a closed-loop adaptiveA ' ttechnique is that it always is associated with, and a functional part of, a
feedback control system, whereas an open-loop technique could function with
no actual feedback control system in operation. With the closed-loop adapta-
tion, the object of the process is clearly identifiable in terms of system per-
formance (e. g., maintain high bandwidth), whereas an open-loop technique
could adjust gain to accomplish alternate ends.

Another potential classification for the dynamic gain control technique is
relative to the nature of their identification signals, i. e., whether they are
unique to the identification process (like a limit cycle or applied test signal)
or whether they are the "normal" controlling signals. Preference for the
latter is common and understandable; however, use of the unique identifica-
tion signal offers continual (hence up-to-date) and sometimes more accurate
evaluations.

The individual technioues identified in Figure 4-13 are discussed further
with prominent examples in the following paragraphs.
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Air Data Sensing

Steady-state air data variables are conveniently available to the FCS and
historically have been the most common means of obtaining gain changing in-

formation. A procedure for selecting appropriate schedules was illustrated
in Figure 4-3. The desirability of knowing surface effectiveness for gain ad-
justing in a high-bandwidth system was also discussed. The correlation be- I
tween pitot differential pressure and surface effectiveness is promising for
this function provided that deviations due to supersonic Mach effect can be
tolerated. This relationship, using pitch surface effectiveness, is illustrated
for four aircraft in Figure 4-14. In the absence of Mach corrections, the
procedure would be to assume a subsonic linear relationship and suffer the
loss in attainable gain for the supersonic conditions. At most this loss ap-
pears to be only 8 db for a Mach 2.0 condition. I

Limit-Cycle Control I
Limit-cycle control is an adaptive technique designed to hold loop gain

at its maximum stable value by detecting and maintaining a small-amplitude
limit-cycle oscillation at the crossover frequency (3 to 4 Hz). It indirectly I
establishes, therefore, a constant-bandwidth system at the maximum attain-
able frequency for the prevailing system dynamics. The basic block diagram
is shown in Figure 4-15. The limit-cycle detection consists primarily of a
bandpass-filter-plus-rectifier combination. 1. -it-cycle amplitudes differ-
ing from the set value cause gain variations. , ntrol signals other than the
limit cycle itself which pass the detector can cause transient gain reduc-
tions -- the magnitudes of which are tolerable for vehicles which have no
inherent instabilities capable of divergence below a minimum loop gain set-
ting. Using the intentional limit cycle produces accurate and timely adaption,
at amplitudes undetectable by the pilot. Addition of a limit cycle solely for'
identification purposes is generally viewed with disfavor, however.

This system was developed by Honeywell in 1958. Under USAF sponsor-
ship, it was applied to a three-axis variable-stability CAS used in an F-101
at the Aerospace Research Pilots School. A more advanced model incorpor-
ating redundancy was later used in an X-15.

Energy- Balance Control

Energy-balance control is another adaptive control process designed to
maintain a constant, high-bandwidth system. It does so by maintaining, via
loop gain adjustment, an equality between the output signals of two filter
sets. One set measures the amplitude of signals around the maximum cross-
over frequency, the other about one decade below this. The higher-frequency
set is phased to drive the loop gain down; the lower-frequency set drives the
gain up. When the system bandwidth is a nominal value (somewhat below
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Figure 4-15. Gain Changing via Limit-Cycle Control
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maximum) and the applied disturbances are normal (distributed across the
entire frequency range), the filter outputs balance, and the gain variation
ceases.

A block diagram of this system is shown in Figure 4-16. A common
input to both filter sets is illustrated, although alternate versions of this
system have used separated inputs (with appropriate changes in filter prop-
erties).

This system has the favorable attribute of using normal control perturb-
ations for evaluation. It is sensitive, however, to the spectral distribution
of commands and disturbances, and must in general be designed by assuming
a particular model for the anticipated inputs. Successful use requires capac- I
ity for accommodation of variation in input spectrums, an ability which is
often dependent on the nature of the controlled system. For example, an in-
herently unstable vehicle that can cause control loop divergence at excess-
ively low control gains is uniquely suited for this type of system, since
either inadequate gain or excessive gain will result in strong control loop
resonances to drive it back to the nominal value.

Both Sperry and Honeywell have conducted developments on this type of
system, much of it under USAF sponsorship. Honeywell combined it with a
limit cycle control for application to booster vehicles and to the X-20. The
latter- was mechanized in a triple-redundant configuration.
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Damping Ratio Control

Another adaptive technique for maintenance of a constant high-bandwidth,damping ratio control does so by holding the resonance associated with the
I bandwidth limit (the potentially divergent root) at a constant damping ratio(e. g., 0. 3). It can be considered, therefore, as being somewhat analogous

to the previously described limit-cycle control except that the latter holdsthe root at zero damping ratio. The basic block diagram is shown in Fig-ure 4-17. Adequate evaluation of the key damping ratio requires sufficient
stimulation. Normal control disturbances are inadequate, so a periodicpulse (undetectable by the crew) is applied for stimulus. Detection thresh-
old is varied as a function of turbulence-generated signal level to minimize

, ! associated adjustment errors.

4: This system was developed by General Electric and has been applied to
the F-111.
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Test Signal Detection

Test signal detection involves application of a sgnal of known proper-
ties to the control loop and measuring the resulting system output. The
signal applied is generally a discrete sine wave at a frequency above the I
highest short period and near the desired crossover-, the object being to
assess surface effectiveness and the associated control gain requirement
for maintenance of a constant high bandwidth. In addition to gain, phase I
measurement and corresponding shaping adjustments can also be made.
This system alleviates the usual problem of signal discrimination inanoisy
environment, with the advantage that better filtering can be used with a
known test frequency. A sample block diagram is shown in Figure 4-18.

Primay development of this system has been conducted by Autonetics
under USAF sponsorship.

Discrete. Pattern Recognition

The discrete pattern recognition technique includes those procedures
which discretely categorize vehicle control properties (e. g. , stability deri-
vatives) by comparison of sensors output functions with preset performance
models. Identification is generally performed using normal control perturb-
ations in a frequency range which encompasses the short-period frequencies
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Figure 4-18. Gain Control by Test-Signal Detection

of the aircraft. Alternate combinations of sensed variables are selected to
form the model, depending on the prope, ties tu be identified anti the accuracy
desired. The identification can be performed in an open-loop manner without
existence of an associated control system.

A simple example of this technique is shown in Figure 4-19., The desired

object is to identify the stability derivative Z,, relative to n discrete levels.
Here the selected model is based on the short-period normal force equation

- I N -, ' = -Z a-- ~6 e

Na a0 a a 6 Z e

where

N = output of a normal accelerometer
a

= accelerometer location forward of cg

0 = pitch angular acceleration

a = angle of attack

6e = elevator position

7e = normal acceleration due to a

= normal acceleration due to 6.

bI
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........ . ........ . " ., '"u. p[tion thac~t i u1 tazlL it, the tW O sides ot
Sthe equation are related in magnitude by Z/.. Masueeto h niae

variables, restriction of the measurement to frequencies around the short

pcriod (via bandpass filters), and comparison of outputs weighted with dis-

.: crete values of Z constitutes the desired categorization of 7 .

- It should be noted that the selected model in the above example is appli-

cable to either elevator or turbulence-type disturbances; hence valid identifi-

cation is performed for either input. It is also notable that the identification
is valid over a relatively broad frequency range, which increases the amount

of stimuli available. These features are indicative of the qualities of a good

model, selection of which is a basic design decision. In making this decision,
-,:, a tradeoff is often available between using more sensed data or using more

' filtering. lBetter performance usually favors the former in that filtering is

: used to correct for model approximations, always an imperfect process. Con-
il sider, for example, a desire to identify M 6 e based on the short-period pitch

model

O M6e ee+M ,c+M a+Mq0

~It is recognized that, for ievator inputs above the short-period frequency

: 6e

42 e

P220
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Use of this approximate model instead of the complete short-heriod
equation could be considered, given additional filtering to reject the lower
frequencies. Errors would result, however, from turbulence and from im-
perfect filtering, and the majority of the available identification signals
would be lost.

An identifier based on the technique illustrated in Figure 4-19 was
developed by Honeywell under Navy sponsorship and flight verified in an] F-4 airplane.

Continuous Plant Modeling via Model Parameter Adjust

A close relative of the discrete recognition technique, continuous plant
modeling adjusts the model itself to conform to the existing aircraft proper-
ties, the resulting model parameters being functions of current stability
derivatives. Knowledge of the latter would serve as a basis for system gain
adjustment, an added function not germane to the identification process itself.

An example of this technique is shown in Figure 4-20 applied to the pitch
short-periow equation. The selected model includes all terms significant to
the short-period frequency range (added filtering would be necessary for
eliminating the phugoid and bending frequencies in an actual system). When
the output error (Eo ) is finite, the model parameters are driven towards their
correct values (M6e, Ma, M , and Mq), at which state the output error is
zero. Convergence to the correct solution has been demonstrated (Ref. 4-5)
given proper initial conditions and integrator gains. The latter can be varied
as functions of signal level to achieve superior identifier dynamics. Various
model forms are design options as previously discussed for the discrete
identifier.

The majority of the development work on the more complete model forms
of this continuous identifier has been done by North American under USAF
sponsorship. A simplified version which uses a combination of filtering and
singkt parameter adjustment to compute surface effectiveness has been devel-
oped by Bendix, also for the USAF, and is currently included in a redundant
CAS in flight test on the F-4 as part of the Tactical Weapon Delivery Pro-
g ram.

Continuous System Modeling Via Augmentation Gain Adjust

An extension of the plant modeling process to include the entire system
is the feature of the continuous system modeling adaptive control technique.
ltcre, however, feedback gains are the adjusted quantities; and the object is
to achieve conformance to a preset characteristic. This "modeL" perfor-
mance does not necessarily entail high loop bandwidths, since feedback cor-
r-ction is only applied to augment existing airplane properties. Correct
rnod-ling is attained for both pilot and turbulence inputs.
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An example of this technique applied to achieve an invariant C, response
of the pitch axis is shown in Figure 4-21. The system model is formed in
accordance with the C' expression:

where

Uc = "cross-over" velocity constant

= pilot location forward of cg
p

C = command signal

K 0 = desired proportionality constant between command and C*
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The parallel between the model and the airplane equation written incorresponding terms is evident:

I--- - M+M( Z¢~a~

Z~~n IL \ea

__K 0l 0

: , With the addition of two feedback signals and one feed-forward signal,-% i the response can be made to equal that of the model.

An error signal is formed from the C* model as indicated in Figure 4-21
! and is applied to vary the gain elements. Convergence to proper gain values

_ to achieve the model response is analogous to that performed by the continu-= ous plant modeling device discussed previously. Proper performance re-
-- ; quires attention to initial conditions and integrator gain setting.

IDevelopment on this system to data has been limited to computer studies,i; I performed at Honeywell and at the Naval Postgraduate School.
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APPLICATION CRITERIA

The foregoing subsections discussed the origins of gain-changing require-ments and summarized the techniques developed to satisfy these requirements.The justification and rationale for gain-changing criteria was also developed.
There are no comprehensive "handbook" methods fcr flight control designpractice, even for the restricted subject of system gain changing. There are,however, certain major influences and key considerations which collectivelydetermine gain-changing practice. These factors, their associated relation-ships, and the resulting design criteria are summarized by Figure 4-22.
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SECTION V

FLIGHT CONTROL STABILIZATION CRITERIA FOR STRUCTURAL
FLEXURE AND OTHER HIGII-FREQUENCY DYNAMICS

One of the elements lacking in present design criteria for airpline flight
control systems is a criteria for establishing the high-frequency compensa-
tion. Military specifications have recently been updated to refTect signifi-
cant improvements in the low-frequency response and handling qualities re- i
quirements. But in these specifications the only requirement placed on the
high-frequency properties of a control system is that there shall be no u1n-
favorable interaction with the aeroelastic modes. In short, no specific re- I
quirement is available to assure a safe control system in the high-frequency
range (i.e., frequencies above the short-period or dutch-roll frequency range).
As a result, each design is generally based on the individual design team's
self-imposed criteria. And, of course, the designs meet with varying de-
grees of success, depending entirely on the experience of the design team and
the data available.

The objective of this study is to investigate the uncertainties associated
with high-f"equency dynamics of closed-loop primary flight controls and to
relate these uncertainties to feasible stabilization techniques. To accom-
plish this end and to contribute an analytical tool for future control designs,
an aeroelastic model is defined tor the first three symmetric aeroelastic
modes. Although this model and the control laws used for tolerance investi-
gations were based on the pitch axis of the high-performance class of air-
plane, the resulting stabilization criteria are believed to be applicable to
other control axes as well in that the tolerance accumulations appear com-
parable.

PROBLEM DEFINITION "1

Design of "high-gain" flight control systems for high-performance tacti-
cal aircraft is greatly influenced by the design criteria imposed for high-fre-
quency compensation. The criteria imposed establish the attainable gain 1
levels for the system at any given flight condition. Hence, these criteria in
essence establish the variation in gain required over the flight envelope to
meet the aircraft performance requirements without exceeding stability
limits. It has been demonstrated many times that, as the control gain is in-
creased, the system/aircraft performance becomes more tolerant to varia-
tions in low-frequency aircraft dynamics. Ideally, if the gain could be made
sufficiently high, the system-aircraft performance would be independent of
the basic unagumented aircraft characteristics. In this situation, the control
gain could be made a constant and hence, the system design made simpler by
elimination of gain scheduling. It is evident, therefore, that stabilization of
high-frequency modes impacts both low-frequency per ormance and system
complexity.
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In the past, the general approach to design of high-gain control systems
has been to assume the aircraft to be a rigid body. In this case, the high-
frequency compensation was dictated primarily by the dynamics of the actu-
ation system. Gain and phase margins were assumed and applied to rigid
aircraft-control system open-loop frequency responses. By applying lead
compensation in the control electronics, the lag effects of the actuator could
be compensated, resulting in a higher attainable open-loop gain. When the
system/aircraft combination went into flight test, it was often disccvered
that the control gain was too high. The excessive gain was usually attribu-
table to one or both of the following problems:

0 The math model used to represent the rigid-body dynamics
was in error;

* The control system, by sensing aeroelastic motion as well
as rigid-body motion, interacted unfavorably with the aero-
elastic modes resulting in limit cycles and unacceptable
aircraft vibration.

The problem of excessive control gain was solved by either compromi-
sing the system/aircraft performance or by costly modifications to the con-
trol system electronics. It is highly desirable to avoid this trial-and-error
process, especially when one considers the eventual use of fly-by-wire con-
trol. With fly-by-wire, flight test will become more akin to a missile flight
test wherein the syst'm must work ol the first flight. (See Section VIII for
a discussion of zystem/aircraft compatibility testing.

The objective, then, is to provide better tools and criteria in the system
design phase to minimize high-frequency stability problems. The other as-
pect to this problem is that the stability criteria should not be overly conser-
vative. An overly conservative criteria can result in unnecessary high-fre-
quency compensation and/or overly complex gain scheduling.

To examine the problem in more detail, consider the block diagram of
Figure 5-1 which shows the general aircraft-control loop. The problem is
to assure the stability of Lhis loop which includes both co'itrol components
and aircraft dynamics.

To establish the frequency range considered "high frequency", consider
the typical open-loop frequency (assuming a rigid aircraft) response as
shown in Figure 5-2. For the high-performance tactical aircraft, the short-
period or dutch-roll frequencies usually occur in the range between 1 and 10
rad/sec. Hence, for this study it is assumed that "high frequency" means
frequencies above 10 rad/sec. All of the elements shown in Figure 5-1 con-
tr'bute to the fre-tuency-response characteristic in the high-frequency range.
'tability requirements for the control loop have usually been specified (at

least informally) in terms of a minimum allowable gain and phase margin.
The magnitude of these required margins has varied from application to
application.
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These stability margins have been (and should continue to be) primarily
a tool for the system designer rather than a general requirement to be im-
posed cn all systems. The quantities selected reflect a number of factors
unique to the particular application, including:

* Tolerances of the control hardware (e. g., analog or digital);

0 Nature of the system (conventional or aclaptivel);

* Accuracy of the vehicle model;

* Point of loop opening in a multiple-loop system.

In spite of these limitations, however, stability margins present a useful
measure of system tolerance to variations which enables synthesis in terms
of nominal values rather than extremes.

It should also be noted that the ultimate user of the system expects a
certain level of performance (which includes not only stability but a certain
degree of dynamic acceptability) for all systems, the off-nominal ones inclu-
ded. Hence, a margin of stability from nominal is not of direct interest to
the user, particularly since he is probably not aware of the potential toler-
ance accumulations possible. The general specification should define the

dynamic qualities expected from each production model of the controlled air-
plane over certain flight conditions. These dynamic qualities should in turn
imply a certain level of system stability. Unfortunately, current specifica-
tions deal primarily with equivalent qualities of lower-order systems (e.g.,
damping ratio) which are not adequate criteria for the higher-frequency prop-
erties indicative of marginal stability conditions.

The stability of all dynamic modes are considered in terms of "damping",I a broad interpretation must be used wherein it is a measure of the tendency
of the system to "settle down" subsequent to a disturbance. Quantitatively,
this might be expressed in terms of decaying oscillations such as percentage
reductions in adjacent peak (local maximums or minimums) rates of change
of the controlled variable. The nature of this specification ib anknown at this
time, but certain properties seem desirable:

* The damping quality should be expressed in directly
measurable terms relative to specified system variables
(probably the dominant controlled variable) and for
specified disturbances.

0 The damping quality should be independent of system
order or linearity.

.Systems such as Honeywell's limit-cycle adaptive system used in the
X-15 aircraft make meaningless the gain margin requirement. This
adaptive system always sets the gain at its maximum stable value so
the gain margin is essentially zero.
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* The damping quality should be a function of amplitude.
Residual oscillation below specified maximums should
be allowed. For discrete disturbances, perturbations
of the controlled variable below a specified percentage
of the tota1 maneuver increment should be unconstrained.

A comprehensive input/output specification on response of specified
variables to specified inputs may ultimately be capable of incorporating the
qualities of damping. It would appear, however, that such a specification
would need more than a time-response or frequency-response envelope to
do so, since the qualities of daniping must be measured relative to the exist-
ing dominant response. For example, local abnormalties within permissible
envelopes can be unacceptable, suggesting perhaps a higher derivative con-
straint.

The emphasis in the study at hand is on exploration of potential uncer-
tainties in the system elements which contribute to higher-frequency design I
requirements, in particular those associated with the airframe flexure modes.

These uncertainties are expressed in terms of gain and phase margins
due to specified sources, this format being selected to emphasize that each i
flight control situation must reconsider the tolerance makeup of the system.
The magnitude of these required margins has varied from application to
application. I

Two factors must be considered during design of the high-frequency com-
pensation for a specific system: J

* How well can the nominal frequency-response characteristics
be defined in the high-frequency range?

How large should the stability margins be to accommodate
variations in the frequency response away from the nominal?

The second factor, the size of the stability margins, of course is depend-
ent on the first factor, how closely the nominal frequency response repre-
sents the actual dynamics of the control loop. Knowing the variations in the
nominal response due to uncertainties in the modeling, the stability margin I
required to accommodate the uncertainties can be estimated.

Consider first the accuracy of the nominal response characteristic.
Examination of the individual frequency responses of the elements in the con-
trol loop reveals that dynamics are added as the frequency is increased. Inj the vicinity of 10 rad/sec for an aircraft such as the F-4, the aircraft rigid-
body dynamics, the control electronics, and power actuator dynamics estab-
lish the response characteristic. Increasing frequencies must include aero-
elastic modes, higher-order actuator dynamics and sensor dynamics. As
dynamics are added, the certainty with which the nominal response is known
diminishes. This indicates that perhaps the stability margins should be
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t
increased with frequency. In most airplane applications, however, stability
margins have usually been specified independent of frequency. On flexible
boosters, however, the stability margins do tend to be a function of frequency,
primarily because of the presence of significant aeroelastic modes.

In the frequency range between 10 and 100 rad/sec, the greatest unknown
is the response charactr.ristic of the aircraft's aeroelastic modes. Depending
upon the aircraft's inertial properties, the frequency of the lowest aeroelastic
mode can be anywhere in this range. In a flight test evaluation, it is usually
the interaction of the control system with the aircraft's aeroelastic modes
which necessitates changes in the control system design. An accurate math
model of the aeroelastic mode dynamics is usually not available during the
control system design phase. This lack of a model results in inadequate high-
frequency compensation being incorporated in the design phase. Eventually,
it is expected that an accurate model of the flexible aircraft will be available

£ during the design phase. But until this is the case, the control designer must
allow for this lack of structural data by increasing stability margins over the
frequency range of the aeroelastic modes. The amount of increased margin
can be determined from analysis of aeroelastic-mode responses on a similar
aircraft for which structural data is available. This approach has been used
in some recent programs. In the Navy Adaptable Flight Control Systems
Program (1961-1969), a system was designed for an F-4 aircraft using this
approach. A gain margin of 6 db was applied at frequencies beiow the struc-I tural-mode frequencies. Over the frequency range of the structural modes,
a gain constraint was applied which required the open-loop "rigid body" gain
to be below -20 db. A similar type requirement is currently being used onI. the SAAB J-37 aircr.t. This type of high-frequency requiremerit is designed
to provide gain stabilization of the aeroelastic modes. By this it is meant
that the sensor pickup of aeroelastic mode signals will be attenuated so as to[ minimize any feedback of aeroelastic mode signals to the control surface.
Stabilization is accomplished regardless of the phasing of the aeroelastic-
mode signal through the control system. This is to be contrasted with phase
stabilization wherein the response of the aeroelastic mode is not attenuated
sufficiently by the control system to avoid potential instability. In this case,
the phasing of the sensed aeroelastic-mode signals must be known to ensure
stability, thereby requiring increased knowledge of the aeroelastic modes
on -e : rcraft.

Phase stabilization has been used successfully on large flexible boosters
in order to extend the permissible bandwidth (i. e., increase the control gainI level) of the control system. It has also been applied on large flexible air-
craft in ..ecent programs such as the Air Force's LAMS (Load Alleviation
and Mode Stabilization) program. In this application, phase stabilization
was applied to augment the stability of the lower-frequency aeroelastic modes
for the purpose of increasing the aircraft fatigue life. Phase stabilization
has not been applied to any great extent on high-performance tactical air-
craft, however, for two basic reasons. Adequate "rigid-body" augmentation
has been achieved without the need to phase stabilize aerolastic modes.
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Also, sufficiently accurate aeroelastic models have not been available for
this type of aircraft. However, rigid-body augmentation and handling quality
requirements are becoming more and more stringent, which in turn has re-
quired higher control system gain levels. Furthermore, developments in
structural design of aircraft has resulted in a trend toward increased vehicle
flexibility. For example, the F-4 aircraft has a symmetric first-mode fre-
quency on the order of 10 Hz, the F-14 exhibits a 5-Hz first-mode, and the I
YF-12 has a 2-Hz first-mode frequency. Because of these 'esign trends, it
is becoming apparent that phase stabilization may be neues-ary on future
high-performance tactical aircraft to meet "rigid-body' performance re- Iquirements.

It appears, then, that a major complication to the task of establishing
an effective design criteria is the uncertainty in the basic open-loop response I
aue to a lack of aeroelastic-mode data. Unless an aeroelastic-mode modelis
available, the designer has no alternative 1,at to allow for this uncertainty in
his stability margins. As we have indicated, this currently is being done by I
increasing the minimum allowable gain margin over the frequency range ofthe aeroelastic modes.

Another alternative, however, is to develop a generalized aeroelastic
model which could be adapted to each aircraft application. If such a model
were feasible, a design criteria could te formulated wherein stability mar-
gins would be based on using the aeroelastic model. Certainly, an approxi-
mate model of the aeroelastic modes sh(.uld give the designer a better esti-
mate of the high-frequency stabilization problem than having no model at all.
If this were the case, it seems reasonable to conclude that the designer could
relax his stability margins by using the model. This would then permit him
to achieve a more realistic high-frequency compensation. If in fact such a
model could be defined, it would at least indicate to the designer where best
to place his sensors on the aircraft to either minimize aeroelastic-mode I
pickup or to possibly achieve some phase stabilization. Use of such a model
does not obviate the need for accurate aeroelastic data, but it could serve as
a good substitute until such data is made available.

To summarize at this point, it is concluded that the following items should
be considered in the definition of a high-frequency design criteria:

* Stability margins should be established which reflect the
uncertainty in the nominal aircraft system dynamics at
each frequency point.

0 Development of a generalized acroelastic mode model
should be explored for use as a means of reducing the
uncertainty in the nominal aircraft system response.

• Consideration should be given to both gain and phase
stabilization of the aeroelastic modes.
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DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN CRITERIA

The development of design criteria consists of two major tasks:

(1) Definition of gain and phase uncertainties as functions of
frequency for expected variations in aircraft system param-
eters. These uncertainties were computed for the following
cases:1 (a) No flexible aircraft data or generalized aeroelastic

~model available.

(b) No flexible aircraft data available, but a generalized
aeroelastic mode model available. In this case, con-
sideration was given to bothgain and phase stabilization.

(2) Definition of a generalized aeroelastic model for use in case
I, (b) above.

To derive a quantitative design criteria, it was necessary tc pick a rep-
resentative vehicle/system configuration. The fly-by-wire control system
shown in Figure 5-3 was assumed to be representative. The F-4 and XF-12
aircraft were picked as representative aircraft for which at least some aero-
elastic-mode data was available. A comparatively good set of flexible air-
craft data was available for the YF-12. For this reason, this airplane was
selected for computing variations in aeroelastic mode responses.

S I I I(2) (3) 6e
2.BENDNC I K L; SERIES POWER e 'tad'

+ FILTER SERVO ACTUATOR

T2 = 0.500 '1) BENDING FILTER IS ASSUMED TO BE AN
SNORMAL OVERDAMPED SECOND-ORDER LAG:

|ACCELEROMIETERr--- 1

9 Is, (o.022S -- 1)2

(2) THE SERIES SERVO IS

PITCH 13S+
RATE Kb2 +~+30

GYRO T +1 +
(tad/sic) 4 +

6.2 (3) THE POWER ACTUATOR IS:T3 = 0.11

T4 = 0.2 O.05S+ 1

Figure 5-3. Pitch-Axis Fly-by-Wire Configuration
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Definition of a Generalized Aero-Aastic Model

The procedure followed in defining a generalized aeroelastic model was

to take the data provided for the YF-12 aircraft and establish means for
adapting it to other aircraft. To acr~omplish this the follcwing assumptions

,' were made:

* Aerodynamic coupling among the aeroelastic modes and
between the aeroelastic modes and rigid-body dynamics
can be neglected;

* The control system designer will have a good estimate of
at least the lowest one or two aeroelastic-mode frequencies;

* The control system designer will also have knowledge of
aircraft rigid-body stability derivatives and the basic in-
ertial properties.

Evidence of the validity of the first assumption is observed in flight test
results which often show that the interaction problem with aeroelastic modes
is worst at low-dynamic-pressure conditions. It is at these conditions where
aeroelastic-mode damping is the lowest due to lack of aerodynamic contribu-
tions to damping. Further, it is usually at these conditions where tne control
gain is highest.

It was further assumed that, for the subject class of airplanes, i model
describing the first two or three aeroelastic modes would suffice. Definition
of a model to describe higher-frequency modes would be difficult to achieve.
Hence, this study was directed towards definition of a model to represent
the lowest three symmetric aeroelastic modes. For this task it was assumed
the flexible-aircraft dynamics could be represented as shown in Figure, 5-4.
From this diagram it is evident that to specify the aeroelastic-mode dynamics
one must somehow determine mode shapes, slopes, aeroelastic-mode damp-
ing, and control surface force coefficients. It was assumed that the aero-
elastic-mode frequencies would be provided.

in Structural damping ratios are difficult to estimate, but they usually are

in the range between 0. 01 and 0. 05. For the model, a value of 0. 025 was
picked as being most representative.

Also included as part of the aeroelastic model is the effect of surface
inertia as an additional forcing function. This effect is discussed in a later
subsection.

To obtain mode-shape data, the YF-12 mode shapes (for three modes)
were normalized as a function of aircraft length. This data is shown in Fig-
ure 5-5. Thus, given aircraft length, the mode shapes and slopes can be
computed from Figure 5-5 for any location. Use of these mode shapes for
aircraft other than the YF-12 repre3ents the greatest source of error in the
aeroelastic model. Mode shapes are a function primarily of aircraft-mass
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distribution and structural moments of inertia. Some effort was made in the
study to devise a way of altering these mode shapes to more accurately rep-
resent other aircraft configurations, but no satisfactory procedure was ob- I
tained. Hence, by using the mode shapes given in Figure 5-5, the aeroelastic
model accuracy will vary with sensor location. Whether or not this is a seri-
our problem can only be estimated by comparison with another aircraft. Such
a comparison will be made in subsequent paragraphs.

036

0.

4

~FIRST
u 0 2 MODE

-J. THIRD

MODE
0.1

0 40 80 90

.0 2~SECOND
FUSELAGE NOSE 

MODE

NOR IALI".D LENGTH (PERCENT)

SFigure 5-5. Mode Shape as a Function of Fuselage Length

The remaining task is to devise a method for computing the force coeffi-
cients 7 Z2e , and Z 35e (see Figure 5-4). These terms can be expressed

by the following formula:

i (Xe)

7. -- 7mZ m. Ze
" e 

e 

3
where i CX ) is the effective mode shape deflection at the location of the

.ontroi surface; m i is the model mass, m is the aircraft mass, and Z e
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is the rigid body stability derivative which specifies the normal force due to
a unit control surface deflection. The term

i (X )
e

m.

is the only unknown in the formula. Fortunately, it is a function only of air-
craft inertial properties. Comparison of this coefficient with corresponding
coefficients (and mode shapes) for the YF-12 and F-4 aircraft indicated that

this coefficient tended to vary inversely with aircraft mass and length. As a
result, it was assumed these terms could be computed by ratioing aircraft
mass and length to the mass and length of the YF-12. This procedure re-
sulted in the following expressions for the first three structural modes:

1 (X ) 2.56 x 10
e - mL (5. la)

1

6e = -13.6 x 10 (5 Ib)m 2  mL(51b

3 (X6e 1.64 x 10 5 c)

I m3 mL

where m is expressed in lb-sec /ft and L in inches.

I Frequency responses of the system of Figure 5-3 with the loop opened
at the actuator output were computed using the aeroelastic model and com-
pared against similar responses using the F-4 flexible-aircraft data 2 . With
the relatively high frequencies of the F-4, the third mode is well beyond fre-

§ quencies of interest. Hence. no comparison was attempted for the third
mode. To obtain a comprehensive comparison, the responses were com-
pared at three different rate sensor locations on the aircraft. The stations

f selected for the comparison were at 30, 50, and 70 percent of the length
measured from the aircraft nose. These comparisons are shown in Figures
5-6, 5-7, and 5-8. Surface inertia effects were excluded for the purposes of

2 The control system was included in this comparison to provide a
realistic combination of rate gyro and accelerometer bending con-
tributions. Because the control system shaping amplifies the rate
signal (or attenuates the acceleration signal) at the higher frequen-
cies, the bending effects are primarily due to rate gyro pickup for
most sensor locations used in actual aircraft.
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this comparison. Comparison of the model and actual F-4 aircraft responses
shows reasonable agreement for the first aeroelastic mode except at 0. 5 L.
At this station the model shows a higher first-mode peak amplitude. The
reason for this difference is attributed to the fact that the first-mode antinode
\occurs at 0. 5 L on the F-4 aircraft. Hence, the sensed aeroelastic-mode
\3ignal is actually smaller than the model indicates it should be.

The rigid-body F-4 response is also shown in these three figures for
c ,mparison. The three responses obtained in each of the figures were ob-
tai.ned using identical control system gains and shaping. Hence, the three
re\3ponses can be compared in each figure to determine the maximum accep-
table gain levels each would require. The rigid-body response shows a gain
ma-gin of 7 db. If the same gain margin requirement is applied to the two
flex' ble aircraft responses, the control gains would have to be reduced as
shown in Table 5- 1.

Table 5-1. Required Control-Gain Reductions

i Rate
Sei~sor Rigid Flexible Aeroelastic
Staton Aircraft F-4 Model
Station

0. 30\L No reduction -25 db -28 db

0. 50 L No reduction -15 db -25 db

0.70 L No reduction -20 db -23 db

Based or, the results in Table 5-1, it appears that the aeroelastic model
would give a fairly good indication of stability. The largest discrepancy
occurs at 0. 50 L (first-mode antinode) where use of the mode! would estab-
lish a gain 10 db lower than necessary. However, use of the rigid response
without consideration of bending would result in a too high a system gain at
all the locations.

It should be pui , ed out that the aeroelastic model described above was
based on a rather limited set of data. Hence, its general validity has not
beer± well established. It is recognized that the model will need further re-
finement. Nevertheless, it can be concluded from the study that such a
model could offer the designer a valuable tool.
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Rigid-Body Properties

The so called "rigid-body" stability margins were established by per-
forming a parameter variations analysis on the elements shown in Figure 5-3.
The resulting deviations in gain and phase were root-sum-squared at each
frequency point to determrine the required margins. The following param-
eter variations were computed:

Rate gyro natural freqnency ±10%

Rate gyro damping ratio ±40%

Rate gyro d-c gain ±10%

Actuator time constant ±20% j
Actuator d-c gain ±10% 

Series servo natural frequency ±10%

Series servo damping ratio ±20%

Series servo d-c gain ±10%

Pitch rate feedback gain ±10%

T 1, T 2 , T 3 , T 4  205

Bending filter natural frequency ±20%

Bending filter d-c gain ±10%

Accelerometer feedback gain ±10%

A (t. L4trcraf , Surface cffcti A - 0%

The above values were estimated based on current analog hardware and
design practices applied to military aircraft environments. The tabulated
parameters do not in general include effects that become significant above
100 rad/sec (such as compliance of the actuator due to compressibility of I
fluid and structure, an effect which contributes a pair of lightly damped poles
at 182 rad/sec for the F-4 stabilator per Reference 5-2). Consequently,
tolerances were not computed above 100 rad/sec, a frequency range beyond I
interest for flight control system stability. Control surface inertial effects
are also excluded (which, strictly speaking, are also "rigid-body" effects).
These will vary with frequency and will be discussed later.

Figure 5-9 shows the resulting rss'd gain and phase deviations as a func-
tion of frequency. As expected, the required margins increase somewhat %,ith
frequency. I
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Figure 5-9. Pitch-Axis Rigid-Body Uncertainties

The data of Figure 5-9 indicate that commonly used stability margins of
6 db and 45 degrees are reasonably valid criteria for control loops subject
primarily to rigid body tolerances of the sort included in the analysis, at
least up to the frequencies of 60 to 70 rad/sec. Other error sources will
further expand these uncertainties, as will become evident in the following
paragraphs.
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Inertial Forces Due to Surface Deflection

The general aeroelastic model shown in Figure 5-4 includes an added I
transfer function which modifies the control surface deflection input with
the operation:

1i 0 2
W TWD I

This factor is intended to account for the mass imbalance of the surface

which results in inertial forces in proportion to the surface acceleration.

Inertial moments will be applied even with no imbalance due to rotational

inertial torques, but this effect appears negligible for aerodynamic control

surfaces. The sign option shown for the inertial term is dependent on the

surface center of gravity location relative to the hinge line. If the inertial

forces act in the same direction as the aerodynamic, a phase lead effect
results, calling for the positive sign. If the inertial force acts in opposition

to the aerodynamic, the negative sign is used. For conventional surfaces

such as ailerons, spoilers, rt Jders, and elevators, therefore, the sign is

positive if the cg is aft of the hinge line. The frequency term, WTWD, is
commonly referred to as the "tail-wags-dog" frequency for obvious reasons.

A function of the surface inertial and aerodynamic properties, it may be

derived as follows.

Consider the sketch of the F-4 stabilator control shown in Figure 5-10.

When the stabilator is deflected, vertical forces are generated due to aero-

dynamic and inertial forces. The former, takn f'oum RefeieikL- 5-1, aLe

tabulated ir Figure 5-10. The latter are primarily due to acceleration of the

stabilator cg, which includes actuator and linkage masses. The totai forces

generated by the stabilator are given by

Fs = F a  
5 g 5 )e (5.2)

where the inertial component is taken negative (as shown) when the stabilator

cg is aft of the hinge. Values for ts and Ws were determined from ve-bal
discussions with MCAIR corresponding to alternate staibilatt,r dcsigns, also
defined by Figure 5-10. Note that ts is the cg offset parallel to the air-

craft longitudinal axis.

Equation (5. 2) may be alternately expressed in terms of a frequency

F5  F ( +ss  = a  1+ 2

)TWD
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I! I
where

V gE
STWD a rad/sec

or

j TWD 1 TT WF

This frequency has been computed for each of the conditions shown in
Figure 5-10 and plotted in Figure 5-11. The fact that the TWD frequencies
vary through the bending-mode range over the flight range of the airplane
indicates that the phasing of the feedback signals associated with bending
will vary by 180 degrees. This makes control of phase difficult, over the
frequency range of the TWD dynamics, and indicates that stabilization based
on phase rather than attenuation is also difficult and likely to be impractical.

It is interesting to note that since the TWD frequencies are zero at zero
airspeed (no aerodynamic forces), the situation wherein transition of bending
frequencies occur is common to all aircraft. With better balancing or less
mass of the control surface, this crossing of the lower frequencies could,
however, occur during the takeoff roll rather than inflight as for the F-4.

The "tail-wags-dog" effect can have significant tolerance implications on
the control loop dynamics. The uncertainty is with the tail-wags dog fre-
quency (wTWD) which is subject to variation with aerodynamic effectiveness
of the control surface, the major source of error. Given a ±6-db tolerance
on the latter, a variation in frequency (and hence phase around the frequency)
as shown in Figure 5- 12 will result. No contribution to gain error is attr-
buted to surface inertia, since definition of the inertial properties of the
surface should be at least as accurate as aerodynamic definition, and the
latter (e. g., M 6 ) has already been included in the "rigid-body" tolerance
accumulation of 'igure 5-9. The phase uncertainty around wTWD precludes
phase stabilization in this range. Recalling the variation in WTWD over the
flight envelope (Figure 5-11), phase stabilization is likely to be impractical
for any frequency above the minimum value of WTWD unless special effort is
made to identify WTWD as a function of flight condition. For the F-4 a mini-
mum wTW.D of about 9 Hz has been computed, resulting in preclusion of phase
stabilization above about 6. 4 Hz after tolerances.
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0 ±5.25 IN. CYLINDER
TROKALT AERO NORMAL

MACH (FT) FORCE, (LB/RAD
FWD (FT) x 10- 5 )

0.206 SL -0.610 i
0318 SL -0.403

00.500 5K -0.607
0.500 25K -0.267
0.700 40K -0.240

HINGE 0.900 45K -0.294 1
1.200 45K -0.491s t' 1.500 35K -0.920

cg e2 o9 1.500 40K -0.569
210t90 1.600 40K -0.777

2.150 45K -0.656
1.800 55K -0.371

0.840 SL -1.830
0.850 5K -1.550

Ws  U.85U 25K -0.690
0.900 15K -1.157
0.900 35K -0.486
1.200 35K -0.795 I
1.200 5K -2.830

STAB. DESIGN t (FT) W (LB) IHINGE (SLUG FT2) 1.200 15K -1.920
- 1.500 15K -2.210

NONSLOTTED 0.299 676 112 1.500 25K J -1.455

SLOTTED 0.178 710 118 2.150 36K -1.012 j

Figure 5-10. F-4 Stabilizer Data
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Figure 5-12. Phase Uncertainty Due to Surface Inertia Forces
Aeroelastic Properties

The effect of structural flexibility on potential stability margins wasanalyzed using the YF-12 flexibie-aircraft data together with the fly-by-wiresystem shown in Figure 5-2. The magnitude of the coupling between the con-ti (A system and the aeroelastic modes is a function of system sensor loca-tion and, for a given set of sensor locations, is also a function of the ae-elastic- mode parameters Hence, 0 anfs of the arwas performed in two steps: 
data

(1) The amplitudes of the aeroelastic modes were computed asa function of sensor location;
1.. . a gv t. d of sensor locations, an aeroelastic-modeparameter variation analysis was performed to determinethe variations in the aeroelasticmode gain and phase as fa function of frequency.The results of these two steps may be combined to deterrmine how the

"rigid-body" gain uncertainties (shown in Figure 5--9) should be increased toassure gain stabilization of the aeroelastic modes. Gain margin require-ments based on these uncertainties would be used in the case where no aero-
elastic-mode data or aeroelas tc 

h rgdbd- hae "- mode model is available. Noroifctoof "- p hase allowance is necessary in this case.

The results of step (2) can also be used to establish required gain andphase margins for the case where an aeroelastic mode model or actual aero-elastic data is available. In this case, it may be possible to provide a corn-

bination of gain and phase stabilization of the aeroelastic modes Since the
modes themselves are detined. Hence, it is apparent that two alternatedesign procedures evolve:
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. A procedure involving gain stabilization of the aeroelastic
modes based upon knowledge of only a "rigid-body" frequency
response (i. e., no aeroelastic data or aeroelastic-mode
model available);

. A procedure applicable to gain and/or phase stabilization of
aeroelastic modes based on using an aeroelastic-mode model
or actual aeroelastic-mode data.

Consider first the details of the first situation (i. e., for the case where
only a rigid-body model is used). The aeroelastic-mode amplitudes were
computed as a function of sensor location by varying the positions about their
nominal locations. A nominal rate gyro location was selected to correspond
to the existing F-4 aircraft rate gyro location. This location is near the wing
root at approximately 0. 58 L. The nominal accelerometer location was selec-
ted to be in the forward portion of the data-link equipment bay at approxi-
mately 0. 365 L. The data-link bay is immediately behind the aft cockpit.
The sensor locations were varied ± 0. 1 L about their nominal locations. These
ranges were considered to rep esent the range of most likely locations for
each of the senso's. Thp range on the accelerometer location assumes the
accelerometer could be placed anywhere in the aft cockpit or data-link equip-
ment bay Space limitations preclude any other locations. The range of
possible rate gyro locations correspond to the most likely locations where a
gyro would be placed in an attempt to minimize lower-frequency aeroelastic-
mode pickup. These ranges of sensor locations are also reasonable for the
YF-12 aircraft. In fact, the nominal rate gyro location on the YF-12 is
essentially at the same corresponding location in terms of percent of fuselage
length. Neither aircraft use a normal accelerometer in their standard con-
trol systems.

Variations in the aeroelastic-mode amplitudes were computed as a func-
tion of sensor location using the YF-12 flexible-aircraft data. The results
obtained showed that variations in the accelerometer location over its range
had a negligible effect upon the responz: !mplitudes when compared to charges
in rate gyro location. Figures 5-13, 5-14 and 5-15 show the effect of varia-
tions in rate gyro location. These responses of pitch rate to elevator deflec-
tion show that the critical response amplification (i. e., where the phase equals

180 degrees) remains a relatively constant 25 db with respect to the "rigid-

body" response. These results indicate (neglecting variations in the aero-

elastic-mode parameters for the moment) that gain stabilization of the aero-

elastic modes could be assured by simply increasing the rigid-body gain un-

rtainty by 25 db over the frequency range of the aeroelastic modes. To be

complete, however, some additional uncertainty must be allowed to account
for variations in the aeroelastic-rnode parameters for a given set of sensor

. at ins. These data were obtained from the second step nf the analysis as

,!('scribedj in the following paragraphs.
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.A Amplitude and phase uncertainties were computed for variations in aero-

elastic-mode parameters for the nominal sensor locations. These uncertain-

ties were computed as a function of the following aeroelastic-mnode parameter
variations using the YF-12 aircraft data:

Mode shapes (all three modes): + 100%, - 50%

Mode slopes (all three modes): + 100%, - 50%

Aeroelastic-mode control force
coefficients (all three modes): + 50%, - 50%

Aeroelastic-mode frequencies
(all three modes): ± 10%

Aeroelastic-mode damping ratio
(all three modes): ± 50%

The magnitudes of the variations were assumed as being representative
of the uncertainty which exists in these data. Figure 5-16 shows the addi-

tional phase and gain allowances as a function of frequency required to ac-

commodate these variations. The frequency has been normalized with re-

spect to the lowest aeroelastic frequency. The plot of phase uncertainty
shown in Figure 5-16 actually represents an envelope of phase uncertainty.
Actual computed phase uncertainties are shown at a number of frequency

points. As can be seen from Figure 5-16, there is considerable scatter in

the phase- ancertainty data with frequency, especially near the aeroelastic -

mode natural frequency points. This scatter is expected because of the

steep slope characteristic of the phase-angle frequency response in the

range of the aeroelastic-mode frequencies.

The data shown in Figure 5-16 must be used in conjunction with the other

sources of phase and gain uncertainty developed previously. The combina-

tion of these data provide the elements necessary to evaluate high-frequency

control-loop stability. Figure 5-17 is a block diagram of how these data are

to be combined as a function of the design objective (e. g., gain or phase

stabilization) and tne available aircraft data. Sample applications are de-

scribed in the next subsection.

It is evident that the motivation for phase stabilization of bending modes

varies widely among specific aircraft applications. For the F-4 with a mini-

mum bending frequency of about 10 Hz, the bending problem is one of achiev-

ing good "rigid-body" control around 2 Hz. This spread in frequencies facili-

tates the application of filtering which can achieve a suitable compromise be-

tween low-frequency phase lag and high-frequency attenuation. The YF-12,

conversely, with a minimum aeroelastic frequency of 2 Hz, does not enjoy a

comparable separation in control modes, making phase stabilization manda-

tory. Fortunately, a reduced bending-frequency range is accompanied by

better knowledge of phase around the bending modes, tending to make phase

stabilization feasible.
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Sample Applications c

First consider the case where no aeroelastic- mode model is available.
The stability margins required to assure gain stabilization of the aeroelascic

modes are obtained by a root sum square (over the frequency range of the
aeroelastic modes) of the gain uncertainties of Figures 5-9 and 5-16 and
addition of the result to the -25-db margin required for nominal bending amp-
lification. The net result is shown in Figure 5-18 for the F-4 aircraft.

This constitutes the procedure to be followed if no flexible-aircraft model
is available. The reader should be reminded that the phase margin require-
ment of Figure 5-18 reflects the margin required to account for uncertainties.
A larger margin may be required in an actual application to assure "adequate"
damping.

Now consider the alternate case where an acroelastic mode model is
available. In this case, the -25-db attenuation requirement is replaced by
by the aeroelastic-model characteristics. The gain and phase margins re-
quired to account for aeroelastic-mode parameter variations are assumed
to also be applicable to a aeroelastic-mode model or to actual aeroelastic-
mode data. Hence, the stability margins to be used are obtained by com-
bining the "rigid-body" margins of Figure 5-9 with the "aeroelastic-mode"
marg ins of Figure 5-16. This task is done in the same manner as for the
case without an aeroelastic model except that now the phase margins must
also be combined in an rss manner. As an example, Figure 5-19 shows themargin.3 which would be required for the F-4 aircraft.

To summarize at this point, we have established two s~ts of stability margin
requirements, one for use without an aeroelastic-mode model and one for use
with an aeroelastic-mode model. An analysis was performed using these two
sets of requirements to determine if an aeroelastic-mode model would provide
any significant benefit over not using a model. The two approaches were com-
pared for the F-4 cases shown in Figures 5-6, 5-7, and 5-8. Table 5-2 sum-
marizes the results. This table shows the reduction in open-loop gain re-
quired to meet the gain-margin requirement for the three cases: (1) actual
F-4 flexible-aircraft data is available; (2) an aeroelastic-mode model is avail-
able; and (3) the rigid-body response is used.

The data in this table indicates that the aeroelastic-mode model specifies
a gain level between the level actually required (i. e. , based on actual F-4
flexible-aircraft data) and the gain level required to accommodate unknown
flexure effects. For tne forward and aft sensor locations, the use of the model
resulted in a gain level within 3 db of the maximum allowable. In the middle
case, where the sensor is located at the first-mode antinode, it requires a
gain level 10 dh lower than necessary. In this case, however, the use (A onil
rigid-body data would result in a gain level 17 db lower than the maximum
allowable. These results indicated that the use of an aeroelastic-mode model
will produce more realistic gain levels than will the use of only the rigid-bod
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Table 5-2. Gain Reduction Required to Accommodate
Aeroelastic Modes as a Function of Rate
Sensor Location

F-4
Rate Sensor Flexible- Structural F-4

Location Aircraft Mode Rigid-Bodyf ________ at Model jData OnlyData J

0.30 1 - 25 db - 28 db - 32 db iI
0.50 L - 25 - 25 - 32

0.70 L -20 -23 32 j
a

response Th ,esults also indicate that if the aerclastic mcdc. mode Shape-
could be better adapted to the subject aircraft, the gain levels could be more
accurately predicted.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study addressed the problem of specifying design criteria for high- I
frequency compensation in closed-loop primary control systems. To date,
adequate criteria has been precluded primarily by the lack of definition of
aircraft dynamics in the high-frequency range (i. e., frequencies above the
short-period or dutch-roll range). These higher-frequency dynamics include
aeroelastic modes, tail-wag-dog properties, and actuator compliance. Of
these, the lack of definition of the aeroelastic modes has been the greatest
problem for the flight control designer. This lack of definition has inhibited
both the determination of a nominal response characteristic and the estab-
lishment of adequate stability margins. i

The study served to establish a set of design tools to provide a more
accurate definition of the high-frequency compensation. These design tools
consist of the following items:

(1) An analytical model of the first three symmetric aeroelastic
modes;

(2) Sets of gain and phase uncertainties established as a function
of frequency;

(3) A procedure for establishing stability margins as a function
of the aircraft data available, using the uncertainties provided
in item (2).
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4l These items are referred to as design tools rather than as a general
requirement. This approach was taken because the above it'.ms were based
on assumptions which will vary from application to application. The option
should be let' to the designer: to alter any of these tools to more accurately
fit his application. For example, it was pointed out in the study that the gain
and phase uncertainties are dependent on such factors as the type of control
hardware used (e. g., analog or digital) and the nature of the system (con-
ventional or adaptive). The set of gain and phase uncertainties provided in
item (2) are based on an assumed typical analog fly-by-wire control system
and YF-12 aeroelastic mode data.

The aeroelastic model provided is to be used with rigid-body data when
no better aeroelastic data is available. The model developed in the study was
based on YF-12 aeroelastic data and evaluated using F-4 flexible-aircraft
data. Lack of comparable quality data for a number of other aircraft, how-
ever, precluded a thorough testing of the accuracy of the model during the
study. It is recommended that this model be further refined and verified in
subsequent studies because it promises to be a useful design tool.

As indicated in item (3), the stability margins are to be established as
a function of the aircraft data available for the analysis. A set of stability
margins can be determined for each of the following cases:

0 Only rigid-aircraft data is available, and the aeroelastic
model provided herein is not used;

* Only rigid-body data is available, but the aeroelastic
mojel is used;

* Both rigid and aeroelastic data are available for the
design phase.

The study showed the major effect of tail-wag-dog (TWD) (i. e. , control
surface inertia) dynamics was to introduce a 180-degree phase uncertainty
around the TWD frequency. This uncertainty precludes phase stabilization
of the aeroelastic modes in the vicinity of the TWD frequency unless the TWD
dynamics can be identified as a function of flight condition.
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SECTION VI

ANALYSIS OF STALL/SPIN MANEUVERS

This section describes the results of a study to examine the stall/spin con-
trol problem as it relates to high-authority closed-l.Jop primary flight controls.

The value of development work on stall/ pin control is unquestionable. The
high aircraft losses due to upset, the need to utilize all available maneuvering
capability of the aircraft, and the deficiencies of current warning devices are
quite adequate justifications. Additional motivation is provided by the fact that
little work has been done to date to determine the behavior or desired proper-
ties of a closed-loop PFCS near or in a stall/spin condition. Must analysis
of these systems has been confined to the more normal flight regime.

I
The objective of the study described here was to develop control criteria

for primary flight controls in the stall/spin flight regime. The study included
preparation of a complete six-degree-of-freedom computer simulation of the

* F-4 spinning aircraft. The analysis was broken into two major areas -- study
of the basic aircraft behavior and definition of control criteria. The study
established the dominant factors affecting the stall and spin conditions and
evaluated the effects of feedback control on the stall/spin behavior.

In the following subsections, the study approach is described in more
detail; a description of the computer simulation is presented; results obtained
from the basic aircraft studies are discussed; and the control criteria studies
are described. A summary and the conclusions, including suggestions for
future study, are also presented. A detailed description of the airplane mathe-
matical model and associated data are presented in Appendix IV.

STUDY APPROACH

This subsection describes a general approach to the study of stalls and
spins. Basic terminology and aircraft operating regions are established, and
the stall/spin problem is categorized as it relates to flight controls. Specific
study objectives and scope are then derived.

Definition of Terms

Describing aircraft motion for abnormal (e.g., stalls/spins) conditions
requires a set of terminology not generally required by the flight controls
designer who is usually concerned with normal flight conditions. This fact
plus the fact that the definitions found in the literature tend to vary from air-
plane to airplane makes it desirable to at least reiterate the terminology,
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particularly as it appears in this report. The terminology presented here is
taken directly from Reference 6-1. It is especially suited to the F-4 aircraft.

0 Stall - Stall is defined as the angle of attack (AOA) for maximum
usable lift at a given flight condition. This definition recognizes
that AOA, not airspeed, is the key to stall. The phrase "maxi-
mum usable lift" indicates that there may be a greater lift poten-
tial beyond stall but that this lift is not usable for one or more
reasons. Most often, severe longitudinal instability or a rapid
breakdown in lateral-directional stability serves to limit the
airplane to a selected AOA for stall. Attempts to use lift beyond
this stall AOA invite loss of control. Many airplanes have artifi-
cial warning or control devices based on AOA that are designed
to prevent the airplane from being stalled. If an airplane does
not have a satisfactory natural stall warning or an acceptable
artificial stall- warning/ prevention device, the pilot must supply
his own definition of stall through appropriate cu-s, Only in this
fashion can the airplane be safely flown to its maximum capa-
bility.

0 • Wing Rock - Wing rock is defined as uncommanded la!.eral-
directional motions, viewed by the pilot primarily as roll oscilla-
tions. These oscillations may vary in intensity from small
perturbations that degrade precision tracking to an objectionably
large duLcn roll. The F-4 generally exhibits these characteris-
tics at high AOPts.

* Nose Slice - Nose slice is defined as uncommanded lateral-
directional motions viewed by the pilot primarily as an excursion
in yaw. In the F-4 at high AOA, the yaw motions may oscillate
but can diverge, resulting in a departure from controlled flight.

- Departure - Departure from controlled flight is defined as the
first aircraft motions immediately following complete loss of
control by the pilot. Departure is often called "pitch-up" in
aircraft which have severe static longitudinal instability. For
the F-4, departure is characterized by a nose slice that results
in loss of control of the aircraft.

* Post-Stall Gyration - Post-stall gyration (PSG) is defined as
uncontrollable motions about one or more aircraft axes following
departure. For the F-4, PSG is usually a rapid roll after an
initial yaw divergence and is referred to as a "rolling departure".
However, during high-pitch-attitude entires with very low speeds,
PS(; may also be characterized by random motions about all
axes.
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0 - Spin is defined as a sustained yaw rotation at AOAs above
stall (positive AOA for an erect spin, negative AOA for an in-
verted spin).

0 Incipient Spin - Incipient spin is the initial stage of a spin in which
an insufficient balance between aerodynamic and inertial moments
exists to allow identification of the spin mode. Spin modez are
identified by average values of angle of attack and yaw rate and
by the magnitude of the three-axis oscillations.

* Developed Spin - In a developed spin there is a sufficient balance
between aerodynamic and inertial moments to allow identifica-
tion of the spin mode. For the F-4, a spin can become developed
within the first turn. The spin is fully developed when the tra-
jectory has become vertical such that the effect of gravity on the
spin is constant and no significant change is noted in the soin
characteristics from turn to turn.

Aircraft Operating Regions

Figure 6-1 shows the potential flight regions of a fighter aircraft. These
regions all fall into either a normal or abnormal category, the latter being
considered as encompassing various forms of stalled flight. The center
region corresponds to normal flight, and it extends to the stall boundary.
The latter represents the maximum usable maneuvering capability of the air-
craf, and is rarely penetrated except by accident. Combat aircraft often
require extreme maneuvers, but the tactical value of an intentional stall is
at best rare. The requirement for maximum maneuverability without upset
suggests the need for some sort of stall inhibition.

The properties of "abnormal flight" nay differ substantially between
aircraft. Aercdynamic stall of the lifting surfaces is certainly one boundary
to normal flightl. Others may be due to static instabiliLies in pitch ("pitch-
,p") or yaw, or to dynamic instabilities of buffet or flutter. Angle of attack
is at least an important factor in all of these instances, if not the dominant
one.

h'e potential of a departure from normal flight into the stalled region
mIist hv r(&rognl7ed. This rnqv nccur intentionally under qom n iffinr
tactical situation or accidentally due to an external force such as turbulence.

mrmit an intentional stall, an active stall inhibitor (i. e. , one which
:A..,,, all% constrains piloi action) must be capable of being overridden by

f,, s( ious pilot effort.

'Th ftr.it area of the stalled regior to be encountered on departure i;
, w.,i (h can he rec.)vered from with the conventional control surfaces.
. r,.t,',,, ()uld ,, l'id(. a'ious riode.- of operation suc!, as de)parure,
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Figure 6-1. Aircraft Operating Regions

post-stall gyration, incipient spin or even a developed spin for some air-
planes. The difference between these is somewhat academic when one recog-
nizes that the point of concern is being able to recover normal flight. Con-
zequentl.v, this region is shown by Figure 6-1 as being restricted by an outer
"controllability boundary". The controllability boundary is of course depen-
dent on the control forces available.

The above discussion sup.gests that concepts of "preventior' and "r'ecov-
er% are most suitably applied to the stall region itself rather than, for I
(,xample, to spins. Certainly stall prevention also prevents sv-ns, and pro-

% ision of active stall inhibition would offer both tactical and safety advantages.
.. (ceptinL, tne remote likelihood of desiring an intentional stall, the inhibitor
would r,a% ( overrid- capability. Allowing this, the subsequent concern is
for r (,)verv from thc stall cegion, be it from a controlled stall, an incipient
.wir:, or a developed spin. The reco ry means could he effected in two )

S lHv pilot option if within the rcoverable zone

1 ,v m toniati( ngag ,ent of a ree-ovr' s *stem if penetration
Of th,. ou. er c ntrollability boundarv is emi nent

*< -
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Study Categorization

The study of the stall/spin problem can be categorized as shown in Fig-
ure 6-2. Basic to the study is a complete all-attitude six-degree-of-freedom
simulation of the aircraft behavior in the stall/spin conditions. This simula-
tion is essential for testing various notions or concepts related to basic air-
craft performance and/or control techniques. The more conventional
linearized small-perturbation techniques normally used in controls analysis,
while still partially useful, are in themselves totally inadequate.

The study was divided into two main categories -- basic (aircraft) studies
and control criteria. The basic aircraft studies are directed toward under-
standing the nature of the stall/spin phenomena. By studying the major
influences, more effective use of flight controls and other aircraft elements
can result. The control criteria studies are concerned with establishing
flight control requirements using results obtained from the basic studies.

Study Objectives

The ultimate objective of the study of stail/spin maneuvers is to establish
control criteria -or future closed-loop flight controls. A complete achieve-
ment of this objective is beyond the scope of this study, which was directed
primarily toward obtaining better understanding of aircraft behavior in stalled
flight, both with and without the influence of feedback control. It is intended
that the results obtained be used as a basis for further analysis in each of
the areas described in the study categorization.

The specific objectives of the study were as follows:

0 Identify dominant aerodynamics affecting the aircraft stall/
spin behavior;

0 Determine necessary aerodynamic control surface states for
departure and recovery and associated feedback control
effects;

* Develop analytical expressions which describe airplane dynamics
in stalled flight;

* Develop analytical expressions which describe the controlla-
bility limits;

* Establish preferred feedback control laws for normal flight
including stall inhibition;

" E.stablish preferred pitch-axis control laws for the stall,d
flight mode;

SIxamine strategy for transition between normal and stalled
flight and vice vrsa.
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Study Scope

The scope of the study was limited to a six-degree-of-freedom sirnula-
tion analysis of an aerodynamically clean F-4 aircraft in low-speed flight.
Variatins in aircraft aerodynamic and inertial proportions were not con-
sidered, and controls were limited to existing aerodynamic control surfaces.

SIMULATION DESCRIPTION

This subsection describes the data sources, approximations, and assump-
tions used to establish the stall/spin computer simulation. Evaluation of the
simulation adequacy is also discussed.

j General Description

The simulation provided a six- degree- of-freedom, all-attitude represen-
tation of the dynamic performance of the F-4 aircraft in low-speed flight,
The permitted range on angle of attack was from 0 to +90 degrees.

The simulation was performed on an H-1800 digital computer and was
based on Honeywell's existing aircraft simulation software program,
THRUSr. The simulation was designed for use as either an all-digital simu-
lation or as part of a hybrid analog-digital computer simulation employing
the Sigma-5 digital computer facility.

Data Sources

Thc data used for the simulation was obtained from References 6-2 and
6-3. These reports describe a spin evaluation program performed by the
McDonnell-Douglas Corporation for several F-4 aircraft configurations. The
program involved the use of a full six-degree-of-freedom computer simula-
tion which was substantiated by comparison with F-4 flight test time histcries.

Aircraft Configc'ration

The airplane used in this study was the F-4D in a clean aerodynamic
configuration. The center of gravity was fixed at 33 percent, and the gross
weight was 43, 000 pounds. This configuration has the following moments and
products of inertia:

1= 28, 800 slug-ft2

133, 100 slug-ft2

y
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I = 153,200 slug-ft2

I xz 4,400 slug-ft2

Equations of Motion and Aerodynamic Data

The equations of motion, nomenclature, and aerodynam ic data are
described in detail in Appendix IV. The equations of motion include the
effects of engine gyroscopic torques but neglect thrust misalignment, aero-
dynamic and structural assymetries, and mass variation effects.

The aerodynamic data used represents low-speed flight and includes
rotary balance data for spinning flight. The nondimensional derivatives are

defined in aircraft body axes. Essentially all these derivatives were approxi-
mated by analytic expressions for use in the simulation to enhance the simu-
lation efficiency. These analytic expressions are also described in Appen-
dix IV.

Simulation Verification

The simulation accuracy was checked by comparison with similar spin
time histories obtained in the McDonnell-Douglas spin evaluation program
(Ref. 6-2). An initial comparison of time histories is stiown in Figure 6-3.
This comparison was obtained by using control surface displacement time
histories identical to those used by McDonnell-Douglas, but with engine I
angular momentum neglected and with substantial deviations in rolling
moment coefficients. The engine momentun, effect was subsequently shown
to be negligible, but the moment coefficient was cignificant.

Figure 6-3 shows a significant difference in the roll-rate time history in
the initial seconds of the developing spin. Examination of the simulated
stability derivative, Ct, (the rolling moment coefficient) showed some dif-
ferences with the, McDonnell-Douglas d .ta, particularly in the 20- to 30-
degree angle-of-attack range. After making corrections in this approxima-
tion and adding engine anguiar momentum effects, the superior comparison
shown in Figure 6-4 was obtained. The match shown in Figure 6-4 is con-
sidered acceptable for meeting the objectives of the stall/spin study.

Control System Configurations

"Normal control" is coiisidered as those control laws which apply in
unstalled flight and which may also include means for inhibiting exit from
normal flight. The normal control mode of a feedback PFCS was investieated
ir, th(! study primarily to analyze its operation in near-stall conditions and to
r-stablish transition strategy. The basic modes of this system are fairly well

-- I
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established for normal control. The initial pitch and lateral-directional axis
configurations defined for the study are shown in Figure 6-5. Variations in
this system were later made to study their effects.

The pitch-axis controller provides a command and augmentation function
by comparison of pilot stick force with feedbacks of normal acceleration and
pitch rate. The gains and compensation shown are adequate to meet the
handling quality criteria of MIL-F-8785B(ASG) and the C' criteria over the
entire flight envelope. In this initial configuration the variable gain element,
K., was designed to operate as a function of angle of attack to eliminatefeedback in th~e stalled flight regime. When K. is equal to one, the system

is in the normal mode of operation. When K. is set to zero, the system is
in a direct surface command mode. Variation of K, with angle of attack
according to the schedule shown in Figure 6-5 provides a sharp increase in
the stick gradient as the stall angle of attack is approached. This initial con-
cept for stall limiting was later rejected during the study because many of
the basic mode feedbacks contributed desirable stall inhibiting action. Further-
more, these feedbacks provided desirable stability for manual control in the
stalle.. flight d . .... o - . .L_ eu iu uziu en -iern OL at staii. This

notion is described further under "Control Criteria" in which the stall pre-
* vention concept is presented. Stall limiting by only reducing Ka to zero was

also undesirable because it was sensitive to stick trim condition and could
not assure angle-of-attack limiting under all conditions. For example, the
pilot could continually relieve his stick force by trimming as he reduced air-
speed. As a result, he could trim into a stall condition and not have any large
force on his stick.

A so-called "neutral speed stability" mode is provided by use of a propor-
tional-plus-integral function. This function should be switched out at some
angle of attack prior to stall to obtain a proportional control mode for reasons
discussed later (under "Departure Processes"). The sudden (and undesirable)
increase in stick force gradient (pitch rate per pound stick force) as the lift
coefficient decays niar stall was demonstrated by applying progressively
larger stick commands and noting the response increase associated with
integral control. The optimum angle of attack at which to switch out the
integral control was not determined in the study, but it will most likely have
to occur at something less than 20 degrees AOA for the F-4. Final design of
a stall prevention system will influence the maximum AOA at which integral
control can be tolerated.

In the roll axis, a roll command augmentation function is obtained by
comparison of roll stick force with a roll rate feedback. As with the pitch
axis, a variable gain element, Ka, is used to blend between a normal mode
of operation and a direct surface command mode (Ka = 0). As the stall angle
of attack is approached, the gain Ka is blended to zero to increase the roll

*- stick gradient and to eliminate the roll rate feedback.
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The yaw axis control uses inputs of yaw rate and lateral acceleration to
augment dutch-roll frequency and damping. The yaw rate signal is high-
passed to avoid opposition to pilct commands in a turn., The lateral accelera-
tion feedback functions to also provide turn coordination, primarily at the
high-dynamic-pressure conditions. Additional turn coordination is provided
by a lagged aileron-to-rudder crossfeed. This provides the primary turn
coordination at low-dynamic-pressure conditions but tends to degrade turn
coordination at high-dynamic pressure. The lag on this crossfeed reduces
the degrading effect at high dynamic pressure. The lateral-directional con-
trols shown in Figure 6-5 satisfy MIL-F-8785B (ASG) with fixed gain in both
roll and yaw.

The yaw-axis control is also regulated by a variable-gain element, K.,
which provides a transfer of control from the normal mode to a direct com-
mand mode.

An alternate lateral-directional controller, shown in Figure 6-6, was
also considered for the stall/spin study in order to examine performance of
the system with a different turn coordination characteristic. This system
differs from the one shown in Figure 6-5 in that it has a larger roll-stick-to-
aileron gain, and it uses high-passed roll stick to rudder for turn coordina-
tion. The high-passed crossfeed is intended to preclude miscoordination of
the airplane after a large maneuver such as a 360-degree roll.

f
Although there is substantial difference between the lateral-directional

systems of Figures 6-5 and 6-6 for normal flight, the rapid loss in rudder
effectiveness with angle of attack and the relative ineffectiveness of the
closed-loop turn coordination properties of either system make this dif-
ference trivial for the purposes of this study. The majority of the feedback
control data presented here was computed for the system of Figure 6-6,
but the general results and conclusions apply equally well for either system.
A more thorough analysis of turn coordination effects should be made in a
future study wherein increased rudder effectiveness could be hypothesized.

'3ASIC AIRCRAFT STUI)TFS

As discussed earlier, the stall/spin study was categorized into two major
areas of analysis -- the basic aircraft studies and the control criteria stu-
dies. This subsection describes the results obtained from the basic aircraftI studies. Analysis of departure processes, spin evolution, controllability
limits, and recovery processes are presented.

)eparture, Processes

I he simulation is capable of an-3lyzing aircraft stall/,-pin conditions ini- /
* iat!riU al an% airspeed and altitude -oridition in the subsonic speed range
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H-owever, to meet the objectives of this study, it was sufficient to restrict the
initial conditions to one flight condition. This condition was a one-g trimmed
flight at a 40, 000-foot altitude with a velocity of 501 ft/sec. The trim angle
of attack was 17.9 degrees.

Departure and the subsequent aircraft behavior is very sensitive to the
manner in which the control surfaces are deflected. Whether the airplane
goes into a :.olling departure, a mildly oscillatory spin, a flat spin, etc.,
depends on the initially applied controls. This phenumena has been fairly
well documented in past studies (e. g., References 6-1 and 6-2). For the
study of spin evolution, controllhbility limits, and recovery, most of the spins
were established by using full-up (TEU) elevator, full-anti-spin aileron, and
full-pro-spin rudder 1 . Figure 6-7 shows a spin time history2 wherein all
surfaces were deflected at the same rate (15 deg/sec) and all three surface
deflections were initiated at the same time (t = 1 second). As can be seen in
Figure 6-7, these controls produced a mildly oscillatory, high-angle-of-
attack spin which progresced into a flat spin. It has been established in past
studies that a flat spin is nonrecoverable with the aerodynamic controls.

fHence, this spin behavior was of particular interest for determining the con-
trollability limits of the aerodynamc control surfaces and the impact of these
limits on the flight controls design.

The departure process for the spin shown in Figure 6-7 is studied by first
examining the pitching moment equation for the first 4 seconds after applica-
tion of controls. The major aerodynamic and inertial pitching moments are
plotted in Figure 6-8 for the first 4 seconds of flight. Since angle of attack
increases monotonically with time in this time period the moments were
plotted as a function of angle of attack for the purpose f the discussion. The
corresponding time points are indicated on each curve, however. When
trailing-edge-up elevator is applied, the angle of attack begins to increase
because of the imbalance in the pitching moment equation. The net aero-
dynamic pitching moment increases until the angle of attack reaches approxi-
mately 22 degrees. Initially the positive pitching moment due to elevator
deflection increases more rapidly than the restoring moment due to angle of
attack. At approximately 22 degrees AOA, the elevator effectiveness begins
to decrease. As a result, the pitch-restoring moment due to angle of attack
increases more rapidly than the moment due to surface deflection. Finally,
at an angle of attack of approximately 35. 5 degrees, the restoring aerodyna-
mic moment due to angle of attack just balances the positive moment due to
elevator deflection. Hence, if the lateral-directional axis had remained unper-
turbed, the vehicle would eventually settle out at a steady angle of attack
around 36 degrees; and no spin would result.

The terms "anti" and "pro" refer to the normal surface moment with
respect to the existing direction of the spin rate component along the
subject axis.

2 In Figure 6-7 and in the rest of the computer-generated spin time histories
reproduced in this section, the horizontal axis is understood to be "time"
in seconds.
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At this angle of attack the engine thrust is insufficient to maintain level
flight, and the aircraft would lose altitude until forward stick was applied.

As figure 6-7 indicates, however, the angle of attack does not stabilize
near 36 degrees. Figure 6--8 shows that because the lateral-directional axis
had also been perturbed, a positive inertial pitching moment resulted from
the lateral-directional motions. This positive pitching moment was suffi-
ciently large as to cause the pitch rate to again increase. Angle of attack
continued to build up until the inertial pitching moment was countered by the
increased pitch-axis aerodynamic restoring moment.

The lateral-directional axis motions were caused by the commanded
negative (roll right) aileron and positive (yaw left) rudder deflections. The
negative aileron causes an initial positive rolling moment and an initial nega-
tive yawing moment. Deflection of the aileron and elevator alone (i. e.,
without any rudder deflection) is sufficient to cause the airplane to enter a
spin. This is shown in Figure 6-9. A positive deflection of the rudder also
causes a negative yawing moment which further aggravates the out-of-control
situation. The positive rudder deflection also causes some positive rolling
moment, but this effect is masked by a larger rolling moment due to aileron.
Like the aileron, a full-rudder deflection is sufficient Lo set up the conditions
for a spin. This is exhibited in Figure 6-10.

Roll-axis behavior can be explained by examination of the most significant
contributors to rolling moment as shown in Figure 6-11, namely the air-
craft dihedral effect, Lpo, and aileron surface effectiveness L6 

6
a . There

2 is also some significant effect due to the roll damping term Iabut it was
neglected in Figure 6-11. The negative aileron deflection cases an initial
positive rolling moment. This moment increases as the surface deflection
increases; but as angle of attack increases, the surface effectiveness de-
creases and eventually reverses at an angle of attack of approximately 55
degrees.

The negative yaw rate caused by deflection of the ailerons and rudder in
turn caused a positive sideslip to result. This positive sideslip through the
dihedral effect, Lep, causes a negative rolling moment. As both sideslip and
angle of attack incirease, the rolling moment due to sideslip overpowers the
positive moment due to aileron deflection, causing a roll rate reversal (see
Figure 6-7). Because Lg,3 builds up rapidly, the roll rate reversal is also
rapid, causing a 360-de ree snap roll to the left. Negative roll rate con-
tinues to increase until sideslip changes sign to effect a sign change on the
dihedral effect, LO3.

The aircraft behavior during departure is compounded by the fact that
the aircraft is statically unstable in the lateral-directional axis for angles of
attack between 23 and 37 degrees. This can be observed by examining the
approximate expression for the dutch-roll frequency at high angles of attack.
It is given by
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Wd 2 N cos a - L, sina

The static instability arises from the fact that the yawing moment due to
sideslip, No, which i s normally positive, becomes negative for angles of
attack above 20 degrees. This is exhibited in the plots of Cn as a function
of sideslip and angle of attack shown in Figure IV-3 of Appendix IV. Fig-
ure 6-12 shows a comparison of the two terms which comprise the above
expression for the dutch-roll frequency. As can be seen, the effective
dihedral term, L/, actually delays the onset of static instability from 20
degrees to nearl r23 degrees. Figure 6-12 also shows that static stability
is regained at 37 degrees angle of attack when LR sin a again becomes the
dominant term. The effect of the static instability can be observed in Fig-
ure 6-7 by close examination of the yaw rate response. A definite increase
in the negative yaw rate buildup can be seen to occur around 2.4 seconds.
This increased rate of change on yaw rate continues until the angle of attack
exceeds 37 degrees (around 3. 1 seconds) at which time the aircraft is again
statically stable. Static stability is maintained so long as the angle of attack
remains above 37 degrees. Yaw rate continues to build up in an oscillatory
fashion, however, due to the continued presence of negative aileron and posi-
tive rudder deflections. The net positive product of yaw rate and roll rate
also provides a positive pitching moment which inhibits the angle of attack
from decreasing to below the stall angle of attack. As a result, the vehicle
enters into a spin condition.

As mentioned previously the severity of the established spin depends
greatly on the manner in which the control surfaces are deflected relative to
each other. It is of particular interest to note the spin that results when only
a ailerons and elevator are used to effect departure. In this case the buildup
in yaw rate and angle of attack stabilizes, and an apparent balance between
inertial moments and aerodynamic moments is achieved in all axes. Fig-
ure 6-9 is an example of this case. When rudder and elevator are used to
establish the spin, the vehicle begins to recover from the spin by itself.
Recovery continues until the angle of attack becomes less than 37 degrees,
at which point the lateral-directional axis again becomes statically unstable.
The static instability eventually would cause the vehicle to once again enter an
oscillatory spin. A better example of this situation is shown in Figure 6-13
where aileron and rudder deflections were applied for only eight seconds.
This figure shows how the lateral-directional static instability reinitiates an
oscillatory spin whenever the angle of attack decreases to 37 degrees.

It has been established that a combination of full trailing-edge-up elevator
in combination with either an aileron or rudder deflection is sufficient to
cause departure and finally a spin condition. This suggests the question as
to whether or not an effective turn coordinat-on system could inhibit departure.
Normally a turn coordination system would command a rudder deflection to
minimize sideslip for a roll rate command. The departure-inhibiting effect
of using coordinated aileron and rudder controls is shown in Figure 6-14,
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where both the aileron and rudder were deflected at the same rate and in a
direction so as to cause a positive roll. Figure 6-14 also shows that side-
slip was kept reasonably small for the first G seconds after controls were
applied. After the ailerons and rudder attained their deflection limits, the
yawing moment duo to aileron could no longer be balanced by the yawing
moment due to rudder. This resulted in a negative yaw rate buildup which
was aggravated by the LaLtral-directional instability occurring because the
angle of attack was less than 37 degrees. The buildup of yaw rate resulted
in a corresponding positive buildup in sideslip, which in turn caused a roll
reversal through the aircraft dihedral effect. The increase in a positive
product of yaw and roll rates caused a positive pitching moment and, hence, I
drove the vehicle into a spin condition.

Figure 6-14 does illustrate that, so long as adequate control authority
remained, departure was inhibited through the use of coordinated controls.
The prevention of departure could have been more effective if the rudder
had been deflected in a more opportune fashion (generally leading ailerons),
such as would be provided by a closed-loop coordination system. The task
of inhibiting departure would have been more difficult than shown in Fig-
ure 6-14 if less than full trailing-edge-up elevator had been used. In this
c. - -more time would have been spent in the region of lateral-directional
stz instability. Hence, a greater differential in relative deflections be-
twe , rudder and aileron would be required to prevent departure.

Now consider the effects of feedback controls upon the departure pro- j
cess. In the pitch axis the augmentation system (acceleration plus rate
feedback) will tend to inhibit undesired angle-of-attack developments because
of the superior controllability afforded. For departures initiated at low dy-
namic pressures (the usual case), the effects of a normal acceleration feed-
back will be essentially negligible when compared with the pitch-rate feed-
back. Hence, the pitch-axis augmentation will be essentially a pitch-rate
command system at low-dynamic-pressure conditions near stall. This type I
of aug.r ientation is beneficial at these conditions in that it provides superior
control of angle of attack.

T.li3 conclusion may appear contradictory to some adverse experiences
with augmentation systems near stall. Difficulties have arisen with pitch
augmentation having forward-loop integration, the latter attempting to main-
tain a set ratio of feedback to stick force. Because the attainable normal
acceleration decreases near stall, the associated pitch rate (per unit stick
force) increases, producing an apparent reduction in stick gradient and over-
shoot into stall. This problem is alleviated by eliminating the integration
above some P DA and permitting the normal system "droop" to prevent over-
controlling. Contributing also to apparent feedback control deficiencies near
stall may be peculiarities of the particular test system. For example, use
of stick-force command signals in the F-4 was inhibited near stall by the
loss in feel system forces at high AOA.
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The yaw-axis feedbacks are generally beneficial in that they will also
attempt to inhibit departure. However, yaw-axis augmentation (usually con-
sisting of high-passed yaw rate and lateral acceleration) is less effective
than the pitch augmentation near stall. As angle of attack increases, the
rudder effectiveness decreases rapidly as evidenced in Figure IV-4 of Appen-di X I. Consequently, aLtemrpts to utilize yaw feedbacks on the F-4 to provide

static stability augmentation in the intermediate angle-of-attack range will
probably be futile. Also pertinent are the attainable coordination gains. Asii discussed in Section IV, lateral acceleration at low dynamic pressures is
practically ineffective. A sideslip sensor in conjunction with an effective
rudder would most likely correct the lateral stability problem, however.

1Roll-rate feedback to the ailerons tends to aggravate departure. When
roll-rate reversal occurs due to the increasing dominance of L over
L a with angle of attack, the roll-rate feedback signal will increase the
aileroi deflection to aggravate departure. For example, if as shown in Fig-[ ture 6-7, the roll rate is negative after reversal, the roll-rate feedback will
command a negative aileron deflection which in turn will increase the nega-
tive yawing moment. The negative yawing moment will in turn cause moref positive sideslip which will result in increasing the rolling moment in the
negative direction (through the dihedral effect, LO). This type of action has
motivated roll damper disablement above certain AOA ranges in some oper-
ational aircraft (e. g., the A-7). In this study of the F-4 aircraft, however,
a roll-rate feedback with a gain of 0.4 rad/rad/sec was found to have a minor
effect on departure 3 . This result was determined by comparing the departure
caused by rudder and elevator with and without aileron feedback and noting
little difference. The same conclusion can be drawn from a comparison of
the lateral-directional roots with and without the roll-rate-to-aileron feed-
back for various angles of attack, as illustrated in Figure 6-15. Here the
yaw feedbacks are set to zero. Note that dutch-roll instability appears to
occur slightly earlier (at lower AOA) and that the instability is slightly more
pronounced with the rate feedback, but the effects are not major. Up to
about 20 degrees AOA, the rate feedback contributes desirable damping.

The fact that the roll-rate feedback has little effect is attributed in part
to rapid loss of aileron surface effectiveness with angle of attack. Had the
roll-rate gain been increased to accommodate the loss in surface effective-
ness, then it could be expected that the roll-rate feedback would significantly
aggravate the departure. The degrading effects of a roll-rate feedback can
be minimized through the use of proper turn coordination through the higher
angle-of-attack ranges (assuming adequate rudder authority exists). The
turn coordination would act to minimize the sideslip which causes the roll
reversal. It is only when roll reversal occurs during the departure that a
roll-rate feedback is degrading. Of course, if departure is initiated by a
full rudder deflection, turn coordination will be useless.

3This gain level is considered to be a nominal gain level for
normal flight.
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It is concluded that with the existing aircraft properties and the tendency
for pilot input via the rudder at high AOA, disablement of roll rate feedback
is a prudent but relatively ineffective means for inhibiting departure.

Spin Evolution

Spin evolution was studied to determine the dominant aircraft parameters

and the effects of feedback control on the spin growth. As pointed out in pre-
vious paragraphs, departure and subsequent spin evolution are very sensitive
to the initial conditions (i. e. , how departure from normal flight is executed).
Examples of varying spin evolution as a function of applied entry controls
were shown in Figures 6-7 through 6-14. Figure 6-7 shows a spin develop-
ment which resulted in a flat spin. Figure 6-8 shows a fully dexeloped oscil-
latory spin in which an apparent equilibrium was reached between the aerody-
namic and inertial moments. Figure 6-9 shows a spin in which the inertial
moments were insufficient to maintain the spin and resulted in partial re-
covery of angle of attack. However, when the angle of attack was reduced to
the point where the lateral-directional axis became statically unstable, the
conditions for spin entry were again established. Similar behavior is snown
in Figures 6-10, 6-13 and 6-14. Many other types of spin behavior are also
possible by changing the aircraft's inertial properties as has been reported
in previous studies (see References 6-1 and 6-2).

A single spin time history, namely the one shown in Figure 6-7, was
selected for analysis of spin evolution. Selection of a single spin was made
in order to achieve controlled conditions for the analysis. From examination
of the spin evolution in Figure 6-7, it is evident the spinning motion is com-
prised of an oscillatory component and a low-frequency drift. The dominant
factors affecting the oscillatory component were studied by developing a
linearized set of perturbation equations. These equations described the oscil-
latory motion about a "fixed" condition characterized by an average angle of
attack, roll rate, and yaw rate. Table 6-1 presents the linearized equations.
They were derived by assuming the aircraft variables could be represented
by a linear combination of steady-state term and P perturbation term. Lin-
earization is achieved by neglecting products of perturbation terms and,

-where applicable, by replacing the sine of an angle by the angle and the cosine
by unity. Terms which appeared as bias terms in the equations were als.- neg-
lected in this derivation. The equation for angle-of-attack rate shown in
Table 6-1 was obtained by combining the force equations along the X and Z
axes, under the assumption of constant total velocity.

The characteristic eigenvalues obtained by solving these equations were
computed for the spin shown in Figure 6-7 at 33 seconds. At this condition
the following "steady state" parameters were used to compute the coefficient
in the linearized equations:
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= 70 deg 9 = -25 deg
iPs = -25 deag/sec V = 372 ft/sec

Ta b = -75 deg/sec p = 8.24 x 10- 4 sluas/ft 3

Table 6-1. Perturbation Equations for Low- Dynam ic- Pressure,

High Angle-of-Attack Conditions

0 a q- (ps cosa s + V sina s) + Zwa-+.V 6e

-q (Iz Ps r + ( rs P+ Maa+Mqq+ M 6 e6e

I
0 a! (ps cos a s + rs sin as )a+ (sin a s ) p- (cos a s ) r

+ y + 2+ Cos es) 01
v IIV -+Nz

0.• i + + 1 r

' ' 6 +N 6 +N' r+N'p
6a a 6r r r p

2 r xz x 4 s]q

x
+ L'O + Lp+ L r + a

+L~f+Lp r+L 6a

where subscript "s" stands for steady-state value and the
primes denote derivatives of the form

IN + Ix z L
N' - x31

1 + xz
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The resulting equations are shown in Table 6-2. The eigenvalues obtained
are shown in Table 6-3. The first pair of roots represent the roll subsidence
and roll spiral mode. The second part corresponds to the pitch short period
and the third pair are the dutch-roll mode. It is the dutch-roll mode which
is evident in the time history shown in Figure 6-7. The frequency and damp-
ing ratio obtained from Figure 6-7 at 33 seconds are approximately 2. 41 rad/
sec and 0. 045 which are in good agreement with those shown in Table 6-3.
The dutch-roll frequency can also be obtained from the following approxima-
tion derived from the equations in Table 6-1:

WD = N cos -L s sin a

Table 6-2. Perturbation Equations for t = 33 Seconds

* a = q+ 1.3813+ 0. 113a+ 0.005936

. q = -0. 409r - 1. 22p - 1. 54a - 0.8256 - 0. 565q - 0.590

* = -1.38a + 0.940p - 0.342r - 0.012213+ 0.07860

_ r = 0.363q - 0.5980 + 0.06856 a - 0. 0468r - 0. 120p

0 p = 0.85q- 5.560+ 0.106a - 0.503 p- 0.0072r

Table 6-3. Eigenvalues Computed for t = 33 Seconds
: I Frequency

Roots Value Damping Ratio (rad/sec)

j 1 -0. 036708 ± 0. 003309j 0.996 0.0368

2 -0. 326870 ± 1. 942594j 0.166 1. 9699

1 3 -0. 143422 ± 2. 390041j 0.0599 2. 3943

This yields a dutch-roll frequency of 2.34 rad/sec which is in good agree-
ment with the value shown in Table 6-3. It is evident from this expression
that the dominant term characterizing the oscillation frequency is the dihedral
effect, L .Significant inter-axis coupling precluded obtaining an accurate
analytical expression for the damping ratio of the characteristic oscillation.

Eigenvalues were also computed using the equations for the 33-second
time but with simplified roll and/or pitch axis rate feedbacks added. The
pitch rate feedback used had a gain of 0. 74 rad/rad/sec with a lead-lag com-
pensation of

0.074S + I
0.02S + 1
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The roll-rate feedback used had a gain of 0.4 rad/rad/sec. These feed-
backs were taken from the system shown in Figure 6-5. Tablt 9-4 through
6-6 show the resultant eigenvalues. These results indicate very ttle effect
on the short-period or dutch-roll frequencies and damping by the roll-rate
feedback. This was anticipated because of the small surface effectiveness of
the ailerons at 70 degrees angle of attack. These eigenvalues show both a
marked increase in the short-period damping and a corresponding decrease
in the dutch-roll damping due to the addition of a pitch-rate feedback term,
however.

A linearized analysis of the effects of yaw-axis feedbacks was precluded
by the fact that rudder surface effectiveness is directly related to the absolute
value of sideslip angle (see Figure IV-4, Appendix IV). Hence, a linearized
approximation of rudder effectiveness was not practical. But, because of the
relatively small effectiveness of the rudder at high angle of attack, it can be
concluded the yaw-axis feedbacks would at best have only a small effect.

Figures 6-16 and 6-17 show the effects of feedback in all three axes. in
each of these runs the surfaces were held in saturation by large applied stizk
and pedal forces until 33 seconds. This was done to assure approximately
the si -ie "steady-state" conditions at 33 seconds as existed in the spin of
Figure 6-7. At 33 seconds the applied forces were reduced in amplitude and
reversed in direction thereby permitting the feedbacks to command surface
deflections. The full complement of feedbacks used in an augmentation sys-
tem were used to obtain the results in Figure 6-16. In Figure 6-17 the same
feedbacks were used except the roll-rate feedback was excluded. Comparison
of Figures 6-16 and 6-17 show the only noticeable effect of the roll-rate feed-
back was a small change in the yaw-rate buildup after feedback controls were
applied. Figures 6-16 and 6-17 show a reduction in the damping of the oscil-
latory mode after the feedbacks were added. A reduction in damping was pre-
dicted by the linearized analysis and is due in part to the addition of a pitch-
rate feedback. The linearized analysis did not predict the complete loss of
damping shown in Figure 6-17 due to a pitch-rate feedback. The additional
damping loss is apparently due to a change in the steady-state surface posi-
tions. The conclusion drawn from this analysis of feedback control is that
the lateral-directional feedbacks have at best a small effect on spin evolu-
tion. The pitch-axis feedbacks, primarily pitch rate, can have a significant
effect on the oscillatory properties of the spin. Addition of pitch-rate feed-
back tends to reduce the damping of the oscillation. The potential benefits
or detriments of this action is discussc.d in the subsection on spin recovery.

The nonoszillatory behavior in spin evolution can be analyzed by examin-
ing the spin time history in Figure 6-7. Once the aircraft has gone through
departure, the steady-state rate of growth of angle of attack is constant at
0. 77 deg/sec. This buildup in angle of attack is attributed to both a smallI
steady-state pitch rate and an increasing negative flight path angle. The
change in flight path is due to the loss in lift. Evidence of the residual posi-
tive pitch rate is reflected in the pitch attitude response of Figure 6-7.
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Table 6-4. Eigenvalues Obtained with Pitch-Rate
Feedback, t 33 Seconds

R osValue Damping Ratio IFrequency
R Its I_____ (rad/sec)

1 -0. 035458 ± 0. 003549j 0. 995 0.0356
2 -0. 663638 ± 1. 767666j 0.351 1.888

j3 -0. 086724 ± 2. 467195j 0.035 2.469

Table 6-5. Eigenvalues Obtained with Roll-Rate
Feedback, t 33 Seconds

Roots Value ~ Damping Ratio jrquency

1 s~ -0. 035, s -0. 0388

2I

2 -0. 319 ± 1, 938j 0.162 1.96

3 -0. 1296 ± 2. 396j 0.054 2.399

II

Table 6-4. Eigenvalus ObLained with Pitcn- and
Roll-Rate Feedbacks, t = 33 Seconds

gFrequency

Roots Value Damping Ratio (rad/sec)

1 s 0. 033, 5 + -0. 0384

2 -0.653± 1.763j 0.347 1.88

3 -0. 0746 ± 2. 471j 0030 2.47
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The continuous increase in yaw rate shown in Figure 6-7 indicates that no
balance was achieved among the yawing moments over the studied time inter-
vals. Yawing moment due to aileron is the dominant influence on the yaw-rate
buildup for at least the first 40 seconds of the spin. Beyond a time of 40 sec-
onds, the yaw-rate buildup increases as a result of yawing moment due to spin
rate.

In cases where ailerons were not used to initiate and maintain the spin .
(e. g., Figure 6-10) the yaw rate development could not be sustained. The
combination of decreasing rudder effectiveness and a restoring inertial mo-
ment caused the yaw rate to decrease after a nearly equilbrium condition had I
been reached. .

These results on spin evolution clearly point out the dominance of the ele-
vator and the ailerons in a developing spin. Althou-i the rudder plays a sig-
nificant role in a departure, its reduced effectiveness at high angle of attack
minimizes is impact on spin evolution. The contribution to spin evolution
by the ailerons is not through production of significant rolling moments but
rather through its contribution to total yawing moment via Na. Any control
system which acts to minimize the adverse deflections of the aileron and ele-
vator should be beneficial in inhibiting spin growth.

Controllability Limits

This aspect of the study was concerned with determining the boundary
between recoverable and nonrecoverable stalled flight. If stalled flight is to
be permitted, then it is essential to know the controllability limits of stalled
flight to prevent a transition into a nonrecoverable condition. These results
have direct application in implementation of an ultimate recovery system be-
cause they provide the basis for determining the automatic engagement of j
recovery controls.

The desired objective was to derive an analytical expression for the con-
trollability limit. Ideally, this expression would relate the available recovery
control power for all three axes to current values of the aircraft state (e. g.,
to body rates, angle of attack, etc. ). Throughout this analysis it was assumed
only the existing aerodynamic control surfaces would be used for the recovery;
auxiliary control devices such as a spin chute were not considered. Neverthe-
less, it was an objective t,' obtain an analytical expression for the controlla-
bility which would be readily amenable to inclusion of auxiliary controls. A
number of alternate approaches to establish a criteria were explored during .I
the study. No single comprehensive analytical expression was obtained which
would determine controllability of the total airplane. Instead, the resultant
criteria established separate controllability limits for each axis of control. 3~~These limits were then compared to determine which was the most restrictive, :
and that limit was selected as the overall airplane controllability limit.
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Limits for controllability in each axis were derived by examining the
respective moment equations. It was hypothesized that the airplane would be
out of control in a given axis whenever it was no longer possible to reverse
the existing angular rate. Also implied in this analysis is the assumption
that loss of control in any one axis implies loss of control of the entire air-
plane. A major difficulty in developing this controllability limit is the fact
that the angular rates can exhibit both an oscillatory motion and a long-term
low-frequency drift. Hence, it is not adequate to simply compare the avail-
able control moment against the existing moments at any given time point.
A satisfactory comparison of the available control moment and the existing
moment (aerodynamic and inertial) was obtained by integrating their sum and
examining the slope of the resultant function.

Figure 6-18 shows the results obtained in the yaw axis for the spin shown
in Figure 6-7. The existing yawing moment is obtained by measurement of
yaw angular acceleration, r. The available control moment is computed by
summing the differential yaw moments that would be produced by deflecting
the ailerons in a full pro-spin direction and the rudder in a full anti-spin
direction. This combination produces the greatest possible yaw-axisjrestoring moment.

Figure 6-18 shows that the slope of the function goes to zero at approxi-

mately 45 seconds into the spin. This, then, represents the controllability
-5- limit in thr yaw axis. Beyond this point it would be impossible to reduce to

yaw rate vith the ailerons and rudder because the resulting control moments
will be less than the established moment (inertial and aerodynamic).

Figures 6-19 and 6-20 show plots at corresponding moment functions for
the roll axis and pitch axis, respectively. Figure 6-19 indicates that the roll
axis is initially uncontrollable and then becomes controllable after approxi-
mately 10 seconds into the spin. This behavior Is explained by the fact that
aileron reversal occurs for angles of attack greater than 55 degrees. The
recovery controls used to compute the function shown in Figure 6-19 (pro-

Fspin aileron) are in a direction to augment the spin for angles of attack less
than 55 degrees. Both Figures 6-19 and 6-20 ind.cate there exists sufficient
control power to overpower the existing pitching and rolling moments for the
time period shown. Hence, the comparison of results in Figures 6-18, 6-19,
and 6-20 indicates the yaw axis to be the critical axis in terms of the airplane
controllability limit. The validity of this limit was tested by setting up the
spin shown in Figure 6-7 and applying the specified recovery controls at dif-
fering recovery times. Figures 6-21, 6-22 and 6-23 show attempted spin
recoveries initiated at 33, 40, and 50 seconds, respectively. No feedback
controls were used. These results show recovery was attained when controls
were initiated at 33 seconds but not at 40 or 50 seconds. As Figures F
through 6-23 indicate, recovery controls were applied at a rate of 15 a
sec thereby requiring 4 seconds to achieve full recovery control. Henct,
even though recovery was initiated at 40 seconds, full restoring control mo-
ments were not achieved until 44 seconds. This is the approximate time at
which the controllability limit should be reached. It is concluded that the
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the actual limit must occur between 37 and 44 seconds, agreeing satisfactorily
with the predicted limit obtained from Figure 6-18.

It is evident that recovery controls must be applied at some time prior to
reaching the controllability limit. Whenthe limit occurs there is no longer
adequate control power remaining. This implies that additional criteria is
required to determine the proximity of the limit and, hence, the rate at which
recovery can be achieved. Also significant is the altitude loss incurred during
spin recovery. The rate of altitude loss in the nominal spin of Figure 6-7 is
about 300 ft/sec at 40 seconds after spin initiation. The altitude at that time
is approximately 30, 000 feet. It is assumed that, if recovery is not achieved
by 10, 000 feet, then the pillot must eject. This then indicates the pilot has
about 1 minute to recover. Unless sufficient control power exists at 40 sec-
onds to stop the spin rate within 1 minute, cessation of the spin rate would
be futile.

There are two major drawbacks to the criteria described in the previous
paragraphs. First, practical implementation of the above criteria would not
be straightforward. The involved aerodynamics which ultimately determine

surface effectiveness are expected to contribute considerable complexity in a
mechanization. In addition, influences of aircraft asymmetry and cg location
are expected to be significant factors, indicating either more complication or
else some conservatism in the established boundary.

A secomd drawba,.k with the criteria is the lack of visibility given inter
axis coupling effects. An example of this is evident in the pitch axis. Fig-
ure 6-20 indicates that there is, within the studied period, adequate control
power in pitch to cause a reduction in AOA. This presumes, however, that
the associated inertial moment in pitch does not also increase, which it will

(via gyro3copic torques) unless control in the other axes is also successfully
exercised. Essential to the proper application of the criteria is a simul-
taneous satisfaction of controllability in all three axis. While this is suf-
ficient to determine recoverability, the possibility of a preferable strategy
is not revealed. A superior criterion would present a unified statement for
spin vector control enabling assessment of alternate surface deployment
concepts.

Recovery Processes I
A critical factor in configuring flight controls for operation in stalled

flight is an understanding of the recovery process. Analysis of recovery can
encompass a broad range of investigation if auxiliary recovery devices are
included. This study considered the use of only the existing aerodynamic
control surfaces. The objective of the analysis was to determine a preferred
combination of surface controls to effect the recovery and to analyze the
effects of feedback con.rol on the rprovery process. A further area requiring
analysis is the determination of the preferred control procedure immediately

Ifollowing recovery. This was considered in the study but only in a superficialI} manner.
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an Most of the analysis of recovery processes was based on recovery from
an oscillatory spin such as shown in Figure 6-7. It was assumed that a spin
of this type which siu~vly transitions to a flat spin would be one of the more
severe from which to recover. It was also assumed that the preferred re-
covery controls for this spin would be equally if not more effective in less
severe spin conditions. These assumptions were made to keep the scope of
the study within practical limits and to establish controlled conditions for the
analysis.

Only a cursory analysis was made of departure recovery procedures.
Nevertheless, the results obtained substantiate the procedures recommended
by the Air Force's Flight Test program (see Reference 6-1). Their recom-
mended procedure during departure is to apply full trailing-edge-down elevator
and to neutralize the ailerons and rudder. Full trailing-edge-down elevator
is the most effective means available for recovery during departure. The
objective of this procedure is to reduce the angle of attack as fast as possible
to regain directional stability and normal flight. To recall, departure in the
F-4 is primarily a result of lateral-directional instability in the angle-of-
attack range from 23 to 37 degrees. This instability causes a buildup of a
positive produce of roll and yaw rates which in turn causes a positive pitching
moment. This positive pitching moment can be effectively countered by a
nose-down elevator. But down elevator must be applied before the lateral
motions are allowed to become too large. Hence, less than full-down elevator
only lessens the chances for immediate recovery.

Neutralized ailerons and rudder during departure is also recommended,
by Reference 6-1. It has been reported that pilots can become disoriented
during a departure and cannot be relied upon to apply a more favorable lateral-
directionai control. In fact, they may aggravate departure with improper use
of the controls because of the existing lateral-dire.tional instability. Normal
reaction to the roll-reversal characteristic of departure would be to apply
ailerons in a direction to counter the rolling motion. This reaction, of course,
wouLd only aggravate the situation because of the induced yawing ni.)tion and
subsequent additional buildup of sideslip. Use of rudder for recovery during
the period of directional instability could be effective to stop the yaw-rate
buildup, but a prolonged deflection could result in initiating a yaw rate in the
opposite direction because of the directional instability which exists.

If full-down elevator is not *ffective in reducing the angle of attack during
departure, the aircraft will likely go into a mild spin at angles of attack above
40 degrees. In this situation the pilot should be able to assess the situation
and apply the proper recovery controls. If he cannot assess the situation, an
automatic s:-stem might take over, either at his option or as the controllability
limit is approached.

Recovery from a spinning condition which has developed for some period
may not be successful with application of only full-down elevator and neutral-
ized ailerons and rudder. Figure G-24 shows an attempted spin recovery with
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these controls. The analysis of the dominant factors affecting spin evolution
revealed that the ailerons (via their yawing moments) should be the most ef-
fective means for stopping the spin. Rudder should exhibit some additional
benefits but primarily only at angles of attack less than 50 degrees. Use of
rudder at hgher angles of attack can be of some benefit but only if the oscil-
latory motion of sideslip is significant. The effectiveness of the elevator to
reduce the angle of attack diminishes as the vehicle becomes more spin sta-
bilized with increasing spin rate. After the vehicle has achieved a sufficient
degree of spin stability, the full-down elevator can only effect a precessional

motion normal to the applied torque. In this case the only possible recourse
(exclusive of auxiliary control devices) is to attempt to slow the spin rate
(i. e., predominately yaw rate). This can be achieved by applying opposing
control moments in the yaw axis through use of the ailcrons and rudder.
Application of ailerons in the pro-spin direction will produce an opposing
yaw moment as will application of rudder in the anti-spin direction.

Different combinations of recovery controls were evaluated (using the
spin of Figure 6-7) to determine the relative effectiveness of each surface.
Comparison of Figures 6-25 and 6-26 show pro-spin ailerons to be more
effective than anti-spin rudder in stopping the yaw-rate buildup. Figure 6-27
shows that,when the combination of pro-spin aileronneutral elevator and anti-
spin rudder is used, the yaw rate can actually be reversed. This combination
is more effective than use of full-down elevator with either (but not both) the
anti-spin rudder or the pro-spin aileron. These combinations are shown in
Figures 6-28 and 6-29. Comparison of Figures 6-27 and 6-21 show, however,
that the use of full-down elevator with pro-spin aileron and anti-spin rudder
will produce more rapid and effective recovery.

A final remark should be made about retention of full-up elevator. It is
possible to initiate a recovery in less severe spin conditions even with full-up
elevator. [,'igure 6-30 shows that a succtsful recovery was achieved even
though the elevator was left in the full-up position. In this case the recovery
was started earlier at a time of 30 seconds rather than at 33 seconds. A
potential danger with maintaining full-up elevator, however, is that as angle
of attack re-enters the region of lateral-directional instability the spin could
be easily reinitiated in the other direction. Hence, rctention of up-elevator
is not recommended.

The effects of feedback control on the recovery process are primarily
detrimental, simply because they consume surface authority better used in a
full corrective deflection. A nominal feedback configuration was used to
evaluate the feedback effects upon recovery. The svstem used was described
earlier and shown in Figure 6-5. To achieve controlled conditions (i. e.
a repeatable spin) with feedback control, the spin was initiated with the sur-
faces displaced at their maximum rates. This was accomplished by applying
large pilot stick and pedal forces. The resulting spin was similar in char-
acter to the spin shown in Figure 6-7. Figure 6-31 shows a spin obtained in
thi;3 manner. Figure 6-31 also shows a successful recovery when recovery
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controls were applied at 33 seconds. These recovery controls consisted
simply of applying sufficiently large pilot stick and pedal forces to maintain
saturated surfaces in the desired recovery position., Hence, tie feedback con-
Lrols, though active, had no impact on either the spin entry and evolution nor1on the recovery. This spin then serves as a "norm" for comparison with
spins in which the feedbacks are permitted to command surface deflections.
The following pilot force levels, applied to the system of Figure 6-5, were
used to achieve the spin shown n Figure 6-31.

24- 16-

" 1 33
CO 1 33 13

t (SEC) t (SEC) t (SEC)
-15

S-16 L

1 -385.

PITCH STICK ROLL STICK RUDDER PEDALS

These were the force levels required to overcome any surface deflections
commanded by the feedbacks. An unusually large pedal force, required to
achieve saturation of the rudder, is noted. This large force is needed to
achieve cross controls (i.e. , a positive rudder for a negative aileron command)
with yaw-rate and lateral acceleration feedbacks plus an aileron to r,- ,r
crossfeed for turn coordination. This large pedal force is probably a. Least
a factor of two greater than that which a pilot can produce. Hence, it is ap-
parent that crossfeed signals can make it very difficult for a pilot to achieve
full cross controls. If this is the case, the yaw-axis inputs, unless disen-
gaged, will always have some impact upon the spin behavior simply because
they cannot be overpowered by the pilot.

Figure 6-32 shows a spin recovery in which the rudder pedal force was
relaxed to +88 pounds at 33 seconds. Figure 6-32 shows that although re-
covery was achieved, the reduction in yaw rate was noticably slower than in
Figure 6-31. Similar to the inhibiting action produced in spin entry, the yaw-
rate feedLack and the aileron-to-rudder crossfeed both act to also oppose the
recovery.

The effect of pitch-axis feedbacks upon recovery is shown in Figure 6-33.In this case the pitch stick force was reduced to -6.5 pounds at 33 seconds.

Comparison of Figures 6-33 and 6-32 show the pitch-axis feedbacks to have
about the same effect on recovery as the yaw-axis feedbacks. Recovery was
accomplished with the pitch-axis feedbacks but at a slower rate than in the
case shuwn in Figure 6-31.
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-i(,:,e 6-17 shows that when both pitch-axis and yaw-axis feedbacks are
the combination of the two preventea recovery at 33 seconds. Thus,

- i"nibitir action appears to be additive. -

Vi(ure 6-16 shows that when the roll stick force is also relaxed (to -10
:;unis) a, :33 seconds, little change occurs from the spin shown in Figure 6-17. 1
\ll these results substantiate the notion that the feedbacks have an inhibiting
,Wt,,un on the recovery, primarily because they consume surface deflections
,iter used for sustained spin reductions. The action of the feedbacks can be t
(,\ epowereu by the pilot in the pitch or roll axes, but not in the yaw axis.

(on.-equent ly, if yaw-axis feedbacks are permitted in a manually-controlled
stalled flight, it may be necessary to inhibit their action for a manulal recovery. I
CONTROL CRITERIA

Stud y of control criteria constitutes the second of the two main categories
in the stall/spin maneuver study. This portion of the study was concerned with
(deriving control requirements from the results of the basic aircraft analysis, I
trip first ofhe two ('ategorius of study.

This subsection describes a nominal feedback control system for normal
flight and the impact of stall/spin maneuvers o' .his system. Preliminary ]
requirements for stall prevention are presented together with a potential stall
prevention system. Finally, a control philosophy is discussed for stall re- 1
covery and the transition between normal and stalled flight modes.

Normal Mode Control j
The basic system configurations for normal flight were shown in Figures

G-5 and 6-6 and described in the accompanying text. 1
" tall Inhibition

The normal controls shown in Figures 6-5 and 6-6 must be modified to.I
,).vide the desired control functions at the high angle-cf-attack condi' ns.

ine aspect of this modificatka is to provide satisfactory stall inhibiti.
\utmatic stall inhibition is desirable to achieve the maximum manem :ing I
c'apailit\ of the airplane in situations where the pilot is under stress. There

ta also arise situations where the pilot may wish to intentionally stall the
.ir( raft (remotely possible in a combat maneuver). As a result, any eventual

sig,.n (,f the stall Inhibitor should provide the capability of being overridden
(.~.~fi. IJu.1 pilut ulfut. These features and others lead to specification of

'. :.llwil~i2 prelimninary set of reatlirernents for stall inhibition: j /
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* The stall inhibitor should limit airplane angle of attack to
that corresponding to maximum usable lift coefficient, com-
mensurate with limits on longitudinal or lateral-directional
stability;

* The pilot should have the capability of overriding the stall
inhibitor with intentional application of a large stick force
(e. g., 45 pounds for a center stick);

* Stall inhibition should be provided without dependence on the
existence of a particular range of pilot stick force;

0 A stall inhibitor should function properly in a gust environ-
ment;

* A stall inhibitor should be compatible with any control modes
used in stalled flight.

For the F-4 aircraft the first requirement restricts the useful angle of
attack to approximately 23 degrees even though maximum lift occurs around
27 degrees. in this sense, aircraft maneuverability could be expanded by
lateral-directional static stability augmenta'ion to permit increased lift.

The stz 1-inhibiting action provided by the system shown in Figure 6-5
did not entirely satisfy the above requirements. Stall inhibition in the system
of Figure 6-5 was provided by operating the gain, K , as a function of angle
of attack. As indicated previously, it was determined that the pitch-axis
feedbacks should not be removed because they provide desirable stall-inhibit-
ing action and they aid the pilot in controlling angle of attack in the stalled
flight mode. An initial modification of the system shown in Figure 8-5 was
to sum in the feedbacks downstream of the Ka gain element. The Ka gain
logic was also modified to provide additional damping to minimize angle-of-
attack overshoot when the stall limit is approached. This gain logic is shown
in Figure 6-34. High-passed angle of attack was used for damping augmenta-
tion, although pitch rate could probably suffice in an eventual mechanization.
This configuration was attractive because of its relative simplicity and its
compatibility with desired stalled flight control functions. The proposed con-
trol philosophy for stalled flight in the pitch axis is to provide a lower stick
force gradient and to retain the normal mode feedbacks. Although the con-
figuration of Figure 6-34 provided effective stall limiting under controlled
conditions, there are inherent weaknesses in its design. A major deficiency
is that it is dependent on the presence of a large stick force to provide a
limiting action. Consequently, if the pilot continued to trim his force as he
reduced airspeed, he could trim into a stall condition.

The stall inhibitor was, therefore, modified to include an angle-of-attack
feedback to overcome the dependence on the presence of a large sick force.
Figur ,- 6-35 shows the stall inhibitor with this modification. The angle-of-
attack feedback becomes active only when Ka becomes less than unity and the
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angle of attack becomes greater than the desired stall angle of attack. As
can be seen, this configuration was designed to limit at 27 degrees AOA. Un-
less the lateral-directional stability is augmented, this limit would have to
be reduced to around 23 degrees. Figure 6-36 shows the angle-of-attack
limiting, provided by this system for a 40-pound step pilot stick force. Figure
6-36 shows the angle of attack actually limited around 29 degrees. Subsequent
di\ crgence of the lateral-directional axis at this angle of attack resulted in
aircraft stall. This could be corrected by reduction of the angle-of-attack
limit or possibly by augmentation of the lateral-directional stability. A fault
with the design of Figure 6-35 can be seen in Figure 6-36. It required ele-
vator deflection rates greater than the normal limit of 25 deg/sec. Adherence
to these limits would degrade the angle-of-attack limiting. The excessive sur-
face rate problem could be solved, however, by changing the set points and
gains used in the stall inhibitor logic and by substitution of pitch rate for high-
passed angle of attack.

The questionability of an angle-of-attack feedback in the deeply stalled
flight region suggests an additional modification of the scheme shown in
] lFigure 6-35. This would entail resetting Ka back to one for intentional pene-
tration of the stalled fligh, region. Restoring K(. to one for stalled flight
could be ac.omplished by using logic based on existing stick force. If stalled
flight is intended, then the pilot must achieve it by applying n large tjek
f'rc&, sav for example, a force greater than 45 pounds.

The predominant development problems which remain with the system[ shown in Figure 6-35 have to do with establishing the transition strategy for
an intentional stall and return to normal flight. Unfortunately, the scope of
the study precluded finding a final satisfactory solution. This solution must
also include a compatible control strategy for the lateral-directional axes,
particularly in the stalled i egion.

Ilecoverable Stall

o' recall, stalled flight was broken into two regions -- a recoverable
region aid a non-recoverable region. The boundary between them was deter-
mined by an outer controllability limit beyond which the aerodynamic control
surfaces were insufficient to achieve recovery.

"'Tli P ; ;i ,) axis control philosophy for the recoverable region is to provide
primari'L, an attitude rate command mode. Angle-of-attack feedback in the
stalled, flight rcgion is considered unreliable because of the unknown behavior
of the local flow field at the angle-of-attack sensor in this region. It is de-
sirable to maintain the same feedbacks in the pitch axis as are used in normal
flight for !he sake of simplicity and to accommodate potential static stabiliza-

Stion requirements in future aircraft. The normal acceleration feedback can
I ".'ubably be retained because it has little effect at low dynamic pressures.

The ((,nl rol philosophy for the lateral-directional axis in stalled flight was not
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analyzed in the study. It is evident, however, that the roll-axis control will
differ from that in the normal mode. Ailerons become the primary agent for
achieving directional control at high angle of attack with aileron roll reversal
occurring above 55 degrees AOA.

Exit from the stalled flight ,1 egion is conceivable by two means:

0 The pilot manually controls the transition to normal flight.

0 Automatic recovery controls are used either by pilot option
or automatically when the aircraft nears the outer controlla-
bility boundary.

The basic aircraft studies demonstrated a preferred combination of sur-
face positions for stall/spin recovery, i. e., full deflections of down elevator,
anti-spin rudder, and pro-spin aileron. Automatic application of these sur-
face positions would assure recovery in all cases.

Transition Strategy

The strategy for transitioning from nor-nal flight to flight on the stall
limit, to flight in the stalled flight mode, to a recovery mode, and finally back
to normal flight has only been partially answered in the study. The problem of
regaining normal control from the recovery mode or from the stalled flight
mode is unresolved. Policies regarding the treatment of trim, stick feel, and
the degree of automation in the mode transition have yet to be established. It
has been conjectured, however, that recovery from the stalled flight region
should entail automatic reversion to the normal feedback control mode to provide
tractable ai: ciraft stability Lnder a situation which is very demanding of the
pilot. This procedure is definitely necessary if the aircraft exhibits any de-
gree of short-period instability. The trim situation indicates a preference
for zero g's in pitch and yaw, wit zero rate in roll, all of which can be initi-
alized with streamlined average surface positions. This will offer the maxi-
mum ability to restore lost airspeed and engine operation.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 6-37 summarizes the procedures and results of the stall-spin
maneuver study and recommends future work in the area. The study was
broken into two major areas -- basic aircraft analysis and development of
control criteria. These two major areas were further divided as indicated
in Figure 6-37. Most of the study effort was expended under the first major

| area -basic studies.

I
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The key analysis tool used in the study was a complete six-degree-of-
freedom all-altitude computer simulation of an F-4 aircraft. The simulation
included nonlinear equations and rotary balance derivatives (for spinning
flight), valid for subsonic conditions. The aircraft inertial properties were
fixed for one cg configuration with no external stores.

The majority of the effort was applied to obtain basic understanding of
stall/spin phenomena for the F-4. For this airplane, departure from normal
flight is exemplified by a loss of lateral-directional stability for the angle-of-
attack range from 23 to 37 degrees. Thus, although maximum lift occurs
around 27 degrees angle of attack, this instability essentially limits the avail-
able angle of attack for normal flight to 23 degrees. Having achieved the AOA
adequate for stall conaitions, the primary agent for effecting departure is
aileron deflection. A dominance of aileron yawing moment in conjunction
with dihedral effect produces a spin in a direction opposite to normal aileron

action, exemplified by an initial snap roll. The dihedral effect also accounts
for restored lateral-directional stability at high angles of attack.

Pitch- and yaw-axis feedbacks of typ-cal augmentation systems provide
an inhibiting action on departure. Roll ra~e to aileron tends to aggravate de-
parture. For the F-4, however, the degradation is relatively minor, although

disablement appears advisable to avoid marginal cases and obtain a preferred
recovery configuration.

Initial spin development requires continued application of departure-pro-
ducing controls. Spin recovery can be accomplished in incipient spins by im-
mediate application of full-down elevator and neutralized ailerons and rudders.
Recovery from more developed spins requires full-down elevator, full pro-
spin aileron, and full anti-spin rudder. After the spin has achieved a suffi-
cient energy state, the aerodynami2 controls are completel,, ineffective for
recovery. The criteria for the outer controllability limit developed in the
study was based on the moment equations. Analysis of these equations showed
that controlability of yawing moments was the critical factor. The most ef-

) fective means for controlling yawing moments was through the ailerons. The
rudder was ineffective at high AOA except when sideslip oscillations were
large. Elevator effectiveness for recovery diminished rapidly as the air-
craft approached a higher degree of spin stability. Reduction of the spin rate
(predominately yaw rate) by pro-spin deflection of the ailerons was the most
effective means for recovery at high spin rates.

Feedbacks were found to be primarily detrimental for spin recovery.
Surface deflcctions resulting from feedback rate damping detracted from that
available for recovery.

4 Much of the effort expended in the study of control criteria was in the
analysis of stall inhibition. A set of requirements for a stall inhibitor were
specified based upon the assumption that intentional stalling of the aircraft
by pilot override would be permitted. A preliminary stall inhibitor was de-
fined and tested in the simulation.
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Analysis of control criter'a for the stalled flight mode led to the conclu-
sion that both a manual and an automatic recovery mode be provided. The
automatic system would be engaged at pilot option or automatically if the air-
craft approached the outer controllability limit for stalled flight.

Future efforts proposed for stall/,3pin studies are considered within the
framework of the study approach shown in Figure 6-37. Activities are nece.s-
sary to complete nominal control criteria and to investigate their applicability
to alternate airframe characteristics. This process is illustrated in Figure
6-37 which identifies current status and relates it to logical growth develop-
ments. ]

Expansion of the current airplane simulation is proposed to include the
variational effects listed in Figure 6-37. Alternate aerodynamic data is |
available in the literature (Ref. 6.-4) and may easily be applied to the current
digital simulation. Of particular importance is the potential impact of the
statically unstable vehicle, an expected result of current control-configured-
vehicle developments. It is clear that such a vehicle would greatly influence I
the nature of the control law in the stalled flight region (where no normal
acceleration feedback is available for artificial static stability) and for the
spin recovery where automatic reversion to feedback control would be man- J
datory. The very nature of the spin would of course be different, with anAOA greater than 90 degrees likely for developed spins.

Study tasks remaining before nominal control laws can be specified in-
clude completion of the stalled flight control modes, synthesis of the recovery
controls, and synthesis of the transition means for accomplishing mode
switching. The lateral directional control of the F-4 at high AOA (above
stall) is essentially limited to only ailerons because of an ineffective rudder.

The primary control moment is then Nba and Lo, causing an apparent roll
reversal. This will require corresponding changes in the lateral control
law if reasonable attitude regulation is to be accomplished during stalled
flight.

Synthesis of recovery controls will require implementation of the con- .
trollability limit function and selection of the surface control laws. The
former will involve tradeoffs between complexity and accuracy. The surface
controls for F-4 recovery will be full deflection sets selected by rate and
acceleration logic statements.

The required mode transition means currently exist only in conceptual
form, and their synthesis will demand much further study a.nd verification ii
by simulation. The transition phases include the following:

" Pasage from the stall limit to the stalled flight mode;

" Passage from the stalled flight back through the stal
limit to normal control by the pilot;
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0 Engagement of recovery controls by the pilot in stalled
flight and automatic reversion to normal flight

* Automatic engagement of recovery controls at the con-
trollability limit and reversion to normal flight

Having the above controls in at least a nominal form for the F-4, study
of aircraft variation effects can proceed as outlined in Figure 6-37.

Also noted on Figure 6-37 are other potential aspects to this investiga-
tion which would profit from the basic studies. Auxiliary recovery devices,
such as spin chutes and reaction jets, can be applied to extend the available
recovery envelope beyond that possible with the existing surfaces (see Fig-
ure 6-1). General forcing functions can be applied to the simulation at key
points on the airframe, and the recovery potential related to various thrust
levels and time histories. This parametric data would then enable evaluation
of available devices.

A second related study subject is the development of aircraft design
criteria for inherent departure resistance and improved recovery capability.
This is obviously a very broad subject area which in itself can require ex-

__tensive study.
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SECTION VII
CONTROL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS AFFECTING

FLYING QUALITIES

This section introduces the involved question of perfk rmance require-
ments for closed-loop primary flight controls with two contributions:

0 A categorization of the dominant performance characteristics
affecting flying qualities relative to particular mission tasks; 3

• An assessment of the effects of current augmentation systems
on each of the dominant characteristics. I

An attempt was made to express qualities and requirements in terms
most meaningful to the pilot to facilitate communication and minimize trans-
lation errors.

The dominant characteristics and their relationship to mission tasks were }
defined by reviewing current specifications [(e. g., MIL-F- 8785B (ASG)] and
thrcugh discussions with pilot personnel from the organizations identified in
Appendix I. Table 7-1 presents these results. It is notable that the average
operational pilot, while very sensitive to handling characteristics of his
airplane, has difficulty identifying the precise properties which influence a
particular mission task. Furthermore, when questioned about his concept of
ideal characteristics, he can give only very general impressions, onesheavily biased by the constraints of conventional airframes and systems and, Inaturally, relative to his own experience in the particular aircraft. In spite
of these difficulties, however, pilots are generally keen judges of their
relative performance in accomplishing a particular task and in the effective-ness of the automatic control equipment which is supplied to assist them. IThe principal worth in the data presented here, therefore, is twofold:

* Identification of qualities significant to particular tasks offers Ia basis for producing mission/dependent characteristics when
such capabilities become available from advanced control
systems;

0 Knowledge of the real contributions made by current automatic
flight controls offers a measure of the validity of current design
criteria and the compromises elected in their application.

in ta for the latter area is summarized in Tables 7-2 through 7-5 for the I
F-4, A'-7, FI01, and F-111 aircraft respectively.

Conclusions and recommendations resulting from !hese data are presentedin Section Ill.
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ilowever, to meet the objectives of this study, it was sufficient to restrict the
initial conditions to one flight condition. This condition was a one-g trimmed
flight at a 40, 000-foot altitude with a velocity of 501 ft/sec. The trim angle
of attack was 17. 9 degrees.

Departure and the subsequent aircraft behavior is very sensitive to the
manner in which the control surfaces are deflected. Whether the airplane
goes into a :'olling departure, a mildly oscillatory spin, a flat spin, etc.,
depends on the initially applied controls. This phenomena has been fairly
well documented in past studies (e. g., References 6-1 and 6-2). For the
study of spin evolution, controlhhi]ity limits, and recovery, most of the spins
were established by using full-up (TEU) elevator, full-anti-spin aileron, and
full-pro-spin rudder 1 . Figure 6-7 shows a spin time history2 wherein all
surfaces were deflected at the same rate (15 deg/sec) and all three surface
deflections were initiated at the same time (t = 1 second). As can be seen in
Figure 6-7, these controls produced a mildly oscillatory, high-angle-of-
attack spin which progressed into a flat spin. It has been established in past
studies that a flat spin is nonrecoverable with the aerodynamic controls.
Hence, this spin behavior was of particular interest for determining the con-
trollability limits of the aerodynamc control surfaces and the impact of these
limits on the flight controls design.

The departure process for the spin shown in Figure 6-7 is studied by first
examining the pitching moment equation for the first 4 seconds after applica-
tion of controls. The major aerodynamic and inertial pitching moments are
plotted in Figure 6-8 for the first 4 seconds of flight, Since angle of attack
increases monotonically with time in this time period the moments were
plotted as a function of angle of attack for the purpose f the discussion. The
corresponding time points are indicated on each curve, however. When
trailing-edge-up elevator is applied, the angle of attack begins to increase
because of the imbalance in the pitching moment equation. The net aero-
dynamic pitching moment increases until the angle of attack reaches approxi-
mately 22 degrees. Initially the positive pitching moment due to elevator
deflection increases more rapidly than the restoring moment due to angle of
attack. At approximately 22 degrees AOA, the elevator effectiveness begins
to decrease. As a result, the pitch-restoring moment due to angle of attack
increases more rapidly than the moment due to surface deflection. Finally,
at an angle of attack of approximately 35. 5 degrees, the restoring aerodyna-
mic moment due to angle of attack just balances the positive moment due to
elevator deflection. Hence, if the lateral-directional axis had remained unper-

;4 turbed, the vehicle would eventually settle out at a steady angle of attackf Iaround 36 degrees; and no spin would result.

IThe terms "anti" and "pro" refer to the normal surface moment with
respect to the existing direction of the spin rate component along tl'e
subject axis.

2 In Figure 6-7 and in the rest of the computer-generated spin time histories

reproduced in this section, the horizontal axis is understood to be "time"
in seconds.
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Table 7-1. Significant Characteristics Affecting Flying Qualities

Mission Task Significant Characteristics

I Formation flight Stick breakout and deadspot
Response rates for small amplitude inputs

Overshoot and damping
Stick gradients

Air combat maneuvering Response rates for large amplitude inputs

Stick force levels

* Turn coordination
Performance limits (g's, stall, roll rate, and
combinations thereof)

* Control effectiveness at maneuver extremes

Flight path tracking - Turbulence response
Ground- controlled
intercept or manual Overshoot and damping
terrain following Response rate for small and large inputs

I Stick breakout and deadspot
Stick gradients

T urn coordination

Target tracking, Overshoot and damping
air-to-air Response rate for small inputs

Stick gradients

Stick breakout and deadspot

Small amplitude oscillations

Turn coordination

I In-flight refueling Stick breakout and deadspot

Response rate for small amplitude inputs

) Overshoot and damping

Stick gradients
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Table 7-1. Significant Characteristics Affecting Flying Qualities (Concluded)

Mission Task Significant Characteristics

Target tracking, Overshoot and damping
air-to-ground Response rate for small inputs

Stick gradients

Stick breakout and deads 1,ot j
Small amplitude oscillations

• Turbulence response

Trim properties

Turn coordination ,
If Flight path tracking - Overshoot and damping

ILS, VOR, TACAN Response rate for small inputs j
Stick breakout and deadspot

Stick gradients

Speed stability

Landing Response rate for large inputs

Roll and yaw response to pedals A
Overshoot and damping

Performance limits (stall) A
Takeoff Response rate for large inputs

Stick force levels I
Performance limits (stall)

2
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Table 7-2. Effects of the Augmentation System on F-4 Flying Qualities

Characteristic Augmentation System Effects

Stick breakout and dead None
spot

Response rate for small- Adverse effect by roll damper -- it noticeably
amplitude inputs opposes small tracking commands; roll damper

disengages as force increases above 2 pounds
and re-engages as force decreases through
2. 5 pounds; the re-engagement usually accom-
panied by slight transient; pitch improved by a
slight damper opposition as the axis is basi-
cally over sensitive

Response rate for large- Pitch reduces sensitivity of basic aircraft,
! amplitude inputs thereby avoiding pilot induced oscillations;

negliglible effect in roll

Overshoot and damping Basic aircraft improved in all three axes;
.I damping level satisfactory

Stick force gradients Insignificant except at high q in pitch where
(lbs/g) SAS increases gradient noticeably

Stick force levels None

Turn coordination Aileron- to- rudder interconnect improves
coordination by feeding in rudder; up to 120
AOA coordination good, and sideslip controlled
acceptably; at the high AOA from 15 on up,
some pilot rudder input needed

Performance limits -- Roll damper contributes slight pro-spin ten-
g's, stalls, roll rate dencies at high AOA

Control effect at Pitch stability improved; roll stability improve-
maneuver extremes ment negligible

Response to turbulence Improves stability to an acceptable level for
mission accomplishment

Small-amplitude None
oscillations

Trim properties None

Speed stability None

Response to rudder No significant effect on manual inputs to the
pedals rudder
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Table 7-3. Effects of the Augmentation System on A-7 Flying Qualities -

Characteristic T Augmentation System Effects _

Stick breakout and dead Breakout force and dead spot are reduced,
spot improving precision control .

Primary flight control system breakout and
initial stick feel variable due to viscous
'damper and spring capsule inconsistencies

Response rate for small- Aircraft response to pilot commands accelera-
amplitude inputs ted, resulting in more effective tracking

Response rate for large- Aircraft response accelerated, thus contrib-
amplitude inputs uting significantly to the rapid manuever

reouirement for an attack aircraft ]
Overshoot and damping Roll and pitch acceptable on CAS; yaw axis

improved by augmentation but still unacceptably
underdamped

Stick force gradients Pitch and roll gradient variations reduced,
(lbs/g) making control easier and more consistent

Stick force levels Stick input command is augmented by CAS,
reducing maximum required force levels and
improving pilot capability to maneuver aircraft
rapidly

Turn coordination CAS is essential to aircraft maneuvering at all I
flight conditions; additional improvement still
desired at high angles of attack; excessive
time required for yaw trim to settle

Performance limits -- CAS in roll is automatically disengaged at 22
g's, stalls, roll rate units AOA because of the characteristic of

introducing pro-spin surface positions

Control effect at Unknown
maneuver extremes

Response to turbulence Improved from unacceptable to acceptable air-
craft behavior, except additional improvement
in yaw damping desired
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Table 7-3. Effects of the Augmentation System on A-7 Flying Qualities

(Concluded)

Characteristic Augmentation System Effects

Small-amplitude No problemI oscillations

Trim properties Yaw damper must be engaged for the pilot to
manually trim yaw axis -- this requirement is
awkward and objectionable to the pilot

Speed s ability Negligible effect

Response to rudder No deleterious effects at any flight condition
pedals

I2I

I-
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Table 7-4. Effects of the Augmentation System on F-101 Flying Qualities

Characteristic 1 Augmentation System Effects

Stick 'ireakout and dead No effect (no roll or pitch augmentation)
spot

Response rate for small- No effect
amplitude inputs

Response rate for large- No effect
amplitude inputs

Overshoot and lamping Lateral directional damping significantly
improved by yaw damper; pilot opinion evenly
divided between damper being essential or
important for mission accomplishment

Stick force gradients No effect
(lbs/g)

Stick force levels No effect

Turn coordination Lateral directional stability improved through-
out flight envelope; sideslip minimized. Per-
formance could stand improvement at high roll
rates

Performance limits -- No effect from SAS; command signal limiter
g's, stalls, roll rate system applies stick constraint in pitch to I

limit both AOA (for pitch up) and load factor

Control effect at No effect within pitch ]Jmiter boundary
maneuver extremes

Response to turbulence Basic aircraft takes 12-13 cycles to damp in
smooth air; yaw damper essential for precise
control as required in instrument flight

Small-amplitude Negligible
oscillations

Trim proper;.ies No effect in pitch and roll; yaw SAS with lateral
accelerometer has caused apparent trim
wander due to long setting times
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Table 7-4. Effects of the Augmentation System on F-101 Flying Qualities
(Concluded)

Characteristic Augm,-ntation System Effects

Speed stability No effect

Response to rudder pedals No significant effect on manual inputs; slight
increase in pedal pressure required for cross
control as used upon landing

I
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f able 7-5. Effects of the Augmentation System or F-111 Flying Qualities

Characteristic Augmentation System Effects

Stick breakout and dead CAS is primary pilot control mode; little infor-
spot mation available on basic aircraft behavior;

CAS breakout and dead-spot characteristics
are considered good by pilots

Response rate for small- Aircraft response accelerated, particularly j
amplitude inputs at low q; CAS gain does not follow rapidly

changing flight conditions -- pitch can be very
sensitive and even limit cycle when accelerating
speed very rapidly

Response rate for large- Aircraft response accelerated, particularily
amplitude inputs in roll at low q; aircraft is restricted from I

full-deflection commands

Overshoot and damping Basic aircraft unacceptable; CAS increases
damping to acceptable levels in all axes; yaw
could be increased at low q

Stick force gradients CAS makes gradients acceptable at all flight I
(lbs/g) conditions

Stick force levels Force levels are brought by CAS within a J
pilot-acceptable level at all flight conditions

Turn coordination CAS makes the aircraft acceptable; some
slight adverse yaw occurs during rapid roll I

• commands

Performance limits -- No information; flight envelope is presently
g's, stalls, roll rate restricted, and flight test investigation of

stability and control at flight limits is just
getting started

Control effect at No information
maneuver extremes

Response to turbulence Turbulence causes CAS gains to go to a lower
level which is desirable; aircraft with wings
swept on CAS has excellent characteristics in
turbulence

I8
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Table 7-5. Effects of the Augmentation System on F-ill Flying Qualities
(Concluded)

Characteristic Augmentation System Effects

Small-amplitude
oscillations Pitch CAS exhibits several cycles of limit

cycle if aircraft is rapidly accelerated; this
is not considered pilot-acceptable

Trim properties Pitch CAS provides series autotrim; need
display to determine surface position

Speed stability Neutral speed stability on CAS acceptable to
majority of pilots; slight concern about the
loss of speed change cues

Response to rudder Good at all flight conditions; no difficulty with
[ pedals crosswind landings; could use a little more
! _authority at high angle of attack

I
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SECTION VIII

SYSTEM/AIRCRAFT COMPATIBILITY TEST ING

The evolution of the feedback control system into the status of flight-
essential equipment demands testing to ensure functional adequacy prior to
actual flight. Aircraft equipment has always been subjected to reasonably
thorough tests, and certain test procedures have become common in the
industry, including:

0 Qualification;

* Flightworthiness; I
* Reliability-demonstration;

* !Mockup; 3
* Iron-bird.

The limitation to all of the above is a substantial degree of isolation from
actual operation. This isolation is particularly evident in terms of the actua-
tion system (e. g., actuators, hydraulics, linkages and surfaces) and the
flexible structure of the airframe. The objective of the subject study is,
therefore, to develop test procedures which can be applied to the total sys- i
tem/airframe combination to provide greater assurance of functional adequacy,
particularly in areas of the combined performance of the actuation system with
the electronics, and for system stability in the presence of structural flexure. i
These two areas can be considered as rigid and flexible trcsting, respectively
(or, alternatively, aerodynamic and structural). They will ")a treated as such
in the following subsections, followed in turn by a concluding subsection on
total closed-loop testing which combines both aspects.

RIGID-AIRFRAME TESTS j
Rigid-airframe tests are designed to demonsti ate that the system perfor-

mance will be achieved in the absence of structural flexure effects. Of parti-
cular interest is the action of the actuation system, from initial input to sur-
face deflection output. The actual nonlinearities associated with control
linkages will be exercised, and any limit cycles or other undesirable phenom-
ena can be measured. These tests will be both open- and closed-loop in I

" ' nature.

Actuation System Frequency Response

Frequency response measurements between electrical surface position
commands and actual surface deflections should be made over the actuation I
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IT
bandwidth, typically zero to 10 Hz. Lack of aerodynamics aggravates sur-face backlash, and this can cause pessimistic results if it is not recognizedand steps taken to avoid its inclusion in the measurements. Generally,
placement of the position transducers directly on the power actuator ram iseffective, if one is not already provided as part of the actuator. It is wellto obtain some idea of the magnitude of the backlash influenced by aerodynamicloading; for if it is significant (e. g., > 0. 05 degree) it can influence thc re-sults of the flexibility tests to be run subsequently. Application of temporary
antibacklash springs might be considered if a problem exists.

The frequency response testing will verify the math models used in priorsystem analysis. It will also provide supporting data in interpreting resultsof subsequent closed-loop testing. To examine limit-cycle potential (due toI mechanical nonlinearities), responses should include low-amplitude measure-ments. Maintenance of uniform effect for the small-amplitude type ofmechanical nonlinearity is provided by measuring the responses at fixed out-put amplitude, i. e., varying the input level as required at each frequencypoint. Runs at plus and minus 1 percent and 10 percent of full stroke arerecommended, out to frequencies where rate or acceleration limits are
encountered.

Closed-Loop Rigid-Body Response

A commonly used procedure for obtaining a very comprehensive check ofsystem performance (except for flexibility effects) is to conduct ship-sideclosed-loop simulation using an analog of the rigid airframe (Ref. 8-], 8-2,8-3). Such an arrangement is illustrated in Figure 8-1.

Here the nominal responses to both commands and disturbances as wellas stability margins can bc evaluated using actual flight hardware. Mt.;timportant, the actual actuation system is employed, and the associated n')n-linearities may be evaluated. The tendency for limit cycles is of primeinterest, and their effects in terms of airframe disturbances can be com-puted directly by the simulated variables. These are limited by paragraph3. 1. 3. 7. 2. 1. 2 of MIL-F-9490C (USAF) as follows:

6 Normal acceleration in cockpit <±0. 02 g
0 Lateral acceleration in cockpit <±0. 01 g
0 Pitch attitude <±0. 1 (leg

& P Roll attitude <±0. 15 deg

* Heading <±0. 1 deg

These values are reasonable quantities for general flight acceptance[and within the Category A allowances of MIL-F-8785B(ASG)], and theirobservance by the closed-loop simulation at representative condi.tions over
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AIRCRAFT POWER, HYDRAULICS _

CONTRODL COMPUTERS ACTUAL AIRCRAFT SURFACE POSITIONSSENSORS HADAE ACTUATION "J

SIMULATED SENSOR OUTPUTS RIGID BODY
EQUATIONS, SENSOR

El al l-II' I
R.ECORDED
VARIABLES q

Figure 8-1. Closed-Loop Rigid-Body Testing ii

the flight range should preserve flight safety. Loop gain perturbations of
6 db at each condition can be applied to evaluate rigid gain margins. The
rigid phase margin can be determined by inserting

1-TS
1 + TS

in series with the surface position signal, and increasing the time constant
until divergence occurs. For each system configuration, step commands and
simulated gusts should be applied to ensure excitation of all dynamic modes.

The propensity for limit cycles should be known by prior analysis ( and
should be eliminated, if possible, by proper system design). This is parti-
cularly true for saturation effects from large-amplitude distorbances. If
such are a potential problem, appropriate amplitudes should be employed in
the simulation.
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STRUCTURAL STABILITY TESTS

Determining potential adverse coupling between the feedback control sys-
tem and the structural bending modes presents the most difficult aspect of
compatibility testing. Major differences are evident between in-flight and on-

S[ ground structural coupling, for three primary reasons:

* Elevator lack of aerodynamic effectiveness on the ground at
zero speeds;

. . Airframe support;

0 Aerodynamic effects such as intermodal coupling and aero-
dynamic damping.

The latter effects are relatively easily resolved by the argument that at
low-dynamic-pressure flight conditions, they would be negligible. Further-
more, aerodynamic damping would have a stabilizing influence, which would
tend to make ground tests conservative. Frequency responses computed for
the F-4 at low dynamic measures show little change with or without aero-
dynamic coupling.

If stability can be verified for the low-q conditions (including, of course,
takeoff and landing), the major test hurdle for the high-authority closed-loop
PFCS is cleared. The remainder of the flight range can be progressively
expanded, with the stability investigated at each increment. This study will,
therefore, concentrate on the critical low-q region to evaluate compatibility
tests of structural stability.

The questions of elevator aerodynamic forces and airframe support are
analyzed in following subsections. Mathematical models are developed for
both in-flight and on-ground cases, and the responses produced by each are
compared for various influences. Only the pitch axis is studied. Recogniz-
ing that the major high-frequency feedback contribution is via pitch rate, the
transfer function between pitch rate and elevaior deflection at alternate
sensor locations is considered.

In-Flight Pitch-Axis Model

I The equations relating pitch rate measured at wo different locations on
the F-4 (stations 383 and 100) are presented by the matrix of Figure 8-2.
Station 383 is at the aft section of the wing root (the production gyro location),

f whiJe station 100 is in the forward fuselage. The former is a position selected

for its low first-mode slope, while the latter is selected as having high slopes
on the first three symmetric modes to better exhibit response properties. The
bending shapes are illustrated in Figure 8-3. Nomenclature for the matrix of
Figure 8-2 is given in Table 8-1 (which also includes nomenclature for the

following subsection).
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Table 8-1. Pitch Model Nomenclature

.Qdantityj Units Definition

" F M  lb Main gear' force'

SF N  lb Nose gear force

•D M  lb sec ft - 1I Main gear damping coefficient

D N  lb sec ft" 1I Nose gear damping coefficient

]I

K M  1! ft"1  Main gear spring constant

iK N  lb ft"1  Nose gear spring constant

: MFM lb" 1 sec -2 Angular acceleration due to train gear deflection]

aMFN lb-1 seUni Angular acceleration due te nose gear deflection

F M ft Dstance of main gear aft of cg

FN ft Distance of nose gear forward of cg
I lb sec 2 ft Aircraft mass t

MN se -2  Angular acceleration due to angleof attack

M, se-, Angular acceleration due to angle-of-attack rate

-l -2I

':M q sec_ Angular acceleration due to pitch rate

b -see Angular acceleration due to elevator deflection

~e lbV - 2 Angular acceleration due to elevator acceleration

bU ft sec" I Nominal aircraft velocity

Z ft se "2  Acceleration along aircraft z axis doe to AOA

Z6 ft see-2 Acceleration along z axis due to elevator deflection --

e
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Table 8-1. Pitch Model Nomenclature
(Concluded)

Quantity Units Definition

Ze ft Acceleration along z axis due to elevator acceleration
e

z Ift-sec- 2/variable units Acceleration of ith bending mode due to subscript variable

S sec 1 Operator d/dt

z ft Displacement of cg along z axis

zM  ft Displacement of main gear

zN  ft Displacement of nose gear

a radians Angle of attack

6 e radians , o'vator deflection

0 radians Pitch attitude (rigid body)

100 rad-sec" I Pitch attitude rate at station 100

6383 rad-sec 1  Pitch attitude rate at station 383

ft Displacement of ith bending mode at station 383

'DA Relative displacement of ith mode at main gear

--- Relative displacement of ith mode at nose gear

'N

sec" I lNatural frequency of ith bending mode

TWD sec"i Tail-wags-dog frequency

Damping ratio of ith bending mode

ft 1  Slope of ith mode at station 100
-I00

ft-1  Slope of th mode at station 383
1-383
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The model of Figure 8-2 is simply a conventional short-period aero-
dynamic representation with the first three symmetric bending modes added.
The inertial forces due to elevator mass are included as described in Sec-
tion V. The matrix of Figure 8-2 shows aerodynamic-model coupling terms 2
Zj,, Zi0, Zin., and Zij-. These were evaluated for the low-q conditions
using data fron Referefce 8-4 and found to be completely negligible, as might
be expected. The remainder of the data used for the study are tabulated in
Table 8-2. These correspond to F-4 characteristics at the sea-level Mach
0. 206 condition.

Pitch-rate frequency responses to elevator deflections for both gyro loca-
tions are shown in Figures 8-4 through 8-7. It is these responses which must
be simulated or otherwise duplicated during ground tests. }
On-Ground Pitch-Axis Model

The airframe properties which are significant during ground testing include I
the inertial qualities of the actuation system, the inertial and flexure proper-
ties, and the means of support. The first two are already included in the
in-flight pitch model of Figure 8-2, which is directly applicable after elimina- j
ting the aerodynamic effects. The support means considered in this study con-
sist of the basic landing gear and associated modifications. The latter include
variation in the damping and spring constants of the shock struts and a pre- -
sumed shift in gear locations to a hypothetical union at the cg. Although the
latter is a physical impossibility, suspension of the airfrarre by a spring cable
(as is done in some cases for ground shake testing) is not, and the math models
used herein are applicable to this case.

The resulting system model is given by the matrix of Figure 8-8. Asso-
ciated terms are defined by Table 8-1. It may be noted in this motlel that
each landing gear effect is represented by a simple spring-and-damper ccm-
bination which applies forces according to displacement and velocity at the
gear attachment point. A rigid member is assumed between the two main gears
such that each experiences equal deflections which also equal that at the
associated fuselage centerline station.

The landing gear models ignore tire flexibility, which in terms of shock- I
strut spring constants derived from Reference 8-5 data appears to be at
least twice as stiff as the basic strut for perturbations around the nominal
load position, The presence of tire flexibility, plus wheel and lower-strut I
mass, contribute added dynamics which are estimated to be significant for
frequencies above 27 Hz, well beyond interest.

The data unique to the on-ground airframe model is presented in Table I
8-3. The nominal shock-strut spring constants represent linearized values
taken from maintenance calibration data of Reference 8-5. They result in
reasonable frequencies of 6. 2 rad/sec and 12 rad/sec for che rigid pitch I
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Table 8-2. In-Flight Model DataI I IIr

Quantity Value fl Quantity Value

m 1212 slugs z20 .00215 ft

M -0.45 sec-2  e
a -1 • .00376 ft

M. -0.137 sec 6 e
a e

M -0.45 sec 1  67 rad/sec

M -2.93 sec -2 86.7 rad/sec
eSM" -0. 0012 135. 2 rad/sec
e 0 O. 025

U 230 ft/sec 
0.025

~ 0 . 025

Z -89 ft/sec 2  C2

- -15.2 ft/sec2  . af

-0.0 5. 312 rad/ft

z' -0. 00518 ft 
0 O. 913 rad/ft

- 43.3 ft/ sec 2  2-100

I 2 31 -0. 576 rad/ft

Z 2  
6.3 ft/sec 

0

z 
11.0 ft/sec

2

2 6 0 8 -0. 279 rad/fte 2-383

Z 1 .. 0. 0147 ft 3-383 O. 095 rad/ft

e
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Table 8-3. On-Ground Airframe Properties

-- Nominal Soft Nominal Soft Low-lamped low-l)amped
Quantty Supportpport Support at cg Suplor at cgj Support Support at cg

KM (lb-ft- 168, 000 42, 000 168, 000 42, 000 168, 000 168, 000

KN (hi-ft" 1) 7200 1800 7200 1800 7200 7200

-
1
IM (lb-sec- ft" I) 13,000 6500 13, 000 6500 1300 1300

I (b-sec-ft ) 16O0 800 1600 800 160 160

tM (ft) 3.5 3.5 0 0 3. 5 0

t.N (ft) 20 20 0 0 20 0

Mi.M(Ib l-sec 2 1 2 76 x 10 5  
2.76x 10

-  0 0 2. 7 6x 10-  0

- FM.lN(Ilb -,1.2) -. 58ox 10
-  58' x 10 0 0 -1.58 x 1 0

I ZIFM (ft-sec .- Il 1.17 x 10
-
' I 17 1 0 3  1 03 x I0"3  1.03 x 10.3  1. 17 x 10-3  1.03 x 10-

3

S-- 
1  

. 0 
5  

4 0 .64 x 10
"5  6.64 x 10

"  4.64 x 10"5  6.64 x 10-

I 'M (ft-,;e -Ib 4.4x 10" 4 ,1 \10 51

SZ3.1M (ft-ec 2-hl 1 1.72 x 10"
4  1.72 x 10' 4  

3.03 x 10 
5  

3.03 x 10 
5  1.72 x 10 

4  
3.03 x 10 

5

F/IN (ft-sec -1b I ) -3.52 x 10 -3.52 x 10 
3  

1.03 x 10 
3  

1.03 x 10
-  

-3 52 x 10
-  

1.03 x 10
-

-, -l- 4 .4

721FN (ft-sec 2- I 11 -2.42 x If
1  -2. 12 x 10 

4  
6.64 x 10

.5  6.64 x 10
5  -1.42 x 10'

4  6.64x 10

3,N (ft-Sec- 
"It) 3.65 x 10"1  3. 65x 10-  3.03 x 10 3.03 x 10

-  3.65 10 3.03 x 10

:1% 1.0 1.0 0.88 0.88 1.0 0.88

t4 U2M 1.4 1.4 2.0 2.0' 1.4 2.0

'3M 0.85 0.85 0. IS 0. 15 0.85 0. 15

1 *I" -3. 9; -3.0 0.88 0.88 -3.0 0.88

:"% - ,. '3 --. 3 2. 0 2.0 -7.3 2. 0

:3N 0. 15 0.15 1.8 0.15
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and plunge modes, respectively. Damping properties of the struts were
unknown, so nominal constants as required to produce 0. 5 damping ratios i
for pitch and plunge were selected. Table 8-3 also defines values associated
with the support variations studied.

Comparison of Structural Response on Ground with in Flight

Effect of Elevator Aerodynamics -- The elevator mass imbalance relative
to the aerodynamic forces generated by surface deflection is such that the
inertial forces dominate over the bending frequency range for the low-q
conditions. This situation creates a "tail-wag-dog" zero at about 50 rad/sec
for the studied condition, as illustrated in the amplitude responses of Fig- 11
ures 8-4 through 8-7. Although the inertial forces dominate, the aerodynamic
effect is still significant, at least for the first bending mode. This situation
is illustrated by the amplitude responses of Figures 8-9 and 8-10 which com-
pare the pitch-rate responses in flight with and without elevator aerodynamics.
The cases without elevator aerodynamics are comparable (over the bending
frequencies) to a ground test where no support constraints exist. It is evi-
dent from the 10-db gain error at the first bending mode that ground tests for
structural coupling must include correction for lack of aerodynamic elevator
forces. The nature of this correction term is:

m 6 S2

G e 81
TWD = g S

where GTWD is a transfer function to be applied in series with the elevator
command signal. 1 Simulation of GTWD in its current form poses obvious drift
problems due to the double integration involved, so a more tractable form
would be

GTWD L (8.2)

M6 S S + W, +-

e oo+

Note that the added "double high-pass" filter has a break point selected
at one decade below the first-mode frequency (w 1) to avoid significant error
over the bending frequency range. Selection of fhis filter poses some com-
promise between accurate bending-mode reproduction and avoidance of

1Recall from Section V that the quantity M /M' has been defined as w

the "tail-wags-dog" frequency. V e e
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7

Lexcessive low-frequency amplification, the latter potentially creating feed-
back from the rigid pitch and plunge modes of the grounded airframe,

Another interesting aspect is the question of how to cope with the case
where the surface inertial forces are comparatively negligible (i. e., the
tail-wags-dog frequency is higher than the bending frequencies). Conceiv-
ably, mass could be added to the surface to create an artifically high M&

.= If this artificial quantity were denoted as M"', the correction function
(8. 2) would 

be:

1. + M. S2

GWD e e (8.3)I Wi
o10

, e

The practicality of this artifice is questionable, however, in that mass
added to the surface may create unacceptable secondary effects, such as
stability problems within the actuator loop itself due to compliance.

Effect of Airframe Support -- The manner in which the airirame is supported
during ground tests has a manifold influence on the validity of the structural
coupling tests. Avoidance of support influence has led to special support
means for structural shake tests, and comparable efforts appear necessary
for conduct of meaningful closed-loop ccmpatibility tests.

Of interest to the study is the degree by which conventional landing-gear
support can influence structural response. Having determined this, modifi-
cations were made in the gear properties and locations to determine the

I potential for alternate support with superior test qualities. The set of sup-
port cases considered is defined by Table 8-3. These may be considered in
two categories:

0 Support involving the basic landing gear but with alternate
spring rates and damping coefficients;

[ * Support concentrated at the cg (as with a cable) %ith alternate
spring rates and damping.

One means of determining support effects is by the associated roots of
thr characteristic equation of the structure. This method has the advantage
that the influence of elevator aerodynamics (as discussed previously) is
excluded. It has the disadvantage that modes with little effect on the control

.; system (like the first bending mode for the gyro at station 383) are not dis-
counted.

Table 8-4 lists the undamped natural frequencies and damping ratios for
1 the studied cases. The following conclusions may be drawn from the table:
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Table 8-4. Support Effects on Bending Poles

Case 1 C2 33
(rad/ sec) (rad/sec) (rad/ see)

In flight 67 0. 025 87 0. 025 135 0.025
low-q

Nominal 68 0.28 86 0. 037 135 0. 036
support

Soft 67 0. 15 86 0.034 135 0.030
support

Nominal 67 0. 13 86 0. 035 135 0. 025
support
at cg

Soft 67 0.075 87 0.031 135 0.025
support
at cg
Low-damped 69 0. 048 87 0. 028 135 0. 026

support

Low-damped 68 0. 035 87 0.026 135 0. 025

suppoi at
cg

- Modal frequencies are not changed significantly by any support
case;

0 Modal damping is increased by all cases, particularly the
first mode;

0 If the first mode were not of concern (as for the station 383
gyro location), the nominal landing gear support would pro-
bably be satisfactory;

* A concentrated support at the cg is advantageous, probably to
avoid nose gear damping;

0 Shock-strut damping, rather than spring constant, is the primary

influence, suggesting use of undamped spring supports.

:0/
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Comparisons among the various support means are also made by the fre-
quency-response plots of Figures 8-11 through 8-14. Also shown on each
curve is the low-q in-flight response without elevator aerodynamics, which,I in effect, represents no support constraints and is, therefore, the ideal case.
Of concern are the responses over the bending range, the low-frequency
properties being of relatively low magnitude compared to aerodynamic effects,
as illustrated by Figures 8-9 and 8-10. It is evident from Figures 8-11 and
8-12 that, with the conventional landing gear, significant error prevails at
the first-bending-mode frequency (6 db), even for the best gear properties
studied (low damping). This agrees with the data of Table 8-3. From Fig-
ures 8-13 and 8-14 the superior response offered by cg support is evident,
the maximum gain error being 3 db for the low-damping case.

The results suggest that an ultimate support arrangemenL might consist
of the main landing gear with reduced shock strut damping (say 10 percent
of nominal as used for the "low-damped" cases) plus a temporary spring

support somewhat aft of the nose gear around station 200 (see Figure 8-3) near
the first- and second-mode nodes. Alternatively, the support L ,ed for the

&ground-shake testing might be considered.

rHaving noted that proper support with low damping offers reasonably good

structural response characteristics, the effectiveness of the compensation
for lack of elevator aerodynamics proposed earlier (Eq. 8. 2) in conjunction

rwith proper support is of interest. This is determined by comparing the
ground response using the compensation with the inflight response with nor-
mal aerodynamics, as shown in Figures 8-15 and 8-16. An excellent cor-
respondence over the bending frequency range is evident. Also evident is an
undesirable effect -- the amplification of rigid-body ground modea (plunget in the case of Figures 8-15 and 8- 16) by the correction term GTW D . So long

as the amplified response is below inflight values (as with Figures 8-15 and
8-16), no stability problems should occur. It is evident, however, that the
associated testing is applicable only to the bending modes, and that no results
can be drawn from lower-frequency phenomena.

It may be conjectured that some alleviation of the effects of rigid-body
motions on the ground is possible, either by reducing the amplification by
altering the compensation filter GTWD or by lowering the plunge frequency
via a softer spring support of the grounded airframe. More will be said about
this in the following paragraphs.

fTOTAL CLOSED-LOOP TESTING

Preceding subsections described individual means of performing closed-
loop testing to determine compatibility of both rigid- and flexible-airframe
properties with the feedback control system. Each test involves clccing the
loop through the actual control electronics and the actuation system. For
rigid-body testing, an analog computer adds the in-flight rigid aerodynamic

1303
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and inertial properties to compute equivalent sensor signals, the actual sen-
sors being bypassed. For structural stability tests, the airframe (with
proper support) supplies its own flexure properties which are detected by the
actual sensors. These feed the control electronics which drive the actuator
system in the conventional manner. The only artificial element in this loop
is an added compensation term to correct for missing surface aerodynamics.

These control loops are illustrated in Figure 8-17, which also suggests
a potential unified test scheme to accomplish both rigid and flexure testing
simultaneously. It might be expected that such a total test scheme would be
capable of exercising the lower- and higher-frequency modes with fidelity,
but that the middle frequencies would be compromised where the upper and
lower ends overlap. Such proved to be the case for the conditions considered
in this study, and an entirely satisfactory total simulation was not achieved.
The problem involved the previously mentioned rigid-body modes of the
grounded vehicle which were amplified by the compensation for surface aero-

dynamics, as illustrated in Figures 8-15 and 8-16. An adjustment was made
in the compensation break frequency (n = 5 in Figure 8-17) to reduce the low-
frequency gain, and the total response (simulated aerodynamics plus actual
structure) for station 100 were computed as shown in Figures 8-18 and 8-19.
Also plotted is the in-flight response for comparison. Whereas the amplitude
match is satisfactory, the phase error around 20 rad/sec is 27 degrees, an
unacceptable amount considering that the nominal loop crossover is often
around this frequency.

Further adjustments in compensation parameters or in airframe support
might improve the simulation validity around the center frequencies. Untilthis is achieved, however, separate rigid and flexible testing appears advisable.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study of system/airframe compatibility testing has concentrated on
closed-loop simulation procedures involving to a maximum extent the actual
flight hardware. This form of testing is viewed as the last step prior to
actual flight. As such it is considered supplementary to rather than a replace-
ment for the usual formal testing routinely performed on aircraft equipment,
such as qualification and reliability demonstration.

The following conclusions were drawn from the investigation:

0 Closed-loop testing using simulated airframe properties at I
various flight conditions with the actual actuation system and
flight computer should be performed to verify stability mar-
gins, response to commands and disturbances, and limit-
cycle acceptability. The latter should be evaluated in terms
of MIL-F-9490C (USAF) criteria by computing related air-
frame variables.
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CONTROL CONTROL AIRFRAME
COMPUTER ACTUATOR (SUITABLY SENSORS

I PLUS
AERODYNAMIC
EQUATIONS (NO
SURFACE INERTIA)

I SIMULATED
SENSORS

,7 I '

SHP D AOER DNSAMICS

PUR POSE
COMPUTER *n = VARIABLE BREAK FREQUENCY FACTOR (e.g., 5) FOR BEST

RIGID AND FLEXIBLE COMPROMISE

IFigure 8-17. Total Closed-Loop Compatibility Testing
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0 Given proper means of airframe support and suitable correc-

tion for lack of surface aerodynamics, closed-loop system
operation using actuators, sensors, and electronics in their
flight configurations can be an effective and accurate procedure
for verifying system stability in the presence of structural
flexure.

* In ger'eral, the support provided by conventional landing gear
contr;.butes considerable damping to the lower-frequency
bending modes, making structural stability tests under this
condition of questionable value

0 Support means ,vith low damping and located near the nodes of
significant ben ling modes are desirable.

* Compensation for lack of surface aerodynamics must be provided
in closed-loop structural testing.

0 Total closed-loop testing for simultaneous evaluation of flexure
and rigid performance is subject to considerable error around
intermediate (between short-period and bending) frequencies
unless particalar support qualities and correction factors are
employed.
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SFCTION IX

ICRITERIA FOR BUILT-IN TEST EQUIPMENT

BACKGROUND

The high-authority PFCS has assumed a role of importance to the basic
airplane which strongly influences the question of built-in test equipment
(BITE). A study of BITE always leads to questions dealing with system effec-
tiveness, logistics, operational analysis, and other involved strategies. Pastworks have attempted to deal broadly with the subject as it applies to classes
of equipment, for example, avionics as dealt with in Reference 9-1. Quanti-
tative results are generally frustrated under such a generalization. In par-
ticular, application to extremely safety-oriented systems such as a PFCS is
difficult, primarily because the vital connection between fault detection and

f operational reliability present in a redundant system is not sufficiently exer-
j| cised. There is value in the broader studies, however, for direction in

specific applications. Rcference 9-1, for example, presents the following
guidelines for performance monitoring:

(a) Monitor by function or mode;

L [(b) Safety items are prime candidates;

1. [(c) Monitor that status which is not self evident;

(d) Consider probabilities of failure and components;

(e) Indicate failure modes to enhance mission decision making.

Items (b) and (d) have particular impact for the subject investigation.
Most significant are the safety-of-flight implications of the system. Flight
safety is of concern either:

9 Because the aircraft is dangerous to fly without the system, or

[ Because the aircraft is impossible to fly without the system.

F The latter case would, of course, include the fly-by-wire system. ForIL either case, using piece parts will be available over at least the next decade,
it is expected that some degree of continued operation after failures will be
necessary (i. e. , redundancy). This in turn implies means of failure detec-
tion as a part of the basic system. Recognizing that the monitors, compara-
tors, and signal-selection devices common to today's redundant flight con-
trols are in themselves a form of test equipment, any study of BITE fcr the[ subject PFCS must of necessity include both ground and in-flight testing.

For the purposes of this study, the definition of BITE given by MIL-STD-
1309 applies: "Any device permanently mounted in the prime equipment and
used for the express purpose of testing the prime equipment, either inde-
pendently or in association with external test equipment".
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BITE therefore includes:

0 Monitors which compare like channels;

* Monitors which detect tracer signals;

* Equipment which applies stimuli and detects the results.

Considered in this broad sense and applied to the high-authority PFCS,
it is evident that the primary purpose of BITE and any other auxiliary testers
or procedures is to contribute to the necessary system reliability, both from
a flight-safety and mission-completion standpoint. A secondary purpose may
be to enhance maintainability. In view of the primary purpose of BITE, there-
fore, its performance in terms of failure-detection capability and the relation-
ship of this property to the system-failure and mission-abort probabilities

allowed for the PFCS are the majo- concerns of this study.

The approach taken is to investigate the quality of testing necessary with
little attention to the source of the tests (e.g., BITE, crew observation, AGE,
etc.) other than their ground or inflight nature. In pursuing this question, it
will be necessary to categorize the PFCS equipment in terms of both the
nature of the tests and the consequences of the potential failures. The latter
is necessary to avoid overspecifying tests of noncritical functions and vice
versa. Current flight control detail specifications sometimes define a BITE1 confidence factor' requirement -- a minimum probability of failure detection
for the entire system. Numbers such as 95 percent may be extremely demand-
ing in terms of BITE design, yet woefully inadequate for safety-critical
functions. This dilemma would be alleviated by properly allocating test

effort.

TOTAL SYSTEM FAILURE CRITERIA

The following subsections are concerned with total failure of a set of
redundant channels applied as part of a PFCS. Hence, flight safety is involv-
ed. In this respect only equipment that can impact flight safety, either
directly or indirectly, is of concern. Correspondingly, the derived criterion
are applicable only to this class of equipment.

Flight safety/reliability is the probability of continued service of somefunction upon which flight safety is dependent. The requirement for this
probability is determined by the consequences of a failure, as affected by:

* The availability of a backup system;

* The controllability of the aircraft with the backup system;

* Transients induced by the failure.
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A numerical value for flight safety/reliability is often difficult to resolve,
it being a catastrophic event in some cases. An example of such a figure sug-
gested for tl entire PFCS by Reference 9-2 is a probability of control loss
of 2. 3 1 0- pcr flight hour. This figure is derived from reports of those
commercial aircraft accidents which were attributed to the flight control
system for the years of 1952 to 1959. Since this figure is based on relatively

1. simple mechanical flight controls, it seems probable that the more complex
systems with fully powered surfaces would be less reliable. Considerable
support for this proposition is offered by Section III of this report where the
catastrophic failure rate due to the PFCS of the F-4 is reported at 3.8 X 10-6
failures per hour based on 3, 000, 000 flight hours. Additional support comes
from Reference 9-3 which derives a failure rate of 1.14 X 10-6 failures per
hour for the current F-4 longitudinal PFCS 1 . Allowing an additional amount
for the lateral-directional control produces a close agreement with the data of
Section III. I hese data suggest that the figure of Reference 9-2 may be an
order of magnitude too low for current fighter aircraft.

Some judgment is required when analyzing a specific system to deter-
mine whether certain piece parts are flight-safety related. An elapsed-time

'meter obviously is not. An electronic filter may or may not be, depending
on the consequences of its failure. Portions of BITE which are not used
in flight or which cannot contribute latent test failures are not flight-safety

L related.

In the following analysis, equipment is categorized according to its
contribution to single-point failures and according to the means by which it

fis tested. Common to all classes, however, is a finite impact on flight
safety, either because it is essential to safe flight or because of its ability
to disrupt other equipment which is essential to safe flight.

It should also be recognized that division of equipment to represent
reliability effect may transcend physical possibility. For example, an open
failure of a capacitor may have no impact on flight safety whereas a short-
circuit failure may. The associated failure rates of eac )de of failure
then constitute the desired categorization.

BENEFITS OF REDUNDANCY

Redundancy is the means whereby a reliable system can be created using
relatively unreliable parts. This is indeed common knowledge, but a brief
review may be beneficial to establish terminology ,,,id analytical format. Con-
sider, for example, a single control channel of a single control axis of a PFCS:

I1his figure is based on a very inclusive representation of the PFCS, includ-
ing the engines as the source of hydraulic pump power. It is interesting to
note that the failure rate of nonredundant mechanical elements was estimated

IL to be the dominant influence.
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andpu ThINGLY,~u~d CHANNEL~ Output
This element would, using state-of-the-art parts in el-ctronics, sensors,

and actuators, have a failure rate in the order of 3 X 10-4 Ier hour. Since
this is grossly inadequate for very critical functions (perhaps by three orders
of magnitude), redundancy is applied. One common technique is to use three
channels:

Input ENN - Output

CHANNELC

Three are used to enable a voting process on the outputs. With this pro-
cedure, system failure occurs when two out of three fail, a probability of

Qs 3Q c = (Xc tm) 2  (9.1)2 ]

where

Qc a probability of an individual channel failing during
the mission

Qs = probability of the entire system failing during the
mission

t = mission timem

Xc = individual channel failure rate, per unit time.

Here Xc includes all the flight-safety-related piece parts as previously
discussed, inclding those mcnitors which are designed such that their failure
is treated as a failure of the associated channel. Equation (9. 1) is defined,
for purposes of this study, as the "basic" failure probability and will be re- j
ferred to as such in subsequent subsections. This expression is, however,
only a first approximation which may be grossly inaccurate for an actual
system. and is based on a number of critical assumptions. 1

2The approximation 1 - e -Xt = Xt can be used throughout this analyses I
with negligible error because of the small values of Xt. Note also that
the comparatively negligible probability of system failure due to all three
channels failing is neglected,

3
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If valid, however, a dramatic potential reliability gain is indicated. For
example, using Xc = 3 X 10-4, the triple system would have a failure prob-
ability for a one-hour mission of

Q = 3 X(3 X 10-4) 2  2.7 X 10 - 7  (9.2)

for a factor of 1000 improvement.

In the following paragraphs, the various contributions to system failure
I probability will be explored and the associated impact of BITE identified. As

a means of quantifying the failure constituents, each will be compared to the
so called "basic" failure probability as expressed by Equation (9. 1). Even
through the added sources are sometimes regarded as being "second-order"
effects, it should be recognized that they often dominate in the overall system
reliability. Criteria for key system parameters will be expressed relative to

the basic probability, but inference should not be drawn that a good redundant
j system design is one which essentially achieves its basic reliability potential

as expressed by (9. 1). To do so, one may incur a large penalty in system
complexity and associated costs. Rather, the basic influences should be
recognized and properties selected to produce required reliability levels
within cost constraints.

It should also be remembered in the following analyses that there are
. many possible variations to a triple system. Any number of crossfeeds and

monitoring planes can be used to alter the reliability configuration and the
associated failure potentialities. The basic format considered here, how-
ever, is the building block common to all triple systems currently contemp-
plated for flight controls, and the relationships and guidelines deveioped
should be generally applicable.I
SINGLE -POINT FAILURES

t [First (and perhaps most important), the system was assumed in Equation
(9.1) to be "truly triple". In most redundant flight controls, one can usually
find an eventual "single element", even if it reduces to the use of a single

f [control surface. Obviously, these must be very reliable elements, since
I their failure permits no second chance. Their presence adds a second term

to the system failure rate:

Qs 3Q 2 + 3(X c tm) 2 + XlCt (9.3)

where QIC is the probability of failure of "individually critical" elements
, [and XIC is the associated failure rate per unit time. Again considering a

one-hour flight time and recalling the example of Equation (9. 2), QIC would

have to be less than 2.7 X 10 - 7 if the improvement provided by triple redun-[dancy is not to be compromised. This corresponds to the failure rates of
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some single transistors. This suggests that the system failure rate can easily
be dominated by single-point failures, and this is indeed the case for some
redundant systems. Their presence is not necessarily bad design practice, I
but recognition of their impact by the designer is all-important.

It is also important that the designer recognize that individually critical
failures may arise from redundant elements if the monitoring and failure cor- 4
rection capabilities of the system are unable to cope with them. For example,
a capacitor failure in a filter might result in a limit cycle with an amplitude
insufficient to cause a monitor trip. Such a limit cycle may, however, be
destructive. Here an analysis is necessary, involving the probability of
occurrence of the failure, the ability to detect it inflight, and the ability of
ground testing to detect it.

LATENT FAILURES

The failure probability expressed by Equation (9. 1) for a given operating
time assumes that all equipment operates properly at the beginning of the
period in question. If, in fact, a latent failure does exist such that the system 3
will malfunction when the next failure occurs, the actual reliability of the
redundant set is inferior to that of a single-channel system. Latent failures
result from testing deficiencies, and it is this question which determines
BITE capabilities.

In terms of their contribution to overall system failure probability, latent
failures are ass .ed (somewhat co, servatively) to be potentially disruptive
whenever they occur in conjunction with any other failure of one of the control
channels. This joint-probability situation adds a third significant term to
Equation (9.3): 2A

Qs =3Qc2  + QIC + 3QLQc (9.4)

where

QL= probability of a latent failure existing at the
start of a flight in one channel

Qc= probability of any failure occurring in a channel
during the flight

The factor of 3 included in the latter term of (9.4) arises from the pre-
sumption that the latent failure existed in a channel which had not been used
for active control. A second channel then failed, whereupon the latent chan-
nel was selected for control from the remaining two (a 110 percent chance).
A conservative aspect of the added term is that for some types of latent fail-
ures, only particular types of faults in a second channel may produce
difficulties.
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One example is where a monitor has developed a latent failure, and a
channel fails such that it must be disconnected if the set is to continue to
function. These situations may be hypothesized and approximate analytical
expressions derived having minor (e. g., factor of 2) differences from the
latter term in Equation (9. 4). These inaccuracies can, however, be largely
compensated in a particular application by appropriate selection of failure
rates, which are in themselves subject to even greater deviations.

Reasons why one channel can be faile at takeoff are illustrated by Figure
9-1. Note that all are associated with some deficiency in the ground tests,
either because certain equipment is not tested by the ground tests or because
a hardware failure has occurred in the ground test equipment which caused a
failure to be missed. This assumes that should a failure be detected by ground[testing, repair would be effected until the ground test was satisfied.

For purposes of this investigation, the total set of equipment that is
ressential to function in eacn channel is divided into four categories on the

basis of the test means as illustrated in the following sketch. This equip-
ment group excludes the "individually critical" elements, since the latter
will not be latent failures.

All flight-essential-Xequipment in one channel,
failure rate of X

j XET

XGT

"c='NT +GT +ET N "FT

X NT = "not tested" equipment, on ground or in flight

X FT = "flight tested" equipment (not ground tested)

X GT = "ground tested" equipment (not flight tested)

XET = "everywhere tested" equipment (on ground and
in flight)

Note that these four categories are associated with the four contributions
to latent channel failures illustrated by Figure 9-1:

I
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FAILURE NOT DETECTABLE IN FLIGHT N
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______ ______ ___FAILURE

SFAILURE OCCURRED PRIOR TO LAST DETECTABLE
GROUND TIME, NOTED IN FLIGHT, BUT + IN FLIGHT
REPEATED REPAIR ATTEMPTS TFAILED+

FAILURE OCCURRED IN PRIOR
OPERATION BUT IN-FLIGHT TEST
EQUIPMENT FAILED IN LATENT

MANNERE

EQUIPMENT ONLY TESTED ON GROUND Q L)
EVENTUALLY FAILS AND GROUND TEST QGTIHARDWARE FAILS IN LATENT

[MANNER_ _
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QL QNT + QFT + QGT + QET (9.5)

combining Equations (9.4) and (9.5) produces

"QS= 3Qc + QIC+ 3Qc (QNT + QFT + QGT + QET ) (9.6)

I, Each of the added "latent" terms are discussed in following paragraphs.

j Latent Failures Due To Not-Tested Equipment

If equipment is not tested in a redundant system, there is a probability
that a failure can exist such that when the affected channel is called upon to
perform, it will be unable to do so. The probability of this source is
expressable as

QNT = -NT tt (9.7)

where

XNT = failure rate of not tested equipment in each
channel

f

F tt  = total operation time since manufacture

In terms 1 the probability of a failure of a given channel during a speci-
fied rnission length, this latent contribution represents a'. effective degrad-
ation in reliability as time accumulates on the system. Comparing the
probabil.ty of being failed prior to the mission (XNTtt) to the probability that
a failure will occur during the mission

Qc Xc tm W 
D T  (9.8)

c ctm

where DT is defined as the total test deficiency level of the equipment.

This relationship is plotted in Figure 9-2. It is notable that very thor-
ough tests must be performed to avoid a significant reliability reduction
after a relatively short operating time.

Extending these results to a triple system, the contribution of this
f failure source is 3 Qc QNT [see Equation (9.6) 1. Hence, in terms of only

this source and the basic triple-channel probability (3Qc2 )
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QS 3Qc 2 + 3QcQNT (9.9)

or

Qs /3Qc "NTtc tm (9.10)

Qs/3Q 2  _ 1 + DT tt/ tm  (9.11)

The ratio Qs/3Qc 2 measures the reliability degradation due to total test
quality as time accumulates on the system. The function of (9.11) is plotted
as Figure 9-3, again indicating that a high overall test quality (i.e., a low DT)
is necessary if significant degradation in triple-channel reliability is to beavoided In terms of avoiding a dominant degradation of system reliability at
end of life, it is evident from both Figure 9-2 and Figure 9-3 that DT < 0. 0002.

I It is interesting to reflect at this point that, with the typical channel failure
rate of 3 X 10-4 per hour quoted previously, a value of 0. 0002 for DT allows
an "untested" failure rate of 6 X 10-8 per hour. This amount could be contri-t buted by a simple electronic part (e.g., a diode).

r Latent Failures In Equipment Tested Only in FlightrThis category includes failures which the ground-test function does not

r test for. An example might be certain sensor qualities. Figure 9-1 identifies
three situations applicable to this category:

(a) A failure could occur during the ground test interval
' (tg) just prior to the current mission. This probability

is expressed as

F Q = X tg (9.12)

(b) A failure could occur sometime prior to the last ground
time, be noted in one or more prior flights, and have
repeated repair attempts fail. This probability is
expressed as

Q = XFT tg +t m ) {Qur +Q +Q +---) (9.13)

where Qur = probability of an unsuccessful repair
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The above expri'ssion is somewhat pessimistic because in-flight
aborts due to the failure would tend to make the mission time
shorter dan usual.

(c) A failure occurred in prior operation but in-flight test equipment
failed in R latent manner. This probability is expressed as

Qc : XFT AtPT QLFTF (9.14)

where. LFTF = probability of a latent flight test failure
we.Q T existing during the prior mission.

I At time interval between perfect testing, i. e. , auxiliary
tests to determine absolute condition of either the test
equipment or the other associated system equipment.

If, for example, no "perfect" tests were ever run on the system or its
BITE after manufacture, Atpt could equal total operating time, tt. Alter-
natively, if the BITE were made absolutely failsafe, QLFTF = 0.

Taken together, the above three sources determine QFT, the probability
of a latent channel failure at takeoff in equipment that is tested only in flight:

QFT = FTtg + XFT (tg+tm) (Qur + Q " 2 + + X FT AtPT QLFTF

(9.15)

In terms of these contributions to total system failure probability and the
basic probability:

QS 4 3Qc 2 + 3QcQFT (9.16)

Combining (9. 15) amd (9. 16):I M) + 3 (Xct) .T [t + (t g+t )(Qur ur +.

+ AtPT QL, TF ]  (9.17)

to Equation (9. 17) enables comparison of the above sources (a), (b), and (c)
to the basic triple-channel failure probability 3c 2 .

Considering first situation (a), note that since the system ground time tg
cOmpares in magnitude to the mission flight time tm, and since the amount
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of equipment tested only in flight (XFT) is probably small compared to the
total equipment (X _), the contribution of (a) can be neglected. Furthermore,
since the failure is notable in flight, the abort option would make its role
as a safety threat questionable.

Considering situation (b), the probability of an unsuccessful repair is pessi-
mistically placed at 0. 5. Consequently, source (b) is comparable to (a) and can3
also be neglected. It too involves an abort option and is a questionable safety
threat.

Situation (c) is more difficult. If (9. 17) is reduced by neglecting sources .3
(a) and (b)

Qs 4 3(Xctm) 2 + 3(Xctm) VFT AtPTQLFTF (9.18) 1
s 1+ F T AtPT (9.19)

3Q2 2 2t

The ratio Q /3Q 2 in this instance measures the reliability degrada-
tion due to latenf flight test failures. As shown by (9. 19), the quality required
in QLFTF depends on its importance to the overall test function, the latter
being measured by the ratio

To keep latent flight test failures as a negligible source of unreliability,

T LFTF< (9.20)

Latent Failures in Equipment T-.sted Only on Ground

The probability of this source is

QGT XGT AtPT QLGTF (9.21)

where

QLG 'F probability of a latent failure existing in the ground test

equipment during the checkout prior to the current
mission
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An example of equipment which falls into this category is a monitoring
and failure correction function which is active only in the event of a failure.
Since evaluation of proper action often requires an actual or simulated failure,
the ground test may be the only way in which this element is exercised, The
portion of test equipment which is subject to this limitation is made as small
as possible by design.

All effort is applied to make "fail safe" monitors, i. e. , monitors which
disable their associated channel upon failure. An example of such a monitor
is the circuit comparator which requires a continuous oscillation passage to
verify performance. Most circuit failures within the monitor disrupt the test
signal, causing failure indication.

Again temporarily reducing Equation (9. 6) to only the basic triple-channel
L: failure probability anj. the subject probability

Q 3 + 3Qc QGT (9.22)

With (9.21) and (9.22),

Qs A 1 +GT + GT AtpTQLGTF (9.23)

c cm

Hence, to keep the ground test contribution low

III ~QICTF<4) c AtPT (9.24)

Latent Failures in Equipment Tested Both on Ground and in Flight

The probability of this source as

QET X FT AtPT QLTF (9.25)

where

QLTF probability of a latent failure of both ground test and
flight test equipment existing during the current ground
test period and the prior flight
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From the definition of QLTF it might be concluded that a joint probability
is involved, but in fact the same equipment will probably be involved for both
tests. Comparing (9. 25) to (9. 14) or (9. 21) demonstrates that a -equirement
for QLTF comparable to (9. 20) or (9. 24) is necessary:

QLTF"< T ) (9.26)

Observance of (9. 26) will make the associated source of total system
failure small compared to the basic triple-channel rate. Since in most redun-
dant systems the majority of equipment is tested both on ground and in flight

x: x
xET Xc

and (9.26) will reduce to

t

~LTF A~t

Assuming At = t. and with tmitt having a minimum value of about
1/ 5000

QLTF < 0.0002

for this source of failure to be negligible. §
NUISANCE DISENGAGEMENTS ]

The signal comparison monitoring technique used in most redundant sys-
tems has the problem of separating normal tolerance deviations from failures
over a relatively broad frequency range. The two phenomena may actually I
overlap in some cases. The system designer wants as low an allowed devia-
tion ("trip level") as possible to catch low-amplitude failures, but as wide
a deviation as possible to permit normal tolerances and avoid nuisance dis-
engagements or "trips". The use of selective filtering sometimes enables
improved distinction. The net result of these attempts is that the monitors
are set to catch the failures, and high tolerances cause nuisance trips. Pro-
vision is then made for pilot reset of the disabled channel. This capability
will ensure that the first registered failure is valid (supposing that repeated
reset attempts have failed). For the second failure, however, total disengage-
ment will occur for either a valid failure or a nuisance trip. Hence, a modi-
fication of (9. 1) is in order:

2 .3Q 26QQs = 3Q c + 6QcQcN (9.27)
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where

QCN = probability of a nuisance trip during the mission

Defining FI = QCN/Qc , (9.27) may be written

Qs = 3Qc (1 +2F) (9.28)

where

FI = "false indication rate"

[The treatment of nuisance trips as a random quantity for a specific
vehicle is debatable, but for an entire fleet its origin in random equipment
tolerances is evident. Specific vehicles will, consequently, demonstrate
nuisance-trip problems far more than others and present maintenance prob-
lems. From experience with past operational redundant systems, F1 can
approach 10, indicating a comparable increase in total failure probability.

CONCLUSIONS ON TRIPLE-SYSTEM TOTAL FAILURE

The preceding subsections analyzed the major sources of total system
failure in a triple-redundant voted system and identified pertinent parameters.
Collecting the major sources, the probability of total failure can be approxi-

I" mated by

2 DTtt tp f T
i Qs ICm c (Xctm )  1 + tm + 2FI + tm c QLGTF

I [+ Ia QET +  c T (9.29)
X LFTF X ~LTF ]

SI The terms involving test nature and quality are seen to be functions which
increase in importance as the system life increases, and it is evident that
these can soon dominate the "basic" probability. The wisdom of allowingI this is dependent on tradeoffs unique to each application. The total equipment
failure rate kc also includes BITE to the extent that certain BITE failures
may result in disablement of a channel. Hence, decreasing DT generally in-
creases X., suggesting optimization studies for each case.

There are several significant conclusions notable from Equation (9. 29):
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0 For the triple-channel system, total test deficiency (DT) will
become a dominant influence on total system failure for values
greater than 2 x 10-4 (based on a maximum rat,: of total time
to mission time of 5000).

0 The allowable probabilities of latent test failures are dependent
on the portion of the equipment tested (e. g., X FT/Xc) and on thetime interval betwe~n "perfect" system tests (AtpT). Avoidance

of scheduled maintenance tends to make Atp t and indicates
that latent test failure probabilities greater than x 10-4 near
the end of system life for the majority of BITE will cause theirinfluence to be significant.

0 The important thing for system safety is that the equipment .1
be tested at regular intervals, either on ground or in flight,
enabling various combinations of XGT , X and XET to pre-
vail. To achieve maximum safety after e first fai ure has
occurred, however, a timely knowledge of faults occurring
inflight is desired so that their existence, can be known to the
pilot. This knowledge will enable action to minimize the hazard,
perhaps by a prudent change in flight condition or an abort toj
minimize remaining flight time. Hence, an attempt to design
with a minimum amount of equipment categorized as kGT is a
desirable goal.

* Nuisance trips more numerous than 50 percent of the valid
failures (F > 0. 5) significantly increase failure probability.

The potential of flight aborts is of course a concern in overall system
effectiveness. The influence of BITE on the abort question is explored in the
following subsection.

MISSION SUCCESS CPITFRIA

For the redundant PFCS, a secondary yet vital concern to flight safety is
mission reliability as measured by the probability that an abort will be neces-
sary due to partial system failure. It is entirely possible that a given redun-
dant system design can provide adequate flight safety yet be deficient from
the standpoint of mission reliability. Again using the simple three-channel
voted system as a point of study, it is probable that, for most applications,
failure of any one channel is cause for abort (currently true for the F-ill
CAS). If this were not the case, it is questionable that the complexity of the
triple-channel system could be justifid. Assuming that the first failure
constitutes grounds for an abort, then

Qsa 3Qc = 3Xctm (9.30)
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~wh e re

Qsa probability of system abort

Q probability of failure of any one channel during the mission
time tm

t It is interesting to compare the potential performance of a triple fly-by-
wire system in the areas of flight safety (total failure) and mission reliability
(single failure) to experience with a current hydromechanical PFCS. Such a
comparison is made in Figure C-4. Data for the F-4 PFCS is taken from
Table 3-11 of Section III. The total-failure and single-failure probabilities
for a perfectly tested triple system (assumed to constitute one axis of a three-
axis-pitch, roll, yaw-system) are plotted versus single-channel failure rate.
Also indicated is the failure rate corresponding to a hypothetical fly-by-wire
channel composed of state-of-the-art equipment in electronics, hydraulics,
actuation, and sensing. Figure 9-4 indicates that current equipment may
produce adequate safety levels, but it is a factor of six deficient in mission

.L reliability. Consequently, this area merits attention in current develop-
ments, including study of the impact of BITE performance.r
CONTRIBUTIONS TO MISSION ABORT

L The preceding subsection defined the "basic" source of first-failure
probability of a triple-channel system in Equation (9. 30). To this must be
added the "second-order" contributions. Consider the ways in which an abort
can occur as illustrated in Figure 9-5.I

Failures Occurring During Ground Time

During ground time various scheduled and unscheduled maintenance
activities take place which directly or indirectly affect system availability
for the next mission, Certainly substantial operating time on PFCS and
AFCS equipment is accrued (about 50 percent of the flight time according to
the operational survey). Of perhaps more importance are the multiple-
system transients and other on-off cycles which pi evail and which intuitively
are significant failure generators. This source of failures is quantified by
Figure 9-5 as being 3(Xc + XGTE) t where tg is the ground operating time
and kc is the flight-essential equip i~ent failure rate as used previously. A
new class of equipment is introduced at this point having a failure rate of
"GTE, accounting for potential BITE which is used to conduct ground tests
only and which has no effect after the ground test sequence is accomplished,

[ A BITE sequencer could, for example, be in this category. Generally, these
I devices are fail safe such that a test sequence is stopped if a BITE failure

occurs. With accomplishment of a "go" indication necessary for flight, such
a failure will result in an abort.

3
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Figure 9-4. Triple-Channel Performance Relative to Current
F-4 PFCS, Two-Hour Mission
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I ALL EQUIPMENT OPERABLE AT
START OF MISSION, ONE CHANNEL "BASIC" SOURCE
FAILS DURING FLIGHT Q, = 3;\Ctm

FAILURE OCCURS DURING GROUND
TIME, FOUND DURING PREFLIGHT Q2 = 3 (c + XGTE)tg[OR JUST AFTER TAKEOFF

FAILURE OCCURS DURING PRIOR + +
CYCLES ONLY DETECTABLE M

IINFLIGHT, REPEATED REPAIRS + ,S
I ABORT

Q3 = 3 ;,FT(tm + tf)(Qur + Qur2 + -. )

FAILURE OCCURS DURING PRIOR
CYCLES ONLY DETECTABLE
INFLIGHT BECAUSE OF LATENT
GROUND TEST FAILURE, REPEATED
REPAIRS FAIL

Q4 = 3XET(tm t) QLGTF(Qtur + Qur

Figure 9-5. Contributions to Mission Abort, Triple System

2 . An assumption involved in the subject contribution is that the time available
after failure indication will be insufficient to enable repair. With proper de-
sign and failure-isolation -capabilities, certain elements such as computer
packages may be changeable during preflight check periods, thus reducing the
i"ground time" failure contribution to aborts. Certainly an "advanced checkout"followed by a lengthy shutdown prior to the preflight checkout would contribute
little assuming that no failures were evident during the prior flight.

Comparing the ground time failure source to the basic abort source of
3 xctm, the same order of magnitude is evident unless a large amount of equip-ill ment in the kGT E category is used. Since the latter increases with the amount
of BITE as does Xc, it is evident that test equipment degrades mission relia-
bility by both sources.

Failures Detectable Only in Flight

This source contributes an abort probability of

tg-)(Q + ± ) (9. 31)
Q3 _ 3FT(tm+ g (Qur +Qur
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where terms are as previously defined. The rationale here is that a failure
can occur in a prior ground/flight cycle, be subject to repeated repair
attempts each having a probability of failure of Qur, and contribute according
to the probability of a failure which is detectable sometime during the follow- j
ing flight. It is pessimistically assumed in (9. 31) that each flight time has
the full t m , whereas an abort will probably reduce it. Regardness of this, Q3
is negligible compared to Q, and Q2 by virtue of XFT being small compared
to Xc and Qur probably less than 0.5.

Failures Passed by Latent Ground Test Failures

This source contributes an abort probability of

- 3 XFT (ti + tg) QLGTF (Qur + Qur 2 +  (9.32) ]

where terms are again as previously defined. Here equipment which is tested I
both in flight and on ground fails in some cycle, the failure is missed by a
ground-test-latent failure, subsequently noted in the next flight, and repair
attempts repeatedly unsuccessful. Because of a low probability of the latent
ground test failure (QLGXF) and because of Qur < 0. 5, Q4 will also be negli-
gible compared to Q1 andQ2"

Conclusions on Triple-System Mission Reliability

Preceding subsections analyzed the major sources of single-system
failures which determine the probability of mission abort for a three-channel
system. It was shown that the abort probability could be approximated by

Qsa = 3X t + 3( + )t (9. 33)sa cm rn c kGTE) g

Since BITE contributes to increased failure rate of both flight-essential j
equipment (xc) and purely ground test equipment (XQTF), it has a degrading
effect on mission reliability. Note that nuisance trips do not impact abort
rate because of pilot reset capability.

TOTAL FAILURE PROBABILITIES FOR A BASiC QUAD SYSTEM

The preceding subsections studied the total failure probabilities and
mission reliability for a triple system and related these to significant test
qualities. This subsection investigates comparable quantities for a quad '1
(four-channel) system. Such a system presents more complications than a
triple system and is more difficult to treat on a general basis. Certain trends
can be identified, however, which bear significantly on the BITE question.
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Basic Quad Total Failure

The quad system considered here is as shown in Figure 9-6. Four sig-
nals are comporison-monitored to eliminate faulty channels. The concept
assumes that all channels are initially good; and that, as failures occur,they are detected and eliminated from further consideration in the voting

Iprocess. This arrangement continues until two channels are eliminated,after which a third failure shuts down the remainder of the set. This opera-
tion is commonly termed "two-fail-operate". The associated probability
of three failures occurring during the mission (ABC, ABD, ACD, or BCD),
is approximated by

( Qs = 4Qc 3  (9.34)

wh er e
Qc -probability of a given channel failing during mission as

previously defined

Again

Qc X t (9. 35)

where

Xc total failure rate of all flight-safety-related equipment in
each channel, including monitors whose failures result in
disablement of an assigned control channel

It mission time

The "basic" probability given by (9. 34) will now be augmented by addi-
tional contributions.

[ ICHANNEL B SIGNAL'

COMBINATION

AND 1POUTPUT(S)-0 MONITORING

CHANNEL C - ---,

SCHANNEL DCI
Figure 9-6. Quad System Redundant Set
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Independently Critical Failures

The "single-point" failure potential must again be recognized and added
to (9. 34)

Qs = 4Qc 3 + QIC (9.36)

Here the effect is even more significant than for the triple system be-
cause of the low values expected for 4Qc3 . For example, taking one-hour
values for Qc of 3 x 10 - 4 (a complete flight control channel) and for QIC
of 1 x 10-8 (a single fixed composition resistor)

4Q c -- 1.08 x 10 10

QIC :1 x 10- 8

The single-point probability is 100 times greater than the basic, suggesting
that the basic reliability of the quad system may be an academic goal in an
actual application. I
Latent Failures at Takeoff

Latent failures are a potential source of severe reliability degradation
in a quad system. The rationale applied for this source in a triple system
was that if a latent existed in one channel at takeoff, a subsequent failure in
another channel could result in failure of the entire set because the latent
channel could be selected from the remaining two (a 50-50 chance).

Alternatively, a latent monitor failure could result in improper rejection
of a faulty channel on its failure. It is evident that similar difficulties pre-
vail in a quad system, and the presence of an added channel does little to
alleviate the threat. The problem is simply that systems with few channels ..

* must recognize and reject failed members.

If the type of latent failure is considered which only causes difficulty if
its associated channel is selected, the following cases exist: 1

(1) The latent channel might be selected after another channel
has failed in a "conventional" manner. A

(2) The latent channel might be selected after two other channels I
have failed. This probability is negligible compared to (1)
and will be ignored.

Considering case (1) above, then, the probability of total system failure
during the mission due to the latent at the start of the mission is !
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[4Q ~x3Qc

Q 3 4QLQc (9.37)

~where
where probability of a latent failure.

The factor of 4 in (9. 37) arises from the four channels capable of develop-'. ing latent failures in a quad system, the factor of 3 in the numerator from
the three channels without latent failures capable of having "conventional"
ones, while the factor of 3 in the denominator accounts for the one-out-of-
three chance that latent channel will be selected after the " conventional"
failure of the other channel.

There is another type of latent failure which differs somewhat from the
ai above type, one which involves an unknown failure in some monitoring func-

tion which becomes critical when its associated channel fails. This source
[would present a probability of total system failure of

Q = 4QLQc (9. 38)

The factor of 4 here arises from the quad channels, producing a term
identical to (9. 37). Still other latent failure jroblems can be identified involv-
ing higher-order joint probabilities but which are comparatively negligible.
Equation (9. 37) adds the third term to the system failure expression of
(9. 36):

Qs = 40c3 + Q + 4Q Q (9. 39)

I The sources of the latent failures will now be considered. In so doing,
an equipment categorization according to the testing applied (not tested,
flight tested only, ground tested only, or tested everywhere) as previously
defined for the triple system will be used.

A review of the latent failure sources presented for the triple system
indicates their continued validity for the quad system, and Equations (9. 7),
(9. 14), (9.21), and (9. 25) may be applied directly. Comparing (9.39) and
(9. 4) for the quad and triple systems, respectively, it is evident that the quad
system can actually be inferior to the triple system from a total failure stand-
point unless the total test deficiency (WT) and probabilities of latent test
failure (QLFXF QL F , and QLTF ) are made sufficiently small compared
to the "basic probabi l ity of failure of the triple system. A comparison of the

U- total failure probabilities for the triple and quad systems is shown in Fig-
ure 9-7 for the assumed case of zero latent test failures (QLTF - Q PF= 0),
zero individually critical failures (XiC = 0), a channel failure rate of x l0-
(typical flight control channel) and a mission time of 2 hours. The variable
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-j SYSTEM
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*BOTH SYSTEMS HAVE ZERO
SINGLE POINT FAILURES AND
ZERO LATENT TEST FAILURES
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*NO NUISANCE DISENGAGEMENTS '
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Figure 9-7. Total-System Failure Comparison
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MI
remaining is DTtt , the product of total test deficiency and total operating
time. A maximum value of 50 is considered, corresponding to a total life of
5000 hours and a maximum test deficiency of 0.01. For this example, the
triple system has superior flight safety after a value of 6 has been reached
for DTtt.

[Latent Failures During the Mission

The two-fail-operate quad system utilizes a voting concept which requires
rejection of faulty channels as they fail. If, for example, two channels be-
come "dead" with no monitor action (because of no stimulus, for example),
the voter has a 50-50 chance of rejecting the two live channels. Such a diffi-
culty also prevails with a triple system, but its failure with two bad channels
is an accepted likelihood 3 .

Certain elements of the system are prone to avoid a timely failure-detec-_ 'tion process during flight. Equipment tested only on the ground (XGT) is in
this category. Other devi s may be significantly active only during portions
of the flight, such as pitch rate gyros and bending filters. If this class of
equipment is assigned a failure rate per channel of XLF, a total system
failure probability during the mission is contributed of

6Q LF 2= (940)2 3(\LFtm) 2 (. 0i 2

where the factor- of 6 accounts for the siN pairs of channels possible and the
factor of 2 accounts for the probability that the faulty pair will be selected
by the logic. Hence, the total probability of (9. 39) is expanded by an added, term

t e r n , Q s = 4 Q c +  Q I C +  4 Q I ,Q c +  3 Q L F ( 9 .4 )

To minimize the contribution of the latter term, the amount of equipment
iot tested in flight on a continuous basis must be minimized. For it to be
small compared to the basic failure probability

3 QLF < 4Qc 9.42)

3(\LFtm ) < 4(ctM )3  
(9.43)

St

TIher, may be some preference for a dead total failure over an active
I total failure, bit no distinction is made hetween the two in this study.
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!!21

LF< 4t K (9.44)X 3 m c 
-3m

Using figures of 2 hours mission time and k= 3 x 10C

LF < 8x 10 (9.45)
X

Hence, less than 0. 08 percent of the total equipment failure rate must be in
this category for the subject contribution to be obviously negligible.

Nuisance Disengagements

The possibility of nuisance disengagements presents a unique threat to a
quad system in the form of a voting quandry, i. e., two bad channels against I
two good channels. This can arise if two similar failures occur and if the
pilot is able (and does) reset both tripped channels.

If this is permitted by the system design, and, if it is assumed that the
pilot will reset, a probability of total failure due to this source prevails as
fo llo w s : 6

Q Q2 3Q F2 (9.46)

where

QSF = probability of a given kind of failure occurring in one
channel. j

For example, taking similar failures to be either hardovers (Q HO) or
dead(QD),

Q = 3 [QHO 2  +QD 2  (9.47)

Further assuming, if the total channel failure probability (Qc) were either
due to hardover or dead failures, and if QHO = QD, then

Q = 3 Q 2 1 = _IQ 2 (9.48)

Com0aring the result of (9. 48) with the basic probability for a triple sys-
-em ( 3 Qc), it appears that the subj.:ct hazard degrades the quad flight safety
to about half that of a basic triple system. Arguing that this is unquestionably
unsatisfactory, it is concluded that pilot reset of two failed channels in a quadsystem cannot be allowed by design.
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Without the reset ability for all failure levels, the probability of a nui-
sance trip affects the flight safety of the system.

Assume that the pilot is allowed to reset the first failure only. This
capability will tend to ensure that the first channel is ultimately disabled for
a valid failure only. After such has occurred, therefore, the second and
third disablements can result from either nuisance trips or valid failures,
contributing the following modification to the "basic" failure probability of
a quad system:

4Q c3 - 4Q + 1 2 QcQCN (9.49)

or
or~ 3 QCN2!

Qc 3  3c + 3 2 (9.50)Qc

[where
QCN = probability of a nuisance trip during the mission.

The ratio of QCN to Qc is problematical, but in past operational sys-
tems, it has approached 10. With this magnitude, Equation (9. 49) indicates
about a factor of 300 degradation in basic quad channel reliability.

Recalling that QcN/Qc has been defined as F1 , the "false indication rate"
Equation (9. 50) may be written

4Qc 3 4Qc3 (1 + 3F 1
2  (9.51)

To avoid more than a factor of two degradation in basic failure pr,...,bility

F I < 0. 58

I Conclusions on Quad System Total Failure

fThe preceding subsections contributed elements to define the probability
of total failure of a four-channel system during a mission:

3 3 2
Qs Q Q+ 3Q +4 Qc (1+3F 1

Qs- IC +4c(QNT+QFT+QGT+QET) + 3LF3+4c 3  +3I 2

(9.52)

The latter term assumes reset capability for the first failure only.
IWritten in alternate terms, (9.52) becomes
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X t+ (X 2DTtt + "T ' tp TQs It + 4(ctm)2 + X t QLGTF

sm1C m LT ±2

+ FT tpT QET tpT QLF (.
t QLFTF +  t QLTF + 2c m c m c

4(Xt)3 (1 + 3F .

The following conclusions are drawn from (9. 53): j
" Total test deficiency (DT) will become a dominant influence

on total failure probability when

D T > Xc tm /tt

For a typical flight control channel at 10, 000 hours life 7

and a 2-hour mission, this corresponds to DT = 1. 2 x 10-.
This very small value indicates that very thorough testing is
required on a regular basis for a quad system. j

* The requirements on probabilities of latent test failure
(QLFTF' QLGTF' and QLTF ) are comparable to that for

DT. These are alleviated by "perfect" testing at selected j
time intervals such that AtPT < tt-

* The probability of two latent failures occurring inflight and
causing voter confusion can be significant if excessive failure
rates exist in this category. Since equipment only tested on
the ground is applicable here, such should be minimized in a
quad system.

* False failure indications in flight (nuisance trips) as measured
by FI, the ratio of nuisance trips to valid failures, will signi-
ficantly degrade flight safety for F1 < 0. 58

MISSION RE LIABILITY FOR A QUAD SYSTEM

The mission reliability, as measured by the probability of abort, for a
quad system is basically determined by the probability of incurring the sec-
)nd failure. No abort is executed after the first failure because the remain-
ing three channels can generally provide an acceptable safety level under
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usual circumstances. Indeed, if an abort were specified after only one
failure, the mission reliability for a quad system would be worse than that
of a triple system, which is in itself generally deficient in this area. The
basic probability of the second failure during the mission for the quad system
of Figure 9-6 is expressed as

2
Qsa = 6Q c  (9.54)

where the factor of 6 accounts for the six identifiable channel pairs. To this
must be added a number of other sources.

Failures Occurring During Ground Time

Failures occurring during ground time (tg) in either the flight-essential
equipment (xc) or the BITE used only for ground testing (XGTE) can cause
aborts. The probability of this occurring in two channels is

Q 6)2 T tg 2  (9. 55)

With kT, probably smaller than Xc and mission time and ground time
comparable" (. 54) and (9. 55) indicate that fhe in flight and ground abort rates
are comparable. It is interesting to note fron, the results of the operational
survey reported in Section III that this comparison is also reasonably valid
for current aircraft.

Failures Detectable Only in Flight or Missed by Latent Ground Test Faults

This again is the problem of finding a failure in flight (probably shortly
'_ I after takeoff), aborting the mission, attempting a repair which is confirmable

only in flight, again attempting a mission, and so on for one or more attempts.
Such difficulties are conceivable in equipment that is only tested in flight (XFT)
or in the case of a latent failtre in the ground test equipment (QLGTF). These
elements for one channel are expressed by

Q = [FT + ' ET QT.GTF][ t+ tg] [Qur + Qur 2 + ur .. (9.56)

As with the triple system, it is pessimistically assumed in (9. 56) that
the entire mission time is expended prior to each abort.

Because the probability given by (9. 56) will be substantially less than the
sources of either (9. 54) or (9. 55), this effect is negligible.
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Nuisance Disengagements I
False failure indications can increase the probability of a second "failure"

being registered if the reset capability is restricted to just the first failure as |
previously discussed. This is considered as primarily a flight problem be-
cause ground tests can be repeated if necessary and because ground testing is
under a more controlled operational environment which tends to avoid the off-
nominal conditions that aggravate tolerance accumulations.

With the second failure indication required for abort and with the first
failure resettable (and hence a true failure), the six pairs in the quad system I
contribute

Q = 6Qc2 + 1 2 Qc QCN (9.57)

Equation (9. 57) is a revised form of (9. 54). Using F, as defined by (9. 50)

Q 6Q c (1 + 2F I ) 6(Xt)2 (1 + 2F I ) (9. 58)

Latent Failures j
Latent failures can in theory degrade mission reliability if their effect

contributes a prcbability of total failure which is comparable to (9. 55) or
(9. 58). In this way testing (through its resolution of latelrt failures) can have
a beneficial effect on mission reliability. For this situation to prevail, how-
ever, the mission reliability would approach the total failure level (a single-
channel quality), and such would involve an unsatisfactory (low) level of

Conclusions on Quad System Mission Reliability

Collecting the major sources of abort probability derived in previous
sub sections I

Qsa 6 (Xt) 2 (1 + 2!)+ 6 0 + X 2 tg 2  (9.59)

The following is concluded from (9. 59):

. BITE has a generally degrading effect on mission reliability
because of an increase in system equipment.

" False failure indications in flight will significantly degrade.3
mission reliability when the nuisance trips exceed 50 percent
of the true failures, (FI > 0. 5).
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ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT QUAD CHANNEL POTENTIAL

It is of interest to compute some of the per' .ont requirements for a
quad system hypothesized as one axis of a fly-by-wire system and make com-
parisons to related qualities of a conventional PFCS. Such can be done using
portions of Equations (9. 53) and (9. 59). The following addL, d assumptions will[ be made:

* No individually critical failures;
l* • No latent test failures (QLGTF QLTF LFTF

0 No latent failures occurring during the subject mission (XLF=0);

. Only the in-flight abort rate will be compared.

With these assumptions, the equations reduce to
4(\ct() 2 DT tt/tt 4 (Xct m)3 (1 + 3FI2  (9.60)

Qsa4 6 (\ t )2 (1 + 2F ) (9.61)

The comparisons will be made for a 2-hour mission (tm = 2), a 5000-
hour system total time (tt = 5000), and a unit channel failire rate of: = -3 x 10- 4 per hour. These assumptions produce

Qs4 3.6 x 10- 3 1)T + 8.64 x 10- 10 (1 + 3F 1 ) (9. 62)

Qsa4 I2.16 x 10-6 (1 + 2 F (9.63)

Equations (9. 62) and (9. 63) are plotted as Figure 9-8. Also shown are
comparable qualities for the current F-4 PFCS as obtained from Section III
of this report and the total failure probability of commercial PFCS as ob-
tained from Reference 9-2. The following may be concluded from Figure 9-8:

I0 * The quad sYstem provides abort probabilities at least an order
of magnitude lower than the current F-4 system, even for high
nuisance-trip rates. Hence the major deficiency of the triple
system as indicated by Figure 9-4 is corrected.

* The quad system provides flight safety in accordance with the
percentage of flight-essential equipment tested, this being be-
tween 99. 9 and 99. 99 pet cent to match current F-4 capabilities.
For this range of values, the effect of nuisance-trip rate is
minor.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON BITE
CRITERIA FOR FAIL-OPERATIVE PRIMARY FLIGHT CONTROLS

The study has produced a number of quantitative conclusions applicable to
current configurations of redundant systems. Possible variations to the studied

configurations are many, and the design criteria must be critically reviewed for
each application. There are, however, certain qualitative generalities which
have been deduced which are believed to be universally useful:

* All major failure sources must be considered when determining
total and partial failure probabilities, including multiple- channel
failures, single-point failures, latent failures in both prime[ -equipment and the BITE, and nuisance disengagements.

" Requirements for test quality should reflect the objective of the
tests (e. g. , flight safety, maintenance, etc. ) and should be

* /imposed only on that equipment in the system which affects
L the objective.

* Test quality (i. e., thoroughness and elimination of latent
* I failures) has a highly significant effect on total failure proba-

bility which becomes more critical as the number of channels
of redundancy and the system l'fe increase.

-. Nuisance disengagements reduce flight safety anci (except for
the triple system) mission reliability. Their effect is more
pronounced for the quad system than the triple.

* The reliability degradation due to latent failures can be avoided
* by testing at regular intervals (on ground or inflight). It is ad-

vantageous, however (particularly for the quad system),to test
as thoroughly as possible in flight.

* BITE must be designed either with very low probability of
having a latent failure (i. e. , "fail-safe' qualities) or be tested
at regular intervals by auxiliary equipment. This requirement

becomes more vital with more channels of redundancy.
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SECTION X

FLIGHT CONTROL ACTUATOR DESIGNS

This section reports the results of the flight control actuator survey and
presents the associated design data catalog. The latter (Appendix V) is in-
tended as a reference source for future aircraft flight control studies. It
represents the contributions of several airframe and actuator manufacturers,
including General Dynamics (Fort Worth and San Diego), Grumman, Lockheed
(Georgia), LTV (Vought Aeronautics), McDonnell, and National Water Lift.

IDATA CONTENT

Data was acquired in whole or part for the A-7, B-58, C-5A, C-141, F-4,I F-111, F-14, F-15, and F-106 actuators. An attempt was made to cover the
range of military fixed-wing aircraft. The following items are tabulated for

each actuator:

Z iI(1) Manufacturer and model number;

(2) Hydraulic fluid type, pressure, and temperature range;

(3) A general description;

(4) Integrated series servo authority;

[ (5) Total piston areas;
(6) Numbers of pistons per actuator, actuators per surface, and

hydraulic supplies per actuator;

(7) No load velocity;

(8) Loop gain;

(9) Output arm radius and surface deflection per unit stroke;
(10) Weight;

(11) Surface deflection range;

(12) Operating conditions determining no load velocity;

(13) Operating conditions determining maximum available surface
hinge moment and its value;

(14) Maximum aerodynamic hinge moment LLid its origin;

(15) Result of one hydraulic-source failure;

(16) Static stiffness;

(17) Maximum no-load input horsepower;
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(18) Horsepower output at maximum aerodynamic hinge
moment;

(19) Fluid temperature rise at maximum hinge moment. I
The nature of the above items and their significance are discussed

further in Appendix V.

CONCLUSIONS

A study of the contents of Appendix V will disclose some fairly pertinent
facts:

0 Dual tandem actuators are the most popular configuration;

* Fully powered surfaces are practically universal;

. MIL-H-5606 continues to be the most popular fluid;

0 3000 psi is the supply pressure of all of the source aircraft;

0 Significant achievements h.ve been made in the matching of
cylinder-type actuators to control-surface loads. The prac-
tice of achieving stiffness through an oversized force capabilityis less common, primarily due to the refinement of structures I
and actuator dynamics (e. g., hydrodynamic stabilization);

0 Surface velocities, determined by low-q maneuver demands, j
have increased in proportion to the increases in aircraft
performance;

* Electrically-controlled actuators are becoming more common; I
* The use of constant-pressure, central hydraulic supplies

continues to keep actuation deficiencies low; I
0 Redundant control surfaces are becoming more popular;

0 Actuator response (as indicated by servo loop gains) has I
not been increased, except in unusual applications.

3
4 1
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APPENDIX I

PERSONNEL INTERVIEWED AND ITEMS DISCUSSED
FOR FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM SURVEY

The personnel contacted during this survey a-id a brief description of the
items discussed are given in the following tables.

The personnel interviewed provided a wealth of technical information and
pricr experience in aircraft operation and maintenance. We received a cor-
dial attitude from every contact and again offer our thanks for their coopera-
tion and assistance.

3
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Contact TOrganization I Information Summary I
Wright-Patterson AFB

Jim Williams F-4 SPO, . PFCS problems and mods, stall
(ASNF) and WPAFB warning, SAS failures, ADC
Earl Parker changes
(Engineers)

John Carpenter Flight Line, . PFCS maintenance, AFCS
(Mechanic) F-4 Maintenance, testing

WPAFB

John Etnyre Shop PFCS * Lubrication, rigging, TOs
(Technician) Maintenance,

WPAFB

John Smear AFCS Shop o Electrical connectors, I31TE
(Technician) A7 Aircraft, indicators, component accessi-

WPAFB bility, nuisance trips underhumidity, self-test benefits

Capt. Duane Zieg Fighter Test o Performance questionnaire,
(Pilot- 200 hours Group trim characteristics, coordi-
on F-K, 1000 WPAFB nation during target tracking, I
hours on F-105) dive recovery

lill AF13
Lt. Col. J. Test pilot group- . Had tour in SEA in F-4

Metcalf F-4 IRAM and o No detailed interview
Engineer Project
Tests
OOAMA, Hill
AFB I

Major G. F. Test pilot group - 530 hours F-4, TAC
Myers F-4 IRAM and o 1100 hours F-102, ADC

Engineer Project o F-102 and F-106 handling
Tests versus F-4
OOMA, Hill o Spin potential impacts handling
AFB quality

o Multimission workload

tI

3'
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IContact jOrganization j Information Summary

NMIaj or 11. L. Test pilot group- e 400 hours F-4, SEA, photoIIBenson F-4 IRAM and recon.
Engineer Project * In-flight refueling - probe geomn-
Tests etry
OOMA, Hill AFB . SAS effects on response speed

* Rudder usage at high angles of
attack

. Command signal limiter applica-

Capt. A. Sapyta Test pilot group - * bFlit

jF-4 IRAM and * Avionics reliability, aircraft
IEngineer Project simplicity

Tests e Spin recoveryI QOOMA, Hill AFJ3
Harold Haddock IMMERA * Obtained USAF 66-1 data on
David Pratt (Reliability) F-4C, RF-4C, F-4D, F-4E,

I GOMA, HilAFB3 and RF-1O1G, 1-I and F-101B3F
I Aircraft. Information is from 6,

7, 15 - Log K(261 Reports on
Work Unit Codes 14 (Primaryk~E Flight Controls) 51, (Instru-
mnents), 52 (Automatic Flight

I. Controls Systems).

L 1arl lBrixev NIMFTFA * AFCS testing techniques
Norm Thedell (F-4 Flight e PFCS maintenance techniques

IControls) * Gyro problems
QOAMA-Hill AFB e Angle- of-a ttack system

AnrwStokes MMFFA * AFCS testing
P~en 'Mattson (]El'ectrronics) * Gyro and amplifier failures

0OAMiA I1iIIAF13 * Air data computer and connector
failures

1 ick hlolsman OONE 1W-A * Surface actuator specifications
Mlajor P:arker (1-ngineering) and problems
Larrv Pacddle 00OAMA-HillAFI3. Aircraft safety, accident and

incid.-nt information

F'nt AFB

ILt. C'ol, ILarry Chief, Flight * F-1O1B/F aircrait - accidents/
(;raves, t"SAF Safety Division problems

AD)C leadquar- * ADC aircraft loss of control

_______ _____ I fleet-.wide basis o
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Contact [Organization Information SummaryI

Roger Crewse Civilian Chief, * F- 101B/F aircraft -accidents/
Analytical Division problems
Office of Safety * ADC aircraft loss of control

ADC Headquarters incidents
Ent AFB * Maintainability problems on

fleet-wide basis

Tinker AFB 

Ray MVIclnnes OCAMA e Reliability data - USAF GG-1
Fred Kraeer Data Services data, 6 - Log K261-Failure
(MMPM) Tinker AFB, data, 25 - Log K261-Mainte-

Oklahoma City nance manhours, 7 - Log K261-
Abort summary, 15 - LogK261-
Accident incident data

Al Bartels OCAMA Discussed original problems
(0IMNTA) Tech Serviccs caused by high temperature of'

Hydraulic hydraulic system - seals -
Actuators A-7 actuato. response character-

istics

John Anderson OCAMA e Actuator integrated package
(MMNTA) Tech Services design and operation were dis-

Hydraulic Actua- cussed. Average integrated
tors (F-106, F-111 package service life of 350

hours before wearout appears
to be standard on both F-111
and F-106 which used a similar
design

Glenn R. Dick OCAMA . Discussed actuator frequency
(MMNTA) Tech Services response characteristics. Fact

Hydraulic Actua- that actuator wearout is caused
tors (F-101, F-104) by high frequency valve move-

ments about the center position.
Dither voltages (when used)
increase that wearout factor.

Nobel Scott OCAMA . PF'CS - major problems are
\William Chand- Tech Services presently nonexistent
ler (MMCTC) Systems Managers * AFCS - no major problems,

Branch (A i)) however, gyro wearout and a
recently installed lateral
accelerometer cause majority
of complaints
Air Data Computer is not com-
patible with future AIMS re-qui rements
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Contact - Organization -7Information Summary

William Kaiser OCAMA . General PFCS and AFCS prob-
J. Weems Engineering lem discussions. Suggested

that the Navy might be able to
provide more accurate relia-
bility data based on A-7A, B,
E flight time.

Langley AFB

Major James Langley (TAC * Primary responsibility is F-111,
Sharp, USAF Headquarters) has some flight experience in

r Aircraft Perfor- F-111
mance DRFA * Recommended Nellis visit* AFCS in the F-111

[ Major Carl Langley (TAC * 2600 hours in F-100 SEA
Young, USAF Headquarters) . 20 hours A-7D

Aircraft Perfor- * Interview and questionnaire
mance DRFA c'ompleted

* Recommended Luke visit

?Major Jerry Langley (TAC o Primary responsibility HarrierV Johnson, US-XF Headquarters) * 700 hours F-4
Aircraft Perfor- . Completed interview and
mance DRFA questionnaire

Lt. Col. Langley (TAC * TAC safety records
Dudley F. Headquarters) e Maintenance support and effect
Nelson, USAF Chief Fighter on aircraft performance

Branch - Office * BITE potential
: of Safety

ofe Tyndall AFB

Major Tom Defense Weapons o 1900 hours F-106, primary dutyF Larson, USAF Center instructor F-106
:.Tyndall AT-B * Completed interview and ques-

4756 Combat tionnaire
Training Squad. * F-106 spin problems, command

signal limiter potential

Major W.G. Defense Weapons * 800 hours F-4, 800 hntir.; F-102
-,an, U jAI. C.riter" * Completed interview and

Tyndall AFB questionnaire
4750 Test Squad.
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Contact iOrganization Information Summary 5
Major Richard Defense Weapons e 1500 hoairs F-100, 100 hours
Voehl, USAF Center F-4

Tyndall AFB * General comments and discus- I
4750 Test Squad. sion on ordnance delivery

techniques air to ground

Major David Defense W-apons * 1900 hours F101B, 500 hours
Tucker, USAF Center, Tyndall, F105 (SEA), 500 hours F-102

4756 Combat * Command signal limiter bene-
Training Squadron fits, ILS and fire control

couplers
e Coupler for use of guns to

assist with gross maneuver
* Completed interview and

questionnaire

Fargo-Hector Field -Air National Guard

Col. Alex 189 FIS ANG * Squadron operatons with
MacDonald, Hector Field F-101B - just won "William I
Commanding North Dakota Tell" meet at Tyndall AFB
Officer * Complexity and reliability of

present and proposed aircraft
systems

Major Steve 178 FIS ANG * Transition ANG to F-101B
Mallener, USAF USAF Advisor * Fire control coupler perfor-

mance

1st Lt. T. M. 178 FIS ANG * 80 hours F-10113, just checked
Austin Squad Pilot out in A/C

e Completed interview and
questionnaire

9 Yaw damper and command
signal limiter contributions

Capt. Gary 178 FIS ANG . 105 hours F-101B -Kaiser Squad Pilot * Completed interview and ques-
tionnai re k

* Fire control and ILS coupler 71

Major R.V. 178 FIS ANG . 130 hours F-101B
Hermanson Standard Eval. * Command signal limiter

Pilot and coupler usage

Sgt. Rueben 178 FIS ANG * AFCS component accessibility,Richter AECS Shop Chief PFCS compo-nent accessibility
* Tester size and usage criteria
* Tech order organization and

usage
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Contact Organization Information Summary

Nellis AFB

Sgt. Laurence AFCS Shop . Requirement for ground
Schauff Technician hydraulic and electricalpower

. Requirement for large ground/
flight line testers
Connector and wiring eyperi-
ence and preferences

• T.O. and tester preferences
c * Component accessibility, test

point value and usage

Lt. Bob Nellis AFB o Organizational maintenanceL Scheel 430th TAC structure under TAC concept
Fighter Squadron 66-31
Avionics (F-111A) o Avionics maintenance require-

ments on F-111A
o Failure and time reporting to

USAF 66-1 failure data system

Lt. Sucec Nellis AF13 o Automatic testing procedures
Sgt. Buehler F-Ill-Avionics . Fault/Failure isolation proce-
Sgt. Cooper Repair Shop dures at LRU level
Sgt. Hoffman o Device repair time and quality

procedures

St. Thomas Nellis AFI3 . Primary and automatic flight
Bateman 430th TAC control system operation

Fighter Squadron . Use of BITE/Self Test on
Flight Line - flight controls
Avionics o Component accessibility

o Failure rates, angle-of-attack
system failures

Sgt. John 428th and 429th o Fault isolation procedures and
Tinker TAC Fighter time requirements at the flight
M. Sgt. Squadrons line
Eldridge Flight Line - o Rigging of manual flight controls

Avionics o Aircraft aborts, accidents,
incidents

M. Sgt. Nellis AFB o Flight line and shop testing and
Monks 57th Fighter troubleshooting

Weapons Wing o High-failure items
(F-4C, 1), E) * Temperature and dust effects

on avionics
0 Major operational squawks
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Contact Organization Information Summary f
M. Sgt. Nellis AFB e Gyro failures - cause and
Wilson 57th Fighter possible maintenance actions
Sgt. Spurlock Weapons Wing * Flight line tester problems I

(F-4C, D, E) * Angle-of-attack transducer
problems

Lt. Col. Calvin Nellis AFB * 300 hours F-111A and E - 422
Broadway USAF 57th Wing FWS is an operational test and

422 Fighter evaluation unit
Weapons * 1000 hours F-105 SEA I
Squadron * Detailed interview conducted

on F-Ill

Capt. Tom Nellis AFB * 280 hours F-ill A and F, 1200
Sandford USAF 57 Wing hours F-100D SEA

422 Fighter * Detailed interview conducted on I
Weapons F-111
Squadron I

Lt. Col. Allan Nellis AF13 e Commander of 422nd FWS
Parks, USAF 57th Wing * Discussed F-111 tactics and

Commanding aircraft mission capabilityOfficer, * Discussed general pilot accep- I422, FWS tance,utilization of aircraft

Lt. Col. Cook Nellis AFB * Operations Officer J
USAF Operations Officer * General discussion on aircraft

422 FWS mission capability and pilot
acceptance

Major Ray Nellis AF13 * General discussion on the effec-
Carlson, USAF 57th Wing tiveness of the aircraft as a

Assist. Ope a- weapons system. CAS essential
tions Officer

Lt. Col. Dale Nellis AFB * Discussed Air Combat Maneuver I
Nelson 414th Fighter Tactics in F-4

Intercepter Squad
Operations Officer

It. Col. Nellis AFB General discussion F-4 capa-
Armstrong, 414 FIS bility
USAF Commanding

Officer
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1. Contact Organization Inform ation Summary

Capt. Sam Nellis AFB * Completed exchange tour with
Holmes, USAF 414 FIS, US Navy in A-4 aircraft

Squadron Pilot . A-4 outstanding aircraft for
attack mission - high ordnance-t carrying capability - very
simple aircraft - no SAS
required for mission accomp-
lishment

Major R. M. Nellis AFB * Detailed interview conducted on
Suter USAF 414 FIS the tactics used in air combat

ACM Expert maneuvering of the F-4 air-
craft

e Abnormal maneuver pilot con-
trol techniquesI PFCS and AFCS behavior
affecting maneuver

Major James Langley AF13 * Sharp was visiting from Lang-
L31harp USAF TAC Headquarters ley to get flight time

Directorate e 450 hours F-111 A and E
I Fighter Require- * Detailed interview conducted

ments F-111
Project Officer * Escorted Bailey on a tour of

the aircraft and gave a cock-
pit checkout

Luke AFTB

I Major Parks Luke AFB * Obtained failure, maintenance,
S. M. Sgt. 58th Organiza- abort statistical data
Widing tional Maintenance * Discussed internal failure
M. Sgt. Salsich Squadron (A-7D) reporting system

I- L(Maintenance concept at Luke
not under TAC 66-31 concept)

.M Sgt. Larson Luke AFB Flight line testing and trouble-
Sgt. Buer 58th Field Main- shooting

tenance Squadron e Use of self-test and flighi line
' (A-7D) test equipment

* • Component accessibility and
environmental problems

£ Sgt. McKay Luke AFIB * Shop testing and trouble-
58th Avionic shooting procedures
Maintenance * Throwaway module concept
Squadron (A-7D) e System packaging

o Correlation of flight line/shop
, failure reports
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Contact Organization Information Summar

Connie Granada Luke AFB AFCS self-test mechanization
Sal Richardson LTV Technical and effectiveness

Reps. (A-7D) . PFCS rigging and actuator I
replacement

* Hydraulic system mechaniza-
tion and need for triple re- I
dundancy

Lt. Col. Charles Luke AFB e Detailed interview conducted
McLarren, USAF 58th TAC Fighter covering AFCS and CAS in I

Training Wing, A-7 aircraft
Test Detachment . CAS is essential to mission

accomplishment
• A-7D, A, B 800 hours - tour

SEA A-7A U.S. Navy und
SEA F105

* Escorted Bailey on a tour of
the aircraft and gave a cockpit
checkout

Major John Luke AFB Detailed interview conducted
Morhissey USAF 58th TAC covering AFCS and CAS in A-7

FTW Test aircraft
Detachment e A7-D 440 hours, F-105 1450

hours SEA
* Maintenance problems in con-

trol system

Major James Luke AFB * Detailed interview conducted
O'Brien, USAF 58th TAC covering CAS A-7 aircraft

FTW Test * Buffet margins broad, pedal
Detachment shaker warning masked

* CSL concept very interesting II
* A-7A, B and D 450 hours, A-4

300 hours Navy exchange,
F-100 2200 hours SEA

Capt. Len Luke AFB * General discussion on PFCS
Higgens, USAF 58th TAC and CAS regarding frequency

FTW Test and types of discrepancies
Detachment

I
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Contact Organization Information Summary

McClellan AFB

Victor Feast McClellan AFB F-111A Automatic Flight
(Engineer) F-11 AMA Controls

MMFTE - Mechanization
- Depot testing concept
- BITE/ self test

Willy Reese MrClellan AFB . F-111A Automatic Flight
(Technician) F-111 AMA Controls

MMFTE - Individual device reliability
- Feel and trim computer
- Angle-of-attack system

Luther Riley McClellan AF3 e F-111A Primary Flight Controls
(Technician) 7-111 AMA - Actuator wearout and time-

MMFTA change intervals

- Periodic maintenance
interval and tasks

- Individual device failure
rates

Norton AFB

Lt. Col. It. L. Inspector General * F-4, F-111 Fafety records
Seely Aircraft Flight . Discussion of flying nour data

Safety • Discussion of maintenance rela-
ICDSFR - Norton tionship to safety[A F 13

Mr. Vernet Inspector General . AFM 66-1 and Norton Accident/
Poupitch Aircraft Flight Incident Data for A-7, F-101,

Safety F-4, and F-111
ICDSFR - Norton . Component failures and effects
AFB on flight safety

e Detailed data on flight control
system failures causingaccidents

It. Col. Inspector General * F-4 survivability, systems
E. Thrush Aircraft Flight analysis (primarily missiles)

Safety * Thrush is involved in a new
ICDSFR - Norton area of systems safety analysis
AFB which has to do with design

criteria and systems study early
in the development of an aircraftl or missile
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Contact Organization Information Summary

Lt. Col. Don Inspector General . Schmidt is in charge of the
Schmidt Aircraft Flight Systems Safety Engineering

Safety for aircraft. The C-5A is the I
ICDSFR - Norton first aircraft that has had this
AFB program applied. Schmidt and

Thrush were very active in the
F-15 systems finalization

Lt. Col. Inspector General . F-111, Project Safety Pilot
Nelson Allen Aircraft Flight * Discussion of the part flight I

Safety controls have played in the
ICDSFR - Norton accidents in this aircraft.
AFB

Lt. Col. Ray Inspector General * F-4, Project Safety Pilot
Ramsey Aircraft Flight . Discussion of 51 aircraft loss-

Safety of-control accidents
ICDSFR - Norton
AFB

Major Bryant Inspector General * F-105, Project Safety Pilot
Heston Aircraft Flight * Discussion of stability and con-

Safety trolability for delivery of ord-
ICDSFR - Norton nance. Also survivability char-
AFB acteristics of F-105 as corn-

pared to other aircraft in SEA

36
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APPENDIX II

ISURVEY DATA

The information on the following data sheets was obtained from the USAF
Maintenance Reporting System defined by Air Force Manual 66-1 and
commonly referred to as the 66-1 system.

The individual data sheets contain the time period for which the data is
applicable. The data for each aircraft is given on two pages, the first page
giving the Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF), the Mean Time Between
Maintenance Action (MTBMA) and the Mean Time Between Abort (MTBA)
and the second Maintenance Manhour per Flight Hour (MM/FH) values.

3
[ 1
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S THIs 3J:M\--' IS R. rT4E F-4 A IRC'RAFT

rNE FLNir34 43J.PS AS3CATEi) .4T4 THIS REOR A4iF. 74)64,,
rNE FLtGqr Hou-ts JX-E ACC *flL~fED INJ NE4 6 MO*. PRECEDING 31, 3CNFJ':.P1,973

AC'JN2 =',~ SCHE~DULED PE'tRt0IC M~AI'JTEIV4CE rA.3 <
JNJSCH-.-)%JLE') MM~/FH =JNSC4Hi)O.LED FLIGHT LIN'E AIDO sN3 r~s;<s
r~.L M:/F4 = S-1Jr-,. ';(,'40JLEL) AND) J'JSCREDULE,) T-IS <S

SU0 :I~) U 4S C 4WJ LE,) TJT A

-is U '41 J;-'S

M ~ A'JAL FLIGRr4 C3\4r*?.ILS *1 7,290 .33 715 1 &..)995
r'I%1AA Y --LI311T C )qJT ILS .106,51 .513 I- o.51 9 15

C3JR3 rICK AJI .1-1213 .1A 424 - 253

LATEA COIJ'Jf . SYSTr_'M 0)4439 L> 15.13 05'/

iTA,3 IL-A I) -, c iqrRL SYSTEM o .) .) 11 V 54 * 3'4
3 4 . L YSEM-30 9~ p )7174 30

C ,ArI C YFL I -; .4 T1 ?.3 Ir)50 '3 .*3
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Ar; .~3 -is 013 3 7 .16571 3 1 70.3
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I CII ;f4MITS SYS~TEM1 01017 .34:393 .3 54))
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THIS SUMMARY IS F3R THE F-ISiA AIRCRAFT

THE FLIGHT HOURS ASSOCIATED WITH THIS REPORT ARE 14149.
THE FLIGHT HOURS WERE ACCUMULATED IN THE 6 MO. PRECEDING 31PDECEMBER$1969

MT9F = MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURE
MTBMA MEAN TIME BETWEEN MAINTENANCE ACTION
MT3A = MEAN TIME BETWEEN ABORTS

ALL HOURS IN THIS SUMMARY ARE FLIGHT HOURS

MTBF tTBMA MTBA
HOURS HOURS HOURS

MANJAL FLIGHT CONTROLS 30.4 5.6 404.3
PRIMARY FLIGHT C3NTROLS 76.9 13.6 1179.1
CO'4TR3L STICK MECHANISM 1286.3 54.4 14149.0
LATERAL CONTROL SYSTEM 150.5 41.9 176.6
STARILATOR CONTROL SYSTEM 208.1 43.1 7074.5
RUDDER CONTROL SYSTEM 1286.3 140.1 7074.5 U
SECONDARY FLIGHT CONTROLS 54.4 9.1 744.7
FLAP CONTROL SYSTEM 181.4 29.1 2829.8
SLAT SYSTEM 162.6 30.7 2358.2
WING SWEEP SYSTEM 2358.2 85.8 4716.3
OTHER GENERAL COMPONENTS 159.0 31.7 2829.8

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROLS 46.1 20.7 497.9
RATE GYROS (9) 1768.& 589.5 7074.5
ACCELEROMETERS (6) 3537.3 1179.1 14149.0
PILOT CONTROL PANELS 14149.0 1572.1 14149.0
COMPUTERS 48.1 22.2 566.0

PFCS/AFCS ACTUATOR SUMMARY 142.9 35.9 2829.8
PFCS SURFACE ACTUATORS (6) 179.1 41.6 3537.3 -
AFCS ACTUATORS (3) 707.5 262.0 14149.0
AVERAGE ACTUATOR VALUES 1286.3 314.4 25725.5 i

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM 141.5 23.5 1010.6
AC POWER SYSTEM 176.9 27.9 1088.4
DC POWER SYSTEM 744.7 18897 14149.0

HYDRAULIC POWER SUPPLY 62.1 18.0 673.8
PRIMARY (#1) SUPPLY 133.5 36.8 1286.3 I
PRIMARY (#2) SUPPLY 116.0 35.4 1414.9

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENT SYSTEM 34.0 15.9 1414.9

I
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B THIS SUMMARY IS PR THE F-IliA AIRCRAFT

THE FLIGHT HGURS ASSOCIATED WITH THIS REPORT ARE 14149.
THE FLIGHT HOURS WERE ACCUMULATED IN THE 6 MO* PRECEDING 31*DECEMBER*1969

MM/FH x MAINTENANCE MANHOURS PER FLIGHT HOURII SCHEDULED MM/FR x SCHEDULED PERIODIC MAINTENANCE TASKS
UNSCHEDULED MM/FH = UNSCHEDULED FLIGHT LINE AND S40P TASKS
TOTAL MM/FH z SUM OF SCHEDULED AND UNSCHEDULED TASKS

SCHEDULED UNSCHEDULED TOTAL
MM/FH MM/FH MM/FH

HOURS HOURS HOURS
MANUAL FLIGHT CONTROLS .04255 1,47692 1.51947
PRIMARY FLIGHT C9'4TROLS •00954 .4767ri 949632
C3NTROL STICK MECHANISM ,00021 .04636 .04659
LATERAL C3NTROL SYSTEM •00382 .22320 .22701
STAPRILATOR CONTROL SYSTEM ,00382 .15711 .16093
RUDDER CONTROL SYSTEM .00170 .05166 .05336
SECONDARY FLIGHT C34TROLS .02975 .83858 .96833
FLAP C34TROL SYSTEM .00219 .28030 " .2249
SLAT SYSTEM .01823 .30949 .32773
'ING S.WEEP SYSTEM .00905 ,11393 .19P293
O OTHER GENERAL C3MPONEITS ,00035 .12616 .12651

AUT3MATIC FLIGHT C3iTRILS .00021 ,32971 .3299.
iAT' GY-?3S (9) *00000 900968 .00968
ACCELEROMETERS (6) .00000 .00615 .00615
PILOT CONTROL PANELS ,00000 ,00283 .00283
COMPUTERS .00021 ,30596 .30617

PFCS/AFCS ACTUATOR SUMMARY .00636 .5309 .25945
PFCS SURFACE ACTUATORS (6) .00636 .22072 #22708
AFCS ACTUATORS (3) .00000 ,03237 ,03237
AJERAGE ACTUATOR VALUES ,00071 .02906 .02877

* ELECTRICAL PO./ER SYSTEM .01123 .22072 .23203
AC POWER SYSTEM .01018 •17146 .18164
DC P04E'i SYSTEM .00106 .04566 .04672

HYDRAULIC P04ER SUPPLY .01074 33953 .35027
PRIMARY (#1) SUPPLY 000551 ,17499 .18051
PRIMARY (#2) SUPPLY ,00523 .15697 .16220

AIiCRAFr INStRtJMENT SYSTEM 00057 .31712 .31769
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THIS SUMMARY IS FOR THE A-7D AIRCRAFT

THE FLIGHT-HOURS ASSOCIATED WITH THIS REPORT ARE 7358.o.
THE FLIGHT HOURS WERE ACCUMULATED IN THE 6 MO. PRECEDING 31p DEC.u1970

MM/FH a MAINTENANCE MANHOURS PER FLIGHT HOUR
SCHEDULED MM/FH = SCHEDULED PERIODIC MAINTENANCE TASKS
UNSCHEDULED MM/FH = UNSCHEDULED FLIGHT LINE AND SHOP TASKS
TOTAL MM/FH = SUM OF SCHEDULED AND UNSCHEDULED TASKS

SCHEDULED UNSCHEDULED TOTAL
HOURS HOURS HOURS

MANUAL FLIGHT CONTROLS .04662 *47880 .52541
PRIMARY FLIGHT CONbTROLS .03248 &29655 -32903
CONTROL STICK MECHANISM .00000 .00122 .00122
LATERAL CONTROL SYSTEM :01984 .14596 .16581
STABILATOR CONTROL SYSTEM 001114 .11185 .12300

El RUDDER CONTROL SYSTEM 00149 .03615 .03765SECONDARY FLIGHT CONTROLS .01345 ,13536 .14882
FLAP CONTROL SYSTEM .01237 .11267 o12503
SPEED BRAKE SYSTEM .00095 o04267 .04363
SPOILER SYSTEM 000014 *00720 .00734

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROLS *00394 *42552 .42946
RATE GYROS (6) .00000 .00584 .00584
ACCELEROMETERS (4) .00000 .01264 .01264
PILOT CONTROL PANELS .00000 o00027 .00027
COMPUTERS .00000 e19054 .19054
AFCS SERVOS (3) .00394 @15303 .15697

PFCS/AFCS ACTUATOR SUMMARY o01114 .08657 .09772
PFCS SURFACE ACTUATORS (4) .01114 o05681 .06795
AFCS ACTUATORS (3) .00000 .02976 .02976
AVERAGE ACTUATOR VALUES .00159 .01237 o01396

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM .00666 *24395 -25061

HYDRAULIC POWER SUPPLY *02569 .30796 °33365
PC NO* I SUPPLY o00489 o07271 .07760
PC NO* 2 SUPPLY .01509 o19802 .21310
PC NO. 3 SUPPLY .00421 .02963 .03384

RAM AIR TURBINE POWER 900462 .03384 .03846

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENT SYSTEM o00231 ,22275 .22506
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IE: THI rusO5,. A.-Y IS FOR THE F-A.C AIRCRAFT

THE FLIGHT 43U.iS ASS53CIATED 4irH T41S REP:)fir ARE 4411)s
THE FLI-3HT 43UIRS 4ERE ACCUMULATED IN THE 6 ,M3• PRECE)I,43 3I1Pc}iF{ 1-77

4M/F4 = .MAINTENANCE MAVHJJS PER FLI:3HT +gJJ

SCHED'JLED MM/FH = SCHED'JLED, PEd,,t3-:IC mmI.NrlEWAN&CE rA,i-s<

"JNSCRE~tJLED MM/F4 = UNSCHEDUJLED FLIGHT" LINE A,'%,0 S-431-1 TASK<S

r, T TAL 4IM/FH" = SUJM VF SCHEDULED ANDO JlSC4- 7 JLE I.' S.

ES C 4;:) J L E, J +3SC'4 .)J L r rra

MMI¢q MMIF -! ," /4-
HOURtS 43,J is -4.) )-"S

oAIA L G TC 4.,L 23334 1 o191 76 •4-2519

Ht gtJ L*J~ FLGT % T~L

PRIMA RY FLIGHT CONTROLS -13402 06909'2•7 '9"
CONTROL STIC.K MECHANISM •00124 .03 5 72 •33 1
LATERtL C3NTROL SYSTEM -0565'6 •30704 •3'3')

ST I LATOR CONTROL SYSTEM .06 720 4 3 314 3 1 7

-+JOOER C.,LT3L SYSTEM .00901 09991 1.4)0.
SECONARY FLIGHT CONTRLS •09934 .5,3045 .,2)9-4

FLAP CONTiL SYSTEM e076T73 o403 7 163')

SOEE3 9,iA ,E SYSTEM 02302 •'5416 .i7l 1

JI\J, FOLD SYSTEM .00459 '4, )  *• 7l)1

AJTJ.ATIC FLIGHT CrR4T-LS 0070 •4 164

RATE GYRJS (3) •0002 l2,2 -3

ACCELEROMETE S (;2) •0004:5 •))T9
PTL3T CONT'ilL PANELS .00034 •D--2•
C3MPIJrES, S ES'q3SSe:HEDULERS 000622 .39414 .4. fl-,

'S/.C CTJATOR SUMMARY 401093 13 757

PFCS ACrJArORS 3'NLY (6) .00600 904613 •)513

(41CS ACrJAT,3RS 3A'LY C2) .00084 .1)3 6 .)11 7)

VI'TEGRArE ACTJATRs (2) .,1)414 .13):•3 *1 347

AVERAGE ACrATOR V,1LJ .S .03111 .,: -37i • )t ),-

SELZ.CT+iIC AL ',3'IE-R 'SYS rEM *,0)1 ;3:) 6 -543'35 o") 1 11

AC P,3,/ER SYSTEM .00774 .1379 . 1I:5

OC -3 ,IEli SYSTEM .00344 . 9,) • 1 )-S34
AC GENERA" 1-:!S .3 332>6 -2;--334 2.-. 55

i NY3RAJLIC P14ER SUPPLY .04371 .377:39
PRIMARY (#I) SUPPLY .01003 ,,-) 7)7 .,)7 79
Pi I MAR Y (#2) SJOPLY .,00091 -7 7

UTILITY (#3) SUPPLY .09-023 .12 -31 .3 339

A AIRCRAFT I. SThJ.,EVTS SYSTEM .00994 .:)147-i 5,? 4 1.,
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F--IF . A .' S'*C[Ar;.) r-' r- 4 rq4S r i,? 15606,

r+-"4 FLI,.3qr -fJi-ii ,ERE ACCUMULATED IN rie 6 M3, PRECEDING 31, 3CTOSE.-P 191 I

,./FH = 14AI-qrziANcE MA,43U.RS PER FLIGHT H30t. '1
3C~i.)UJLE:) .'-.I 4 = SCHEDULED PERI0DIC MAINTEN'JANCE TASXS
JJ C -E-) JL') -. 4/FH = UNSCHEDULED FLIGHT LINE AVJO S4I0P TASKS '
r~rAL ,'11F/4 = SUM OF SCHEDULED A'ND USCHEULED TASKS

SCHEDULED UNSCHEDULED r3TAL
MM/FH M/IF4/ I)

HOURS HOUR S 1401i s ,

%4ANJ:,L FLIGHr C314TRJLS ,22143 .94672 1.16815
).,1A'- . LI:;4T C04TR3LS .13345 953289 .66634
CGJf!',3L SriC,< ,4ECqANISm .00241 .02231 .02472

LI'& : ,AL CON TROL SyzrEM 906545 .25642 .321,37
-ifA3ILAT3? C3 'J1i3L SYSTEM .05495 o17681 .23170'

J.)9EO CF.q3L sYsrEM ,01064 .07735 .03300
'iEC.)NOA.f ;LIGHT C3\JT,3LS .08784 .41221 .50006
'L-' CJ\F+.L S'ySfEM s05926 ,35549 .41475
, 3A ,E SSTEm .02028 .03484 .05509 3
,11\)I'3 FOLO S'STEM .00831 .02191 .03022

AJrm4fIC FLI3HT CS.4frR.LS ,02892 ,35881 .33773
-Ar, G"Yi3S (3) .01453 o03495 .14943

C(LEO'Ef":23 ) .00027 .01109 .01135

'"IL]f C3\J''3L PANELS .00051 *00519 .00570 3
C,3JfE-_S,SESPSCNEDIJLERS .01361 .30758 .32119 3

-VC'C/AFCS Acr"JA.,3r SJMMARY .01652 .12702 .14354
,Fc,; AcrJAr3j-s 3NLY' (6) .00680 .04663 .95343 U
•*Vcs Acr.JAr3-,s 0'4LY (2) .00201 .02002 .02203
I\r.,3eArEJ -ACTJTf:3 (2) .00771 .06037 .36,309
".'-"-'E ICTJAT--, ,/LOJS ,00165 ,01271 .31436 3

~L -GI'IL; A L d 4E ? S T ET\1 .01177 *42951 .44129
c 'Ji S IYsTF',4 .00078 .03481 ,03559
C3 s3'I ' SYSFE ,00207 .12333 .12545 I

AC 3F 'If3 iS .00389 .19376 -.19765

'"):AJLIC "J1E- SJP-LY ,05758 .33480 .39231
•-I-4 'A±' (#1 ) SJPPLY o01322 ,07581 ,08904 'W

4I4 Y (42) SUP PL Y 901204 .06507 .07711

J[ILIY (, 3) SJPPLY 902932 .16584 .19516

AT ..?P rIJ3 -- JME~4rs sYSrEM 00739 .39962 •40702

I
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~iki: FLiGni H-JU14. 4 AL;CUAULALFO IN tkE 6 MO~. PRhECUDIN( 31s JU- lY7O

= i-:KAN fliME 18ETWEEN FAILUAEI
11MNAME bE:1WEEN MAINTENANCE ACTI~ON

HA iA~N LIMvE L3EiVE6N AE$0ii'S
ALL HdU~ IN THIS SLJMMAH~Y A(E F'LI GHT HOUH4

M18F MTlhMA M llsA3
HO uhs HOURSHJ~

FLIril' GON'rtiOLS 63.2 doo lu63.eI

v' Lli~l CJtfKULb 94t0 1U0.3 1924.Z3
L.~k jllGK MECHANI'1 95202 21.8d473*4
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THIS SUMMARY IS FaR TE F-4E AIRCRAFT

HE FLIGHT 4OURS ASSOCIATED 'AtRT'THIS REPORT ARE 98367.
r4E FLIGHT HOURS WERE ACCUMULATED IN THE 6 M3# PiEC aIJG 31, 3Ci'3&£i, 19.7g £/F A a MAINTENANCE MAN40URS PER FLIG4t q3J

SCHEDJLED ,MIM/F4 a SCHED0ULE0PE IOIC MAIN'jrE'JA'CE TaS'<S
UISCHEDULED .MM/FH a UNSCHEOULED FLIGHT LIt4E AND SHOP rAS<S
T3T.L *M/F4 = SUM OF SCHEDULED ANO ;J.JSC4E:DJLE. TA3<.'S

SCHEDUL~r. NSCHEU) JLEo rJrAL
MM/FN PMIHF 4

HOURS H3URS 43 JR 3
MA'NUAL FLIGHT CONTR OLS .10624 4,61233 .71357

PR.IMA.Y FLIGHT CONTROLS .07470 e46203 .53473
C3rR3L STICK MECHAN.ISM .00118 .01936 2154
LATERAL CONTROL SYSTEM .02289 .15641 #1793.1
SrASILATOR -CONTROL SYSTEM .04346 918559 .22914
RUDDER CONTROL SYSTEM .00718 ',05759 ,06476

SEC0 DARY FLIGHT CONTROLS .03155 .19354 .22509
FLAP C34TROL SYSTEM .02431 .15666 .. 31)6
SPEED'8RAKE SYSTEM .00613 902708 .033:20
WING FOLD SYSTEM 900112 .00931 ,1)92)

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT C0'TROLS ,01590 ,29376 .31967
iAtE GYR3S (3) ;01082 ,02570 003661
ACCELER3METERS (2) .00032 #01168 001211
PIL3T CONTROL PANELS ,00016 .00322 .03333
CgOMUTERSSENS0RSSCHEDULERS .00460 .253013 0.5763

I FCS/AFCS ACTUAT3R SUMMARY o00921 .03739 009551)
PFCS ACTUATORS 034LY (6) ,00357 ,03196 ,13i53
SACS CTUATORS 31,LY (2) ,00120 .01246 .31345IINTEGRATED ACTUATORS (2) .00444 .04297 .(04741FA~iAGE ACTUATOR VALUES .00092 900,375 )9-137

ELECTRICAL PO4ER SYSTEM .00.520 ,2.036 .'355.
AC tO'WER SYSTEM .00010 .01800 .0131)
DC POWER SYSTEM .00062 .10168 .1023
AC GENERAf0RS .00146 .11697 .11;343

HYDRAULIC P3JER SUPPLY .01894 s20069 021961
PRI.MARY (#1) SUPPLY .00537 ,04342 ,05379
PRIMARY (#2) SUPPLY .00358 .03713 .04072
UTILITY (#3) SUPPLY .00899 .10365 .11264

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS SYSTEM .00848 .22872 .23720

I
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i ni z)Zoim-Yl' Fi hE XF-4G AliXCiiAF 13

iti.._ FL~InI SjUX6 A640JGIAIEU WITH IMIS AEFOR AAE 52bi1
ir& KLCh ei3U~l1'- WEliE AUUUMULATEU IN TH9 6 Mg- Ph~diiEIlNG 31.018~17

4 UME 6ETWEN FAILUKE
ME~AN ltE EIE~EN MAINTENANCE A(;*10, a
-.AN TiME bil'1.-EN AB~jtS

ALL aijUzi. IN fHls 6 UMMAgkY AkL F~LIGH1 HOUi

M113F MIUMPA M16A

P'.'G.z lGO-LCN1iOLS 680. 11.4 176U.4
Z ~lL;X~ MLOHANd1M 550.1 1210.4 bo b~1 6

Lki;r.A UNliiOL Lf. )E~i 208.7 27*1 I.o q;
~..±LI' U G1iftOL bYSCEMI 186.0 32.1 A46u1 ou

(,;c UJ.lliiJL ~YUM369.3 88. *3 7!>4.4
F LIGiiA CONIM0LS ts4oi 16.7 IU77.ts

UL~ltqjL jY Efv .105.6 21.8 1173.6

,'LA~i KJ.)LL)Y~~ 24004,5 25is 09 b2di1.u

,'n TJ~(3) 369.-3 276*b.dlo
S(2) b12.5 6U7.0 5b_-11*u

~1~j ~i~L ~iL~6601.4 1553.3 26 4:J: o5
U ;*I". £ ... ' ~ C8L? 14.6 1891173-;63

t'U~ A L j it ir- . J NL Y ( 6 838.s3 20,109 b;eo I1 0
APGU.. AGI'JAL# ON'.LY (9) 150bO9 3946.1 t~eo I. I3O

SiCU£~ (2) 330.1 loide1 bbQ I.8
i:ra , hiuM1lJi VALui~z e031.2 56003 66U13.7

.L;LA(ULj-';.r; zjzE 76.3 19.9 3.~o
it;419.1 135,.1 01

i~200.0 U 46o. 1 4k27.03U

r-~j.'i..Utj~z j~~JrjLY 147.5 2291 1 14t. 1
~ : ) U~~Y 63693 ip2. it-3 77292U

~.i~J (i4s) :UrLf e91.8 41.6 eu31.2 I3

~L." S~' IiU>~~ji~ ~34.1 1!.0212.
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F 4IS3 S.JMMA-RY IS FO TH R-4C ARRF

THE& FLIGHT 43ORS ASSICIAttO ir ~Jt i k-R- , FI- R, 9~ 211.
N: T'4E FLIGHT 40J"i sF.iE 4dCCUM-JLATt IN THE 6 4-J. PRECExIG 31, X 1")q 7.-,f)

MM. " 4 = MAIN1TENANCE 41NHOUkS PEi FLIGHT 4.)JR
SCHEDJLED MM/FH s SCaEDULED PERIODIC AINr ANCE
UNSCHEDULED MM/F4 a UNSCHEDJL LIGHT LINE AND S43P rAs'<sTOTAL MM/FR ' SUM s OF@ SCHEDULE 'A.NO .JlSG4E.;JLE0 rA 3S

SCHEDULEO UIJSCHZ') JL-) r m.fL
MM/FH MMF '4l Lf
oHUitS N3IJ:iS qJJ ;

MA AIL FLIGHr CONTROLS - *16027 .75556 ,91:5,3
PRIM4ARY FLIGHT CONTROLS .09600 ,4P126 ,51785

C3NTRJL STICK MEC4ANISM 00.4.1l °02630 0-3.141
LATERAL CONTROL SYSTEM .03766 .17349 021115
SrA=3ILTOR C3NTROL SYSTEM s04359 *15764 *.)1 3

,JD0Ei C@NTROL SYSTEA .01064 #063,33 .07/4z17
SEC3NOARY FLIGHT CONITR3LS .06427 ,33231 .397'31

FLAP CONrML SYSTEM .04495 ,23360 .3a;45:)
SPEED BRAKE SYSTEM *01521 .0309') 614511
AING FOLD SYSTEM .00411 .01831 ,2 -2 4,

AUTOM4ATIC FLIGHT CONTR3LS .01060 *47089 .4- 149
RATE GYROS (3) o00044 .02573 ,.) ')1 7A- CCELER JMETERS (2) ,00017 ,01394 ,)1411

PILOT CoNTRL PANELS .00019 .)035 ,3,34
C3MPUTERS*SENSORSSCREDULERS .00793 o31321 .3211 5

PFCS/AFCS ACTOATOR SUMMARY 901396 ,1)354 .11744
PFCS ACTJAra0s 3ALY (6) ,00585 ,32535 .0312?1

4irCS ACTUATORS ONLY (2) .00123 o01619 ,)174
INTEGRATED ACTUATORS (2) .00617 056199 .1 17
AVERAGE ACT1rT3r VALUES ,00140 o.1036 *91176

ELECrtRICAL P3'ER SYSTEM o02407 ,41953 o44360
4C POW4ER SYSTEM1 *00933 ,04414 .'15397
DC PO'WER SYSTEM *00089 *09199 9 29 "3A C GE.AET@RS ,005'95 .16493 .1I793?]

HY0DAULIC P3 4ER SUPPLY o04037 .26690 .317? 7
PRIMARY (#1) SUPPLY .0007 ,u6374 .37131
PRIMARY (#2) SUPPLY ,00892 .05523 , 1

UTILITY' (#3) SUPPLY ,02223 ,1443 .15661

AIRCiAFT INSTRJMENITS SYSTEM o01733' o312:23 .39.55
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APPENDIX II .
RECOMMENDED REVISIONS TO MIL-F-9490C (USAF)

The subject specification was reviewed subsequent to completion of the PFCS

Design Criteria Study so that the impact of study results could be assessed.
juggested changes and additions to the Specification were determined and I
documented in the following paragraphs. Each is numbered according to the
respective paragraphs of the Specification.

1.2 Classification

(a) Current deficiency:

The categorization of primary and automatic flight controls now
tends to be according to equipment type, with hydromechanical
elements in the PFCS and electrical devices (in particular feed- -
back controls) under AFCS. This arrangement is unsatisfactory
for future systems, in particular, fly-by-wire. It seems that
the key distinction is one of pilot participation rather than equip-
ment type, and this concept forms the basis for the suggested
revision.

(b) Proposed revision: 3
1.2.1 "Primary Flight Control Systems - Systems which, in

conjunction with continuous pilot participation, control
the flight path of the aircraft in accordance with pre-
scribed handling and response qualities. Control forces
and moments are supplied as functions of pilot input and
necessary augmentive feedback signals. Control means
could include aerodynamic control surfaces, helicopter
rotor blades, reaction controls, thrust orientation, and
inertial elements. The systems shall be defined as in-
cluding, etc."

1.2.3 "Automatic Flight Control Systems - Systems which
control aircraft attitude or flight path, in conjunction
with elements of the PFCS, without necessity for con-
tinuous pilot participation."

3
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I

3.1 System Design Requirements

, (a) Current deficiency:

LThe simple concept of MTBF as reflecting the safety, mission
accomplishment, and maintenance qualities of a flight control
system is inadequate and leads to faulty design practices. For
example, safety in redundant systems can be compromised to
achieve fewer noncritical failures; and minimum maintenance
cost is not synonymous with MTBF. In addition, certain re-
marks pertinent to redundant configurations appear necessary.

(b) Proposed revision:

"Flight control systems shall be the most simple, direct, and
foolproof as possible, consistent with overall aircraft effective-
ness, with respect to the design, operation, inspection, andmaintenance. At the earliest stage in the design of the airplane,
careful consideration shall be given to the overall system design
of the controls in view of the type of airplane and its mission.
Based on total weapon system qualities, allocations shall be
made to the flight control system in areas of flight safety (total
failure rate), mission reliability (abort rate), and maintaina-
bility (costs per flight hour). Such allocations must reflect the
nature of the requirement (i.e., safety, mission performance,
or maintenance) and be restricted to applicable equipment and
functions.

In determining total or partial system reliability, all major
failure sources must be considered, including multiple-channel
failures, single -point failures, latent failures in both prime and
built-in test equipment, and nuisance disengagements of redun-
dant elements. The performance of built-in test equipment shall
reflect the test objective (e. g., flight safety, maintenance, etc.)
and be applicable only to that equipment which affects the objective.
The influences of preflight and in-flight test qualities, test fre-
quencies, and system life on redundant flight control reliability
shall be established and satisfactorily resolved by the system
design and operational concepts.

The detailed specification shall assign numerical values, methods
of demonstration, and associated confidence levels."

3.1.1.1.7 Power Control Override Provisions

I (a) Current deficiency:

A requirement for direct pilot effort to free jammed valves
is stated. Such will not always be possible or practical.
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(b) Proposed revision: I
"Provisions shall be made to overcome power control failures,

S.uic as J A .-... d contrel I t c np ry to comply with
total reliability requirements. These provisions shall be as I
simple and direct as possible, consistent with the basic con-
trol system design. In the case of mechanical control linkages,
the application of direct pilot effort in conjunction with suitable I
load-relieving springs or shear elements shall be possible to
free jams."

3.1.2.1.5 Trim Position Indicators

(a) Current deficiency: I
The stated requirements for trim indication may be somewhat
vague in situations where high-authority servos are employed
or where certain control arrangements make interpretation of
available control range difficult. Loss of an F-ill has been
attributed to lack of pitch control authority information under
an unusual cg situation.

(b) Proposed revision (add to subject paragraph):

"For control systems where multiple trim devices (e.g.,

series and parallel) may be used or where available control
authority (e.g., net surface position) is not substantially indi-
cated by the control stick or wheel, provision of suitable
devices to indicate available control operating range is
mandatory."

3. 1. 3. 1. 1 Augmentation
(a) Current deficiency:

It seems clear that the augmentation functions are evolving
toward inclusion with the PFCS rather than the AFCS as
previously mentioned. Indeed the PFCS has included such
with bobweights and other dynamic influences. In addition, I
the current paragraph is restrictive in its inference that
"damping" is the sole augmentation function.

As a general comment to the categorization of augraentation
systems, if the latter is accepted as part of the PFCS, a
general organization change of MIL-F-9490 appears appropri-
ate in that there are now areas under AFCS which more gen- 3
erally apply to both AFCS and PFCS. Examples are 3.1.3.5
(Functional Requirements), 3.1.3.6 (General Tie-in Require-
ments), and 3.1.3.8 (General Requirements).
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(b) Proposed revision:

Delete 3.1.3.1.1 and add the following to 3.1. 1:

"Augmentation functions shall be provided as required
to improve the stability and handling characteristics of
the air vehicle. Unless the response qualities of the
airframe-PFCS system are specifically given in the detail
specification or mission requircments for the various
operational functions, the performance shall be governed
by MIL-F-8785. If automatic trim functions are included
as part of a closed-loop PFCS, the associated dynamic
effects must not degrade handling qualities appreciably
or aggravate sta]l/spin tendencies. In the event of con-
flicting performance requirements for alternate mission
tasks, provision of selectable control modes should be
considered."

3.1.3.5.6 Automatic Trim

((a) Current deficiency:

Restrictions of automatic trim to the stated modes is no[longer practical.

(b) Proposed revisions:

Delete the last sentence of the subject paragraph.

3.1.3.7.1 Augmentation

iCurrent paragraph appears satisfactory but is considered
part of 3.1.1.

3.1.3.7.2.1.2 Residual Oscillation During Steady-State Flight

These criteria appear applicable to both the PFCS and the AFCS.

3.1.3.7.2.4 Automatic Turn Coordination

(a) Current deficiency:

Potential deviations to the specified requirements to
achieve superior mission performance is not addressed.

(b) Proposed revision (add to subject paragraph):

"Deviations in the specified performance may be made
where superior mission accomplishment can be
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If
demonstrated. For example, improved gunnery may be
achieved under certain weapon system configurations at
the expense of miscoordination in terms of lateral ac-
coloration or sideslip angle."

3.2.16 Electrical and Electronic Systems

(a) Current deficiency:

The phrase "to the greatest extent possible" is inappro-
priate.

(b) Proposed revision:

Replace the above phrase with "to the extent necessary to
provide specified flight safety and mission reliability".

3.3.2 Bearings J
While no specific recommendation appears appropriate at this
time, it is noted that lubrication requirements on current
mechanical control devices cause considerable complaint by
Air Force maintenance crews. They question the need for
relubrication in certain cases and the variety of the fittings
provided.

4.1.2 Developmental Tests

(a) Although simulator or mockup testing is addressed, the]
use of closed-loop shipside testing is not.

(b) Proposed revision (add to subject paragraph):

"For feedback control systems which materially affect
the airplane response qualities or have flight safety impli-
cations, closed-loop tests shall also be run using the
actual aircraft and system components to the maximum
practical extent mounted in their flight configurations."

Also add to 4.1.2.1.1:

"These tests, where possible, shall include closed-loop
ground testing using the actual airplane, with aerodynamic
effects simulated by a general-purpose computer. The
latter will receive measured control surface positions i ,
from the airplane and compute associated sensed quan-tities. These will be applied in lieu of the normal sensor
outputs to the flight control computer, which will complete
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Sthe control loops by driving the relevant control actuators.

The general-purpose computer will compute the aircraft
[ respuiit at vario-us L- ....ight 1 rditions so that the flight
[ control stability and performance can be evaluated ac-
~cordingly. Compliance with the residual oscillation re-
z quirements of 3.1. 3.7.2.1.2 will be demonstrated. In[ cases where structural flexure can appreciably affectloop stability, evaluation of this property shall also be

~accomplished where possible by closed-loop ground tests.
~This test will utilize all control elements in their flight

configurations- sensors, computers, and actuators-

with series correction as required to correct for lack of
~surface aerodynamics. Need for this correction must be
I. determined by analysis of the inertial and aerodynamic

properties of the control element (surface). Analysis
must also be used to determine proper airframe support
for the ground tests to avoid critical bending mode dis-

tortion. Support means as used for ground shake tests
may be feasible. The closed-loop structural response
tests will determine potential instabilities and limitess
ccles over the pertinent frequency ranges of the bending

modes. a

~3.1i.3.8.1i Gain Control

(a) Current deficiency
An addition pbyran advisable in the ra of failure

eff ects.

(b) Proposed revision (add to subject paragraph):

"The reliability and failure properties of the gain control
shall be consistent with established safety and mission
completion requirements.
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APPENDIX IV

F-4 SPIN MODEL

This appendix contains the equations of motion and the approximations
used to represent the aerodynamic data in the computer simulation. The
basic data source and associated formulations are taken from McDonnell
report A0005, Vol. I and II, "Model F-4 Spin Evaluation Program", 15
August 1969. Approximations to the aerodynamic coefficients given by
Table IV-1 are unique to the subject study.

SYMBOLS AND NOMENCLATURE

The symbols and nomenclature used for the model are defined as follows:
Figures IV-1 and IV-2 are included to illustrate certain variables: ]

F
C axial-force coefficient x

x axarecefcet1 2V2
1/2 PV S

F
Sry side-force coefficient 12

Cz  normal-force coefficient 1v2sb

MC rolling-moment coefficient 1.,2 pV2S b

• M

Cm pitching-moment coefficient U-
1 M

Cn yawing-moment coefficient S
1/2pV2Sb

x I0 s
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aCn

V2

F n

C

2VV

954 C.
2V

C Cm mJ
n-i.n

na

flv b

AC change in C r due to spin rate coefficient, '

v I
AC change in C due to spin rate coefficient, -

y y 2

390 b,

AC change in C due to spin rate coefficient, v

ACt change in C~ due to spin rate coefficient, -

2VV

AC mchange in C rdue to spin rate coefficient, 2V-

AC change in C due to spin rate coefficient, -v-

n ni2
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a wing angle of a'tack (deg)
w

C4 body axib augle of aiiack (a i deg) (Figure 1V -2) (deg)

/3 sideslip angle (Figure IV-2) (deg)

aileron deflection - positive when aileron on right (deg)r 6 a wing is deflected down

. 6 r rudder deflection - trailing edge left is positive (deg)

Cr
6 e stabilator deflection - trailing edge down is positive (deg)

0 Euler angle representing the total angular movement (deg)
of X body axis from horizontal plane measured in aIvertical plane, positive airplane nose up refer to~Figure IV-I

0 Euler angle between Y body axis and horizontal plane (deg)
measured in the YZ body plane, positive right wing
down (Figure IV-l)

V [/ Euler angle representing the horizontal component of (deg)
total angular deflection of X body axis from reference
position in horizontal plane, positive airplane nose
right (Figure IV-1)

total angular velocity (rad/sec)

n " component of total aircraft angular velocity parallel (rad/sec)
4v to velocity vector, positive clockwise looking along

velocity vector

e engine rotation rate positive clockwise looking (rpm,
forward rad/sec)

p air density 
(slugs/ft 3

b wing span (38.67 ft) (ft)

c mean aerodynamic chord (16. 032 ft) (ft)

c.g. center of gravity (ft)

Fx  force along XB, positive forward (Figure IV-1) (Ib)
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f

Fy force along YB' positive to the right (Figure IV-1) lb) 2 i"

F force along Z. , positive down (Figure IV-1) (lb)

Ix moment of inertia about X body axis (slug-ft 2 )
2x

I moment of inertia about Y body axis (slug-ft 2 )
y

I moment of inertia about Z body axis (slug-ft 2 )

I product of inertia about X and Z body axes (slug-ft 2 ) jxz

unit vector along XB positive forward

j unit vector along Y positive to the right

unit vector along ZB positive down

M moment about XB, positive clockwise looking (ft-lb)
forward (Figure IV-l)

M moment about YB, positive clockwise looking (ft-lb)Y right (Figure IV-l)

Mz  moment about ZB, positive clockwise looking (ft-lb) ]
down (Figure IV-1)

m mass of aircraft (slugs) 3
p roll rate, positive right wing down (rad/sec)

q pitch rate, positive nose up (rad/sec) 11
r yaw rate, positive nose right (rad/sec)

P qo' ro oscillatory components of p, q and r (rad/sec)

PS) q s r. steady-state components of p, q and r (rad/sec)

2 2
S wing area (530 ft 2 ) (ft2)

T thrust (lb)

v, W, z components of V along the XBI YB and ZB axes, (ft/sec)
respectively 1
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V total linear velocity (ft/sec)

X the body axis in the plane of symmetry which isB parallel to the fuselage waterline. Positive
forward (Figures IV-1 and IV-2).

Y the body axis perpendicular to the plane of symmetry.
B Positive toward the right wing. (Figures IV-l arid IV-2).

ZB the body axis perpendicular to the X B - YB axes.
Positive toward the bottom of the aircraft. (Figures
IV-l and IV-2).

XE horizontal earth axis which lies in a vertical
plane containing the XB axis at time zero (Figure IV-1)

[ [YE horizontal earth axis perpendicular to the XE ZEI plane (Figure IV-l)

Z vertical earth axis pointing downwara towards the
center of the earth (Figure IV-l)

X w  axis in plane of symmetry which is parallel to the
wing chord plane (Figure IV-2)

Yw axis perpendicular to the plane of symmetry (Figure IV-2)

Z axis perpendicular to the X - Y axes (Figure IV-2)w w w

EQUATIONS OF MOT ION

The equations of motion used in the simulation are as follows:

I qr + Ixz- z' + I- z pq + (IV-1)
x I x x

Iz p-x  1 r2 1 z 2 -eng eng r + - Y(IV - 2)

Iy y Iy y Iy
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I- Ix eng eng M

Iz I z z z IA

vr-wq + m (IV -4)

wp -ur + y(IV- 5)

whr -uq-vp + m_ (IV -6)

mx PVl Sb 6r +Co 6a + b(Cr +Ct P -C,]2 2VVCc + 02 [Cm5t + Cm+(mq 6r 6mJ

Mz = 2 Sb [Cn+ Cn 6r 6r + Cn 6a a-v (VC nr 0 + C P) + ACfl]

and3

1 2F1
F x -WsinO-4 T +-PVS sC + C 6e+Ax

x 2 X X6e X

=Wco esi 0+P 2S 6+ yo + c~) + A~C~j

F =wcos ecsn+fPV2s Cz+CzC6 r:C]yz, r 2
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where

AC r AC ACAC x andACy

are the rotary balance derivatives which are functions of a. /3, and Q -b/2V.v

The forced oscillation derivatives (e.g., Ct, ) are applied only to the
oscillatory components of rotation and the rotary balance data are applied as
a function of the steady-state rotation. It is assumed that this steady-stateLrotation is the component of rotation parallel to the velocity vector.

The total rotational velocity is given by

[=pi + qj + rk (IV -7)

The component of 2 parallel to the velocity vector is given by

V v~7T

L where

L v = u + vi + wk

(therefore

= ~ up +vg + wr (IV-8)

I but![ u
= cos/3cos a

~v = sin I3
V

- = cos /3 sin a

substituting into Equation (IV-8) gives

0 =pcos /3cos a+qsin /3+rcos /sina (IV-9)
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In order to separate p, q and r into steady-state (parallel to V) and
oscillatory (perpendicular to V) components, the components of 0V along
the X, Y and Z axes are first determined: _.

fv =nv v
(T-b(.IV - 10o)

Q 1 sin ~+ Q cos sin a
V = V Cos Cos ai+n si V+fVco 3sn

Components of QlV in the 1, j and k directions are the steady-state compon- i
ents of p, q and r respectively.

Therefore j
P = V cos jcosa
S V

s sin (IV-l1) 1

= 0V cos sina

The oscillatory components are

qo = q" qs (IV-12) ]
= r - r j

When using rotary balance data, only the oscillatory components of p.
q, and r are applied to the forced oscillation derivatives. The changes in
force and moment coefficients due to steauy-state rotation rates are included J
as a function of QVb/2V.

AERODYNAMIC DATA

The nondimensional aerodynamic derivativas contained in A 0005 were
approximated wherever practical by analytic expressions. These expressions
are shown in Table IV-1. Analytic expressions were not used to approximate
the derivatives C n and Cn6 . The values of these derivatives as functions of
angle of attack and sidesliprangle are as shown in Figures IV-3 and IV-4. j

i
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Ii Table IV-1. Aero Derivatives

IC

• Derivative RneFunction (a and/ in degrees)
[ (deg)

C x : 15 -0.03 + 0.002 Cw

C x> 15 [0.03 - o. 0011 1pl1] sin (4.5 cew .248 ), x < 55
Cx55 0. 03 sin (4. 5 aw - 248)

Cy < 20 -0. 014/0

C y 20 (-0. 0194 + 0. 00027 aw/
<s59

C zC < 20 - 0. 12 -O. 05 a

{ 60 w

z  >60 -1.68

, [C4 < 40 1-0. 0010 - 0. 00102 sin (8.2. aw
i , "  I/ I 10+ 0. 000433 cos (16.4 w)/

{[C,<40 [-0 .0010 -000102 sin (8. 2 cew)-: > 10 + 0. 000433 cos (16. 4 aw)) f

, ~~+ [0. 0030o - 1. 6 x 10-4a w i) -

l , >40 -0. 0024/0

C m  < 0 -0.000052 aw + 0. 0002 /2 _0.0055 I

C n 9 See Figure 3, Cn (P=x) = n(~)
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Table IV-1. Aero Derivatives (Continued) !

w
Derivative Range Function (a and/3 in degrees)

(deg)

C per deg ' 90 0. 002 -0. 0000 6 4 Jw
e

C >38 0.0096 - 1.27
Yr w

C < 30 O. 02 3 3 aw
yp

C Z 30 2. 5 -0. 6 ay p 52W

C>52 -0.62

C, < 25 -0. 148 + 0. 0295 awr
J

25 1. 083 - 0. 0197 a Wr 55

C ,-t > 55 0

Ct < 29 -0.08 - 0. Oil aW
pIt "  29 - 0. 803 + 0. 0139 a

p '52 W

Ct >52 0.33 - 0.0079 a w

C !5 90 -0.7 + 0. 0082 S,
nr w

Cr < 25 0
np

C25 0. 146 -O. 0058 awCp 61
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$ ITable IV-1. Aero Derivatives (Continued)

a IW

rL w
Derivative Range Function (a and in degrees)

(deg)

C > 61 -1.34 + 0.019
np w

C < 47 0. 00246 - 0.0000523 w

C 47 0

A r (deg -)

C <90 -0. 0077 + 0. 00008z5  we (deg-1

C t' 10 -0.877

a

C, a >10 -10.72/a + 0.195] x 10-3

6a (deg)1 - 90

C4 6 r. ) < 30 [0. 92 x 10-5 a w + 27.6 x 10-5
r(deg-1)

C 430 0

r (deg-l)

C < 25 -0.009
m 5

e (deg-l

C a25 0.00033 a -0.017

e(deg ) 40

II
a 6a is single aileron, + for right aileron down.

a
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Table IV-1. Aero Derivatives (Continued)

I a
w

Derivative Range Function (a andf3 in degrees)
(deg)

Cn -1) > 40 -0.004

Cn6r (deg- r90 See Figure IV-4

C <20 (7.5 x 10-6) a .n6a (e-l)

C 20 1.5 x 10 -4

a (deg - )

C < 20 0.700 .1

C >20 -0.089a +2.48 jYr S 38 w

C 41 -I.3- 0.161 a
mq w

Cm >41 -13.5 + 0.088a aq

AC < 40 (0.1) (note absolute value)x 2
AC > 40 CO.58 - 0.012 aw [V

AC < 30 0

Plvb130 C0. 99 - 0. 033 aw 11 v7 (note no absolute value)
ACy <50 2V._I
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II

Table IV-1. Aero Derivatives (Concluded)

_~__w

Derivative Range Function ( and/3 in degrees)
(deg)

"fvbiACy > 50 [-1.'36 + 0."014 awl .2V

, AC :90 -0.0375 ( 2V

fvb
AC M  < 30 -0.059 -V

10v lb 0 .b

Ac a 30 E-0.3 + 0.. v
m 2V -005 2V

AC < 30 -0.24 Q b/2V

n V

AC n 30 [-0,58 + 0. 0113 awl Q vb/2V

SACn >54 0.030 vb/2V
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I

THRUST CONTROL i
Engine thrust is assumed to vary only with a and the selected initial

conditions:

TRIM THRUST,

1000 LB- -- - -

27 32S(DEG) )
After falling below 1000 pounds, a permanent flameout is assumed.

The indicated a is in respect to body axes.

[4'2

I
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Figure IV-l. Sign Convention Used for Euler Angles, Forces,
Moments and Velocities

CC
Yw

Poo 4.

Figure IV-2. Reference Axes, Angle-of-Attack and Angle-of-

Sideslip Definition
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Figure IV-3. Variation of Yawing-Moment Coefficient withI Sideslip at Constant Angle of Attack
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Figure IV-4. Yawing Moment Due to Rudder
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APPENDIX V

ACTUATOR DESIGN DATA CATALOG I
ACTUATOR DEFINITION

Throughout the tabular data presented in this appendix it will be assumed
that an actuator consists of all of the elements necessary for an actuation
servo loop, i. e. : the entire actuator consists of the cylinder, servovalve,
feedback linkage, and other associated hydraulic elements. This sometimes
results in an actuator with ten cylinders, but by this definition, it is still
one actuator.

ACTUATOR DATA TABULATION

The subject data are organized according to individual actuators, one
data sheet assigned to each. The set contains data for 34 actuators.

0 Throughout the sheets, the following abbreviations are used:

T.E. up Trailing edge up

T. E. dn Trailing edge down

U Data unavailable

N/A Not applicable

rps Radians per second

G Gravitational constant

ft Feet I
psi Pourds per square inch
°/sec Degrees per second

SL Sea level

kts Knots '1

0 The data is organized in three basic groups:

(1) Actuator physical characteristics, items
numbered 1 through 10, indicating the
specific features and sizes of the individual
actuator I

4
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(2) Load (control surface) data, items 11 - 16.
This section attempts to show why and how the
actuator was sized as it was.

(3) Derived relative performance data, items 17 - 20.
These indicate the amount of power required for
the actuator, and the power margin for handlingL the control surface load.

* The actuator characteristics listed are all quite obvious, but
a few deserve comment:

(1) Stroke: this may not always correspond to the deflection
and arm radius angles because of end clearances, toler-
ances, etc.

(2) Output Arm Radius: in some instances this may be a
calculated value due to the unavailability of data.

' (3) Surface Deflection/Actuator inch; because of the geometry
of the output arm, this number is not a constant, but an
average value. As with the previous data, it also may be
a computed figure.

* The load data shown is the result of research aimed at finding
out "why" ---- in some cases, specific data was available,
but in most cases, only a general statement could be offered.
There is enough data to indicate the trends, however.

* Relative performance data was obtained as follows:

(17) Max. (no load) hydraulic (input) horsepower=

(max. available hinge moment) x (no load surface velocity)

(appropriate constant)

(18) To obtain horsepower output at maximum hinge moment,
the pressure drop across the valve was calculated from
the supply pressures and the ratio of acro hinge moment
to available hinge moment.

Knowing the pressure drop, the reduction in velocity can
be computed, and the output HP is a product of:

(max. input hp) x (valve flow factor) x (load factor)

I' where
(flow at max. aero hinge moment)

valve flow factor (flow at max. no load velocity)

[407
I
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(max. aero hinge moment)
load factor =(max. available hinge moment)

(19) Efficiency a a positive displacement, constant supply I
pressu: system is merely:

aerodynamic hinge moment x 100

available max. hinge moment

(20) Temperature rise is directly proportional to the pressure
drop across the valve, i. e. :

AT(°F) = 6.64 deg/1000 psi,

and the pressure drop across the valve is readily
obtained from xsul rIj

(max. available hinge moment) - (aero hinge moment) x pressure/
(max. available hinge moment) j

These constants are for MIL-H-5606, and were also
used for MIL-H-8446 because accurate data was not
available. The relative error should be minor.

* Relative performance data should be useful in estimating peak
horsepower requirements, as well as cooling system needs.
Item (19) is included to show that peak efficiencies can only be
achieved in rare circumstances.

4
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ACTUATOR DATA: A-7D Aileron

1. Manufacturer: Vought Aeronautics Model No.: 215-82031

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3050 psi, Temp: -65 to +275'F

3. Description: Dual tandem cylinder (no tail rod) with Spparatp
servovalve and feedback linkage. Incorporates special structural

feedback linkage.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 1. 85 in2 T. E. up. Stroke 2.65 in. , TE. up

2.89 in2 T.E.dn, .6 in.,T..dn.

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: 1
Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 10.6 in. per sec T.E. u , 0.6 in. per sec .s.dh.

8. Loop Gain:25 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 6.25 in. ; Surface Deflection 0/Actuator inch: 9.44

10, Actuator Weight: 10.1 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 25 o T.E.tup ; 25 0 T.E.dn.

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity: _Low speed handling to meet MIL-F-8785B

N( Load Surface Velocity: 100 0/se T.E. up , 100 /sec T. .jd

13, Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Maximum aerodynamic hinge moment.

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 34,800 in-lb T.E. up, 54.20Oin-lbT.. .dn.

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 38.400 in-lb T.E.dn, in-lb __
Occurs at Mach: 12 Altitude: 7000 ft, 3 rps roll date

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result: Actuator
--can handle only half of full performance load.

[ 16. Static Stiffness Capability: U

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 14.3 (T.E.dn.)

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 5.48 (T. E. u2)

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 71.. %

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:. 711 OF
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ACTUATOR DATA: A -7D Horizontal Stabilizer

1. Manufacturer: Vought Aeronautics Model No.: 15-601051

2. Hydraulic Fluid:MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3050 psi, Temp: -65 to +275°F

3. Description:Dual tandem cylinder (no tail rod) with integral
servovalve. External feedback linkage incorporates structural ,

feedback.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surfae:l. 6 in2 T.E.uP, Stroke 4.47 in., T.E.up

.7 in 2T.E.d, 1.18 in., TE.. dn j
6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 4,25 in. per secT.EL , 4.25 in. per secT.E.dn

8. Loop Gain: 20 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 10. 0 in. ; Surface Deflection 0/Actuator inch: 5. 89

10. Actuator Weight: 32 .4 lb j
11. Surface Deflcction:26. 5 0 T.E.up ;6.75o T.E.dn

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity: j
LL-w speed maneuvering specs.
No Load Surface Velocity: 25 0/sec T.E. up , 2.5 °/sec T. E. dn

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Stiffness

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 348,000 in-lb T.E. up, 411,0Oin-lb T.E. dn

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 2 0 1,500 in-lb T.E.up in-lb -

Occurs at Mach: L1.2 , Altitude:1,.0ft 7G__

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result: Stiffness
requirement can still be met with 1/2 actuator.

16. Static Stiffness Capability: U

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 27.3 (T.E. dn).

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 8. 35 (T.E.up

19, Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:57_.97&

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 7 . 82 OF I
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K IACTUATOR DATA: A-7D Rudder
U

1. Manufacturer: Vought Aeronautics Model No.: 15-151039

2. Hydraulic Fluid:MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3 0 5 0  psi, Temp: -65 to +275*F

3. Description: Dual tandem cyliader (equal area) with separate

servovalve and feedback linkage. Incoroorates special structural
feedback linkage. Stroke is limited to ±60 when flaps are in "up" position

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 3 . 54 in2 right , Strokel. 6 in., riht

3.54 in2 left 1.6 if in. ,.iL

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 9.35 in. per sec r , 9. 35 in. per sec lft

8. Loop Gain: 25 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 3.5 in. ; Surface Deflection 0/Actuator inch: 15. 0

10. Actuator Weight: 11.7 - lb

11. Surface Deflection: 24 - right ;24 left

j12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity: .
Low speed maneuver specification

No Load Surface Velocity: 140 /sec rijht 140/sec left

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic load and flutter

Max. Available Hinge Moment:37, 100 in-lb37. , left in-lb._

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 2 4. 300 in-lb right 2A4,310 in-lb ef±
Occurs at Mach:l. 12 , Altitude: 7000 ft, __

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:

1/2 actuator will meet flutter reQuirements

16. Static Stiffness Capability: U

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 18.7

f 18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 7.2

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:65. 5

f 20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 6.9 °F
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ACTUATOR DATA: A-7D Spoiler and Deflector

1. Manufacturer: Vought Aeronautics Model No. :215-72031

2. Hydraulic Fluid:MIL-H-5606 Pressure:Q0Q.. psi, Temp: -65 t. 27 0 FI

3. Description: Dual tandem cylinder (no tail rod) with inte-aral servg alve.

Connected to spoiler and deflect~o wihseilv-~l.ratin ink age.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None3

5. Total Piston Area per Surface:l1. 85 in2 T. E. up , StrokeA5. in., T..Qtal

2. 29 in T. E. dn, in. ,

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface:(2 surfaces pter actuator)

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 1 7. 3  in. per seecT -E.u q 17.3 in. per sec .E

8. Loop Gain: NA radians per secondj

9. Output Arm Radius:S..3(flin)in.;- Spoiler Deflection 0/Actuator inch: 11. 52 min

1.Actuator Weight: . 08~.. lb (spoiler)

11. Spoiler Deflection: 60 O. Er. up 0 . 0 T. E. dn

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:I
Roll rate at low altitude

No Load Surface Velocity: 2 00 0/ secT. .E.up , 2 00 ,/ sec T -j.d

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface

Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic loads

Max. Available Hinge Moment:29, 400 in-lbL..Ejjo 3_6,40D in-lb T2J.. dn

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:9, 2 70.. in-lbT..E...up ,(solr

Occurs at Mach:LQ 0 , Altitude: 7000 ft, 7G

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:_______
Single section capable of handling loads

16. Static Stiffness Capability: U

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 19. 3 (T. E. dn)

1 8. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 4. 06(spoiler only)

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:q3L_.5%

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:l3., 7 -F
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IACTUATOR DATA: B-58 Elevon

1. Manufacturer: Bendix-Pacific Model No.

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-8446 Pressure: 3 0 0 0  psi, Temp:- 6 5 0 to +325*F

3. Description: Ten single cylinders (no tail rod) each of different area
Li and stroke, coupled to elevon with different output arm radius,

Separate feedback linkage and servovalve.

Cyl. (No. T.E. up (T.E. dn Vel. (T.E.
4. No. used) 5. area area) 6. Stroke (Arm.R.) Deg/In. 7. T.E. up dn)

1 (2) 8.43 ( 7.72) 3.46 (3.81) 16.2 1.50 (1.63)
2 (4) 9.73 ( 9.10) 4.08 (4.42) 13.6 1.78 (1.93)

r 3 (2) 12.58 (11.88) 5.17 (5.50) 10.8 2.21 (2.40)
4 (1) 12.58 (11.88) 5.17 (5.50) 10.8 2.21 (2.40)
6 (1) 12.58 (11.88) 5.17 (5.50) 10.8 2.21 (2.40)

[ 8. Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2 (5 cyls on each)

9. Loop Gain: 31. 5 Radians per second.

t 0. Actuator Weight: 123, 82 lb' (not inc. valve and linkage)

11. Surface Deflection: 35 o . E. u ; 20 0 T.E. down

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surfac Velocity:
Low speed maneuvering: Mach, 0. 24 @ SL and limit load factor
(Hinge moment less than 12 000 in-lbs)
NoLad Surface Velocity: 2 0/secT. E.up , 2 5 /sec T.E. down

13. Operating Conditions Which Deter mined .Maximum Available Surfaceii Hinge Moment: Maximum aerodynamic load; 14u T.E. u-

1,536,000 1,440,000-
Max. Available Hinge Moment: __3600 in-lb T. E. up, ___0_0in-lb T. E. down

1,536,000 1,440,OQO14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: in-lb.T7. pijp, in-lb T.B..downOccurs at Mach: .. , 0ft 2.2 G

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result: _ _ _Maximum surface deflection reduced.

16. Static Stiffness Capability: 4.

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 101.4

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 0 (actuator stall)

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 100

if 20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 0 °F
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ACTUATOR DATA:B-58 Rudder

1. Manufacturer: Bendix-Pacific Model No.: _

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-8446 Pressure.3000 psi, Temp: -65 to +375°F 1
3. Description: Four single cylinders (no rod ends) arranged in pairs

on either side of the hinge line, two upper and two lower. S.epariae

feedback and servovalve.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface:2 1 8 in2 right * Stroke1L_75n. rightupper),
2. 62in. left (lower)

21. 8 in2 left -, .75in. lefLLupper)

6. Pistons Per Actuator:. 1 Actuators per Surface: 12.6i lf(owr
Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2 (2 cyls each)

7. No Load Velocity: 4.7 in. per sec (upper) , 7.0 in. per sec(lwer)

8. Loop Gain: 20.2 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 3.39 upper Surface Defliction 0/Actuazor inch: 11.45 upper
5.08 lower 17.14 lower

10. Actuator Weight: 4.. 1b(less valve and linkage) _

11. Surface Deflection: 3.0 right ; 30 left

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:..
Low speed maneuvering: Mach: 0.24.q7, 50 fps gust

No Load Surface Velocity: 90 0/secight , _90 °/sec l ft

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Avaiable Surface I
Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic and flutter

Max. Available Hinge Moment:2 7 7 , 600 in-lb right ,277,600 in-lb left I
14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment-2 2 8 , 000in-lb right , 2 28.- 00Oin-lb leit

Occurs at Mach:l . 36 , Altitude2L5f..t,_ 150 fps gust I
15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:

Remaining actuator will meet flutter and aerodynamic loads

16. Static Stiffness Capability: U

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 66. 1

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 9. 47

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 82. I i
20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:3. 49 OF
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ACTUATOR DATA: C-5 Aileron

1. Manufacturer: Bertea, Inc. Model No.: 92900

2. Hydraulic Fluid:MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp:- 6 5 to +160°F

3. Description: Two single cylinders (no tail rods) with separat Iedba- e
linkages and servovalve. Series servo integral with servovalve

assembly.

j 4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: ±150

5. Total Piston Area per Surface:15.754in2 T. u , Stroke3. 5a4 in., TE, up

II 20.562in2 T. E. dn, 2. 735 in, L. E. dr

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 4. 46 in. per sec T-u- , u 4- .9 in. per sec T. E. dn

8. Loop Gain: NA radians per second

9. Output Arm Rndius: q,.15 in. ; Surface Deflection /Actuator inch: 8

10. Actuator Weight: 73, 76 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 2,5 a T.E. ; 15 T.E. dn

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity: 15°/sec
roll rate at max. aerodynamic hinge moment; surface velocity needed =
21°/sec T.E. up and 190 sec T. E. dn at max. surface deflection
No Load Surface Velocity: 32 °/secT. Ep , 36 80/sec Edn

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Aerodynamir hinge mnnmnt fnr ,-n11 rtp_

Max. Available H'nge Moment: 4 3 3 ,000 in-lb T,.up ,564__ 0in-lbT. E. dn

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment;405. 000in-lbT .F- 1 ,350. 00in-lbTl._. dn
Occurs at: 402 kts; Altitude: SL ft,

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:

-Reduced surface velocity and roll rate

16. Static Stiffness Capability: U-

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepow,-r: 54. 9 T. E. dn

f18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 20.9 T. E. up

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:7_j. 7

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 5. 61 °F
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ACTUATOR DATA: .-- Inboard Elevatorj1

1. Manufacturer: Bertea. Inc. Model No.: 92800

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -65 to +160F

3. Description: Two single cylinders (no tail rods) with separate feedback

linkages and servovalve. Series servo integral with servovalve.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: + 100

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 16.57 in2 T. E. up, Stroke4.1.__ in. E. Up

15. 4641n 2 T. E.dn , 2. 597 in., T.E. dn

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: J

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 4. 80 in. per secT. E. up , . in. per sec T. E. dn

8. Loop Gain: NA radians per second j
9. Output Arm Radius: 10.0 in. ; Surface Deflection /Actuator inch: 5.92

10. Actuator Weight. 57,36 lb
11. Surface Deflection: 25 0 T. E. up; 15_0 T. E. down

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:Surfa e
velocity needed & max, aerodynamic hinge moment w /stabilizer nose down,

1.5 g t s, velocity= 16.2°/sec T. E. up 13. l/secT E. dn, fullsurface deflection.
No Load Surface Velocity: 0. 1 0/sec IE. up , 26 1 0/sec T.E_

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic hinge moment for load factor

Max. Available Hinge Moment:497000 in-lb T.E up, 464.000in-lb TrE. dn

14. Max. 'erodynamic Hinge Moment: 4 1 2 ,5 0 0 in-lb T. E. u 400.000 in-lbTE, dn
Occurs at: 92 kts , Altitude: 22A00 ft..

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:_
Reduced surface velocity

16. Static Stiffness Capability: U

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 39. 5 (T. E. up)

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 13.5 (T. E.up)

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:J % 4,
20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:_3. 36 °F
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1 ACTUATOR DATA: C-5 Outboard Elevator

1. Manufacturer: Bertea. Inc. Model No.: 93200

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -65 to +275 0F

3. Description: Three single cylinders (no tail rod) with separate

[servovalve and feedback linkage.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface:&.Dl in 2 T.E. up, Strokea-214 in. ,T .Rup

I in2 T . 2.E.d-078 in. ,T....E dn

6. Pistons Per Actuator:_3 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 3

7. No Load Velocity:. 67 in. per sec . E- u , 3- 14 in. per sec T.-E. dn

8. Loop Gain:A radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 8. 0 in. ; Surface Deflection 0/Actuator inch: 7.6

1 "10. Actuator Wcight: 36..04 lb

11. Surface Deflection: _2i1 0 T. E. ; 15 0 T. E. dn

i 12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity: Surface
velocity(170/sec T. E. up, 13. 5/sec T. E. dn) needed at max. aerodynamic
hinge moment with stabilizer nose down& 1. 5G's, full surface deflection.
No Load Surface Velocity: 31. 8 /sec T.uE. p , 283 °/sec d1

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Av,.ilable Surface
Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic loads for load factor

Max. Available Hinge Moment:158,0.00 in-lbT. LE-p , 139.50in-lbT.E. dn

i f 14, Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:1Z4A0 in-lbT. E. U , 122.800in-lbl-B. dn
Occurs at: 92 kts , Altitude:22,00ft, 1. 5G. . stab. nose down

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:

Reduced surface velocity

16. Static Stiffness Capability: U

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 13.3 (T. E. up)

18. Horsepower Output at Max, Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 4.04 (T. E. up)

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:78,8%

f 20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 2.9..OF
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ACTUATOR DATA: C-5 Lower Rudder

1. Manufacturer: Bertea, Inc. Model No.: 92700

2. Hydrauli2 Fluid:MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp:-_6±Q±275!F

3. Description:Two single cylinders (no tail rod), one on either side of hinge
line with separate feedback linkage and servovalve. Series servo inte-

gral with servovalve. Position limited to ±4o when q > 200 psf., & ±120 U
11 g is 80-200 psi.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: ±20. 50

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 8. 40 in2 right Stroke 4.. 11 in. right

8.40 In 2 left 4.218 in., 1L

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 5. 78 in. per sec right , 6.14 in. per sec left

8. Loop Gain: NA radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 7. 38 in. ; Surface Deflection 0/Actuator inch: 8. 4

10. Actuator Weight: .7.. 6 - lb

11. Surface Deflection: 2 0 rjght. ; 35 o left

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:.

No Load Surface Velocity: 55 /sec right , 55 °Isec le;t

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic loads with one engine out.

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 185.500 in-lb right , 85,500in-lb left

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 1 4 1 0 0 0 in-lbright ,191,000 in-lblefL
Occurs at: 402 kts Altitude:.SL_ ft, _

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result: l

16. Static Stiffness Capability: U

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 26.9 (T. E. right)

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerudynamic Hinge Moment. 10.0 (T. E. right)

19, Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 76 7o

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 4-.78°OF
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ACTUATOR DATA: C-5 Upper Rudder

1. Manufacturer: Bertea, Inc. Model No.: 93300

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MlL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -65. to +275'F

3. Description: Two single cylinders (no tail rod), one on either side

of hinge line, with separate feedback linkage and servovalve.

Series servo integral with servovalve. Stroke limited (see lower rudder)

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: ±20.50

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 6 . 182 in2 right , Stroke 4 .119 in., rg.ht

6.182 in 2 right 4. 240 in., left

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 5. 72 in. per sec right , 6.0 5 in. per sec left

8. Loop Gain. NA radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 7.38 in. ; Surface Deflection 0/Actuator inch: 8.37

10. Antuator Weight: 33.21 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 3...5 0 right . 35o left

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:

i No Load Surface Velocity: 54. 9 /sec right , 54. 9 /sec left

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic hinge moment, one engine out.

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 136, 000 in-lb right , 136, OOin-lb left

[ 14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 10 4 , 500 in-lb right ,104, 5 0 0 in-lb Let

Occurs at: 402 kts. , Altitude:_SL_ ft,

15. F-.ilure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:

Reduced hinge moment capability.

16. Static Stiffness Capability: U

17. Max, (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 19.7 (T.E. right) _

o f 18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 7.3 (T. E. right)

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:76. . 8 o

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 4.62 OF
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ACTUATOR DATA: C-5 Flight Spoiler

1. Manufacturer: Cadillac Controls Model No.: 27265 1
2. Hydraulic Fluid:MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -65* to +160*F I
3. Description: Dual tandem cylinder, unequal area, integral valve.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 14.64in2 T. E. up, Stroke-4.08 in., T,._E UP

U in 2 T. E. down _ in.. -

6. Pistons Per Actuator:. 2 Actuators per Surface: 1 1
Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 14.3 in. per sec T. E. up , 14.0 in. per sec I

8. Loop Gain: U radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 10.5 in. ; Surface Deflection O/Actuator inch: 5.75

10. Actuator Weight: 45.6 lb ___

11. Surface Deflection: 22. 50 T.E. up; 0 T.E. down

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity: U

No Load Surface Velocity: 8L /sec T.E.up, 80, 6O/sec T. E. down

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: U

Max. Available Hinge Moment:-4.62Q000 in-lb T.E.p, _ in-lb.I

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U in-lb T.Eup, in-lb . .
Occurs at Mach: U , Altitude:..___" ft,

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result: _ _,

Reduces maximum hinge moment capability

16. Static Stiffness Capability: U

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 100 (T. E. up) I
18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U T

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U OF
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ACTUATOR DATA: C-141 Aileron

1. Manufacturer: N Hnnal W3aterlift Model No.: 1867-13

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H- 5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -65 to +275-F
3. Description: Two single cylinders (no tail rod) with separate feedback I

linkage and servovalve.

I 4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 5.-52 in2T- , Stroke32l6. in. ,T tF.up

4 L~~~ in2 m , 20.i6.& in. , L.E. dn

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: ... in. per sec T.-up , 4 7R in. per sec .T.-fn

8. Loop Gain: 17 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 8.0 in. ; Surface Deflection /Actuator inch: 7. 39

1_ 10. Actuator Weight: 60, 4 lb*

11. Surface Deflection: 25 - T.E.up 5 0 T.E. down

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity: ._.U

I No Load Surface Velocity: 34 o/secT. E. up , 34 /sec T. E. dn

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
- Hinge Moment: U

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 132000 in-lb T.. p, 165.Q00in-lbT. E. dn

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:111,275 in-lbT. E. uP , 214 in-lbT.E. dn

Occurs at Mach: 0.75, Altitude:-SL ft,

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result: U

16. Static Stiffness Capability: U

17. Max. (No Load) Hydravlic (Input) Horsepower: 14. 9 T. E. dn

1 18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 2-6A T. dn

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:9LQ.5%

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 0.70 OF
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ACTUATOR DATA: C-141 Elevator

1. Manufacturer: National Waterlift Model No. 1885-4

2. Hydraulic Fluid:k.!L-H-5606 Pressure: 3000._O0 psi, Temp: -65 to +160*F

3. Description: Two ingle cylinders with separate servovalve and feed- -
back linkage, plus an emergency actuator consisting of a single

cylinder and separate servovalve.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface:_q 91 in2TZ , Stroke.._. in., TE. U

6.52 in 2 T , Ed.3 in., T. E. dn

5a. Emergency Actuator: 3..14 in 2 T. E. up, Stroke 3.16 in., T,E, uP

Piston area: 2. 534 in 2 T.E. dn, 1.8in., T. E. dn

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 3 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 3

7. No Load Velocity: 6. 26 in. per sec T. E. up , 6. 13 in. per secT. E. dfn

8. Loop Gain: 27. 9 radians per second(43.0 emergency actuator)

9. Output Arm Radius: 12. 31 in.; Surface Deflection /Actuator inch: 4

10. Actuator Weight: 112, 5 lb' (8. 38 emergency)

11. Surface Deflection: 23.5 T. E.uP ; 180° T. E. dn

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined N, Load Surface Velocity:-
Landing approach

No Load Surface Velocity: 39 °/secT Eup 34,5 °/sec T.E. dn

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: -Aerodynamic loads j
Max. Available Hinge Moment:366._000 in-lbT, .. p ,240_,100 in-lbTLF4.da

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 3 3 3 2 0 0 in-lbT E.up ,258,.0000in-lb E. dn
Occurs at Mach:Q,. 825, Altitude:Z4.,0.Q0ft, 2. 5G. T. E. up

21,700ft.,1.0G. T.E. dn
15. Failure of One Hydraulc System Has the Following Result: Automatic

-logic valves activate emergency actuator which can add 67,000 in-lbs
(T. E. up) & 51, 000 in-lbs (T. E. dn) to hinge line.

16. Static Stiffness Capability: ,:

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: -37-.8 E- uP -

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 10, 3 T, E. up1

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 11 %

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 1.79 oF
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ACTUATOR DATA: C-141 Rudder

1. Manufacturer: National Waterlift Model No.: 1868-13

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MTT.-H-5RO6 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -65 to +160 0 F

3. Description: Two single cylinders, one on each side of the hinge line,

with separate feedback linkage and servovalve. Electromechanical

series servo mounted !ntegralwith servovalve. Pressure reduced
to limit hinge moment when commanded electrically.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: ± 100

5. Total Piston Area per Surface:4 . 724 in2 right , Stroke 3 . 913 in. right

4. 724 in2 right , 91 in., rght

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 4. 6 in. per sec _.ht , 46 in. per seclf

1 8. Loop Gain: 18. 85 radimns per second

9. Output Arm Radius: _ in. ; Surface Deflection 0/Actuator inch: 8. 94

10. Actuator Weight: 66.8 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 35 0 right ;35 0 left

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:

No Load Surface Velocity: 38 0/sec right , 3._8 °/sec left

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment:

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 79, 000 in-lb right 79, 000 inlb left at 2450 psi
29,000 right ' 29, 000 left at 900 psi

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 68, 00 in-lb .righL , RA00 in-lbletf
Occurs at Mach: 0. 25, Altitude: 2000ft,

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:I Reduces maximum hinge moment caability

_16. Static Stiffness Capability: _

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 7.95 dn/up

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: _2. 55 dn/up

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:8al&%

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 2 . 7 8
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ACTUATOR DATA: F-4 Aileron

1. Manufacturer: National Water Lift Model No.: 2219-1,2

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000.. psi, Temp: -65 to +2750 F

3. Description: Four single cylinders (no tail rods) in parallpl intgra ted

with feedback linkage and servovalve, I
4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface:4.. 88 in2 T. F. up, Stroke.173 in., T.E. up

15.92 in2 T.E. dn, 2.025 in., _.E. dn 3
6. Pistons Per Actuator: 4 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 7.-0 in. per sec T.E. u , 12.2 in. per secl.E._dn

8. Loop Gair: 10 radians per see- -id

9. Output A'rm Radius: 3.67 in. ; Surface Deflection /Actuator inch: 1

10. Actuator Weight: 48 lb

11. Surface Deflection:. ° ; T.3Eu 0 T. E. dn

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity: I
Low q maneuvering (Mach 1. 9 @ 40, 000 ft. M, 0. 8 a SL)

No Load Surface Velocity: 111 0/sec T.E. up, 193 0/sec T F

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic loads

Max. Available Hinge Moment:_ in-lbT. F. up, 171,30n-lbL., dn

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:14, 600 in-lb. .vp,l7..3Q0in-lb..E. dn
Occurs at Mach:.98 , Altitude: L ft, T.F. 50 dn actuator stalled

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:
Reduced hinge moment capability I

] (5,Static Stifness Capability: 982, 029 lb/in.

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 24. 4 (T. E, dn)

1 8. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 0

19. Efficiency at Max, Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:10__ % I
20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 0 oF
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ACTUATOR DATA: F-4 Rudder

1. Manufacturer: Bertea Model No.: 26500-317

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -65.to+5°F

3. Description: Single equal area cylinder with integral ceprvnvalvp

arranged as a "boost" actuator so pilot can manually overpower-

Has integral series servo.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: ±50

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: .53 in2 right , Stroke 2.3 2in., right

.53 in 2 left 2 -3 in., C

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 1 Actuators per Surface: 1Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 1

7. No Load Velocity: 6.45 in. per sec right 6.95 in. per sec left

8. Loop Gain: 18 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 54. in. ; Surface Deflection 0/Actuator inch: 13

10. Actuator Weight: 10 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 3 0 right ; 30 left

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:.
Maneuverability at low q (M: 0. 75 @ 45. 000 ft. Mo 0. 3 @ SL)

f No Load Surface Velocity: 34 0/sec right f 34 0/sec left

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic loads

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 8400 in-lb right 8400 in-lb left

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 8400 in-lbgL , ri84ht 9400 in-lb left
Occurs at Mach: 1..1 , Altitude:_jS. ft, ±0, 50 actuator stalled

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:

--Reverts to manual

1 16. Static Stiffness Capability: 40.265 lb/in.__

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: . 644

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 0

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 10 To

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 0 OF
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ACTUATOR DATA: F-4 Inboard Spoiler

1. Manufacturer: Bertea Model No.: 32-64517

2. Hydraulic Fluid:MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp:_Q + 7 5 'F

3, Description Dual tandem cylinder (no tail rod) with separate I
servovalve

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface:2. 52 in2  p , Stroke L94. in., -

20 i 2 T. ,.d in., - A
6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2 --

7. No Load Velocity: 17. 5 in. per sec T.. p , 1. 6 in. per sec._T-... dn

8. Loop Gain: 10 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 5.01 in. ; Surface Deflection 0/Actuator inch: 11. 42

10. Actuator Weight: 3. 5 lb

11. Surface Deflection: -45- o T . ; 0 0o T.E. dn

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:j

Low speed handling

No Load Surface Velocity: 150 -/sec T. E. up, 50 o/sec T. E. dn 3
13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface

Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic loads for surface effectiveness

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 38, 900 in-lb T. E. up, 31, 200in-lbT. F. dn

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 38.,900 in-lbL..E. up, - in-lb - I

Occurs at Mach: _._U , Altitude:SL. ft, T. E 120 up nctuator stalled

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result: _ _

Redured surface effectiveness

16. Static Stiffness Capability: 85, 443 lb/in

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 15. 4

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 0

19, Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:1L00"";

20, Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 0 ,1

4I2
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ACTUATOR DATA: F-4 Outboard Spoiler

1. Manufacturer: Bertea Model No.: 32-69525

L 2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 300 psi, Temp: -65* to +275'F

3. Description: Dual tandem cylinder (no tail rod) with separate

s ervovalve.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 3.82 in2 T.E.up, Stroke 2.83 in., total

2.82 in2 T.E. d9wn in.,

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: I

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 10.3 in. per sec T. E. up, 11.6 in. per sec T. E. down

L 8. Loop Gain: 10 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 3. 60 in. ; Surface Deflection /Actuator inch:.. 15. 90

10. Actuator Weight: 5.0 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 45 o T.E.up ; o T.E. down

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:
Low speed roll rate

f No Load Surface Velocity: 150 -/sec T.E.up 150 /sec T.E. down

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic loads for surface effectiv3ness.

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 42, 600 in-lb T.E..up, _3.p 0in-lb.T. F.down

14, Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 42, 60 in-lb T. E. uP i-lb-
Occurs at Mach: _.0 , Altitude: -SL ft, 42LI- T. up. actuator sajJ..Led

1 15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:

I Reduced surface effectiveness.

16. Static Stiffness Capability: 168, 3591b/in.

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 16.9

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 0

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 10_0 T
S20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 0 OF
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ACTUATOR DATA: F-4 Stabilator

1. Manufacturer: Weston Model No.: 22930

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 poi, Temp: -65* to +2750 F

3. Description: Dual tandem cylinder (no tail ro'i) with integral

servovalve and "Mod. Piston." Mod piston can serve as series servo

or operate entire actuator in parallel mode.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: ±0.50 _d

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 12. 08in2 T. E. uP, Stroke___956in. , T._-- UP

11. 27 in2 T.E. do)vn 3. T._____E. down

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface:

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 8. 55 in. per sec T. E. up , 8.31 in. per sec T. E. down

8. Loop Gain: 20 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 20.4 in. ; Surface Deflection /Actuator inch: 2. 87

10. Actuator Weight: 38 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 20 o ; Eu 10 °  T.E. down

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:
Low q maneuver response j

No Load Surface Velocity: 24.4 /sec T.E.up, 2 4 . 01/sec T.E. down

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Stiffness and flutter

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 739, 000in-lb T. E. up, 688, 50Qn-lb T. E. down

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 190, 0O0in-lb T. E. up, 24.OOn-lb T-E. down
Occurs at Mach: 92_5 , Altitude: SL ft, 6.5g

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:
1/2 actuator meets stiffness requirement

16. Static Stiffness Capaudity: 296,298 lb/in.

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 44, 2 (.. E. down)

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 13. 7

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 4_ , ,

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 11.9 -F
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ACTUATOR DATA: F-14 Rudder

1. Manufacturer: Bendix Model No.: 318-6800

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000psi, Temp: -65' to +275°F

3. Description: Dual tandem cylinder (no tail rod) with integral

servovalve.

1 4. Integrated Series Servo Authority:

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 7.28 in 2 right , Stroke 2.0 in., i._ght

I 8.28in2  left 2. 0 in., left
6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: 1

I Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 7.08 in. per sec right , 7Q.08 in. per sec left

I 8. Loop Gain: 75 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 4 in. ; Surface Deflection 0/Actuator inch: 15. 0

10. Actuator Weight: 20 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 3___0 o right ;30 left

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:

Low q, single engine out

f No Load Surface Velocity: 106 o/sec right 106 o/sec left

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic loads and flutter

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 87, 300 in-lb right 99, 20in-lb left

F 14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U in-lb right , in-lb -

Occurs at Mach:. , Altitude: U ft,
X 15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:

Standby electrically-powered pump will come on line.

r 16. Static Stiffness Capability: 300, 000 lb/in.

1 17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 27.8

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:.U %

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U 'IF
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ACTUATOR DATA: F-14 Inboard Spoiler

1. Manufacturer: National Waterlift _ Model No.: 3282

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -65' to +275 0 F

3. Description: Single, equal-area cylinder with integral electrohydraulic

servovalve and transducers for electrical positioning command.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 1.7 in2 T.E.up, Stroke 2.0 in,, T. E. up.

1.7 in 2 T.E.dqwn _ in..,

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 1 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 1

7. No Load Velocity: 8.4 in. per sec T. E. up , 8.4 in. per sec T. E. down

i. Loop Gain: 100 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 2. 2 in. ; Surface Deflection °/Actuator inch: 15. 6

10. Actuator Weight: 8.5 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 55 o T.E. up; 0o T.E. down

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:
Low q maneuvering

No Load Surface Velocity: 220/sec T.E.up, 2___2 /sec T.E. down

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic loads

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 11, 200 in-lbT. E.up, 11, 200in-lb T.E. down

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:- U in-lb T. E. up, - in-lb
Occurs at Mach: U , Altitude: U ft,

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result: Sets of four

surfaces (two right, two left) are retracted. jj
1 6. Static Stiffness Capability: U

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 6.5

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U

1 9. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U %

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U I,-
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ACTUATOR DATA: F-14 Mid-Spoiler

1. Manufacturer: National Waterlift Model No. 3283
2. Hydraulic Fluid- MIL - H 5 '60 6 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp- -650 to+275F

3. Description: Single, equal-area clylinder with integral electrohydraulic

servovalve and transducers for electrical positioning command.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 2. 22 in 2 T. E. up, Stroke 1. 56 in., T.E. up

2 .2 2 in2 T.E.down __ in.,_

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 1 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator:

7. No Load Velocity: 6.3 in. per sec T.E. up, 6. 3 in. per sec T. E. down

8. Loop Gain: 100 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 1. 69 in. ; Surface Deflection /Actuator inch: 35.4

10. Actuator Weight: 10.55 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 55 o -T.E.p ; 0 T.E. down

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:
Low q maneuvering

No Load Surface Velocity: 220 "/sec T.E.up, 220 /sec T.E. down

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic loads

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 11, 200 in-lb T. E. ul4 11, 200in-lb T.E. down

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U in-lb T. E. up, - in-lb

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following R~sult: Sets of four

surfaces (two right, two left) are retracted.

16. Static Stiffness Capability: U

L 17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 6.5

vi 18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: Ui

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U %,

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U 9i'
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ACTUATOR DATA: F-14 Outboard Spoiler

1. Manufacturer: National Waterlift Model No.: 3284

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -65* to +275°F

3. Description: Single, equal-area cylinder with integral electrohydraulic

servovalve and transducers for electrical positioning command. j

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 1.63 in2 T. E. UP, Stroke 1.5 6 in. , UP

1.63 in 2 T.E. do)vn __ ,

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 1 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 1 1

7. No Load Velocity:. 6.46 in. per secT.E.up , 6.46 in. per sec T. E.downJ

8. Loop Gain: 14 0  radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 1. 69 in. ; Surface Deflection /Actuator inch: 35.4

10. Actuator Weight: 8. 5 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 55 0 T.E. up ; o T.E. down

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:
Low q maneuvering

No Load Surface Velocity: 225 0/sec T.E.up , 225 0/sec T.E. down

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic loads

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 8,280 in-lb T.E. up, 8,28 0 in-lb.T. E. down

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U  in-lbT " E.u, u- in-lb , -

OccursatMach: U , Altitude:_IL._ ft, 3
15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result: Sets of four

surfaces (two right, two left) are retracted.

16. Static Stiffness Capability: U

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 4.92

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:U , 1

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U 0F d
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[ ACTUATOR DATA: F-14 Stabilator

1. Manufacturer: Bendix Model No.: 318-7000

2. Hydraulic FluLi,: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -65Oto :2750 F

3. Description: Dual tandem cylinder (no tail rod) with integral

servovalve.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 34. 0 in 2 T.E. up, Stroke92.4 in., _T,_E. up

40.5 in 2 T.E. down 5. 8 lin., T. E.down

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 5.8 in. per secT., E. up , 5.81 in. per sec T.. down

8. Loop Gain: 25 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 10 in. ; Surface Deflection /Actuator inch: 6. 02

10. Actuator Weight: 82 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 15 o T.E. up; 3_5o T.E. down

I 12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:
Low q handling

" No Load Surface Velocity: 3 5 °/sec T.E.up, _ 3_5 °/sec T.E. down

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Stiffness and flutter

1, 020,000O 1,213,000_
Max. Available Hinge Moment: 0 n-lbT.E. up, , 0 -,bT

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment. U in-lb T. E.u, U in1.L.E down

Occurs at Maci,: U , Altitude: ft,

15. Failure of One Hydralic System Has the Following Result: _ _

Electrically powered standby is activated.

16. Static Stiffness Capability: 550, 000 lb/in.

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 112.3 (T. E. down)

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:.jU %

20. Fluid Temp, Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U F
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ACTUATOR DATA: F-I5 Aileron

1. Manufacturer: Ozone Model No.: OMP-3829

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -65* to +275°F

3. Description: Dual tandem (no rail rod) with integral servovalve.

4. integrated Series Servo Authority: None "u

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 10.55 in 2 T.E.up, Stroke. 5in. ,

11.78 in2 T.E. down 0.695in.,T.E.down J
6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number oi Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 1

7. No Load Velocity: 25. 1 in. per sec T. E. uP , 25. 1 in. per sec T. E. down

8. Loop Gain: 20 radians per second '3

9. Output Arm Radius: 1. 9 in. ; Surface Deflection 0/Actuator inch: 29. 8

10. Actuator Weight: 20 lb j
11. Surface Deflection: 20 T. E. up ; 20 o T.E. down

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:
To meet high q roll rate A

No Load Surface Velocity: 75 0/sec T.E.up, 75 /sec T.E.down

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Maximurn possible in envelope - hinge moment limited.

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 60, 300 in-lb T. E. up 67,100 in-lb T. E. down I
14. Max., Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 60, 300 in-lb T. E. up, 67, 100 in-lb .T,_E, down

Occurs at Mach: ___kt, Altitude: ...___L ft,

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result: _

Switches to utility supply or reverts to damper '1
1 6. Static Stiffness Capability: 280, 000 lblin.

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 13.3 (T. E. down) 3
18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 0

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: l_._ 0 (

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 0 °F
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L ACTUATOR DATA: F-15 Rudder

1. Manufacturer: Ronson Model No.: 3U3151-2

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp:- 6 5 * to +2750 F

3. Description: Rotary vane on surface hinge line (is lower hinge)
integral servovalve and series servo.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: ±150

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: NA in2  : ,Strokc ±30' in.,

in2 in.

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 3 vanes Actuators per Surface: 1
Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 1

7. No Load Velocity: 900 per sec right 90 per sec left

8. Loop Gain: 20 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: NA in. ; Surface Defleclion /Actuator inch: NA

10. Actuator Weight: 19.5 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 30 - right 30o left

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:
Low speed maneuver with crosswind gust.

No Load Surface Velocity: 90 /sec right 90 0/sec left

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surfacer i Hinge Moment: Stiffness (actuator operates at reduced pressur e)

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 12,000 in-lb right , 00 in-lb. left

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 12, 000 in-lb right 12. 00 in-lb left
Occurs at: 300kt+ Altitude: S_L ft, Hinge moment limited.

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:
•Switches to alternate supply or reverts to damper.

16. Static Stiffness Capability:17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 2.86

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 0

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 10__0%

20, Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:
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ACTUATOR DATA: F-15 Stabilator

1. Manufacturer: National Waterlift Model No.: 3831-2

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -65' to +275-F

3. Description: Dual tandem cylinder (no tail rod) with integral

servovalve and dual series servo.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: ±100

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 13. 70 in2 T. E. up, Stroke 5.12 in., T.E. up

14.55in2 T. E. down 2.65in., T.E.down

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2 J
7. No Load Velocity: 8.0 in. per sec T.E.up, 8.0 in. per sec T.E.down

8. Loop Gain: 20 radians per second "i

9. Output Arm Radius: 10,.5 in. ; Surface Deflection /Actuator inch: 5.7

10. Actuator Weight: 53 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 29 o T.E.up ; 15 o T.E. down

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity: NA

No Load Surface Velocity: 45 0/sec T.E.up , 45 /sec T.E.down

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surfaep
Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic hinge moment at high q flight
condition,

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 431, 000 in-lb T. E. up, 458,000 in-lb T.E. down

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U in-lb U in-lb I
Occurs at Mach: U , Altitude: 7U t,__

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:
1/2 Actuator meets stiffness requirement

1 6. Static Stiffness Capability: 230, 000 lb/in.(single system)

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 54.5 (T. E. down)

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:U 

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Mx. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: U oF
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L ACTUATOR DATA: F-106 Elevon

0 & M Machine/
i. Manufacturer: Hydraulic Research Model No.: 10907

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -65' to +275'F

3. Description: Two dual tandem cylinders (no rod ends) with separate
feedback linkage and three-mode servovalve (manual, series servo
and 1/3 rate mod. pisto.i for AFCS)

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: ±10

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 13.28 in2 T.E.up, Stroke 3.91 in., T. E. up

" 13.2 8 in2 T.E. dqwn 1.84 in., T. E. down

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 4 Actuators per Surface: 1[ Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 6. 3 in per sec T. E. up , 6.- 3 in. per sec T. E. down

8. Loop Gain: 2__0. radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 7. 25 in. . Surface Deflection */Actuator inch: 8.18

10. Actuator Weight: 22.4 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 32 0 T. E.up; 15o T.E. down
12. Operating Conditions Which Determined Nc. Load Surface Velocity:

50 fps gust during landing

Nu Load Surface Velocity: 50 0/sec T.E.up 50 0/sec T.E. down

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment: Aerodynamic loads

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 288, 000 in-lb TE.p, ?88,000 in-lb TE.down
K 14. 'Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 288, 00 0 in-lb T. E. up, 288, 00qn-lbT. E. down

Occurs at Mach: 2.0 , Altitude: U ft, 7.5 Gs

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result: _ _ _

Will accept degradation in performance.

16. Static Stiffness Capability: U

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 38.2 _ _

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge MNoment: 0

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: I0__ "I

j 20. I.luid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hfinge Moment: 0 F
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ACTUATOR DATA: F-106 Rudder

1. Manufacturer: Hydraulic Research Model No. : 100700

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -'650 to +275°F

3. Description: Dual tandem cylinder, (equal area) with integral

dual-mode servovalve (manual and series srvo).

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: ±60

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 6.18 in2 right ,Stroke- 17 in., rig-ht

6.18 in2 left , 1.7 in., left J
6. Pistons Per Actuator- 2 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 3.38 in. per sec right , 3.3. 8 in. per sec left

8. Loop Gain: 20 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 4 in. ; Surface Deflection °/Actuator inch: 14.75

10. Actuator Weight: 18.2 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 25 0 right ; 25o left

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:
50 fps gust during landing

No Load Surface Velocity: 50 0/sec righ , 50 0/sec left

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
H inge Moment: Aerodynamic loads and flutter

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 74, 20 in-lb right , 74, 200 in-lb. left

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 7 2 , 000 in-lb right , 72, 000 in-lb left
Occurs at Mach: 2.. , Altitude: U ft, _

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:
Will accept degradation in performance.

16. Static Stiffness Capability: U

.7. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 9.78 _

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 1.65

P'. Efficienry at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 97.. L.

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: 0. 604 q.-
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ACTUATOR DATA: F-lllnbo rd Spoiler

1. Manufacturer: Bendix Electrodynamics Model No: 3157542-3

L2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -65' to +2751F

3. Description: Two-piston actuator. one for proportional control and
the other for positive retraction upon loss of control.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 7.0 in2 T. E. up, Stroke 2.32 in. ,T.E. up

1 4.0 in2 T. E. dovyn 0 in.,T.E. down

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: 1INumber of Hydraulic Supplies per Attuator:__. 2____

7. No Load Velocity: 8.8 in. per secT. E. Up in. per sec

8. Loop Gain: 20 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 3. 03 in.; Surface Deflection 0/Actuator inch: 19.4

1 10. Actuator Weight: 15 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 4 5 o T.E. up; 0o T.E. down

1 12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:

j No Load Surface Velocity: 162 0/sec T.E.up - /sec

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment:

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 63, 600in-lb T. E. up, 36, 4 0 0 in-lb T. E. down

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:_ in-lb __ in-lb-
Occurs at Mach:_ , Altitude:- ft,

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result: "____

16. Static Stiffness Capability:

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (input) Horsepower: 27.2

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: _

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: "
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ACTUATOR DATA: F-Ill Outboard Spoiler

1. Manufacturer: Bendix Electrodynamics Model No: 3157540-1

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -65* to +275°F

3. Desc. iption: Dual piston actuator, one for proportional position
control and the other for positive retraction upon loss of control. 1

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None 3
5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 4. 85 in2 T. E. up, Stroke 1. 85 in., T.E. up

2.58 in2 T.E.down 0 in., T.E.down

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: 1
Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator- 2 :

7. No Load Velocity: 7.0 in. per sec T. E. up, _ in. per sec ____

8. Loop Gain: 20 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 2.42 in.; Surface Deflection /Actuator inch: 24.3

10. Actuator Weight: 12 lb 4

11. Surface Deflection: 45 OT.E.up ; 0 o T.E. down

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:

No Load Surface Velocity: 169 0/sec T.E. ul? _ 0/sec _

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface 21
Hinge Moment:

-Max. Available Hinge Moment: 35, 200 in-lb T. E. up, 170 in-lbT. _L down

14., Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:_ in-lb , in-lb
Occurs at Mach:_ , Altitude:_ ft,

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:

I6. Static Stiffness Capability: -___

17., Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 15.7

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:

19. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic IHinge Moment: ___ i

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:- ____
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ACTUATOR DATA: F-il Stabilator

1. Manufacturer: Bendix Electrodynamics Model No: 3157770
2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp: -65' to +275 0 F

1 3. Description: Dual tandem cylinder with integral servovalve. Equal
I (balanced) area pistons and enclosed tail rod.

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface:3 5 .134in 2 T. E. up, Stroke 4. 50in. , LE. up

35.134in2 T.E. down 2 . 2 5 in. T.E.down

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: I (LH and RH)

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 5.4 in. per sec T.E. up , 5.4_4 in. per sec T. E. down

j 1 8. Loop Gain: 20 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 8. 8 in.; Surface Deflection /Actuator inch: 6.67

10. Actur.tor Weight: 110 lb

11. Surface Deflection: 3Q0 o T. E..u.p ;15 T.E. down

12. Operating Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:

No Load Surface Velocity: 36 /sec T. E. up, 36 / sec T. E. down

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available Surface
Hinge Moment:

Max. Available Hinge Moment:9 2 8,000 in-lb T.E.up,928 000in-lbT.E. down

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:_ in-lb _ , in-lb
Occurs at Mach:_ , Altitude:_ ft,

15. Failure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:

16. Static Stiffness Capability: 1. 13 x 106 Ib/in.

17. Max. (No Load) Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 88.1

18. Horsepower Output at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:

19,. Efficiency at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:

20. Fluid Temp. Rise at Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: _ 1,"
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ACTUATOR DATA: ___F-ill Rudder

1. Manufacturer: Bendix Electrodynamics Model No: 31441,10

2. Hydraulic Fluid: MIL-H-5606 Pressure: 3000 psi, Temp- -65' to +275-F

3. Description: Dual tandem with integral servovalve._______

4. Integrated Series Servo Authority: None

5. Total Piston Area per Surface: 16. 75in2 left , Stroke.2...At8in., .kf~t

16. 75in 2  right , 2 . 4 0 8 in., _right]

6. Pistons Per Actuator: 2 Actuators per Surface: 1

Number of Hydraulic Supplies per Actuator: 2

7. No Load Velocity: 14.4 in. per sec left ,14. 4 in. per sec right

8. Loop Gain: 20 radians per second

9. Output Arm Radius: 4. 81 in.; Surface Deflection 0/Actuator inch: 12. 5

10. Actuator Weight: 3 8  lb]

11. Surface Deflection: 30 o left ;30 o right___

12. Operatinor Conditions Which Determined No Load Surface Velocity:j

No Load Surface Velocity: 18 0/sec left 18 -/see right

13. Operating Conditions Which Determined Maximum Available SurfaceI
Hinge Moment: __________________________

Max. Available Hinge Moment: 2 4 2 .. 00 in-lb left ,242,OO0in-lbrigh tI

14. Max. Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:.____ in-lb ___ ____in-lb-

Occurs at Mach:__ , Altitude:_- ft,I

1 5. F'ailure of One Hydraulic System Has the Following Result:_______

17 %ax. (oLa)Hydraulic (Input) Horsepower: 11. 53

18,Hoseowr utpt t ax ArodnaicHigeMoment:________

19 fiinya a.Aerodynamic Hinge Moment:_%
2.Fluid '.(-p iea a.Aerodynamic Hinge Moment: _____
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